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1 What's at stake in the `second state debate'?:

concepts and issues

Introduction: the two `state debates' within the social

sciences

If `the state is dead', as so many International Relations (IR) scholars

today contend, why do we need a book on `the state and International

Relations'? Indeed, it seems that the direction that the `vanguard' of IR

theory is currently taking is, if not in the opposite direction to the state,

then at least `away from the state'. Surely one of the common denomi-

nators that underpins the rapid rise of postmodernism, of critical theory

and especially of constructivism along with feminism and Marxism, is

an agenda that goes beyond the state: one that indeed seeks to displace

state-centrism in general, and `the state' as an object of enquiry, once

and for all? At least, this appears to be the received wisdom within IR.

But the argument of this book takes the form of a paradox: that it is

neorealist state-centrism that denies the importance of the state in IR,

while the various approaches listed above (along with liberalism), I

argue, all take the state more seriously ± a position which I readily

concede contradicts my earlier statement (Hobson 1997: 1). This

surprising conclusion emerges from introducing and applying a concep-

tual innovation that has largely been ignored by IR scholars ± the

`international agential power' of the state ± and reappraising each theory

through this particular lens. This enables us to radically (re)view state

theory in IR, such that in effect we end up by turning IR theory upside

down.

Perhaps the key point to note here is simply that the conventional

understanding of state theory in IR has been hampered by the inter-

pretive tools of analysis that have been applied. As we shall see, when we

consider the degree of international agential power (rather than do-

mestic autonomy) that each theory accords the state, a new angle comes

into view. This angle has in fact always been there, but has remained

obscured as a result of the tools of analysis that have been applied ± tools

that are used within what I call the `®rst state debate'. I reveal this
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alternative angle through the framework of what I call the `second state

debate'.

Across the spectrum of the social sciences a variety of theorists in

different disciplines have situated theories of the state within two generic

frameworks. The ®rst comprises normative theories of the state, which

consider what the most desirable or appropriate form of state and

political community might be. The second comprises explanatory the-

ories of the state, which consider who controls, or what forces shape, the

state and its behaviour. Of course, in practice, the line that separates

these two generic forms is fuzzy, given that normative concerns often

creep into explanatory theory and, as one commentator put it, political

philosophers often `see what they think the state ought to be like in the

state as it is' (Held 1984: 31). This volume is however, primarily

interested in `explanatory' state theory. The basic claim is that to the

extent that it is possible to separate out the two forms of state theory, I

suggest that we can discern two state debates within `explanatory' state

theory, both of which can be found across a variety of disciplines.

Within IR the ®rst state debate emerged in its clearest form with the

rise of interdependence theory in the 1970s ± a debate that was a proxy

for, or a means through which non-realists (especially radical pluralists)

and realists fought each other for supremacy. The ®rst state debate is

concerned with the fundamental question as to whether `states' predo-

minate over `social forces' and `non-state actors'. Put differently, the

debate revolves around the degree of autonomy that states have from

non-state actors and social processes. Occupying one extreme are

neorealists, who argue that the state, imbued with high autonomy, is the

central actor in international politics. At the other extreme are liberals

and radical pluralists, who insist that state autonomy is declining as

states are being increasingly out¯anked by economic processes (inter-

dependence) and non-state actors (especially, though not exclusively,

multinational corporations). Speci®cally they argue against the neore-

alist assumption that the state is a rational, coherent and autonomous

actor that is primarily interested in the `high politics' of security. By

contrast, they claim that international interdependence is leading to the

breakdown of states into incoherent entities, and that states are increas-

ingly prioritising the `low politics' of economics, distribution and

welfare and ecological issues over military security (e.g. Burton 1972;

Mansbach, Ferguson and Lampert 1976; Morse 1976; but see Keohane

and Nye 1977, and especially Rosenau 1980 for a more complex

approach). For these writers, neorealism's world of states-as-billiard balls
is being transformed into a global cobweb of transactions that cuts

across the increasingly porous boundaries of nation-states, rendering
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the sovereign state obsolete. This in turn led to the neorealist counter-

attack, where theorists reasserted the continuing primacy and centrality

of autonomous sovereign states. Thus the cobweb was blown away to

reveal once more a harsh anarchic world comprising states-as-billiard

balls (Gilpin 1975, 1981; Krasner 1976, 1978; Waltz 1979).

It is important to note that during the 1980s a parallel and comple-

mentary `state debate' was emerging within the disciplines of Sociology

and Comparative Political Economy (CPE). With regard to the former,

the work of Theda Skocpol was seminal, and her classic 1979 book,

States and Social Revolutions was followed by the pioneering edited

volume, Bringing the State Back In (Evans, Rueschemeyer and Skocpol

1985). This replicates the parallel state debate within IR. Here, neo-

Weberians (rather than realists) were pitted against Marxists and

liberals, with the former arguing that the state has high autonomy and

primacy over society, while the latter reasserted the autonomy of social

forces (e.g. Cammack 1989; Jessop 1990: 275±88). At the same time, a

similar debate emerged in CPE and ran up to the early 1990s. Here

`statists' argued that the key to successful economic performance was

based not on the ability of the state to conform to either `market

principles' (as in liberalism) or the needs of the dominant economic

class (as in Marxism), but rested with strong or `developmental' states

imbued with high autonomy and bureaucratic `proactivism'. This

approach was most famously applied to explaining the meteoric rise of

the East Asian Tigers (e.g. Johnson 1982; Wade 1990).

However, in recent years there has been a shift away from this `state-

centric versus society-centric' debate found in Sociology and CPE

towards a `second state debate'. A variety of sociological and compara-

tive political economists are now arguing that there is an alternative

theory of state `autonomy': that state power derives from the extent to

which states are embedded in society (Mann 1993; Evans 1995; Weiss

and Hobson 1995; Hobson 1997; Weiss 1998). Now the debate has

shifted away from `state versus society' to one based on `state autonomy

and society', with the central question revolving around the issue: to
what extent do states structure society and to what extent do societies shape
states? Put differently, this second state debate in Sociology and Com-

parative Politics/Comparative Political Economy examines the `co-con-

stitution' or `mutual embeddedness' of states and societies. The obvious

advantage of this approach (in contrast to the ®rst state debate) is that it

offers one possible resolution.

Returning to IR, the obvious questions are: (1) Has IR moved beyond

the ®rst state debate?, and (2) How useful is this debate? The ®rst IR

state debate did not end in the 1970s, but has continued on down to the
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present through a `second phase', where Marxists, liberals and post-

modernists assert the primacy of globalisation over the state (e.g. Camil-

leri and Falk 1991; Brown 1995; Cox 1996: 296±313), while neorealists

continue to reassert the primacy of the sovereign state (e.g. Krasner

1995). The ®rst state debate, then, remains very much alive. But how

useful is it? I suggest that it suffers from four fundamental limitations.

First, it works within a binary, `either±or' problematique based on

`state-centredness' versus `international/global society-centredness'.

Accordingly, this debate leads to stand-off between two intransigent and

polarised camps. A second problem is that this stand-off is incapable of

generating new research questions and agendas. Third, it tends to

distort IR theory more generally, where all theories are simpli®ed for the

sake of `winning the battle'. Accordingly `straw-men' theories have been

created, as both sides seek to simplify the `other' in order to then knock

them down. Fourth, it paradoxically suffers from `state-blindness', in

that both sides wittingly or unwittingly actually `kick the state back out'.

This is because both sides ultimately derive the state from international

structures. Indeed, it could be argued that the ®rst debate is not really

about the state at all, given that both sides marginalise its importance;

that perhaps the real contest is between `international socio-economic
structure-centredness' versus `international political structure-centredness'. In
this way, the ®rst state debate paradoxically represents, to borrow

Halliday's phrase, a `non-encounter' on the state (Halliday 1994: 75±6).

Perhaps the most fundamental problem with the ®rst state debate is

that it fails to consider how the state-as-an-agent can determine or shape

the international system. Thus while both sides of the ®rst state debate

tend to reify or exaggerate international structure, the second state debate

is fundamentally organised around the `agent±structure' dichotomy. I

argue that all theories can be located within two continuums: the degree

of agency that each theory accords the state-as-agent in the domestic

and international arenas.

The `second state debate': the two faces of state

agential power

Perhaps not surprisingly, the sterility of the ®rst state debate has given

succour to the argument made by a host of writers across the social

sciences that the state should be jettisoned as a theoretical object of

inquiry (e.g. Easton 1981; Abrams 1988; Almond 1988; Ferguson and

Mansbach 1988). I suggest, however, that we can retain the state as an

analytical category by approaching it through the alternative lens of the

second state debate. This new debate is not based around the question
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of `state centrality' versus `non-state actor centrality' (or state-centred-

ness versus society-centredness), and does not exclusively focus on the

question of state autonomy versus social autonomy. I focus on two

categories here: the domestic, and international, agential powers of the

state.

The `domestic agential power' of the state

The ®rst attribute of the state that this book examines is the domestic

agential power of the state, which is equivalent to what theorists

commonly think of as `institutional state autonomy'. Thus domestic

agential state power connotes the ability of the state to make domestic or
foreign policy as well as shape the domestic realm, free of domestic social-
structural requirements or the interests of non-state actors. This is broadly

equivalent to the concept of state autonomy laid out by Skocpol and

others (Skocpol 1979; Evans, Rueschemeyer and Skocpol 1985). This is

charted along the x-axis of ®gure 1.1. Working with this de®nition, IR

scholars generally conclude that neorealism (as well as Weberian histor-

ical sociology ± WHS) attributes to the state the most autonomy or

domestic agential power, while liberalism, Marxism, postmodernism

and constructivism accord it the least. Put differently, `autonomous'

states loom large within neorealism and WHS, but appear to take a back

seat in liberalism, Marxism, postmodernism and constructivism. At

least, these are the familiar terms of the ®rst state debate.

The issue of the degree of state autonomy or domestic agential power

accorded within each theory constitutes the ®rst aspect of the second

state debate. Here we ®nd that the received picture found in the ®rst

state debate is basically correct, though it glosses over the complexity of

positions found not just between theories but, above all, within each

paradigm. Realism, for example, produces three clear alternative posi-

tions, with Waltzian neorealism attributing very high or absolute do-

mestic agential power to the state, while the modi®ed neorealism of

Gilpin and Krasner accords the state a varying or potential autonomy. In

strong contrast, classical realism argues that pre-modern states have

high domestic agency, while modern states have only low amounts.

Marxists are divided between two positions; from the low domestic

agential power found in classical Marxism to the `relative' or `moderate

agential' power of the state approach found in orthodox neo-Marxism.

Weberians are divided between the varying or potential domestic agen-

tial power found in the ®rst wave, and the `embedded autonomy' of the

second wave. Some constructivists attribute low domestic agential

power to the state (as in the international society-centric variant and
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radical constructivism/postmodernism), while others accord it a mod-

erate agential power (as in state-centric constructivism). And liberals

range from granting the state very low domestic agential power (as in

classical liberalism) through to moderate power (as in new liberalism

and functionalism) and very high or absolute agential power (as in state-

centric liberalism). Nevertheless, the distinct terrain that the second

state debate maps out concerns the international agential power or

capacity of the state.

Figure 1.1 Con®guring IR theory within the `second state debate'
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The `international' agential power of the state

If the domestic agential power of the state refers to the ability of the

state to make domestic or foreign policy, and shape the domestic realm,

free of domestic social-structural requirements or the interests of non-

state actors, so the international agential power of the state refers to the

ability of the state to make foreign policy and shape the international realm
free of international structural requirements or the interests of international
non-state actors. And at the extreme, high agential power refers to the

ability of the state to mitigate the logic of inter-state competition and thereby
create a cooperative or peaceful world. This `international state power'

must not be confused with the neorealist notion of `state power' or

`state capability', which refers to the ability of states to effectively

conform to international competition and the logic of what Waltz calls

the `international political structure'. In fact my de®nition of `inter-

national agential state power' precisely inverts neorealism's notion of

state capability.

With respect to international agential state power, all theories can be

located along a continuum, ranging from low to moderate to high (as

charted along the y-axis of ®gure 1.1). High international agential power

refers to the ability of the state or state±society complex to buck the logic

of inter-state competition and the constraining logic of international

structure. All theories of IR recognise that inter-state competition exists

and that the international political structure of anarchy also exists

(where `anarchy' refers to the fact that the international system is a

multi-state system in which no higher authority or world state exists).

This condition of potential or actual inter-state competition is some-

times referred to as the `collective action problem', which assumes that

cooperation between states is dif®cult or even impossible to achieve

under international anarchy. High international agential state power

enables the state to shape and reconstitute the international system as

well as to solve the collective action problem and create a peaceful,

cooperative world. Liberalism is the outstanding theory which accords

such agential power to states. Classical liberalism stipulates that as states

conform to individuals' social needs within domestic society, so they are

able to create a peaceful world. State-centric liberalism (e.g. neoliberal

institutionalism) stipulates that states have suf®ciently high agency to

reshape the international system and to solve the collective action

problem. In establishing international institutions and regimes, states

are able to recon®gure `international anarchy' by enhancing the density

of information, thereby creating a peaceful and cooperative world. High

agential power is also accorded by some constructivists, classical realists
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and `second-wave' Weberian historical sociologists (all of which are

situated at the top of ®gure 1.1).

At the other extreme is international-systemic theory (neorealism,

®rst-wave WHS and world systems theory ± WST). Each theory funda-

mentally discounts the possibility that states have international agential

power. For them, states have no choice but to conform to the inter-

national structure. Thus for neorealists and ®rst-wave WHS, state

con¯ict is an inevitable product of the international political structure,

while for world systems theorists such con¯ict is an inevitable product of

the capitalist world economy. In each case, states have no agential power

to autonomously shape or modify the international structure. Accord-

ingly these theories are situated at the bottom of ®gure 1.1.

In the middle are a range of theories. Marxism and postmodernism

both assert that states can shape and determine the international system

in accordance with national-level or domestic forces. Nevertheless, such

theories stop short of granting the state high international agential

power because, for them, states cannot overcome inter-state competi-

tion and solve the `collective action problem'. For orthodox Marxists, in

conforming to the needs of their domestic dominant economic classes,

states come to create a highly con¯ictual international system. Never-

theless, it is simply not possible for states to create a peaceful world

because for this to happen, states would have to be able to fundamen-

tally reconcile the domestic class struggle ± a logical impossibility for any

Marxist. Likewise, postmodernists argue that states, through the process

of engineering domestic legitimation (normative statecraft) create a con-

¯ictual world, in which the constructed appearance of `threatening

others' makes inter-state con¯ict not only inevitable, but the very

condition of the continued reproduction of the state in the ®rst place.

These theories are situated in the middle layer of ®gure 1.1. (For a full

summary of each theory's position, see ®gure 7.2.)

In sum therefore, we can de®ne `international agential state power' as

the ability of the state±society complex and the state as a unit-force `entity'
(whether it is imbued with high or low domestic agential power/autonomy, or
is fragmented or centralised, or is `imagined' or `real') to determine or shape
the international realm free of international structural constraints; and at the
extreme, to buck or mitigate international structural constraints and the logic
of international competition.

Seen from this alternative angle, we necessarily recon®gure our under-

standing of how the different theories relate to each other over the

question of the state. Now the ®ghters of the ®rst state debate are

juxtaposed into radically new positions. The debate is no longer

between statism and realism `as-for-the state' versus radical and pluralist
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theory `as-against-the-state'. The counter-intuitive conclusion of this

book is that the non-systemic approaches of liberalism, constructivism

and postmodernism, classical Marxism and `orthodox' neo-Marxism,

second-wave WHS and classical realism succeed in attributing to the

state far greater agency in the international realm than do the systemic

approaches of neorealism, ®rst-wave WHS and WST. If this conclusion

appears surprising or counter-intuitive, it is only because IR theorists

have either ignored the `international' agential power of the state, or

have simply confused it with institutional autonomy.

In this way, then, there is a great deal at stake in the second state

debate ± not just for understanding state theory, but for compre-

hending IR theory more generally. This of course begs the question as

to why this approach has been previously ignored. The answer is that in

the last twenty years, international-systemic theory has claimed domi-

nance within IR theory. But the central limitation with systemic theory

is that it denies the agency of the state; states are viewed as TraÈger ± as

passive receptors of an international structure ± such that they have no

choice but to adapt and conform to its constraining logic. It is precisely

because the international structure constitutes the independent variable

and the state the dependent variable that Waltz claimed that we do not

need a theory of the state ± by which he meant that we do not need to

theorise the international agential power of the state. Moving away

from systemic theory enables a consideration of how states and state±

society complexes can autonomously shape the international system. It

is this fundamental cleavage between systemic and non-systemic theory

that constitutes the focus of the second state debate. In short, the

second state debate redirects our attention away from pure inter-

national structural analysis and focuses on the degrees of agency that

states and state±society complexes have to shape the international

realm. In this way, then, when we view the ways in which IR theorises

the state through the lens of the ®rst state debate, the state all but

disappears from view. But viewed through the more sensitive lens of the

second state debate, we ®nd that the state is very much brought back

into focus.

A relationship between the two faces of agential power?

As noted, most IR scholars confuse the state's autonomy (domestic

agential power) with its international agential power, and assume that

they are one and the same thing. They are, however, distinct. Thus, for

example, neorealism grants the state high domestic/no international

agential power, while classical liberalism and international society-
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centric constructivism grant it low domestic/high international agential

power. Does this suggest an inverse relationship between these two faces

of power? No, because there are a whole range of theories which argue

for high domestic and high international agential power (e.g. state-

centric liberalism, classical realism), while others stipulate low domestic

and moderate international agential power (classical Marxism and post-

modernism), or moderate domestic and moderate international agential

power (`orthodox' neo-Marxism), or moderate domestic and no inter-

national agential power (WST). In short, the fact that there is no

intrinsic relationship between the two faces of agential state power

suggests that these two `attributes' are distinct.

Two further classi®catory schema

Clearly, the second state debate is much more complex than the ®rst

state debate and raises a whole series of issues, which are discussed more

fully in the second section of chapter 7 (pp. 223±35). While this

basically concludes the discussion of the second state debate for the

moment, nevertheless there is one further problem to confront. To be

able to fully understand each theory, we need to apply two further

classi®catory schemas: the `modes of causality problem' and the `levels

of analysis problem'. Categorising theory according to these two frame-

works enables us to reveal a much more varied and nuanced set of

approaches than is sometimes recognised by IR theorists.

The `modes of causality problem'
This problem essentially refers to the number of independent variables that
a theory employs in order to explain outcomes. All theories can be located

within a trichotomy which ranges from `parsimony' to `modi®ed parsi-

mony' to `complexity'. Parsimonious theory insists that outcomes (inter-

national relations and state behaviour) can be explained through one
exclusive variable (e.g. Waltzian neorealism and classical liberalism). At

the other extreme lies `complexity', which explains outcomes through

two or more independent variables (e.g. second-wave WHS). In

between lies `modi®ed parsimony' (e.g. Gilpin's `modi®ed neorealism',

J.A. Hobson's new liberalism, ®rst-wave WHS or Coxian critical

theory). Because so many scholars confuse modi®ed parsimony with

complexity, it is vital to clearly de®ne this methodological approach.

Modi®ed parsimony is a variation on parsimonious theorising in

which one basic causal variable is primary but is supplemented by a set

of intervening variables. These variables intervene between the basic

causal variable and outcomes. What, then, is an `intervening variable'?
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As the term would imply, an intervening variable lies part-way between

the basic independent causal variable (the explanans, or that which

explains), and the dependent variable or outcomes (i.e. the expla-
nandum, or that which is to be explained). It has much less causal power

than an independent variable. An intervening variable is in effect a

`contingency', which is added on to the basic causal variable. Thus

intervening or contingent variables have only a `relative' rather than a

full explanatory status or autonomy. Put in more `colloquial speak', we

could give the following example. If a woman walks along a beach, she

will leave a set of footprints in the sand. The basic or independent causal

variable is the movement of the leg, while the footprint is the outcome or

the dependent variable. If the woman then puts on a pair of running

shoes, the print left in the sand will of course be different to the original

footprint. But the basic causal variable is still the independent move-

ment of the leg. The shoe is an intervening variable: it modi®es the ®nal

outcome, but does not constitute a basic causal variable because,

without the movement of the leg, no print would be created. In sum,

therefore, modi®ed parsimony enables a richer and more empirically

sensitive analysis to that provided by pure parsimony, but the addition

of supplementary or intervening variables does not fundamentally trans-
form the parsimonious approach into a complex one.

The `modes of causality problem' has direct rami®cations for the

`levels of analysis problem'. Indeed, the `modes of causality problem'

helps bring into focus various crucial aspects that have been hitherto

ignored in the `levels of analysis problem'.

The `levels of analysis problem'
In his famous book, Man, The State and War (1959), Kenneth Waltz

outlined a three-fold typology that could be used to categorise or

pigeon-hole all theories of con¯ict and war. Originally formulated as a

means of classifying theories of war, I use it here to categorise theories of

IR more generally. First-image theory explains state behaviour and IR

through the role of individuals; second-image theory argues that state

behaviour and IR is determined by causal developments at the national

state/societal level, while third-image theory argues that outcomes are

determined by international structures.

However while this schema is a useful analytical ®rst cut, it suffers

from two central limitations. First, it is limited in that it cannot be

used to consider those theories which seek to explain developments at

the national rather than the international level. Peter Gourevitch's

(1978) well used concept of `second-image-reversed' theory begins to

address this, but needs to be broadened. To overcome this I suggest
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that we add a `fourth image', which captures those theories which

argue that developments at the national or sub-national level shape

international outcomes, while developments at the international/global

level also shape the national realm (cf. Reus-Smit 1996: 187). Exam-

ples of this are found in second-wave WHS, Morgenthau's and Carr's

classical realism and Ruggie's constructivism. Second, it is unable to

consider theories which use more than one level to explain outcomes.

Here I synthesise the `modes of causality problem' with the `levels of

analysis problem', by suggesting that we need to differentiate strong
and weak images. A `strong'-image approach accords primacy to one

exclusive level, and is utilised by `parsimonious' theory (e.g. Waltzian

neorealism). By contrast, a weak-image approach is utilised by `mod-

i®ed parsimonious' theory, which accords causal primacy to one spatial

level, but adds in the `intervening' effects from one or various other

levels (e.g. modi®ed neorealism, as in Gilpin and Krasner). But note

that the addition of intervening variables does not convert the theory

into a fourth-image approach. This is because a fourth-image approach

is congruent with `complex theory' rather than `modi®ed parsimony'.

We have now laid out the framework of the second state debate.

Equipped with these various concepts we can now turn to discussing

each major theory with respect to its position within the debate.

Discussion questions

. Why in the last twenty years have mainstream IR theorists in general

chosen not to `problematise' the state? Or, why do some IR scholars

reject the need for a theory of the state?

. What are the ®rst and second `state debates' as they have been

conducted within IR, Sociology and Comparative Politics/Compara-

tive Political Economy?

. How can it be claimed that IR's `®rst state debate' has not really been

about `the state'?

. How and why has the ®rst state debate distorted IR theory and IR

theories of the state?

. What are the two faces of state agential power in the `second state

debate', and what is the difference between low, moderate and high

international agential power?

. How does the introduction of the concept of `international agential

state power' lead beyond the ®rst state debate?

. What is the `modes of causality problem'?
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. Why does `modi®ed parsimony' stop short of `complexity'?

. What is the `levels of analysis problem'? Why and in what ways, if at

all, do we need to modify and extend the basic categories?

. Why is a `strong'-image approach congruent with `parsimonious'

theory, and a `weak'-image approach congruent with `modi®ed parsi-

mony'?

Suggestions for further reading

While IR state theory can help improve the theories of the state

developed in Sociology, Political Science, Comparative Politics/Com-

parative Political Economy and Political Geography, among others,

nevertheless the reverse is also true: that IR needs to become more

aware of theories of the state found outside of the discipline. Excellent

introductory texts include those by Dunleavy and O'Leary (1987), Held

(1987), Schwarzmantel (1994) and Pierson (1997).

For readings in the ®rst state debate within Sociology, the classic

statist text remains Evans, Rueschemeyer and Skocpol (1985), and

especially Theda Skocpol's chapter 1. Two further key texts are those of

Krasner (1978) and Skocpol (1979). Good examples of the Marxist

response can be found in Cammack (1989) and Jessop (1990: 275±88).

The standard statist position within CPE's ®rst state debate can be

found in Johnson (1982) and Wade (1990). The second state debate

within Sociology and CPE has been advanced in the works of Mann

(1993), Evans (1995), Weiss and Hobson (1995), Hobson (1997) and

Weiss (1998). Chapter 3 of Mann (1993) is a good starting point for an

introduction to the various theories of the state, especially within

Sociology. This chapter also implicitly opens up the second state debate

within Sociology and CPE. For the ®rst state debate within IR, the

standard `®rst-phase' texts that insist that the state is being undermined

by `interdependence' are Burton (1972), Mansbach, Ferguson and

Lampert (1976) and Morse (1976), while Camilleri and Falk (1991) is

an excellent introduction to the second-phase approach, in which

`globalisation' is seen to be transcending the sovereign state. The key

statist and neorealist `defences' of the sovereign nation-state can be

found in Gilpin (1975, 1981), Krasner (1976, 1995) and Waltz (1979:

chapter 7).

It is vital to follow up the discussion of the `agent±structure' debate.

In Sociology, good introductions can be found in Layder (1994) and

Thrift (1983). Two important positions are found in Giddens (1984)

and Archer (1995). The `structurationist' resolution to the agent±
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structure problem has been adapted and imported into IR, initially by

Wendt (1987), and see especially, the important debate conducted

within the journal, Review of International Studies (Hollis and Smith

1991; Wendt 1991). For an important recent discussion, see Wight

(1999). Finally, it is important to follow through on the `levels of

analysis problem'; Waltz (1959) is the standard starting point. Singer

(1961) is also an important discussion which argues, in contrast to the

position adopted in chapter 7 of the present volume, that it is not
possible to produce a single model that combines two or more of the

levels.



Part 1

Traditional theories of the state and

international relations





2 Realism

Introduction: the two realisms of international

relations theory

Conventional wisdom con¯ates neorealism and classical realism (e.g.

Gilpin 1986; Grieco 1993a: 135). But my interpretation suggests two

clearly differentiated realisms and two distinct theories of the state, as

revealed within the framework of the second state debate. These two

positions are juxtaposed in ®gures 2.1 and 2.7 (p. 46). There is a

relatively strong consensus among realists and non-realists as to what

constitutes `neorealism'. I summarise the approach through `six princi-

ples', outlined on the left-hand side of ®gure 2.1. In essence, neorealism

is highly parsimonious, such that although the state has high domestic

agential power (or high institutional autonomy), nevertheless it has no

international agential power to determine policy or shape the inter-

national system free of international structural constraints. For neore-

alism, states are in effect `passive bearers' (TraÈger) of the international

political structure. This contrasts with what I call `the six principles' of

classical realism which boil down to the essential claim that while states'

domestic agential power varies through historical epochs, nevertheless

all states have at all times (albeit to varying degrees) suf®cient levels of

international agential power to shape the inter-state system. Both Carr

and Morgenthau emphasise that, under certain circumstances, states

can create a peaceful world. Morgenthau (1948/1978: chapter 32)

argues that the regaining of high domestic agential power can enable the

state to create the necessary conditions for a peaceful world (i.e. enable

the generation of high international agential state power). Carr (1945,

1951) argues that the eclipse of the sovereign state after 1945 through

the corrosive effects of global moral norms, enables the development of

a post-sovereign global community of free and equal individuals. This

suggests in Ashley's (1981) terms, an `emancipatory realism' which

stands in radical contrast to `technical neorealism', in which the state

has no choice, or international agency, and must technically adapt to the

17
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Figure 2.1 Juxtaposing the two realist theories of the state and IR



system's requirements. Moreover, I argue that Carr's `realism' has much

in common with Critical theory, while both Carr and Morgenthau also

draw on constructivist insight.

Neorealist parsimony: the passive-adaptive state under

socialising anarchy

Waltz and the `passive-adaptive' state

It is commonly thought that neorealism involves a fundamental

paradox: it insists on the absolute centrality of the autonomous state in

International Politics (IP), and yet it denies the possibility of a theory of

the state. Actually, Waltz does have a theory of the state, though it is

highly `minimalistic': the state is exclusively derived from the systemic

reproduction requirements of the anarchical state system. In exclusively

focusing on international structure, the state is denied international

agential power either to shape the international political structure or to

buck its constraining logic. To understand this, though, we must ®rst

understand Waltz's overall theory of IP outlined in his Theory of Inter-
national Politics (1979).

Waltz's theory begins with the `continuity' problematic (principle (1),

®gure 2.1). What primarily struck Waltz was the high degree of con-

tinuity of outcomes that allegedly marked IP through the millennia. As

he put it, `[t]he texture of IP remains highly constant, patterns recur and

events repeat themselves endlessly. The relations that prevail interna-

tionally seldom shift rapidly in type or in quality. They are marked by a

dismaying persistence' (Waltz 1979: 66, 1986: 329). This refers to

Waltz's observation that international politics is, and always has been, a

realm of con¯ict between states, whether these have been empires, city-

states or nation-states. The key that unlocks Waltz's theory involves

understanding the theoretical move that is required to meet and explain

such `continuity'. To explain continuity, Waltz is forced (or chooses) to

construct a theory in which there are a minimum of explanatory

variables, which themselves are subject to little change or transmutation.

Thus `parsimony' or `elegance' is fundamental to Waltzian neorealism

(Waltz 1979: chapter 1). To create such a parsimonious (narrow)

theory, Waltz insists that empirical complexity (or reality) must be

simpli®ed and reduced down to one key factor. He singles out the

international political structure as the sole determining variable of IP, in

turn producing a positivistic theory which seeks to uncover the essential

`laws of motion' of international politics (Waltz 1979: chapters 3±4).

The fundamental problem with previous IP theory, Waltz argues, has
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been its `reductionist' methodology. His unconventional (if not con-

fusing) way of de®ning `reductionism' refers to theory in which `the

whole [the international system] is understood or explained by its parts

[i.e. the units]' (Waltz 1979: 18, 19). Reductionism (associated with a

`second-image' approach which focuses on national-level variables, as

well as ®rst-image theory which focuses on the individual) is avoided

through a `third-image' approach, which relies on the international
political structure as the independent variable (Waltz 1959). The vital

move is to de®ne the international political structure itself in highly

parsimonious terms, which requires that `unit-force' (domestic-force)

variables be omitted (Waltz 1979: chapter 5, especially 65). Why must

unit-level variables be omitted? Because, at the domestic level, there are

an inde®nite number of variables ± economic, social, technological,

ideological, political, etc. ± which are constantly changing, and yet, for

Waltz, IR has not changed but has always remained the same. `If

changes in international outcomes are linked directly to changes in

actors, how can one account for similarities of [international] outcomes

that persist or recur even as actors vary?' (Waltz 1979: 65, 1986: 329).

So to avoid `reductionism' and preserve parsimony in order to explain

`continuity', it is crucial to ensure that the international political struc-

ture is de®ned only in systemic ways, with a rigid exclusion of non-

systemic, unit-force/national variables. How is this achieved?

Waltz's de®nition of international political structure

There are three basic features or tiers of domestic political structures,

though only two for the international political system:

(1) the ordering principle, or the `deep structure' ± a phrase coined by

Ruggie (1986: 135)

(2) the character or differentiation of the units

(3) the distribution of capabilities, or the `surface structure', as Ruggie

termed it (1986: 136).

The deep structure provides the key.

(1) The ordering principle (deep structure) There are two types of order-

ing principle: `anarchy' and `hierarchy'. Hierarchy characterises

domestic political structures, while anarchy characterises international

systems. Under (domestic) `hierarchy', the units (i.e. individuals)

`specialise' in a harmonious and interdependent division of labour. Thus

some specialise in producing cars, others houses, others vegetables, etc.

Because they specialise, they come to rely on others for goods that they

need but do not themselves produce ± hence entailing cooperation and
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interdependence. Such harmony and interdependence is possible only

because the problem of security has already been solved by the state. By

contrast, in anarchic international systems, the units (i.e. states) must

follow adaptive `self-help', because there is no higher authority (world

state) which can solve the security problem. They cannot specialise but

must compete and be independent, since interdependence promotes vulner-

ability. Why does the absence of a world government lead to self-help

and competition?

Waltz draws on the `domestic analogy', which is based on the

argument made by Thomas Hobbes in his classic book, Leviathan
(1651). Hobbes argued that before the advent of the modern state ± in

what is known as the `state of nature' ± there was a `war of all against

all'. Thus men were free but highly insecure, since there was no higher

authority which could have prevented them from preying on each other.

Hobbes' solution was the construction of a state or higher coercive

authority (termed the `leviathan') through the `social contract', whereby

all individuals agreed to surrender their freedom to the state in order to

gain security. Applying this framework to international relations (the

`domestic analogy'), Waltz assumes that states in the inter-state system

are like Hobbes' individuals within the state of nature ± even though

ironically, Hobbes denied, or at least heavily quali®ed, such an assump-

tion, by arguing that the international state of nature was in fact `less

intolerable to men than was the pure [domestic] state of nature'

(Suganami 1986: 145; Walker 1987: 73). Just as individuals compete

with each other in pursuit of their own interests in Hobbes' domestic

state of nature so, for Waltz, individual states compete with each other

in the anarchic realm of international politics: `Among states, the state

of nature is a state of war . . . Among men [in the state of nature] as

among states, anarchy, or the absence of government, is associated with

the occurrence of violence' (Waltz 1979: 102). And precisely because

there is no world leviathan or world state, there is nothing to prevent

inter-state con¯ict from recurring. In short, order is possible only if

there exists a higher coercive authority. States are free to pursue their

own national interest but are forever insecure, because war can break

out at any time. Accordingly, if states are to survive, they must eschew

cooperation in favour of `self-help'. Cooperation is ultimately dangerous

because, in lowering their guard, states become vulnerable to predators

(here Waltz borrows Rousseau's story of the stag-hunt).

Because the ordering principle is so important but is invisible ± or, as

Waltz put it `[t]he problem is: How to conceive of an order without . . .

[a visible] orderer' (Waltz 1979: 89) ± he draws on microeconomic

theory by way of analogy in order to understand the nature or power of
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anarchy. Drawing on Adam Smith's discussion of the market, Waltz

claims that just as the market emerges as a result of the spontaneous

actions of individuals and ®rms (who do not seek order but only self-

interested personal gain), so the international political structure

emerges out of the spontaneous actions of self-interested states pursuing

their own sel®sh national interests. But, once formed, the international

system constrains the actors (i.e. the states). For Smith, it was the

structure of the market system that determined the self-help and

adaptive behaviour of individuals (and ®rms), just as for Waltz the

anarchic system determines the adaptive behaviour of states. Smith's

famous claim was that through the competition of sel®sh individuals, an

`invisible hand' of market competition ensured the reproduction (and

betterment) of society overall (Smith 1776/1937: 423). Similarly, for

Waltz, through the competition of sel®sh states, the `invisible hand of

anarchy' ensures the reproduction of the anarchic state system. And just

as for Smith the market selects appropriate behaviour for survival by

rewarding those who conform to the logic of the market with high

pro®ts and those who do not with bankruptcy, so for Waltz the

international political structure selects out states according to whether

their behaviour conforms to anarchy (i.e. the requirement of military

survival), rewarding those who conform with survival or even great

power, and those who do not with decline, defeat or extinction (Waltz

1979: 89±93). The crux of the argument is captured in the discussion of

the second tier, in which the state effectively drops out as a basic causal

variable in IP.

(2) Character of the units In a hierarchy (i.e. in domestic structures)

the units are differentiated according to function: all units are `unlike' and

specialise in different functions, and accordingly enter into an inter-
dependent system of mutual cooperation (without which specialisation

could not occur). But under international anarchy, states are `like units'

and are minimally differentiated in terms of function (i.e. they all perform

the same function). Thus while they differ greatly in terms of capability,

functionally they are all alike ± that is, they are all sovereign, having a

centralised political system with a legitimate monopoly of violence and

rule-making, and are not subject to a higher political authority either

domestically or internationally (Waltz 1979: 95). The reason why they

are all the same derives from the `socialising' logic of anarchy. Failure to

emulate the successful practices of the leading states (i.e. to conform to

the logic of anarchic competition) leads to the opening up of a `relative

power gap' and therefore, heightened vulnerability or even extinction.

Survival dictates convergence or functional homogeneity. Waltz's funda-
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mental argument is that the `the second [tier] is not needed in de®ning

international political structure, because so long as anarchy endures,

states remain like units' (Waltz 1979: 93, 101). Why does the second

tier drop out?

Waltz effectively `black-boxes' the state ± that is, unit-forces are held

constant. It is this manoeuvre that informs the `billiard-ball' metaphor.

States are like billiard balls, not simply because they constantly clash,

but because billiard balls are solid such that their internal properties do

not vary, and above all, do not affect their external behaviour. Herein

lies the crux of Waltz's understanding of the state: that because states are
`like units' (due to the `socialising' effects of anarchy), their particular
attributes cannot enter into the de®nition of the international political structure
as an independent (i.e. determining) variable, precisely because their internal
attributes do not vary. Of course, they differ greatly in terms of regime

form, ideology, etc. but, as we have seen, these have purposefully been

ignored. The fact that states (e.g. liberal/authoritarian, capitalist/social-

ist) have fought wars irrespective of their type or form, suggests that

unit-forces are not relevant (Waltz 1979: 66). In short, Waltz accords

the state no determining agential power or in¯uence in IP. Accordingly,

the state must be dropped as an independent causal variable in IP. It is

for this reason that Waltz argues that we do not need a theory of the

state.

It also aids understanding if we clarify what Waltz is not saying. He is

not saying that domestic variables are irrelevant to international politics.

As he argued in a lesser-known book, Foreign Policy and Democratic
Politics (1967), domestic variables must be utilised if we are to explain

the foreign policies of states. But a structural explanation does not try to

explain the details of each country's foreign policies. It merely tries to

tell us `a small number of big and important things' about the general

tendencies and characteristics of international politics (Waltz 1979:

chapter 1: 71±2, 121±3, 1986: 329, 344, 345).

(3) Distribution of capabilities While states are all functionally alike,

nevertheless they are differentiated in terms of power capability (i.e.

power differentiation). Here Waltz refers to `strong' and `weak' states.

Strong states or great powers are in effect `power-makers'; they can

change the behaviour of other states, whereas weak states are in effect

`power-takers', having no choice but to follow the great powers. Under

anarchy, power differentiation ensures that all states must follow self-

help ± or decline and perish. But does not the inclusion of capability

allow unit-forces back into the de®nition, as is sometimes charged by his

critics (e.g. Gabriel 1994: 85)? No, Waltz answers, because having
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abstracted (i.e. ignored) every aspect of the state except power, `what

emerges is a positional picture, in which states are understood by their

placement in the system as opposed to their individual attributes' (Waltz

1979: 99). Or again,

[a]nd yet one may wonder why only [state] capability is included in the third part
of the de®nition, and not such characteristics as ideology, form of government,
peacefulness, bellicosity, or whatever. The answer is this: Power is estimated by
comparing the capabilities of a number of units. Although capabilities are
attributes of units, the distribution of capabilities is not. The distribution of
capabilities is not a unit attribute, but rather a system-wide concept. (Waltz
1979: 97±8)

Thus because it is the `systemic' or `positional' picture that matters,

Waltz succeeds in once again keeping the state out of the de®nition of

the IPS.

Waltz's `minimalist' or `functionalist' de®nition of the state ± the
passive `military-adaptive state'

We have effectively arrived at Waltz's approach to the state by analysing

his `systemic' approach (summarised in ®gure 2.2). Because the state

resides within an independent and self-determining anarchic inter-

national system, it can be granted no serious ontological (determining)

status or international agential power. Although states are very much

the key units of the system, they have no determining in¯uence. Thus

no formal theory of the state is required, much as microeconomics does

not require a theory of the ®rm. Nevertheless, Waltz has a minimalist
de®nition of the state: what we term the `theory of the passive military-

adaptive state'. Before de®ning this, let us examine its core aspects,

which have an institutional foundation.

The institutional means of adaptation: high/absolute domestic agential state
power The most fundamental institutional means that underpins adap-

tive behaviour is the `sovereignty' of the state, in which the state has high

or absolute domestic agential power (or institutional autonomy from all

non-state actors). This does not imply that the state can do simply as it

pleases, but merely that `the state is free of external or internal inter-

ference [by non-state actors] to decide for itself how it will cope with

external challenges. States develop their own [adaptive] strategies . . . It

is no more contradictory to say that sovereign states are always con-

strained [by the system] and often tightly so than it is to say that free

individuals often make decisions under the heavy pressure of events'

(Waltz 1979: 96). In short, the state is granted high (absolute) domestic

agential power and can operate wholly independently of domestic (and
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international) social forces. In short, it can buck the logic of domestic

non-state power forces. But the key point is that the state has no agential

power either to shape the international realm/structure or to mitigate or

buck its constraining logic. Instead, the state must conform to anarchy

(i.e. its survival dictates). Thus despite having high domestic agential

power, the state is effectively imprisoned within an `iron cage of

anarchy'. In turn, anarchy and power differentiation dictate two adap-

tive strategies that states must conform to if they are to survive.

No international agential state power to mitigate anarchy: two technical
modes of adaptive state behaviour Recall that states are `like units':

`[c]ompetition produces a tendency toward the sameness of the compe-

titors' (Waltz 1979: 127). Why? Because the logic of anarchy and power

differentiation ± i.e. where some states are more powerful than others

and can thus threaten the survival of the weaker states ± requires states

to adapt and conform to the survival dictates of anarchy. How? States

adapt by `integrating' into the international system, which enables them to
conform to the structure's dictates. Integration implies two main adaptive

strategies which states employ so as to survive:

(a) Adaptation through emulation: due to power differentiation under

anarchy, states must imitate or emulate the successful practices of

the leading state(s), since failure to do so leads to heightened

vulnerability. Thus there is in play a `demonstration effect' such that

the successful practices of the leading state(s) pressurise the other

states to emulate their practices ± or perish. Thus, for example,

when Prussia defeated Austria (1866) and France (1870) through

its superior military staff system, other states imitated these prac-

tices very soon after, since failure to do so would have left them

vulnerable. Even chiliastic (non-conformist or recalcitrant) states

will become integrated into the system, and may even engage in

great power politics (as the USSR did after 1917). `The close

juxtaposition of states promotes their sameness through the disad-

vantages that arise from a failure to conform to successful practices.

It is through this `̀ sameness'', an effect of the system, that is so

often attributed to the acceptance of so-called rules of state

behavior. Chiliastic [i.e. recalcitrant] rulers occasionally come to power
[who initially seek not to conform to the systems's requirements]. In
power most of them quickly change their ways [for fear of defeat or

extinction]' (Waltz 1979: 128, emphases mine). Note however, that

Waltz does not say that all states necessarily will follow this policy ±

merely that if they don't they will perish or decline (Waltz 1979:

73±4). As Waltz put it, `[a] self-help system is one in which those
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who do not help themselves [i.e. adapt], or who do so less effectively

than others will fail to prosper, will lay themselves open to dangers,

will suffer' (Waltz 1979: 118).

Thus just as states or individuals cannot buck the market in

microeconomic theory without suffering economic loss, so for

Waltz states cannot buck the logic of anarchy (and hence socialisa-

tion) without suffering political loss (i.e. defeat in war or great

power decline). Accordingly, all states that remain in the system will

`display characteristics common to competitors'. Moreover, `[a]s in

economics, competitive systems are regulated by the `rationality' of

the more successful competitors . . . Either their competitors

emulate them or they fall by the wayside' (Waltz 1979: 76±7). In

this way states come to resemble each other. In the process, by

conforming to the successful practices of the system's leaders in

order to promote their survival, states unintentionally reproduce

the anarchic state system. Emulation promotes `systems mainte-

nance' because it reduces the relative power gap between states, making

it more dif®cult for a leading state to transform anarchy into

hierarchy (i.e. empire).

(b) Adaptation through balancing: states adapt through socialisation by

becoming involved in balancing. While states `imitate' the great

powers as a means of minimising the relative power gap, this does

not fully eradicate fundamental differentials in power across the

system. To ensure survival, therefore, states must also `balance'.

Thus weak states balance with other weak states against stronger

ones. But, for Waltz, balancing does not entail genuine cooperation

between states. He makes two arguments here. First, alliances are

merely temporary and expedient. Thus while the United States was

a military ally of the USSR during the Second World War, shortly

afterwards they were on opposite sides in the `Cold War'. Secondly,

in contrast to Bull and Morgenthau, Waltz argues that the balance

of power is not an institution that `actors consensually [and collec-

tively] agree upon' (1979: 121). They balance merely to maintain

their own individual survival. While for Bull the system is intention-
ally maintained by states in part through the balance of power, for

Waltz the system is unwittingly maintained as states balance,

because its subversion into a hierarchy through the creation of a

world empire is ultimately prevented. Although there has been a

long line of would-be imperialists who have tried to subvert the

anarchical structure of the system to create a hierarchical empire ±

e.g. Louis XIV, Napoleon Bonaparte, Adolf Hitler ± none has

succeeded because the others have defensively ganged up through
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balancing, thereby unintentionally maintaining a multi-state

system.

In sum, while states have high domestic agential power (the ability

to conduct policy free of domestic constraint), nevertheless, they have

no international agential power to conduct policy free of international

constraint nor the ability to buck the logic of anarchy. A key part of

the argument is that these adaptive strategies unintentionally enable

what might be termed `states systems maintenance'. Thus the adaptive

strategies of `emulation' and `balancing' promote systems maintenance

because they reduce the relative power gap between states, making it

impossible for a leading state to transform anarchy into hierarchy (i.e.

empire). Thus, for Waltz, international structural change is not pos-

sible since anarchy will always remain. This is why Ruggie (1986)

claims that Waltzian neorealism has only a `reproductive' rather than a

`transformationist' logic. Thus Waltz manages to transplant what he

describes as Adam Smith's `brilliant insight' in microeconomic theory

into the study of IP. Smith famously argued that as the units follow

their own individual interests regardless of others, so the market

system is successfully and unwittingly reproduced ± i.e. without any of

the actors actually intending such an outcome (see chapter 3, p. 66).

Thus just as for Adam Smith, the `invisible hand' of market competi-

tion results in order so, for Waltz, the `invisible hand of anarchy' leads

to anarchic multi-state systems maintenance. In this way, `Order may

prevail without an orderer; adjustments may be made without an

adjuster; tasks may be allocated without an allocator' (Waltz 1979:

77).

This discussion can be reinforced by considering the two interpreta-

tions of Waltz that currently exist: what I call a minority `statist' or

`agent-centric' reading (e.g. Ashley 1986: 271±3; Wendt 1987, 1991;

Dessler 1989; Finnemore 1996: chapter 1; cf. Buzan, Jones and Little

1993: chapters 6±7), and a majority `systemic' reading (e.g. Ruggie

1986: 134±5; Hollis and Smith 1991), which has been pursued in this

chapter. Because the issue of state agency is so important to this

volume, it is vital to resolve this particular debate. The minority statist

view holds that Waltz invokes an individualist ontology which gives

primacy to the actions and (international) agency of the state, such

that the system is the product of prior state behaviour. Here the

system is epiphenomenal to (i.e. completely determined by) state inter-

ests, a position which precisely inverts the `systemic' interpretation

developed in this chapter. Proponents of the agent-centric interpret-

ation typically cite various arguments that Waltz has made, most

notably:
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(1) that structures `do not determine behaviors and outcomes . . . [and]

may be successfully resisted' (Waltz 1986: 343)

(2) that `[i]nternational-political systems, like economic markets, are

individualist in origin, spontaneously generated, and unintended

. . . [S]tructures are formed by the co-action of their units' (Waltz

1979: 91); that `[n]either structure nor units determine outcomes.

Each affects the other' (Waltz 1986: 328, 338); that structure

shapes and shoves rather than determines (Waltz 1986: 343); and

®nally, that the structure is `not fully generative' (Waltz 1986:

328).

In favouring the systemic interpretation, I shall critically respond to

each point in turn. First, while Waltz often tells us that structure is

sometimes resisted, it is central to his theory that such `chiliastic'

recalcitrance can never be successful and will always be punished by the

system (Waltz 1979: 128). Only if it can be demonstrated that recalci-

trant behaviour can go unpunished by the system could the `statist'

interpretation be correct; a concession that would thoroughly under-

mine Waltz's whole theory. Regarding (2), while it is true that Waltz

frequently claims that the units spontaneously give rise to the system,

and that the units reproduce anarchy (implying the priority of the units

over the system), nevertheless they do so precisely because they follow

adaptive self-help policies that are dictated by the survival imperatives of
the system itself. Indeed states do play a fundamental role in reproducing

anarchy, but this is achieved only by their ability to conform to anarchy

through the adaptive strategies of `emulation and balancing'. Moreover,

only if it could be demonstrated that states intentionally reproduce

anarchy could the `statist' interpretation be correct (as in state-centric

liberalism). But Waltz never strays from his central claim that states

reproduce anarchy through the unintended consequences of their adaptive/
conformist behaviour. As Hollis and Smith (1991) point out, if the

`statist' interpretation was correct, then Waltz would have contradicted

his whole theory because it would render it in Waltz's own terms

`reductionist' ± the very `other' that he has negatively de®ned himself

against (see Waltz 1979: 18±102). With respect to Waltz's point that the

system is not `fully generative' while it is true that Waltz genuinely

recognises that a great deal of social and political life is not generated by

the structure, nevertheless the key point is that everything which is not

generated by the system is for Waltz precisely irrelevant to international

politics ± denigrated as mere `process'.

To conclude, the `statist' or `international agent-centric' interpret-

ation is problematic because it ultimately rests on the assumption that

states have autonomy from anarchy and the distribution of power ± a
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logical impossibility for Waltz. In short, for Waltzian neorealism states

have no international agential power and are unequivocally `all product

and . . . not at all productive' (Ruggie 1986: 151). Contra Wendt (1991:

388±9), this is a thoroughly systemic ontology. Thus Waltz's `adaptive'

theory of the state may be summarised as:

The sovereign `positional' state, imbued with a high degree of domestic agential power
follows its national interest or survival imperative, but has no international agential
power and must adapt (i.e. conform) to the short-term anarchical requirements of the
inter-state system (via emulation and balancing), which in turn unintentionally
functions to reproduce the anarchical state system.

In short, the state functions as a factor of anarchic systemic cohesion.
It is wrong to assume that Waltz has no theory of the state, as others

have noted (Buzan, Jones and Little 1993: 117±19; Hobden 1998:

66±9). It is merely a minimalist and functionalist one, in which the state

is denied international agential power and is de®ned by the external

functional requirements of the state system. It seems that what Waltz

means when he says that we do not need a theory of the state is a

different point: that we must not allow a neorealist theory of the state to

grant the state international agential power. Thus, as neo-Weberians

argue, the irony is that for all the talk of states, state power and state

autonomy, the state is under-theorised and rendered all but irrelevant to

the determination of IP ± it is merely a `passive victim of systemic

anarchy' (Hobson 1997: chapters 1, 7).

The Waltzian `two-step' variation: Gilpin and the `process' of
adaptive state change (modi®ed neorealism)

Many argue that Waltz's theory is severely constrained by its static, a-

historical, positivistic, deterministic and highly parsimonious framework

(Ashley 1981, 1986; Cox 1986; Ruggie 1986; Walker 1987). Some IR

scholars have suggested that such a critique would not apply to other

neorealist works, most notably Robert Gilpin'sWar and Change in World
Politics (1981), which allegedly views international change as a funda-

mental aspect of IR and brings not only social processes, but above all

the state back in as unit-force variables (e.g. Gabriel 1994; Guzzini

1997; Schweller and Priess 1997). My interpretation suggests that

Gilpin's work is a variation of Waltz's systemic approach (though Gilpin

would not accept such a reading, see Gilpin 1986: 302±3), and that he

succeeds only in producing a modi®ed parsimonious or weak third-

image approach. However, I argue that while both Waltz and Gilpin do

indeed take different routes, they end up squarely within the same
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structuralist problematic and accordingly deny the state any inter-

national agential power. How do the similarities arise?

First and foremost, both authors work essentially within a rigorous

`continuity' problematic (principle (1), ®gure 2.1). The primary

purpose of War and Change in World Politics was to counteract the claim

made by liberals and interdependence theorists in the 1970s that the

world had fundamentally changed, and to reassert the centrality of

international anarchy (the subject of the ®rst state debate). In this book

(and others ± see p. 38), Gilpin sought to reinstate the timeless quality of
IR, such that war and the rise and decline of the great powers is as

fundamental to IR today as it was in the time when Thucydides was

writing, in the ®fth century BC. Even at the end of the twentieth

century, Gilpin argues, states can still be understood as self-regarding

entities within an anarchic international realm (Gilpin 1981: chapters 1,

6). Secondly, Gilpin's conception of change is precisely equivalent to

Waltz's. For both theorists, change refers to surface changes within the

system (i.e. changes in the distribution of power or changes of the

units), as opposed to changes of the deep structure of the system (i.e. a

transition from anarchy to hierarchy) (Gilpin 1981: chapter 1). More-

over, both authors discount the possibility of a fundamental change in

the system's ordering principle.
These ®rst two points are derived from the third point of similarity

between Waltz and Gilpin: that in Gilpin's model the logic of anarchy is

the basic or primary causal variable and the state must passively adapt to

the system's constraining logic (see ®gure 2.3). Gilpin precisely repli-

cates Waltz's theory of the state, such that adaptive states ± i.e. those

that can emulate the successful practices of the leading states ± will rise

to the top of the international system, while maladaptive states sink to

the bottom. However, Gilpin modi®es Waltz's conceptual schema (what

I call the `Waltzian two-step'), by adding on two sets of contingent

intervening variables: varying domestic agential state power and socio-

economic fetters. These intervening variables enable Gilpin to supple-

ment Waltz, only insofar as it enables him to specify how great powers

rise and decline (a story that Waltz does not tell). Gilpin thus adds

empirical sensitivity to Waltz's schema, but does not change the funda-

mental approach.

The ®rst intervening variable is that of the varying domestic agential

power of the state. Gilpin relaxes Waltz's notion of absolute domestic

agential state power or autonomy, by arguing that states can have

varying degrees of domestic agency. He in effect argues that when

domestic state agency is moderate or low, the state has dif®culty in

adapting and maintaining its power in the international system. Thus
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high domestic agency enables the state to better conform to inter-state

competition under anarchy, and hence grow stronger; low domestic

agency undermines the ability of the state to develop its power base,

leading to great power decline (Gilpin 1981: 96±105). Gilpin's basic

assumption is that the state will seek an expansionist foreign policy, and

will continue to expand until countervailing forces ± or what we might

call `fetters' ± intervene. Most importantly, states come up against

internal and external fetters which undermine either an expansionist

foreign policy, or prevent a challenger from emerging only if the state

has insuf®cient domestic agential power to overcome such obstacles.

These fetters constitute the second set of intervening variables, which

are economic, social and technological in nature. These entwine with
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the domestic agency of the state. Under conditions of low domestic

agency, these non-political fetters undermine the state's position in the

system; under conditions of high domestic agency such fetters can be

overcome, enabling the state to expand its power base. These fetters

comprise technological diffusion, internal social fetters and high inter-

national military costs:

(1) Technological diffusion (changes in the distribution of economic power):
when a society harnesses a high rate of technological and productive

innovation it expands. But, over time, the economy inevitably goes

into decline, as the rate of technological innovation slows and the

locus of innovation shifts to more adaptive rival states (Gilpin 1981:

160±2, 175±82). Hence the more adaptive states, endowed with

relatively high levels of domestic agential power, are able to over-

come fetters or obstacles and thereby successfully imitate and

improve upon the leading technologies of the innovating states,

enabling them to catch up and take the lead.

(2) Internal social fetters as countervailing forces: often domestic social

arrangements prevent the absorption or introduction of new forms

of technology, as noted above, or social forces push for higher

taxation for public welfare consumption, the effect of which is to

crowd out (i.e. reduce) investment, thereby undermining national

economic growth (Gilpin 1981: 96±103, 163±5). Again it is the low

domestic agential power of the state that prevents it from over-

coming these obstacles to economic expansion.

(3) High international military costs ± foreign policy costs exceed domestic
revenues: this is associated speci®cally with great powers or `hege-

mons'. High defence expenditures such as welfare spending, `crowd

out' investment, thereby leading to economic slowdown, in turn

undermining the state's military base (Gilpin 1981: 163±5). A great

power can maintain its power only by keeping its resources in

balance with its military commitments. This is complemented by

the international problem, consistent with neorealist hegemonic

stability theory (see p. 41), whereby rival states `free-ride' on the

international public goods which the leading state exclusively pro-

vides, in turn promoting their growth at the hegemon's expense

(Gilpin 1981: 168±74).

Gilpin (1975, 1981) applies this model in order to explain the decline

of British hegemony after 1873 and US hegemony after 1973 (see the

left-hand side of ®gure 2.4). Thus the decline in British economic

growth after 1873 was determined ®rst through a shift in the location of

industrial innovation to the Continent. That is, continental states

(especially Germany) enhanced their technological power through
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superior state adaptation, while conversely the British state became

increasingly maladaptive, failing to imitate the new successful practices

of continental technological innovation. Secondly, British decline was

premised upon the shift to a rentier economy through increased overseas

investment and a service-based economy (deindustrialisation). Instead

of emulating the successful new manufacturing developments achieved

on the Continent, the British state demonstrated maladaptability ±

happy to complacently sit back and allow capital to leave the country at

the expense of reinvigorating the domestic economy. This further

promoted the shift in the distribution of economic power away from

Britain. Thirdly, the maladaptability of the British state and its inability

to overcome domestic fetters at a time when defence expenditures

increased (i.e. increases in the relative costs of hegemony through rising

private and public consumption), undermined its military power base.

In short, in each case the low domestic agential power of the state led to

maladaptability which, in failing to overcome countervailing fetters,

undermined the state's military power as well as the economic base

upon which its `hegemonic' power rested (Gilpin 1975: 88±97). Thus

after 1873 the distribution of power shifted away from unipolarity under

British hegemony towards multipolarity (led by Germany), culminating

in the latter challenging the former through `hegemonic war'

(1914±18). A similar set of factors undermined the US economy after

1970. And the American state also allowed ± and indeed intentionally

promoted ± greater overseas foreign direct investment (FDI) through its

multinational corporations (MNCs), at the direct cost of reinvigorating

the domestic economy through a planned industrial policy programme

(Gilpin 1975: chapter 7). Thus state maladaptability ± or the inability of

the state to adjust to inter-state competition imparted by low domestic

agential power ± resulted in US and British hegemonic decline in their

respective periods. Put succinctly, `the United States contracted a

disease of the strong: refusal [or an inability] to adjust to change'

(Keohane 1984: 179).

Changes in the distribution of power
Gilpin has thus traced the dynamics that lead to the rise and decline of

great powers that was missing in Waltz, and simultaneously provides an

account of changes in the distribution of capabilities (also missing in

Waltz). While IP has remained the same since the time of Thucydides

(the `continuity' assumption), any given international order is in the

process of constant change, as the distribution of power is constantly

shifting. We can aid the discussion by drawing on Stephen Krasner's

`tectonic plate' metaphor (Krasner 1983b: 357±8). Beginning at the top
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of ®gure 2.4, a system begins with an equilibrium phase in which the

dominant state(s) stands at the top and governs the system (i.e. the ®rst

plate). Progressing down ®gure 2.4, through time the distribution of

power diffuses from the dominant maladaptive state(s) to more adaptive

rival challengers (the second plate). In time, the system enters a phase of

disequilibrium (the two plates shift out of phase). The subsequent

resolution of this disequilibrium phase through `hegemonic war' (i.e. a

`volcanic eruption)', leads to the establishment of a new international

order which re¯ects the new distribution of power, thereby bringing the

plates back into line (Gilpin 1981: 10±15, chapter 5). With a new state

atop of the system, the cycle begins anew.

The critical variable is the ability of a state ± through high domestic

agential power ± to harness through superior adaptation the economic,

®scal, social and military means which enable it to move towards the

top, or keep it there. Thus it is the adaptiveness of rival states and

maladaptability of the leading state(s) that accounts for international

change ± i.e. shifts in the international distribution of power.

The logic of anarchy and the adaptive state in `systems change'
The common assumption that neorealism cannot explain systems

change (e.g. Cox 1986; Ruggie 1986) is, I suggest, partially incorrect.

Gilpin is able to explain the transition from feudal heteronomy to

modern sovereignty by focusing exclusively on anarchy and the adap-

tive state (although he is unable to envisage change beyond the present

system). The triumph of the nation-state over its feudal and imperial

predecessors occurred because it was better able to adapt to the rise in

military costs generated by the `military revolution' (1550±1660)

(Gilpin 1981: 116±27). Thus the cost of technological±military innova-

tions ± gunpowder, the gun and the professional army ± increased

exponentially through the military revolution, bringing about a ®scal

crisis of feudalism. This crisis was founded upon the small and

inef®cient size and nature of the feudal unit, which was unable to

generate suf®cient revenues to meet these spiralling costs, and was

therefore unable to meet the new conditions of warfare. The ensuing

®scal crisis could be resolved only by the emergence of a more adaptive

form of state ± namely, the more centralised `nation-state' which, by

harnessing capitalism, could enhance tax revenues. In short, anarchy

dictated the emergence of a new and more adaptive state. Contra
Ruggie, therefore, an exclusive focus on the logic of anarchy can

explain `historical systems change', an ironic conclusion given that

Waltz himself missed this point in his reply to Ruggie's criticism (see

Waltz 1986: 323±30).
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Gilpin's systemic theory of the `passive-adaptive state'
So we have seen that Gilpin clearly opens up the `black-box' of state±

society relations, as well as international economic relations, in order to

explain adaptive and maladaptive state behaviour and changes in the

distribution of power. To do this, he relaxes Waltz's assumption that the

state has absolute autonomy from non-state processes. For Waltz, the

second level drops out because of the centrality that he accords to the

®rst and third tiers. Gilpin does the same. Non-systemic processes ±

domestic agential state power on the one hand, and economic, techno-

logical and social forces on the other ± are salient only to the extent that

they enable a state to either conform, or fail to conform, to the primary logic of
anarchy and power differentiation: they enable or constrain state behaviour,
but do not de®ne it ± that is left to the system of anarchy. What makes this

structuralist is the point that while some states might choose not ± or be

unable - to adapt to anarchy, so they will be punished by the system.

Hence the state is denied any international agential capacity, and has no

choice but to rationally adapt to the external environment. The state,

state±society relations and international economic relations are, there-

fore, reduced to the military dictates of anarchy. As Rob Walker so aptly

puts it, despite the fact that Gilpin `tempts' us with a sensitive and

complex historicist approach, nevertheless the central conclusion of his

work is that `a Thucydides reborn would have little dif®culty in

explaining our contemporary agonies' (Walker 1987: 66).

In the end, Gilpin reproduces Waltz's systemic neorealist logic. As

Waltz put it: `Actors may [or may not] perceive the structure [of

anarchy] that constrains them and understand how it serves to reward

some kinds of behavior and to penalize others . . . those who conform to

accepted and successful practices more often rise to the top and are

likelier to stay there. The game one has to win is de®ned by the structure

that determines the kind of player who is likely to prosper' (Waltz 1979:

92, 128). By adding in various `contingent' or intervening variables,

Gilpin is able to tell us how some states are able or unable to conform to

anarchy. But the crucial point is that while states are accorded varying

degrees of domestic agential power, they are, in classic Waltzian fashion,

denied international agential power to determine the international

structure, let alone mitigate or buck its constraining logic. They must

conform to anarchy; if not, they decline. Thus, once again, international

structure is rei®ed and the international agential power of the state is

denigrated. This systemic theory of the `passive-adaptive' state, and of

IP more generally, furnishes Gilpin's account of the rise and decline of

hegemons and great powers. And it is upon this systemic theoretical

base that hegemonic stability theory rests.
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The neorealist theory of the passive-adaptive state and
hegemonic regimes (modi®ed neorealism)

As noted in chapter 1, the ®rst-state debate emerged in the 1970s, with

Marxists and pluralists arguing that MNCs, international regimes and

global interdependence were eroding the salience of the sovereign state,

and were effectively transcending anarchy and self-help as the organising

principles of world politics. The neorealist response was developed in

large part by Robert Gilpin and Stephen D. Krasner, who developed

what is known as `hegemonic stability theory' (HST). Here Gilpin and

Krasner sought to reestablish the timeless importance of anarchy and the

distribution of power as the fundamental bases upon which interdepend-

ence, free trade, international regimes and the MNC are founded. In

short, HST sought to reverse the causal relationship between economics

and politics that liberalism and Marxism prescribe. Consequently, given

the continuing relevance of anarchy, it was axiomatic that the sovereign

state was still primary. Speci®cally Krasner (1976, 1995) argued that

contemporary interdependence and the importance of the free trade

regime could be explained by US hegemonic power under a unipolar

distribution of power. But the paradox was that in reasserting the

centrality of anarchy and the sovereign state, HST fundamentally

denied the state any international agential power.

The neorealist foundations of hegemonic stability theory
Neorealism argues that, under anarchy, cooperation is not possible,

given the survival imperative which dictates that states must prioritise

`relative gains' (self-help) over `absolute (international cooperative)

gains'. Anarchy gives rise to the `collective action problem', in that states

must eschew collaboration in order to survive. However, HST modi®es

this formula arguing that cooperation is possible, but only under a

unique distribution of power ± hegemonic unipolarity ± and only for the

short term. In the long run, cooperation dissolves as hegemony declines

and the distribution of power inevitably shifts to multipolarity. As ®gure

2.5 shows, `hegemony' is introduced as an intervening variable that can

transform states' short-term preferences into long-term `cooperative

gains' preferences. Thus a hegemon can persuade `others to follow a

given course of action which might not be in the follower's short run

interests if it were truly independent' (Kindleberger 1981: 243). Never-

theless, given the `long-run tendency for hegemony to decline', it is

inevitable that states will eventually revert back to their traditional or

`natural' preference for pursuing short-term `relative gains'. The key

difference between neorealism and neoliberal institutionalism is that, for
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the latter, states have high international agential capacity and voluntarily

cooperate through international regimes while, for neorealists, coopera-

tion can be enforced only by a coercive hegemon. For neorealists,

hegemonic regimes are determined by a unique con®guration of the

distribution of power (i.e. unipolarity), while for neoliberals, regimes

acquire a full autonomy from the distribution of power (see pp. 94±104).

A `hegemon' ful®ls ®ve de®ning criteria:

(1) The leading state must have a preponderance of economic and

military power (superior power base).

(2) A hegemon must be a liberal state, because only liberal states have

the will to pursue hegemony: authoritarian states prefer imperialism;

moreover, only liberal states are concerned to create an open and

liberal world order.

(3) There must be a rudimentary consensus among the major states for

hegemony (Gilpin 1987: 72±3).

To the usual three, two more can be added:
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(4) That a hegemon has the necessary `far-sightedness' to set up

regimes which can enhance long-term global welfare.

(5) A hegemon must be willing to make short-term sacri®ces in order to

secure long-term collective/global bene®t (cf. Keohane 1984: 146,

180±1). The basic function of hegemony is to overcome the `collec-

tive action problem' by altruistically creating and maintaining

liberal international trading and monetary regimes ± especially ®xed

exchange rates and free trade ± as well as acting as the global

policeman. In the process, the hegemon converts the short-term

`relative gains' preferences of states (i.e. their `natural' preferences)

into `long-term' cooperative gains preferences.

What, then, are these altruistic sacri®ces that hegemons make? With

respect to the United States, the benign hegemonic sacri®ces were

basically four-fold. First, the United States has performed the role of

world policeman (globocop) and militarily shielded the Western Alli-

ance. But in spending disproportionately more than its allies, the latter

have been able to allocate more resources to promoting economic

development (Gilpin 1987: 343±9). Secondly, the United States

endured assymetrical gains from trade with its major trading partners

until the late 1950s, allowing Europe and Japan to erect tariff barriers

against US exports, while the United States allowed industrial imports

in on a relatively free trade basis (thereby promoting global trade).

Thirdly, the United States was responsible for setting up and main-

taining liberal international economic regimes (especially free trade) and

for providing the global currency. Finally the United States made

sacri®ces in investment and aid, passing on outright grants and loans to

Europe, principally through Marshall Aid, and in general acted as

`lender of last resort' (Gilpin 1975: chapter 5, 1981: chapter 4, 1987:

72±80, 85±92, 123±42; Kindleberger 1973). The result was relative

peace, interdependence and the rapid growth of the world economy.

The theory argues that similar hegemonic sacri®ces, with similar results,

were achieved by Britain between c. 1820 and 1873.

The theory argues that there are two phases of hegemony: benign (i.e.

altruistic) and predatory (i.e. sel®sh). The former results in the exclusive

provision of public goods by the hegemon, which broadly characterises

the initial phase of hegemony (i.e. 1945±73 for America and

c. 1820±73 for Britain). This is followed by the predatory phase in

which the declining hegemon eschews its policy of self-sacri®ce and

pursues its own sel®sh national interest (i.e. Britain after 1873 and the

United States from 1973 to the present). Although the benign phase was

not always wholly altruistic ± the United States enjoyed certain private

gains or privileges from hegemony such as `imperial taxation' (Gilpin
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1975: 153±6, 217±19) ± these were, however, insuf®cient to outweigh

the costs of leadership, making hegemonic decline inevitable.

Hegemonic decline, the shift from unipolarity to multipolarity
and the passive-maladaptive state

The key point for neorealism is that hegemonic regimes are unstable

and precarious because they can be successfully maintained only by a

strong hegemon (®gure 2.6). Thus HST argues that regimes are `effec-

tive', but that they lack `robustness' or `resilience'; that they are effective

only as long as hegemony lasts (Hasenclever, Mayer and Rittberger

1997: 86±7). Because of the `long-run tendency for hegemony to

decline' regimes are, therefore, only short-lived. Why, then, does hege-

mony (and, therefore, hegemonic regimes) decline?

The conventionally received view is that for neorealists, the exercise of

hegemony is necessarily `self-destructive' or `self-liquidating' (Keohane

1989: 252). This is supposedly because of the `free-rider' problem

associated with the exclusive provision of public goods by the hegemon

(Olson and Zeckhauser 1966; Kindleberger 1981). Hegemons provide

public goods ± goods which are consumed by all states such that their

consumption by one state does not reduce the amount available for

others. Conventional wisdom assumes that hegemonic decline derives

from the fact that the hegemon provides public goods from which all

other states bene®t, but that its `rivals' do not contribute to the payment

or upkeep of these goods or `regimes'. They therefore enjoy a `free-ride'

at the expense of the hegemon's altruistic behaviour, which leads to the

hegemon's long-term relative decline and hence the decline of hege-

monic regimes. While this `international public goods provision' thesis

of hegemonic decline is not an insigni®cant component of the theory, I

nevertheless argue that hegemonic decline rests primarily upon the

theory of the `maladaptive' state. The conventional reading is proble-

matic for two reasons. First, if the hegemon is as `far-sighted' and

benign, as HST assumes, why can it not predict its own future demise

and therefore change its short-term behaviour to pre-empt or avoid any

future decline? More damaging still, to hinge the whole theory on the

argument that the leading state is self-sacri®cial to the point that it

actually undermines itself, is to contradict the fundamental neorealist

assumption that states are `positional' and are motivated by self-interest.

Indeed, it would break the cardinal neorealist rule that weak states are

unable to undermine the leading states in the international system. But

neorealist integrity is retained (and saved) by its theory of the maladap-

tive state which, I argue, lies at base of the `hegemonic decline' thesis.

As we saw on pp. 33±5, Gilpin (1975, 1981) argues that the decline in
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British economic growth after 1873 was determined not by free-riders

as such, but through the state's maladaptiveness or inability to adapt to

the successful practices of the more adaptive `rival' states. Thus con-

tinental states (especially Germany) enhanced their power through

superior state adaptation, while conversely the British state became

increasingly maladaptive (see pp. 33±5 for full details). And as noted

above, precisely the same processes of maladaptive state behaviour

applied to the United States after 1973. Thus in explaining hegemonic

decline, the free-rider problem is substantially diminished, while the

maladaptive behaviour of the hegemon is considerably upgraded.

Stephen Krasner adopts a slightly different version of the maladaptive

state in his Defending the National Interest (1978). He places special

emphasis on the low domestic agential power (i.e. low institutional

autonomy) of the US state (as of course does Gilpin). The domestic

structure of the state was weak owing to its fragmented and dispersed

nature, enabling private groups varying degrees of access to, and

in¯uence over, government policy. This was prevalent in trade policy

where commercial private interests in Congress had considerable say

because of the state's lack of insulation. Thus domestic protectionist

interests initially hampered America's ability to shift to free trade.

Conversely, after 1970, with the rise of foreign competition and imports,

domestic groups turned back to protection, thus pushing the state to

abandon its outright pursuit of external free trade. But the essential

neorealist theory of the maladaptive state is fundamental to Krasner's

account of US hegemonic decline, since he argues that the lack of

insulation of the state from strong domestic pressure groups (i.e. low

domestic agential state power) undermined the state's ability to adapt to

systemic requirements.

The passive-adaptive state in hegemonic stability theory
My interpretation suggests that the `theory of the adaptive/maladaptive

state' lies at the base of hegemonic stability theory as well as neorealism

more generally. That is, differentials in national state adaptability is the

motor that informs changes in the distribution of power and hence the

rise and decline of hegemons and hegemonic regimes (as depicted in

®gure 2.6). As we have seen, both Gilpin and especially Krasner relax

Waltz's assumption of the absolute domestic agential power of the state,

and allocate considerable analysis to state±society relations in their

explanation of IR. This begs the all-important question: has HST/

modi®ed neorealism succeeded in going beyond neorealist parsimony,

and invoked `second-level variables' to explain IP, thereby endowing the

state with international agential power? I suggest that HST is a `weak'
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third-image or `modi®ed parsimonious' theory, which conceives of

state±society relations as only intervening variables. Thus while these

intervening variables succeed in adding empirical sensitivity, the ap-

proach does not transcend Waltz's systemic schema. These intervening

variables are ultimately reduced to the geopolitical dictates of anarchy.

The crucial point is that domestic interest groups and domestic state weak-
ness can only constrain the ability of the state to conform to anarchy; they
cannot fundamentally affect the structure of the international system and the
logic of anarchy, nor change the rules of state behaviour under anarchy ±
namely following self-help policies of adaptation. Thus low domestic agen-

tial state power prevents the state from conforming or adapting to

anarchy, leading to punishment by systemic anarchy through hegemonic

or great power decline, while high domestic agential power enables

conformity and the rewards of great power or hegemonic expansion.

Either way though, the state has no international agential power to

shape the international political structure. Of course modi®ed neoreal-

ists and what Rose (1998) calls neoclassical realists as well as `structural
realists' (Buzan, Jones and Little 1993) might object and point out that

states can choose not to adapt or conform to anarchy, or, that the nature

of state±society relations might prevent them from doing so. But such

behaviour will simply be punished by the system and lead to state

decline, as Waltz tells us (Waltz 1978: 118). In the end, states have no

agency to shape the international system and have no choice but to

passively adapt to the systemic requirements of anarchy (or suffer the

consequences).

The key point here is that Gilpin and Krasner have pushed neorealism

as far as it can go with respect to integrating unit-level forces. Never-

theless, given that unit-level forces are no more than intervening vari-

ables, anarchy remains primary. The same conclusion applies to

`neoclassical realism' which, as Rose (1998) concedes, also conceives of

unit-level forces as intervening variables. In the last instance, all neore-
alist theories reify the international structure and deny the state any

genuine agency to shape the international political structure. They

succeed only in `kicking the state back out' as an agent in IP. But this

should not be entirely surprising, given that HST was developed pre-

cisely to demonstrate and explain that world politics has never changed

because of the timeless effects of the logic of anarchy. By contrast,

classical realists accorded considerable levels of international agential

power to the state.
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Classical realist complexity: the `socialising state' with

international agential power

As ®gure 2.7 shows, I suggest that classical realism to an extent

problematises the state, endows it not only with variable degrees of

domestic agential power, but above all insists that the international

system is created by the international agential powers of the state at the

unit level. In short, in radical contrast to neorealism, classical realism

`brings the state (the second tier) back in' as an independent agential

variable in IP. The key differences are listed in ®gure 2.7.

Compared to neorealism, classical realism places the state more at the

centre of analysis, such that IP is derived for the most part from changes

in the state's domestic agential power ± independent of anarchy or

changes in the international distribution of power (see also ®gure 2.1,

p. 18). In addition, both Carr and Morgenthau emphasise the impor-

tance of norms. Although to an extent both authors tie norms to the

domestic agential power of the state, they also ascribe autonomy to

norms, which promotes both a `practical realism' as well as an `emanci-

patory realism' (cf. Ashley 1981). To an important extent, therefore,

classical realism has much more in common with constructivism and

critical theory than is often recognised. But the most signi®cant point is

that, for classical realism, systemic parsimony is largely avoided.

From Waltzian adaptability to Morgenthau's intelligent state

Waltz (1979: chapter 3) famously argued that classical realism is non-

systemic ± or, in his terms, `reductionist' ± in that it explains the whole

through its parts. Surprisingly this stands in contrast to the conventional

understanding of Morgenthau, which con¯ates Morgenthau with neo-

realism (e.g. Hoffmann 1981; Smith 1986). But this has been chal-

lenged by a minority of authors who differentiate classical realism from

neo realism (Ashley 1981; Walker 1987; Grif®ths 1992). I side with the

minority interpretation, although I argue that Morgenthau, unlike Carr,

does on occasion derive the state from the system. There are in fact two

discernible strands in Morgenthau: in Rosecrance's (1981) terms, a

`static' or systemic approach (similar to the `technical' approach of

neorealism and represented in the top half of ®gure 2.8, p. 49), and a

`dynamic' or non-systemic approach that departs from neorealism (i.e. a

`practical' realism represented in the bottom half of ®gure 2.8, p. 49).

But, contra Rosecrance, I argue that the dynamic rather than the static

approach is the dominant aspect of Morgenthau's theory. The con¯ation

of Morgenthau with neorealism is usually traced to his `six principles of
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political realism', which are laid out in chapter 1 of his most famous text

Politics Among Nations (1948/1978).
Here Morgenthau asserts that (1) `politics is governed by objective

laws rooted in human nature'; (2) the `national interest' is de®ned as the

maximisation of national power; ((4), (5) that foreign policy must be

detached from morality; ((6), (2) that the sphere of politics must be

separated out from all others, whether these are economic, legalistic,

moralistic, etc. Typical summary statements of his approach usually

cited are: `the struggle for power [between states] is universal in time

and space' (Morgenthau 1948/1978: 36); and `[a]ll history shows that

nations active in international politics are continuously preparing for,

actually involved in, or recovering from organised violence in the form

of war' (Morgenthau 1948/1978: 42). These statements clearly suggest

a systemic `neorealist' approach.

But even in chapter 1, there is a hint of a radically different picture

(i.e. his `dynamic' non-systemic approach), articulated in his principle

(3): that although interest is de®ned as power, such a concept `is not

®xed once and for all' (Morgenthau 1948/1978: 8). Echoing Carr, he

states that,

the contemporary connection between interest and the nation state is a product
of history, and is therefore bound to disappear in the course of history. Nothing
in the realist position militates against the assumption that the present division
of the political world into nation states will be replaced by larger units of a quite
different character, more in keeping with the technical potentialities and the
moral requirements of the contemporary world. (Morgenthau 1978: 10)

This suggests a sensitivity to the issues of historical (systemic) change

and morality, which sits uneasily or in contradiction with the univers-

alist, systemic, static and `rationalist' (i.e. materialist) criteria of the

other ®ve principles (see ®gure 2.1, p. 18). It also questions the

neorealist notion that the modern nation-state is the highest form of

political expression. Most signi®cantly, I argue that this dynamic

approach comprises the bulk of Morgenthau's following thirty-one

chapters, although the static (systemic) approach is also on occasion

evident. In contrast to conventional understanding, my subjective inter-

pretation suggests that there are two theories of the state in Morgenthau:

a minor systemic approach (as in Waltzian neorealism), where the state

is denied any international agential capacity; and a major non-systemic

approach, in which the state is granted considerable international

agential power. This leads to an awkward and contradictory analysis

given that it is not possible to reconcile the two approaches. We begin

with Morgenthau's static `adaptive theory of the state', before examining
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the major aspect of his approach found in his `non-systemic' theory of

the state and IP.

Morgenthau's minor (®rst) `systemic theory' of the state: the
`passive-adaptive (intelligent) state'

Morgenthau's ®rst theory of the state is systemic (or third-image) and is

depicted in the top half of ®gure 2.8. This theory derives state behaviour

from the system of anarchy to which the state must adapt in order to

gain technical control in a hostile environment (as in Waltz). Here, the

state has high domestic agential power (internal sovereignty), but no

international agential power either to determine the international struc-

ture or to mitigate its constraining logic. As in Waltz, the state achieves

this through various adaptive strategies. While Morgenthau focuses on

`emulation' and `balancing' (the fundamental aspects of Waltz's adaptive

strategies), he also adds `intelligence' which comprises the demysti®ca-
tion of rival states' foreign policies, the bluf®ng of opponents in terms of

one's own foreign policy (FP) intentions and national strength, and the

evaluation of rivals' power bases. First, it is vital that a state, when

choosing its FP, is able to intelligently read or demystify the FPs of other

states and distinguish between three types of FP: `imperial', `status quo'

and `prestige'. Imperialism is the most threatening. Note that this is not

necessarily the same as a policy of empire; `imperialism' refers to a

policy which seeks to change the distribution of power within the states

system to the advantage of a particular state. The policy of the `status

quo' refers to a FP in which a `satis®ed' state has no desire to change the

distribution of power in its favour (usually the policy of a dominant

power). The policy of `prestige' is more modest than the ®rst two, and is

employed by all states to demonstrate their power to other nations

through diplomatic ceremony (pomp and circumstance) and through

the display of military force at home.

The ®rst problem for the intelligent state is to decipher these different

FPs. If statesmen choose the wrong counter-policy, disaster can ensue.

Thus to counter an imperialist FP, a strategy of `containment' is

necessary. Appeasement is the wrong policy and courts disaster. Here

Chamberlain's Munich settlement is singled out for special (if not

vitriolic) criticism (Morgenthau 1948/1978: 6, 70). Appeasement is,

however, the correct strategy to counter a status quo policy. Intelligence

is required to demystify the ideological cloaks with which statesmen dress

up their particular FPs (which is most acute under imperialism).

Without this ability, statesmen will be hindered in applying the correct

counter-policy, as Neville Chamberlain found out to the detriment of

the world in 1939. Moreover, it is vital for all statesmen to be able to
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Figure 2.8 Morgenthau's two theories of the state (systemic and non-systemic)



dress up their FPs in an ideological cloak in order to `bluff ' the enemy.

As in Star Trek, the element of surprise that was achieved by the

Klingon battleship cruisers' cloaking device gave them considerable

initial tactical advantage over the Federation star ships. In a crude sense,

IP is almost akin to a type of poker game in which all the actors are

seeking to bluff their opponents as well as to read through any bluffs

made by their opponents. Moreover, statesmen are advised not to over-

play their bluff since they could eventually be found out on the battle-

®eld (Morgenthau 1948/1978: 68±103). Statesmen also on occasion

need to be able to bluff their own domestic populations in order to gain

popular support for a given FP.

The third aspect of intelligence is the need to evaluate the national

power bases of their opponents, and to adapt the state's national

strength to that of others through emulation (as in Waltz). There are

eight factors of national strength that statesmen must consider ± nine if

we include `geographical position' (1948/1978: 117±55). These com-

prise: self-suf®ciency in food and raw materials, a strong industrial base,

an advanced technological military base, a large population (though one

that is balanced by suf®cient resources to sustain it), a strong national

morale and homogeneous society (relatively free of debilitating internal

con¯icts) and, above all, a strong government. But in particular, the

government must be intelligent, so that it can balance resources against

commitments (as in Gilpin), as well as evaluate the FPs of other states

and successfully emulate the leading powers. Both of these tasks,

Morgenthau argues, are extremely dif®cult to achieve, as becomes more

obvious when we come to examine his theory of the balance of power. In

his ®rst systemic (adaptive) theory of the state and of the balance of

power, he emphasises the need for states to minimise the relative power

gap through intelligent adaptation (demysti®cation, bluf®ng, evaluation

and emulation), as well as through balancing (top half of ®gure 2.8).

However, he has a second theory of the balance of power which is based

on his second theory of the state (the bottom half of ®gure 2.8), to

which we now turn.

Morgenthau's major (second) `non-systemic' theory of the state: the
state as the determining agent of international politics

Turning to the bottom half of ®gure 2.8, Morgenthau's second theory of

the state focuses on varying degrees of state agential power, autonomy

and norms as the basis of international politics. In contrast to Waltz,

Morgenthau ± somewhat contradictorily ± also argued that the balance

of power would not automatically occur as states followed their adaptive

survival strategies, because of the `inadequacy' of the balance of power
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(Morgenthau 1948/1978: 221±44). Rather than being self-sustaining,

the balance of power had to be intentionally constructed by states. This

could best be achieved when states' domestic agential power was high.

Here, Morgenthau also brings in the importance of norms, which

comprise the fundamental ingredients of the maintenance, and indeed

success, of the balance of power (leading him into a `practical realism').

The balance of power is nested or embedded within social norms that

operate across international society (where Morgenthau draws close to

Hedley Bull as well as to constructivism more generally). These inter-

national norms are enabled under conditions of high domestic state

agential power.

Morgenthau traces two historical periods: ®rst, the balance under the

`aristocratic international' (the classical heyday of the seventeenth±

nineteenth centuries) and, secondly, the balance in the age of `nationa-

listic universalism' (the twentieth century). The balance led to peace in

the former period but war in the latter. Why? The key to the success of

the balance occurs when states' domestic agential power is high, which

in turn leads to a high degree of international state agential power to

overcome inter-state competition. Under monarchical sovereignty, the

state was well insulated (i.e. had high domestic autonomy) from the

masses. This enabled noble monarchs to determine international poli-

tics and create a relatively peaceful international sphere (i.e. through

high international agential state power). It was the speci®c set of

aristocratic international norms that was vital. Thus,

the fuel for the European (17th to 19th century) balance of power was the
intellectual and moral foundation of Western civilisation. These men [mon-
archs] knew Europe as `one great republic' with common standards of
`politeness and cultivation' and a common `system of arts, and laws, and
manners'. The common awareness of these common standards restrained their
ambitions `by the mutual in¯uence of fear and shame', imposed `moderation'
upon their actions, and instilled in all of them `some sense of honour and
justice'. (Morgenthau 1948/1978: 225±6)

The `morals' of the noble monarchs led to the development of inter-

national norms (the `aristocratic international'), which enabled a moral

consensus between states `without which its [the balance of power's]

operation is not possible' (Morgenthau 1948/1978: 221). It is worth

extending this citation further:

Before establishing the balance of power states had ®rst to restrain themselves
by accepting the system of the balance as the common framework of their
endeavours. It is this consensus . . . of common moral standards and a common
civilisation as well as of common interests ± that kept in check the limitless
desire for power . . . Where such a consensus no longer exists or has become
weak and is no longer sure of itself . . . the balance of power is incapable of
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ful®lling its functions for international stability and national independence.
(Morgenthau 1948/1978: 226±7)

The expansion of the moral boundary to the international level was

possible only when states' domestic agential power was high. However,

this phase ended with the nationalist and democratic revolutions of the

late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, which led to a reduction of

domestic state agential power. The masses now had a direct role in the

shaping of foreign policy. `When in the course of the nineteenth century

democratic selection and responsibility of government of®cials replaced

government by the aristocracy, the structure of international society

and, with it, of international morality underwent a fundamental change'

(Morgenthau 1948/1978: 252). Thus, in distinct contrast to neorealism,

changes in the nature of the units (i.e. a reduction of domestic state

agential power) directly led on to fundamental changes in the structure

of IP. As domestic agential power declined, so too did international

agential power, which led on to a contraction of the moral boundary

from the international to the national level. International aristocratic

morality was replaced by a nationalistic ethic of `Right or wrong ± my

country' (Morgenthau 1948/1978: 253). State restraint was replaced by

a crusading `nationalistic universalism' in which national states looked

to impose their own ethics on all others. Accordingly, restraint was

replaced by endemic international con¯ict (a `war of all against all'). It

should not escape notice that this is a type of inverted Kantian position:

modern national states are more con¯ictual than their aristocratic

ancien regime predecessors.

It is this emergence of a new form of national unit, based on extended

citizenship rights rather than international anarchy, that has rendered all

international efforts to contain the new era of unmitigated con¯ict

operationally useless. Concurring with Carr (1939), all twentieth-

century international institutions (e.g. the League of Nations and the

United Nations) must fail to secure peace because their success requires

a supranational basis of loyalty, which is precluded not by anarchy but

by the predominance of nationalistic universalism. Ultimately national

sovereignty is not divisible: it cannot be shared with international

institutions (Morgenthau 1948/1978: 328±34). Most importantly, the

current `war of all against all' is not a function of anarchy nor the

`dysfunctional' nature of international institutions, but the direct

product of the nationalistic form of unit that was based on a mass

franchise and low domestic agential state power. In sum, although

domestic agential state power varies through time, nevertheless at all

times the state has international agency to shape the international

structure. International agential power was very high under the `aristo-
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cratic international' and enabled the state to create a relatively peaceful

international system, but was moderate under `nationalistic universal-

ism' (where states created a con¯ictual international system).

High international agential state power, moral norms and the
construction of eternal peace

Morgenthau is commonly thought of as a realist who sought to distance

himself from so-called `liberal utopianism' on the grounds that the

struggle for power between states would last forever and therefore, that

peace is viewed as a chimera or a product of liberal wishful thinking. But

in the ®nal chapter of Politics Among Nations, Morgenthau returns to his

`practical realist' strand, arguing that the `moral intelligence' of the

state's compensatory moral diplomacy could help bring about an end to

structural con¯ict and a more peaceful world. As noted above, when a

state's domestic agential power is low, so too is its international agential

power to mitigate inter-state competition, and international con¯ict

becomes endemic (as under twentieth-century nationalistic universal-

ism). This suggests that if such con¯ict is to be mitigated, the state

needs to regain high levels of domestic agential power. It is the regaining

of this domestic autonomy that is crucial to the effective functioning of

what Morgenthau calls `compensatory diplomacy'. Eternal peace will be

possible only when a world-state can command supranational loyalty.

The means to the creation of such a pre-requisite is that of `compensa-

tory diplomacy', which must follow nine rules (Morgenthau 1948/1978:

551±9). The ®rst three require that:

(1) diplomacy must detach itself from crusading nationalistic uni-

versalism

(2) in the atomic age national security must be ensured not at the

expense of other states but in such a way that all states can be made

secure

(3) diplomats must relate at an intersubjective level, putting themselves

in the shoes of `opponents' and must be willing to compromise on

secondary issues.

Morgenthau stipulates six further conditions that need to be met,

perhaps the most important being the need for the state to lead public

opinion rather than be its slave (point (9)). All of this suggests that

diplomats must reject de®ning the national interest in terms of `power'

and should promote an interdependent web of `shared convictions and

common values' between states which enables `a moral consensus

within which a peace-preserving diplomacy will have a chance to grow'

(Morgenthau 1948/1978: 552).

Martin Grif®ths (1992) has perceptively labelled Morgenthau a
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`nostalgic idealist' on the grounds that his prescriptions for eternal peace

could be achieved by initially returning to the conditions that prevailed

under the `aristocratic international'. The key to the success of the

balance of power and of self-restraint under the aristocratic international

(seventeenth±nineteenth centuries) was the state's high domestic

agency which enabled a high degree of international agential power to

overcome inter-state competition. Morgenthau transposes the key in-

gredient of monarchical sovereignty into late twentieth-century compen-

satory diplomacy: the need to regain state autonomy from the masses.

This is the ultimate Bonapartist balancing act, between maintaining

popular support while at the same time restraining its militaristic

in¯uence. Supranational government cannot be set up overnight, but

can be achieved only through gradual day-to-day diplomatic accommo-

dations (Morgenthau 1948/1978: 558±9): an argument that parallels

Mitrany's argument in form (though not, of course, in content). In this

way, super-intelligent diplomacy can create supranational loyalties, in

turn enabling a future world-state that would be `more in keeping with

the technical potentialities and the moral requirements of the contem-

porary world' (Morgenthau 1948/1978: 10).

In sum, the bulk of Morgenthau's analysis is based not on systemic

anarchy but on fundamental unit-force variables. High domestic agen-

tial state power enables high international agential power to mitigate

anarchy (as in the aristocratic international); conversely, low domestic

agential power leads to moderate international agential power and the

creation of a con¯ictual international system. Here, the units and the

speci®c relationship of the state to society form the determining base of

IP (a second-image approach). That is, IP re¯ects changes in the units,

rather than the other way round (as in neorealism). It is interesting to

note how this approach differs from Morgenthau's sixth principle of

political realism (for which he is more famous): that `the political realist

maintains the autonomy of the political sphere just as the economist, the

lawyer, the moralist maintain theirs' (Morgenthau 1948/1978: 11),

which implies that the state is always absolutely autonomous from

society. But his non-systemic theory of the state fundamentally denies

this claim, where the state's autonomy from society varies.

There are, then, two theories of the state and two theories of IP

discernible in Morgenthau: a systemic and a non-systemic. Neverthe-

less, the non-systemic approach is given far greater weighting

throughout Politics Among Nations. This approach re¯ects a rich, histor-

ical theory of IP that clearly transcends neorealism's static parsimony

(principle (1), ®gure 2.1, p. 18). It also speci®es the state as the
determining agent of IP (principles (2)±(6), ®gure 2.1; see also ®gure
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2.7). This `dynamic' approach, I would suggest, provides an alternative

interpretation to conventional understanding, which suggests that the

summary statements for which Morgenthau is famous could be revised

as follows: that `the struggle for power is not universal in time and space'

(cf. Morgenthau 1948/1978: 36); and that, `All history show[s] that

nations are [not] always preparing for . . . (nor) actually involved in . . .

(nor are) recovering, from organised violence in the form of war (cf.

Morgenthau 1948/1978: 42, emphases mine). Moreover, if the problem

of war is a product not of anarchy but of the speci®c form of state, then

if such a state can be reformed (through an increase in autonomy and

super-intelligent diplomacy), eternal peace becomes a possibility. Un-

fortunately, we cannot end our summary here. This is because Mor-

genthau's systemic approach to the state and IP is also evident, as is

clear in his ®rst theory of the balance of power and his ®rst systemic

theory of the `adaptive state'. The overwhelming problem here is that

these two approaches cannot be easily reconciled, since they are mu-

tually exclusive. This suggests, as Ashley (1981) and Walker (1987: 65)

argue, that there are considerable tensions in Morgenthau's overall

approach. I suggest that Carr's work abolishes the systemic approach in

favour of a non-systemic theory, and therefore manages to resolve this

contradiction.

The `socialised nation' ± the highest stage of

sovereignty? Carr's `critical' break from neorealism

As with Morgenthau, conventional understanding assumes that Carr

was most de®nitely in the `systemic±realist' or neorealist camp (e.g.

Smith 1986), where Carr is thought to be radically opposed to liberal

and moral or `utopian' thinking. Such a view stems from IR scholars'

reading of his famous text The Twenty Years' Crisis (Carr 1939).

Burchill's summary of Carr is typical: `[f ]or Carr, as for all realists,

con¯ict between states was inevitable in an international system without

an overarching authority regulating relations between them' (Burchill

1996: 72). While this reading is not without some merit (with respect to

The Twenty Years' Crisis, at least), I argue that it fails to re¯ect the more

substantive arguments made by Carr in his other more important works,

in which he advanced a non-systemic theory of IP that clearly differenti-

ates him from neorealism. If Morgenthau's theory of the state and of IP

was part systemic and mostly non-systemic, Carr's was decidedly non-

systemic. Morgenthau's work thus provides a bridge or `via media'

between Waltzian neorealism and Carr's classical realism. Moreover, my

interpretation is reinforced by a series of recent publications, which
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suggest that Carr leaned towards a non-systemic or emancipatory

critical theory approach (Cox 1986: 206, 211; Booth 1991: 530±2;

Howe 1994; Linklater 1998: 159±68; Jones 1998), or what Dunne aptly

labels a `postmodern realist' approach (Dunne 1998: 37).

Standing Waltz on his head: social-citizenship adaptation, norms
and the agential powers of the state as the fundamental core of IP

In contrast to The Twenty Years' Crisis, in Nationalism and After (1945)
and The New Society (1951), Carr provides a much more complete

theory of the state, and of international politics more generally (both of

which are in fact missing in The Twenty Years' Crisis). The Twenty Years'
Crisis was more concerned with producing a fundamental critique of

liberal internationalism which, Carr argued, had produced the crisis

between 1919 and 1939. However, these later texts put this crisis into

historical perspective and in the process, radically transformed the

argument of The Twenty Years' Crisis. In contrast to neorealism, Carr

argues that there have been four different periods of IR that are

informed not by the in¯uence of anarchy or changes in the distribution

of capabilities, but by fundamental changes in the units ± speci®cally,

changes in the domestic agential power or autonomy of the state (which

led on to changes in the international agential power of states), as well as

changing con®gurations of norms (see ®gure 2.9).

The ®rst period covered roughly 1648±1792/1815, and was domi-

nated by the `monarchical nation' (congruent with Morgenthau's `mon-

archical sovereignty'). Here, the nation was equated with the monarch

(though in Eastern Europe with the nobility as well). This gave rise to

the `monarchical international' (congruent with Morgenthau's `aristo-

cratic international'). International law was basically respected and

order was broadly kept in place because of the norms of international

society: common moral values, shared language (French) and common

obligations which were based on monarchs honouring their word. As

with Morgenthau's second non-systemic theory of the state, the key here

was the high domestic agential power of the state. The monarchical state

was largely insulated from the masses, which enhanced its international

agential power such that it was able to construct a relatively peaceful

international system based on aristocratic norms. Thus in the monarchic

international, the moral boundary extended to the international, and

states were accordingly relatively peaceful. As this period closed with the

onset of the French Revolution and its diffusion into international

society, a second one emerged by 1815 that lasted until 1919, but began

to unravel after 1870.
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Figure 2.9 Carr's classical realist theory of the state in IP



The long nineteenth century (1792±1919) was the most peaceful in

modern history. This was in part because of the emergence of the

`bourgeois nation' or, more accurately, the `bourgeois state', which

entailed a broadening of citizenship rights to the dominant capitalist

class. Through a series of compromises, the growing economic demands

of the bourgeois nation could remain consistent with internationalism.

The bourgeois nation still retained considerable institutional autonomy

from the masses, which in turn enabled high international agential

power to mitigate anarchy and the maintenance of international norms,

leading to a relatively peaceful international order. Here Carr also

emphasised the importance of British hegemony, which not only actively

promoted the development of the world economy, but was successful

because it managed to promote the illusion that economics was imper-

sonal and divorced from power politics (Carr 1945: 13±17). But

precisely because the economy's freedom was in fact bound up ®rmly

within what Carr calls the `autocratic management' of the world

economy by British hegemony, the peaceful system would sooner or

later inevitably unravel.

The transition from the bourgeois state to the `socialised nation' was

informed not by the `®rst tier' of anarchy (as in Waltzian neorealism),

nor changes in the third tier ± i.e. changes in the distribution of power

from British hegemonic unipolarity to multipolarity (as in HST) ± but

to a fundamental change in the nature of the units (the second tier).

This change comprised the domestic extension of citizenship rights

which occurred progressively after 1870. This ushered in a third period

of international politics, beginning in 1870 and crystallising fully by

1919. The rise of Germany was crucial here, not because it represented

a change in the distribution of power as in neorealism, but because

Germany was undergoing a transition to the socialised nation. It was not

anarchy, nor changes in the distribution of power, nor even liberal

internationalism (as Carr had originally argued in The Twenty Years'
Crisis) that made the ®rst half of twentieth century international politics

a dangerous realm, but the rise of the `socialised nation'. With the

decline of domestic state agential power under the socialised nation,

national and social policies (the `planned economy') were now welded

®rmly together and the internationalism of the world economy subse-

quently dissolved into competing economic nationalisms. Ironically, the

reduction in state agential power went hand in hand with an increase in

the surveillance powers of the state, which enabled it to play a more

centralised planning role at home, as well as keeping out foreign

immigrants (Carr 1939: 228). Now each state came into constant

struggle in order to promote the exclusive nationalist welfare interests of
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the masses (as in Morgenthau's `nationalistic universalism'). The moral

boundary accordingly shrank back from the international to the national

level, and a `war of all against all' ensued. Nineteenth-century laissez-

faire liberalism, embodied in the `night-watchman state' gave way to the

socialised nation based on economic nationalism, embodied in the

`social service state'. The result was disaster: `total war' occurred twice

within the space of a generation (Carr 1945: 19±27). So while inter-

national law and relative peace had been respected and achieved in the

®rst two historical eras, this was overturned in the third with the rise of

the `socialised nation'.

Thus far, we have noted that fundamental non-systemic changes in

the nature of the units were responsible for concrete changes in IR.

Simultaneously, international norms became salient under conditions of

high domestic agential state power, as in Morgenthau's second theory of

IP. The next part of Carr's argument concerns his analysis of the fourth

period ± the transcendence of the contradictions of the `socialised

nation' ± in which global norms attain autonomy from the state and

come to transcend sovereignty. It is especially here that Carr utilises a

critical theory approach.

From the `nationalistic universalism' of the socialised nation to a
post-sovereign world based on universal citizenship?

It is commonly thought that the central aspect of Carr's work lies in his

critique of moral thinking, which he labelled `utopian'. Indeed the

`realism' of Carr and Morgenthau is commonly equated with anti-

idealism. Whittle Johnson (1967), however, has argued that there were

`two Carrs' (which, like the `two Morgenthaus') both contradict each

other. I suggest that the common equation of Carr with Realism, as well

as Johnson's claim that there are two Carrs are incorrect: there was only

`one Carr' who had much in common with critical theory. Three points

above all make this clear. First, when Carr attacked `utopian' (i.e.

liberal) thinking in The Twenty Years' Crisis, he was not actually criti-

quing moral thinking per se, but merely the `spurious' liberal form that it

had taken between 1919 and 1939. This critical analysis was made on

the basis that liberal internationalism was not a genuine moral project,

but was rather a protective front for maintaining the dominance of the

great powers, a critique which is congruent with critical theory's pre-

ference to unsettle ossi®ed thought, of which early twentieth-century

liberal internationalism happened to be its dominant expression (Carr

1939: 14±5, 1951: 18; cf. Howe 1994). Secondly, Carr fundamentally

rejected the deterministic `continuity' problematic of neorealism, not
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least because it diminishes the role of human agency to alter the pattern

of events (Carr 1951: 1±18, 118±19); a point that is also made

consistently throughout The Twenty Years' Crisis. In direct contrast to

neorealism (i.e. technical realism) Carr argues that no absolute and

unchanging notion of history is possible: such `grandiose pronounce-

ments of the judgment of history . . . sometimes provides evidence only

of the bankruptcy of the [intellectual] groups [i.e. neorealists] from

which they emanate' (Carr 1951: 14, 100). Thirdly, throughout Nation-
alism and After and The New Society, Carr subscribed to a clear and

unswerving moral stance, which informs the basis for the construction

of a `new (post-sovereign) society'. This morality was based on the

fundamental cosmopolitan needs of all men and women, regardless of

their nationality. Moreover, this moral approach informs Carr's tracing

of the changing moral boundary between the national and international

realms. Critically extending Morgenthau's non-systemic analysis, Carr

ascribed a full autonomy to global moral norms. This aspect of his work

is applied to his analysis of the post-1945 period, in which the socialised

nation is transcended by global moral norms.

For Carr, the `socialised nation is the apex of nationalism' (Carr 1945:

31±4) or, as we have put it here, `the highest stage of sovereignty'. In

strong contrast to neorealism, Carr argues that the post-1945 period is

witnessing the decline of the sovereign state, which had reached its most

totalitarian and militaristic form in the moral bankruptcy of the socia-

lised nation: national units `can survive only as an anomaly and as an

anachronism in a world which has moved on to . . . [new] forms of

[political] organisation' (Carr 1945: 37, 1939: 229±30). Carr's norma-

tive project urged against constant state adaptation to anarchy (as in

neorealism), in favour of respecting the moral requirements and the

cosmopolitan needs of individuals throughout the world. Thus military

and economic security for all peoples could best be achieved through the

transcendence of the national form by a post-sovereign global society

based on universal citizenship (as in critical theory). Carr's `emancipa-

tory realism' comes to the fore in part 2 ofNationalism and After:

What we are concerned to bring about is not the putting of Albania on an equal
footing with China or Brazil, but the putting of the individual Albanian on an
equal footing in respect of personal rights and opportunities, with the individual
Chinese or individual Brazilian . . . The equality of individual men and women
. . . is an ideal which . . . can be accepted as a constant aim of human endeavour
. . . The driving force behind any future international order must be a belief . . .
in the value of individual human beings irrespective of national af®nities or
allegiances and in a common mutual obligation to promote their well being.
(Carr 1945: 43±4)
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In line with postmodernists, Carr argues that peace is not possible as

long as the sovereign nation-state remains the fundamental political

form. Here Carr ascribes considerable autonomy to global norms for the

fourth era, commencing in 1945 (just as international norms were vital

in the ®rst two eras and national norms were salient in the third period).

Global moral norms, based on the non-exploitation of all individuals,

required the transcendence of the socialised nation and the end of the

sovereign state. The socialised nation must be disbanded in favour of a

post-sovereign universal community of citizenship, since it was this

morally obsolete national form (as opposed to anarchy and the distribu-

tion of power) which was ultimately the cause of international disorder;

a claim that he makes constantly in the last half of the book. `An

international organisation must rest on common principles worthy of

commanding the assent and loyalty of men and women throughout the
world if it is to succeed' (Carr 1945: 61ff., emphasis mine). Thus the

new international order would be fundamentally shaped by the realities

of global morality rather than global power. It would, however, be

wrong to assume that Carr's critical analysis existed only with the

analysis of the post-1945 era, for throughout these two books his chief

concern was to trace the changing con®guration of the moral boundary:

from its expansion to the international level after 1648 to its contraction

after 1919 back to the national level, and to its subsequent expansion

outwards to the global level after 1945.

It is the case that Carr had trouble specifying the exact political form

in which the global moral boundary and the political boundary must

converge. What he seems to point to is some kind of regional form,

existing halfway between international and national forms of political

authority. Only then can the con¯ictual nature of IP based on the

`socialised nation' be transcended through a superior system of over-

lapping and interlocking loyalties. Moreover, he was committed to a

(reformist) socialist society in which workers would be motivated not by

the `economic whip' (of hunger) but by a more inclusive sense of social

obligation and freedom. Only then would there be truly `government of

all and by all and for all' (Carr 1951: 111). In sum, therefore, far from

being a `realist critic of idealism', who produced a static, parsimonious,

systemic and scienti®c approach to international politics and the state,

there is good reason to conclude that Carr developed a relatively

complex and rich historical±sociological theory of the state and inter-

national politics, which ultimately leaned towards an `idealist critique'

of neorealism.
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Discussion questions

On Waltzian neorealism

. What is the `continuity' problematic, and how does this lead to the

state being denied international agential power? What for Waltz, is

the problem with what he calls `reductionist' theory?

. Why does the second tier of the international political structure drop

out for Waltz; put differently, why are states functionally alike?

. Exactly why is the `billiard-ball' metaphor so apt in capturing neor-

ealism's theory of the state?

. What are the two `adaptive' strategies that states follow, and how in

the process is anarchy unintentionally reproduced?

. On what grounds do some scholars claim that Waltz endows the state

with international agential power, and what are the limits, if any, of

this view?

On `modi®ed' neorealism

. How can Gilpin bring in the theme of international change and yet

reproduce Waltz's `continuity' problematic? Is this contradictory?

. Although Gilpin opens up the `black-box' of the state, why never-

theless does he fail to accord the state a degree of international

agential power?

. How does the theory of the adaptive/maladaptive state constitute the

motor of the cycle of the rise and decline of the great powers?

. Why can states not spontaneously solve the `collective action

problem'?

. Why do neorealists view regimes as much less robust than do

neoliberal institutionalists?

. What is the conventional account of hegemonic decline, and why is it

problematic?

On classical realism

. What is the conventional reading of classical realism and neo realism?

What, if anything, is problematic with this view?

. Why does high domestic agential power lead to high international
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agency in the early period, and low agential state power lead to

moderate international agency in the later period?

. Why can it be claimed that Morgenthau is a quasi-constructivist and

Carr a quasi-critical theorist?

. How can it be claimed that Morgenthau provides a bridge or the `via

media' between Waltz and Carr?

. What processes inform the expansion and contraction of the moral

boundary since 1648 for both Carr and Morgenthau?

Suggestions for further reading

The standard place to start is Smith (1986), though this presents the

conventional accounts of the key realists. Important recent analyses can

also be found in Schweller and Priess (1997), Guzzini (1998) and

Donnelly (2000). Perhaps the best place to start for rethinking realism in

general are the sensitive postructuralist readings found in Ashley (1981)

and Walker (1987). Grif®ths (1992) produces an alternative account to

the standard reading of Morgenthau (and parallels my own), in much

the same way that Booth (1991), Howe (1994), Dunne (1998), Jones

(1998) and Linklater (1998: 159±68) produce alternative accounts of

Carr, which also parallel my own. A good way into Waltz's work is

chapter 5 of his 1979 book as well as his defence (Waltz 1986). More-

over, the critiques by Cox (1986) and Ruggie (1986) are essential

(though Ruggie's piece is worthy of several revisits ± see also Ruggie

(1998). Once Waltz has been thoroughly absorbed, the reader would do

well to visit the debate on whether Waltz's theory is structuralist or

agent-centric; see Wendt (1987, 1991) for the latter position and Hollis

and Smith (1991) for the former. And once this is absorbed, it is

important to progress on to `structural realism' (Buzan, Jones and Little

1993). This seeks to update Waltz in the aftermath of the Cold War,

essentially by producing a much more complex and historical-sociological

realist approach that develops a `thick' account of the international

structure. This approach has been complemented by the rise of `neo-

classical realism'; see Rose (1998) for an excellent introduction. Finally,

the best introductions to HST and neorealist IPE theory are found in

Gilpin (1987: 72±80, 123±42, 343±63) and for a critical introduction,

see Guzzini (1998: chapter 10).
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3 Liberalism

I argue that it is possible to discern ®ve basic variants of liberalism which

are situated within two categories: individual-centric liberalism, com-

prising classical liberalism, new liberalism and functionalism; and state-
centric liberalism which comprises English school rationalism and

neoliberal institutionalism. I suggest that new liberalism (though not

functionalism) constitutes the `via media' between classical liberalism

and modern `state-centric' liberalism. There are perhaps three funda-

mental traits that de®ne the rational kernel or essence of the liberal

theory of the state and of political institutions more generally:

(1) The theory of the socially-adaptive state: the prime directive of state

behaviour is to meet the economic and social needs of individuals.

Rather than technically conform to anarchy (as in neorealism),

states must ultimately conform to the needs of individuals: states

must be socially adaptive.
(2) Socially adaptive states have high international agential power and can

buck the logic of anarchy: paradoxically by conforming to the eco-

nomic and social requirements of individuals, states are able to buck

the logic of anarchy and inter-state competition thereby creating a

peaceful world. In the process, the international realm is rede®ned

as a realm of possibility, which enables states to maximise global

welfare and create peace. While neorealism prescribes that states

should be primarily concerned to gain `technical control' in a hostile

anarchic environment, liberals prescribe that states should pursue a
`practical' rationality, by which states come to create a peaceful, coopera-
tive and orderly world.

(3) Only the `appropriate' institutions (domestic and international) can
achieve the desired ends of global welfare and peace: inappropriate

domestic and international institutions lead to diminishing global

and national welfare, as well as war.

With respect to the two main attributes of the state ± international
agential power (the ability to make foreign policy and to shape the

international realm free of international constraints), and domestic agen-

64
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tial state power (i.e. the ability to determine domestic or foreign policy

and shape the domestic realm free of domestic non-state actor in¯u-

ence), liberalism prescribes not only a very different formula to that of

neorealism but also demonstrates considerable internal differences

across its variants. If Waltzian neorealism presents the paradox of high

domestic agential power and no international agential state power,

classical liberalism embraces the paradox of `low domestic agential

power and high international agential state power'; new liberalism

prescribes `moderate domestic agential power and high international

agential state power'; rationalism and neoliberal institutionalism (i.e.

state-centric liberalism) prescribe `high domestic agential power and

high international agential state power'. Functionalism, however, ulti-

mately views the sovereign state as a blockage to the realisation of the

economic needs of individuals, and accords it moderate rather than high

international agential power. In sum, compared to neorealism, liberalism

for the most part endows the state with less domestic agential power to

over-ride domestic interests, but much higher degrees of international

agential power to reconstitute and shape the international structure.

The conventional view, derived from the distorted lens of the ®rst

state debate, suggests that liberalism under-estimates the state while

neorealism exaggerates it. But viewed through the lens of the second

state debate, I suggest that neorealism under-estimates the agential

powers of the state in IP, while liberalism grants the state considerable

agency to determine IP and overcome inter-state competition.

`Individual-centric' liberalism: the socially-adaptive

state

Classical liberalism

There are three fundamental paradoxes in the classical liberal theory of

the state:

(1) the existence of the state is essential for economic growth; the state,
however, is the source of man-made economic decline (North 1981: 20)

(2) in remaining socially neutral, the state demonstrates a modicum of
institutional autonomy, but such autonomy is necessary to ensure a
minimalist laissez-faire stance by the state.

(3) in performing a laissez-faire `minimalist' role, the state is able to generate
high international agential power to mitigate anarchy and inter-state
competition.

Understanding these three paradoxes takes us to the heart of classical

liberalism and its theory of the state.
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Adam Smith's magnum opus, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of
The Wealth of Nations (1776/1937), systematised a highly parsimonious

and economistic approach to the state. Smith's primary concern was to

analyse the origins of national `opulence' (i.e. the productive wealth of

`nations') which, in strict contrast to the `realist' mercantilist school,

prescribed the autonomous self-constituting economy as the secret of

national wealth accumulation. That is, the economy functions optimally

when it is allowed to operate free from state or political intervention.

The individual, which is the basic unit of analysis, will ensure the

optimal allocation of societal resources when he is allowed to freely

choose which industry or area of activity to engage in (women are

omitted). At bottom is Smith's view of human nature which constitutes

`the propensity to truck, barter and exchange one thing for another'

(1776/1937: 13). Above all, it is not `benevolent cooperation' that

ensures the betterment of society, but the sel®sh actions of the indi-

vidual, which through `an invisible hand' promotes `an end which was

no part of his intention' (1776/1937: 423, 421), that end being the

economic progress of the whole society. `It is not from the benevolence

of the butcher, the brewer or the baker, that we expect our dinner, but

from their regard to their own interest' (1776/1973: 14).

This argument rests upon what I call the `spontaneity thesis', which

stipulates that the economy will self-generate if it is left free from

political intervention. Thus the statesman, `who should attempt to

direct private people in what manner they ought to employ their

capitals', would very quickly undermine the `opulence' of the country

(1776/1937: 422±3). That is, the self-regulating hand of the economy is

cut off when the state undertakes a positive interventionist role. `Great

nations are never impoverished by private misconduct but by public [i.e.

state] misconduct, where much of the annual revenue [i.e. GNP] is

employed in maintaining unproductive hands' (1776/1937: 325ff ). In

short, the positive interventionist state is the problem ± the minimalist

state the solution.

`Maladaptive state interventionism' and `moderate international
agential state power' as the problem

Beginning with the top half of ®gure 3.1, classical liberalism argues that

the central problem of political economy lies with the distorting effects

of state interventionism, in which the maladaptive state fails to adapt or

conform to the requirements of individual economic needs. Nowhere is

this argument clearer than in Smith's discussion in book IV of the `evils'

of tariff protectionism (1776/1937: 397±652). Tariff protection might

well promote the private interests of a particular industry in the short
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Figure 3.1 The classical liberal theory of the `socially-adaptive'
minimalist state
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term, but it will harm the national economy in the long run. Tariffs raise

the domestic price of a particular good, and in creating a `monopoly

rent' for one speci®c area of industry divert resources from the areas of

production in which the economy has a natural advantage (1776/1937:
421).

David Ricardo in his famous book, The Principles of Political Economy
and Taxation (1817/1969) systematised this in his theory of comparative
advantage. In a particular example, Ricardo argues that England had a

comparative advantage in producing cloth which might, for argument's

sake, take up the employment of 100 men per year. If England tried to

produce wine, in which it does not have a comparative or natural

advantage, it might take the employment of 120 men (to produce the

equivalent value). Thus a tariff on wine diverts capital away from the

sphere of natural advantage (i.e. cloth production), in turn leading to a

reduction in national wealth. Taxes on international trade are harmful

because they distort the `natural price' of a commodity, and accordingly

prevent the optimal allocation of capital `which is never so well regulated

as when every commodity is freely allowed to settle at its natural price,

unfettered by arti®cial restraints' (Ricardo 1817/1969: 98; Smith 1776/

1937: 848±9). The `natural price' of a commodity is determined by the

amount required to pay the various factors of production the rewards for

their employment: that is, the amount to pay the rent of the land, the

wages of the labourer and the returns to capital, which are employed in

the production of that good (Smith 1776/1937: 55). The `market' price

of a commodity is regulated by supply and demand through the price
mechanism, such that when demand exceeds supply, the market price

will consequently rise above the `natural' price. This attracts more

investment of land, labour and capital in order to expand production so

as to take advantage of the higher market price. But as supply increases

so an eventual decline in the price ensues as supply comes to equal

demand. When eventually supply exceeds demand, the market price

drops below that of the natural price, leading to an exodus of producers

in that commodity, once again leading to a new equilibrium and a

restoration of the market price to that of the natural price. Thus the

price mechanism is the `signal' or the `selector' of the optimal allocation

of resources in production. `The natural price therefore is, as it were, the

central price, to which the prices of all commodities are continually

gravitating' (Smith 1776/1937: 58).

State interventionism is bad because, by distorting prices, it prevents

the price mechanism from optimally allocating resources. Thus a tax or

tariff on a particular good affords a `monopoly rent' to the producers of

that good, which by according those protected producers a permanent
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advantage undermines the ability of the price mechanism to sponta-

neously restore the market price back to its natural price. This creates

an arti®cial incentive for producers to move into this area away from one

in which comparative advantage might have existed. Speaking of

customs taxes (tariffs), Ricardo argued that they `divert a portion of

capital to an employment which it would not naturally seek . . . it is the

worst species of taxation' (1817/1969: 211; Smith 1776/1937:

420±522, 821ff.). Thus state intervention which interferes with the

price signal will ultimately undermine the developmental prospects of

the national economy. But tariffs are bad not just because they reallocate

capital to sub-optimal activities. Tariffs are also a form of taxation

which, if raised to high levels, chokes the `supply side' of the economy.

High taxes `crowd out' (i.e. reduce) the amount of savings that indi-

viduals choose to raise which, because savings are the tap root of

investment, necessarily undermines economic growth: `[t]here are no

taxes which have not a tendency to lessen the power to accumulate'

(Ricardo 1817/1969: 97). The base of this argument hinges on Smith's

distinction between productive and unproductive labour (book II). Pro-

ductive labour adds to the capital stock (i.e. manufacturing production),

while unproductive labour does not add value and constitutes a drain on

resources. Unproductive labour takes the form of `services' such as

opera singers, dress-makers and teachers, though Smith singled out the

state as particularly unproductive. Speaking of the king and his ministers

he wrote: `[t]hey are themselves always, and without exception, the

greatest spendthrifts in . . . society' (Smith 1776/1937: 329). Moreover,

`their service . . . produces nothing for which an equal quantity of

service can afterwards be procured . . . the effect of their labour this

year, will not purchase . . . protection, security and defence for the year

to come' (1776/1937: 315).

This argument formed the basis of commercial liberalism ± later devel-

oped by Richard Cobden, Herbert Spencer and Joseph Schumpeter ± as

well as the republican liberalism of Immanuel Kant (1795/1914). In

essence, interventionist (authoritarian or despotic) states had a natural

propensity towards tariff protectionism which, in undermining inter-

national interdependence, exacerbated tensions and jealousies between

states, which led on to tariff wars and eventually military con¯ict.

Moreover, unlike liberal states, authoritarian states had a penchant for

warfare, which in turn undermined economic growth owing to their

tendency to divert savings into taxes and debt in order to pay for

unproductive military expenses. In sum, the positive interventionist

state had moderate rather than high international agential power. That

is, the stateÐsociety complex autonomously shaped the international
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system (i.e. moderate agency), but had insuf®cient agential power to

overcome inter-state competition.

The `economically adaptive minimalist state' and `high international
agential power' as the solution

Moving to the bottom half of ®gure 3.1, classical liberals advocate a

non-interventionist laissez-faire state posture, so that the whole society

can bene®t, which in turn enhances the state's international agential

power to overcome inter-state competition. Returning to Ricardo's

example, England had a comparative advantage in cloth production

(employing 100 men per year) over wine production (which took 120

men). However, Portugal might have to employ only eighty men to

produce the same amount of wine. Accordingly, it would be in Portu-

gal's interest to switch from production of cloth to wine-making and

export it through free trade in exchange for England's cloth. Simulta-

neously, England would be better off in switching production from wine

to cloth and freely exchanging it for Portuguese wine (Ricardo 1817/

1969: 82±3). `If a foreign country can supply us with a commodity

cheaper than we can make it, better buy it of them with the fruits of our

own industry, employed in a way that we have some advantage' (Smith

1776/1937: 424).

Classical liberalism insists that national economies should specialise in
their areas of comparative advantage, the fruits of which can then be

traded for foreign goods that are not produced domestically. In this way,

through free trade and specialisation, all countries gain optimally,

although neoclassical liberal economists fully recognise that the gains

from free trade are not always equal. Nevertheless, this poses no

problem because minimalist liberal states are not envious of each other

(that is, they are not sensitive to unequal gains), and seek merely to

enhance their interests through cooperative trading arrangements. More

importantly still, this process diffuses a `general bene®t, and binds

together, by one common tie of interest and intercourse, the universal

society of nations throughout the civilised world' (Ricardo 1817/1969:

81). This led on to the theory of commercial liberalism, the essence of

which was the `spontaneity thesis' which posits that unfettered capit-

alism is inherently paci®c. A further version was developed by Immanuel

Kant, which would later come to be known as republican liberalism.

In his 1795 treatise Eternal Peace (or Perpetual Peace and other Inter-
national Essays) Kant called for a confederation of republican states which
would ensure peace. In contrast to Bull and in agreement with Waltz

and Rousseau, Kant stated that the international state of nature is a

state of war. Unlike Waltz, he argued that states must not conform to
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anarchy, but must transcend it. Kant's principal focus was on the form

of state: war was a function of high domestic agential state power, found

especially in autocratic states, whereas peace could be achieved through

the low domestic agential power of the republican/liberal state. Ac-

cording to his ®rst `de®nitive article' a republican constitution enables

peace because it is founded upon the consent of its members who are

naturally averse to war (1795/1914: 76±81). This is because the costs of

war outweigh the bene®ts. These involve the constant increase in the

national debt, the loss of life that war entails and the physical and

material devastation that war creates. By contrast, authoritarian states

frequently resort to war because the masses have no say in foreign

policy. That is, high domestic agential power is a fundamental cause of

war. Because the monarch faces none of the personal costs incurred by

the people under a republican form of government, he can `resolve for

war from insigni®cant reasons, as if it were but a hunting expedition'

(1795/1914: 78).

Kant's second `de®nitive article' stipulates that `the law of nations

shall be founded on a federation of free states' (1795/1914: 81±6).

Rejecting an international state, he argues that perpetual peace can be

secured by a paci®c federation of free states; `instead of the positive idea

of a universal republic ± if all is not to be lost ± we shall have as a result

only the negative surrogate of a federation of the states averting war,

subsisting in an eternal union' (1795/1914: 86, also 81, 97±8; but see

Hurrell 1990). Thus by conforming to the political needs of individuals,

the state gained considerable international agential power to mitigate

the con¯ictual aspects of anarchy.

The three paradoxes of the classical liberal theory of the state
Adapting North's paradox, we note that:

(1) The minimalist state is essential to economic growth; the positive interven-
tionist state is the source of man-made economic decline: As John Locke

and Thomas Hobbes originally argued, the state is required in the

®rst instance to ensure suf®cient order or paci®cation, without

which capitalism cannot exist. To borrow Margaret Thatcher's

phraseology, the state must act as a `housekeeper': it must provide

only the necessary background conditions for capitalism to develop.

These essentially comprise the creation of private property rights, a

conducive system of law and company law, a police force and an

army/navy to ensure order and security. These institutions effec-

tively create `con®dence', without which the smooth running of the

economy will be impossible. In addition, the state must keep taxes

as low as possible, especially customs taxes. As Smith put it,
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`Commerce and manufactures can seldom ¯ourish long in any state

which does not enjoy a regular administration of justice, in which

the people do not feel themselves secure in the possession of their

property, in which the faith of contracts is not supported by law,

and in which the authority of the state is not supposed to be

regularly employed in enforcing (high taxes)' (1776/1937: 862). Or,

as Smith's biographer Dugald Stewart put it, `most of the state

regulations for the promotion of public prosperity are unnecessary,

and a nation in order to be transformed from the lowest state of

barbarism into a state of the highest possible prosperity needs

nothing but bearable taxation, fair administration of justice, and

peace' (cited in List 1841/1885: 120). However, if the state steps

beyond this minimalist laissez-faire role and intervenes positively, it

very quickly undermines the economy by cutting off its self-regu-

lating hand. The economy can perhaps be understood through the

metaphor of the `spinning top'. Like a top, it spins perfectly when

free of external (state) intervention. As soon as the visible hand of

the state intervenes, the top, as if it were touched very gently by a

human ®nger, would spin out of its equilibrium and work sub-

optimally, or even crash (as in the case of interventionist socialist

states). The appropriate role for the state is to create a perfect,

frictionless environment upon which the top can spin freely. But

beyond this minimal role, the state must not tread.

(2) In remaining neutral, the state demonstrates a modicum of institutional
autonomy, but such autonomy is necessary to ensure a minimalist laissez-
faire stance by the state: Conventional wisdom assumes that classical

liberalism grants the state no institutional autonomy and ends the

discussion here. But the paradox of the liberal position here is that a

minimalist state requires a modicum of institutional autonomy. This

is because Smith fully recognised, and devoted considerable analysis

to the point, that strong producer groups often push for monopoly

rents such as tariff protection as well as rules which limit competi-

tion (1776/1937: 118±43). In modern public choice theory, this

behaviour by private groups is termed `rent-seeking' (see e.g.

Ekelund and Tollison 1981). Thus the state must have suf®cient

domestic agential power to resist rent-seeking pressures from strong

economic interest groups, so that the economy can self-regulate in

the absence of monopoly distortions. This notion of state autonomy,

however, is not equivalent to state interventionism. Rather, it is a

`negative' form of power in that it requires the state to resist private

groups from appropriating monopoly rents.

Thus while the state can resist the demands of the dominant
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producer groups, nevertheless, such autonomy is functionally re-

quired if the state is to maintain a minimalist laissez-faire role ± the

pre-requisite for a smooth running economy. It is the economy that

dictates a minimalist state posture: hence the state is explained by,

or reduced to the `primitive' structure of the market. Thus, analo-

gous to Waltz's formulation, the state is required to adapt or conform
to the logic of the market, or suffer the consequences (recession,

economic decline and warfare).

This leads on to the third paradox of classical liberalism's theory of

the state

(3) In performing a laissez-faire `minimalist' role, the state is able to enhance
its international agential power to mitigate anarchy: Unlike Waltz,

classical liberalism implicitly invested the state with the agential

power to buck or mitigate the logic of anarchy. Thus by enabling an

autonomous self-constituting economy, states would naturally come

to cooperate internationally, thereby securing both global welfare

and international peace (the `spontaneity thesis').

Here, the second and third paradoxes entwine: low domestic agential

power ®nds its paradoxical corollary in a high degree of international

agential state power to mitigate anarchy. In sum, when the state success-

fully conforms or adapts to the economic needs of individuals, it gains

very high international agential capacity to overcome inter-state compe-

tition and thereby secure peace.

Thus the institutional de®nition of the state found in classical liber-

alism might be summarised as follows: the minimalist adaptive state,
armed with a modicum of domestic agential power adapts through conforming
to the logic of the free market and individual economic needs, which in the
process enhances the state's international agential power to enable global
welfare maximisation and international peace. In short, the minimalist state
acts as a factor of economic and political cohesion or stability.

Liberal institutionalism

Commercial liberalism ± and, indeed, classical liberal internationalism ±

reached their apogee in the pre-First World War years, at a time when

international interdependence was high; so much so that Norman

Angell (1912) famously predicted that interdependence had ®nally

rendered warfare obsolete. For the `new liberals', the ®rst world war

rendered classical liberal internationalism obsolete. Anarchy could not

be mitigated by minimalist states and free trade. Positive state interven-

tionism was required, not just at the national level but above all at the

international level, if peace and global welfare were to achieved.
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New liberalism

John Atkinson Hobson was perhaps the ideal representative of the `new

liberal' school. For the most part, IR scholars have tended to treat

Hobson's complex theory in one-dimensional terms in two key respects:

®rstly, as a purely domestic (second-image) theory of international

relations, and secondly as an international theory that deals exclusively

with imperialism (e.g. Waltz 1979: chapter 2; Gabriel 1994: 59±65). I

suggest that this is a distorted view which most likely emanates from the

exaggerated emphasis IR scholars all too often pay to Hobson's classic

book Imperialism: A Study (1902/1968), to the detriment of many other

equally important books. Hobson's theory of the state and IR went

beyond crude second-image theory (invoking a `weak ®rst-image ap-

proach'), in which domestic forces are primary, but international institu-

tions are added in as intervening variables. Hobson's work stood at the

interface between two main areas of IR. It represented a `new liberal'

political economy approach going beyond Smith and Ricardo by giving

the state a positive role within the domestic arena ± an idea that was

later developed (and explicitly acknowledged) by John Maynard

Keynes. It also represented a `new liberal internationalism' ± as Long

(1996) dubs it ± or what Hobson called `constructive internationalism',

in which states set up international government in order to secure

international cooperation and peace. I argue here that Hobson was the

`via media' between classical liberal internationalism and neoliberal

institutionalism (cf. Long 1996: chapter 9, 173±4).

The principal innovation that Hobson brought that transformed

classical liberal internationalism into its more modern guise stemmed

from his rejection of the `spontaneity thesis'. Capitalism is not self-

constituting such that it can self-regulate, but has to be propped up by

positive political intervention at both the domestic and international

levels. As he proclaimed: `the whole conception of the State disclosed by

[new liberalism] . . . as an instrument for the active adaptation of the

economic and moral environment to the new needs of individual and

social life, by securing full opportunities of self-development and social

service for all citizens, was foreign to the [classical] liberalism of the last

generation . . . The old liberalism is dead' (1909: 3).

Comparing ®gures 3.1 and 3.2, it is clear that Hobson inverts the

traditional problem and solution: now the minimalist state is the

problem, the positive state the solution.



Figure 3.2 John A. Hobson's `new liberal' theory of the `socially-adaptive' interventionist state
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The maladaptive-minimalist state and moderate international
agential power as the problem

Beginning with the top half of ®gure 3.2, we note a chain of events: a

weak minimalist `laissez-faire' state, armed with moderate international

agential power, is unable to prevent the maldistribution of income which

leads to a crisis of under-consumption, which in turn leads on to

imperialism ± the `tap-root' of war. Rejecting classical liberalism,

Hobson argued that the economy was not governed by a self-regulating

set of laws of supply and demand, because the economy's effective

functioning was constantly distorted by privileged elites ± especially the

landowners and capitalist interests.

What was missing in classical liberalism was the theory of unproductive
surplus and the maldistribution of income. These phenomena derive from

unearned income which, in turn, derive from those areas in which there is

a natural or legal monopoly. Unearned income derives from such areas

as land which enjoys rental increases and value increases, which come

about not through the hard work and savings of landowners, but rather

through the level of general prosperity generated by the whole commun-

ity. Distribution does not naturally occur as in classical liberalism, where

through self-help all individuals would be fairly remunerated for their

efforts, but is distorted by the `forced gains' and superior bargaining

power of elites compared to the masses (Hobson 1900: 295±361, 1909:

162±75). This unearned income or surplus constitutes excess pro®t

which is neither spent nor reinvested, but merely saved. This `over-

saving' by the wealthy classes is the tap-root of under-consumption and

unemployment. As income accrues disproportionately to the wealthy,

the majority of the population have less and less income, which in turn

constrains the ability of the masses to purchase goods produced (the

problem of decreasing `overall' or aggregate demand). Accordingly,

maldistribution of income and unproductive surplus lead to economic

depression because of the inherent tendency for demand to fall, re-

sulting in a structural inability of the economy to absorb the goods that

are produced (Hobson 1896: 88±93, 98±111).

This over-saving by elites can be invested in one of two places: either

domestically or abroad. But with under-consumption at home, capitalists

and landowners seek to invest their money abroad (i.e. imperialism), in

order to obtain a better return. In turn imperialism, Hobson argued, was

the source or `tap-root' of war. This obtained because as national

capitalist classes searched for monopolistic investment outlets, so they

came into competition with other national capitalist classes. This even-

tually spilled over into warfare as the various national states were called

upon by their respective imperial elites to defend their monopoly interests
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(1902/1968: chapter 7). Whether right or wrong, the argument ± written

in 1902 ± proved uncannily prophetic! Imperialism is self-reinforcing,

because imperial elites are able to secure further advantages which

exacerbate under-consumption at home (1902/1968: chapter 7). First,

imperialism leads to huge military expenditures which crowd out welfare

expenditures, in order to defend investment outlets. With low welfare

expenditures, one of the means to redistribute income is cut off. As

Hobson put it `[t]he vast expenditure on armaments, the costly wars . . .

the check upon political and social reforms within Britain, though

fraught with great injury to the nation, have served well the present

business interests of certain industries and professions' (1902/1968: 46).

Secondly, to pay for these unproductive military expenditures, elites

persuade governments to rely on regressive indirect taxes, especially tariff

protectionism, which penalise the lower-income groups to the relative

advantage of the wealthy. These two aspects of imperialism are especially

damaging because they fundamentally cut off the means to redistribute

income to the working classes through progressive taxation, thereby

exacerbating the problem of under-consumption. Thus Hobson's theory

of under-consumption is complex and can be summarised as:

Under-consumption = Minimalist maladaptive state + (Unearned income +
Forced gains + Over-saving) + Indirect taxation + Tariff protectionism

+ Military expenditure.

In short, the maladaptive state, in failing to conform to the economic

needs of all individuals, gains only a moderate degree of international

agential capacity and accordingly creates a competitive and con¯ictual

inter-state system.

The `interventionist-adaptive state' and positive international
governmental intervention as the solution

Moving to the bottom half of ®gure 3.2, Hobson argued that the

solution to this problem requires the implementation of a complex set of

positive policies by the state at the domestic and international level. If all

investment could be absorbed domestically, there would be no need for

investment abroad and the tap-root of imperialism would be cut (1902/

1968: 85±9). This could be achieved, he argued, by abandoning laissez-

faire and endowing the state with a positive interventionist or moderate

domestic agential power as well as an interventionist or high inter-

national agential state power. Such positive intervention must in the ®rst

instance be implemented by the `social-democratic' state.

Speci®cally, in the domestic sphere, this required the state to inter-

vene and tax progressively all unearned surplus income. Through redis-
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tribution to the poorer classes via progressive taxation and welfare

spending, consumption can be enhanced so as to improve aggregate

demand, thereby enabling an ironing out of the business cycle (1896:

88±92, 98±111). Most commentators assume that Hobson singled out

only the ®nancial classes as the basis of imperialism: he did not. All

classes that enjoy unearned income, especially the landowners, are

culpable because it is this broader constellation of elite interests that

effectively promotes under-consumption (1902/1968: 48ff., 97) ± the

tap-root of imperialism. It is interesting to note that across the spectrum

of his extensive writings, the Lords came in for special and constant

attack (see especially Hobson 1909: chapters 1±2) ± which explains why

he turned down a knighthood. It was not for nothing that Hobson

favourably cited John Stuart Mill's famous dictum that colonialism

constituted `a vast system of outdoor relief for the upper classes' (1902/

1968: 51). He therefore prescribed land taxes, death duties and progres-

sive income taxation to restore the harmony of the economy by eradi-

cating unproductive surplus and over-saving. At this point, new

liberalism stands radically opposed to its classical predecessor. For

Smith and Ricardo, progressive taxation was an evil almost as bad as

customs taxation, which served only to undermine savings and therefore

crowd out investment and economic growth.

The long-term solution would be for the state to positively intervene,

®rst through progressive taxation and secondly through welfare refor-

mism which, by redistributing income from the rich to the poor, would

restore aggregate demand, thereby undermining domestic under-con-

sumption. While Adam Smith did allow for a modicum of institutional

state autonomy, Hobson took this much further, insisting that the state

must consistently go against the broad ®scal interests of the dominant

classes and actively promote working-class interests through redistribu-

tion in order to shore up the economy. The economy for Hobson has a

`non-homeostatic' tendency: it is prone to break down if left to its own

devices. Moderately high domestic agential power is the base of the

adaptive social-democratic state, which is in turn the pre-requisite for

the economy's successful reproduction. It is the case that Hobson

envisaged that laissez-faire state policy could be diverted to shoring up

the interests of the dominant classes, implying a more class-sensitive

theory of the state to that developed by classical liberalism. But Hobson

granted the state more domestic agential power than did Lenin or Marx.

He also granted much higher levels of international agential power to

mitigate anarchy ± in contrast to Marxism in all its variants. Hobson's

fundamental claim was that the state had signi®cant, though not

completely suf®cient, domestic agential power or autonomy to intervene
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against the interests of the dominant classes on behalf of the working classes.
The state for Lenin had no such ability because it was structurally

constrained by capital. So, for Hobson, capitalism could be reformed by

the state ± a position which retains the fundamental aspects of liberalism

in strict contrast to Marxism±Leninism. Ironically, though, his theory of

the state was not dissimilar to neo-Marxism's notion of `relative

autonomy' in which the state goes against the short-term interests of the

capitalist class in order to shore up the long-term requirements of the

economy. But there are two key differences. First, Hobson granted

greater domestic agential power or autonomy to the state because he

argued that it could ultimately reconcile the struggle between classes ± a

position which the Marxist `relative autonomy' approach in the last

instance falls short of. And, secondly, Hobson fundamentally parted

company from Marxism and neo-Marxism by arguing that the high

international agential power of the social-democratic state could bring

about international peace, precisely because it could reconcile the

struggle between classes.

A new `constructive internationalism'
The conventional interpretation of Hobson's theory ends with the policy

prescription of domestic social-democratic state interventionism in

order to effect a redistribution of income so as to cut off the tap-root of

imperialism and war (e.g. Waltz 1979: chapter 2; Gabriel 1994). But,

thus far, we have covered only a part of Hobson's overall argument. And

the careful reader will have picked up the point made earlier: that the

social-democratic state did not have suf®cient domestic agential power or

autonomy to intervene against the interests of the dominant classes on behalf
of the working classes. Such autonomy needed to be enhanced by

international government ± the second part of his overall theory of the

state and international relations.

Hobson's theory of `constructive internationalism' ± or what Long

(1996) aptly dubs the `new liberal internationalism' ± was outlined in a

number of works, not least, Towards International Government (1915),
and The Morals of Economic Internationalism (1920). International gov-

ernment would play three fundamental roles (see bottom of ®gure 3.2):

(1) to enhance the domestic agential power of the state to go against the

interests of social elites; this was derived from the second and third

roles:

(2) to bring about universal free trade

(3) to bring about universal peace.

Because the ®rst role derives from the second and third, it makes sense

to begin with these latter functions.
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In The Morals of Economic Internationalism, Hobson embraced Cob-

den's belief in international free trade as enabling international peace

and global welfare maximisation (Hobson 1920: 14). But free trade

would not naturally come about through minimalist states following the

theory of comparative advantage, because `the suspicions, jealousies and

hostilities of nations are inspired more by the tendency of groups of

producers to misrepresent their private interests as the good of their

respective countries [i.e. national interests] than by any other single

circumstance' (Hobson 1920: 14±15). Hobson argued that while inter-

national free trade was a necessity for peace, it would not naturally

occur: it had to be forged or engineered by a `pincer movement' of

domestic state interventionism and positive international government.

In this respect, Hobson's theory of free trade developed what John

Ruggie (1998: 62±84) would later call `the compromise of embedded

liberalism' (Long 1996: 142±3), and echoed Karl Polanyi's famous

argument that the path to free trade could be secured only by the active

interventionism of the state.

Hobson envisaged two roles for international economic authority,

both of which pre-empted Keohane's (1984) theory of regimes. First, it

would maintain and monitor states' adherence to the rules of free trade.

It would deal with matters such as freedom of access to trade routes and

equal opportunities for investors. Secondly, it would instil certainty and

stability in the world economy and would disseminate information to

states, thereby reducing their temptation to defect from cooperation.

Individual states alone could not bring about international free trade

because of the problem of global under-consumption. Because all ad-

vanced states were undergoing under-consumption (global under-con-

sumption), imperialist rivalry between nations ensued. Even if the

British state unilaterally reformed imperialism out of existence, other

less democratic states (especially Germany and Russia) would maintain

imperialism, and so war would continue. To solve this international

problem required not just domestic reform (as most commentators on

Hobson incorrectly conclude) but above all international reform (see

also Long 1996: chapter 6). In fact, universal free trade could be

brought about only by positive international government.

This second role was complemented by the third: the ability to

mitigate anarchy. In Towards International Government (1915), Hobson

rejected collective disarmament, because if one state defected from

such an arrangement, the problem of war would remain (Hobson

1915: 19±23). He in effect prescribed collective security stipulating a

league or confederation of states, with as wide a membership as possible.

If each member pledged to join together to repel or deter an aggressive
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power, peace could be forged. Moreover, moral sanction is not suf®-

cient; the Powers must be prepared to submit to an international

arbitration Court or commission any con¯icts or grievances they might

have. And, in particular, they must be prepared to accept the will and

decisions of the commission (1915: chapter 2). Moreover, in any

instances in which one state refused to abide by a particular ruling, all

other states must be prepared to enforce international law. The second

and third roles enabled the ®rst. Thus by binding themselves to inter-

national free trade and peace agreements, states enhanced their do-

mestic agential capacity to implement reforms against elite interests, not

least to block moves towards protectionism, indirect taxation and

militarism.

Finally, although Hobson's approach grants the state considerable

domestic agential power, nevertheless state autonomy remained, as in

classical liberalism, an intervening variable. The reproduction of the

economy requires moderately high state interventionism in much the

same way that for classical liberalism, the economy requires a minimalist

state. Domestic state agential power is therefore, reduced to the `primi-

tive' structure of individual needs. Nevertheless, this promoted very

high levels of international agential state power to mitigate the logic of

anarchy. Accordingly, in contrast to neorealism, states are not the

passive victims of anarchy but have suf®cient international power and

agency to create a peaceful world. In sum, Hobson's prescription of the

state involves `moderate domestic agential power and high international

agential power'.

Functionalism

The theme of the positive state and positive international institutions

was given a unique twist in the functionalist writings of David Mitrany

prior to and during the Second World War. There are two main aspects

to Mitrany's work on international relations; ®rst, a `functionalist'

normative project outlined in his classic text A Working Peace System
(1943/1966), for which he is famous. However, this treatise said little or

nothing about the state. Moreover, it produced only an `approach' to

IR, as opposed to a full theory (Taylor and Groom 1975: 1; Tooze

1977). But there was a second, lesser-known aspect to Mitrany's work,

outlined in The Progress of International Government (1933) and in

various articles, in which he developed a historical±sociological theory

of the state and international relations. An examination of these other

works does not undermine conventional readings of Mitrany, but serves

to bring into focus vital aspects of his work that have been ignored or
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neglected. These historical±sociological aspects help us understand

more fully his speci®c calls for a `working peace system': indeed they

crucially contextualise his speci®c `political' project.

Basic historical concepts
Though he never actually used these labels, I suggest that there are three

implicit categories that inform Mitrany's historical and normative

approaches. For want of better terms, these might be called: mode of
inclusion/exclusion, economic/social processes and dialectical evolutionism.

Political institutions as modes of inclusion/exclusion Political institutions

are implicitly conceptualised as `inclusionary' or `exclusionary'. The

more inclusive a political institution, the greater its adaptive ability is to

meet the economic and social needs of individuals, and the higher its

international agential power becomes. Through time, political institu-

tions adapt to rising economic individual needs, which were initially

submerged but were `brought to the surface' through the enabling hand

of economic processes. Nevertheless Mitrany ultimately grants the state

moderate international agential power where states shape the inter-state

system, but have insuf®cient agential capacity to overcome the competi-

tive logic of anarchy.

Economic/social processes These comprise `economic interdependence',

especially through the development of global technologies, as well as

changes in citizenship rights within states. As history progresses, these

processes have an `enabling effect', pressurising states and international

institutions to conform to the needs of individuals.

Dialectical evolutionism Implicitly, there is a notion that history pro-

gresses through a dialectical process. Thus those historical political

institutions that act as `fetters' to the realisation of individual human

needs are through time replaced by higher less exclusionary or more

inclusionary adaptive forms. Institutional forms adapt through historical

time as `enabling processes' develop. More speci®cally, Mitrany's histor-

ical approach presents a ®ve-stage `dialectical±evolutionary' model in

which institutions begin as exclusionary, but through time become

increasingly inclusive. Progress ends with the emergence of a global

society that fully satis®es the economic and social needs of all humanity

(Mitrany 1933: 52). Mitrany effectively examines the shifting boundary

or `interaction cleavage' between political institutions (modes of inclu-

sion/exclusion) on the one hand, and the economic and social needs of

individuals which are enabled through the `processes' of global inter-
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dependence and domestic citizenship rights extensions, on the other.

Institutional change gradually adapts or evolves towards realising under-

lying economic individual needs (1933: 48).

The normative (functionalist) project complements this historical

project by specifying the `appropriate' institutional forms of the present

period (the ®fth and ®nal stage) that can bring about the full satisfaction

of global human economic and social needs. As Mitrany puts it, for

today `[w]e have reached a point where the material forces at our

disposal threaten to escape our control and to warp the very civilisation

which they are meant to enhance. To discover how we can make the

elements serve the needs of the human race, without allowing their use

to be distorted by political frontiers or political notions, is therefore an

urgent task of political science' (1933: 17). But this can be understood

only through a prior discussion of Mitrany's historical±sociological

theory.

The historical-sociological approach
Mitrany argues that since the end of the Roman Empire (®fth century

AD), the world has progressed through ®ve stages, in which individual

economic and social needs are the underlying logic which are initially

submerged and unful®lled, but are gradually forced to the surface as

history progresses. Through history the international agential powers of the
state increase, but ultimately stop short of high power to mitigate anarchy.

1st stage ± medieval unity Beginning at the bottom of ®gure 3.3, the ®rst

stage covered the ®fth century to c. 1648. This comprised medieval

feudal institutions which constituted a maladaptive mode of exclusion, in
which individual needs went unrealised. Although European inter-

national society was held in place by the supra-`national' institutions of

the Papacy and the Holy Roman Empire, nevertheless such unity was

precarious owing to the constant con¯ict between these two institutions.

The emergence of the Reformation and Renaissance dissolved this

fragile unity, and unleashed a new system of individualistic (sovereign)

competing states (1933: 20±5).

2nd stage ± absolutist sovereignty The weak domestic political institu-

tions of feudalism were replaced with the sovereign absolutist state,

which was also a maladaptive exclusionary mode. There was a two-fold

problem here: sovereignty created a fragmented multi-state system in

which sovereign state rights and the balance of power took precedence

over individual human needs. In this phase, realism could aptly char-

acterise international politics. `To the succeeding centuries one could



Figure 3.3 Mitrany's historical±sociological model of the `socially-adaptive' state in international change
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apply without injustice Hobbes's dictum that man is a wolf to man . . .

[that there was] a state of anarchy without order or principle' (1933:

23). The works of Machiavelli and Bodin served to provide legitimacy

for the absolutist sovereign state. The second problem was that the

regime form was despotic. The state's high domestic agential power and

autonomy fundamentally blocked the realisation of human economic

needs, not least by keeping the masses out of the political realm, thereby

depriving the state of suf®cient international agency to mitigate inter-

state con¯ict.

3rd stage ± constitutional/bourgeois sovereignty Following the French

Revolution, the economic, social and political needs of the bourgeoisie

led to a change in the form of the state away from absolutism to the

constitutional or bourgeois state. Even though domestic agential state

power or autonomy remained moderately high and international agen-

tial power moderate, there was some progress. The bourgeois state was

marginally inclusive, in that it ushered in individualism. The progressive

function of individualism took three key forms. First, `negative rights'

were crucial in that the prime political objective was to ensure freedom

from arbitrary interference by an absolutist state form (i.e. laissez-faire

political economy). Secondly, the bourgeois state also made tentative

overtures to international notions of democracy. And, thirdly, it served

to unleash creative individual energy that had previously been sup-

pressed. Internationally, the bourgeois state was embedded in a larger

international economic system in which the process of rising economic

interdependence pressed the state to adapt and conform to economic

needs. In this respect, states could no longer live in `splendid isolation'.

The need for cooperation led to international institutions, and some 900

treaties were established between 1874 and 1883. Progress was made in

terms of setting up international functional organisations ± e.g. the

International Postal Union. This helped create a rudimentary organic

unity ± an international society. By the turn of the century, as repre-

sented in the two Hague Conferences, interdependence had brought

humanity `to the threshold of a genuine international society' (1933:

45).

However, individualism also took on two negative or exclusionary

aspects that ultimately outweighed the bene®ts. First, although a laissez-

faire political economy had a mildly positive function as mentioned

above, it also had a negative function because it blocked positive domestic
participation. Secondly, it reaf®rmed political individualism between

states (i.e. preserving external sovereignty) in the international sphere

(1933: 19, 35). While the bourgeois state was more inclusive and
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adaptive than its absolutist predecessor, it still basically served to block

the realisation of individual needs, and thus the state's international

agential power remained only moderate.

4th stage ± the service state as the highest stage of sovereignty The

bourgeois state gave way to the planned state or service state, or what he
later called the `comprehensive' state (Mitrany 1975). It was a clear

advance upon its predecessor, being more adaptive to social individual

needs although, paradoxically, it simultaneously represented the highest

stage of sovereignty (the negative blocking aspect). It drew economic

needs to the surface in three key ways. First, it promoted a common

social outlook between states based on individual welfare rights.

Secondly, it brought about a common functional or administrative

structure across international society, through which economic needs

could start to be met. Thirdly, it was bene®cial because it eroded the

negative function of the separation of the economic and political realms

that was imposed under the bourgeois laissez-faire state. Here the

extension of citizenship rights was crucial (1933: 47). Paradoxically, the

state's role for the ®rst time in history became `positive'; paradoxically,

because it had to lose a large degree of domestic agential power or

autonomy to become `positive'. The comprehensive state represented a

watershed or a threshold in which the role of the state was fundamen-

tally transformed. `No longer does the state enshrine the nature of

society; it is the social current that determines in perpetual adjustment,

the make-up of the governmental system . . . in the last resort the form

of government and its laws and institutions are shaped and reshaped by

the restless ¯ux of the community's social pressures' (1975: 26±7). The

service state is the most advanced ± i.e. the most inclusive ± in terms of

adapting to individual social needs, and has the highest degree of

international agential capacity of any state form in the last 1,500 years

(though the lowest degree of domestic agential power or autonomy).

Despite all this, the state was deprived of the necessary degree of

international agential capacity to overcome anarchy and satisfy indi-

vidual economic needs, given that there were two central contradictions

of the service state operating at the domestic and international levels.

Domestically, although the state had become much more inclusive than

previous political formations, there remained clear vestiges of exclusive-

ness. The service state ultimately diluted popular participation because

it sought too rigid a control of its population (through strong `surveil-

lance' powers); hence Mitrany's alternative term was later used ± `the

comprehensive state'. `All the aims of political democracy were to

control government; all the aims of social democracy end in control by
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government' (1975: 31). The comprehensive state could not suf®ciently

meet individual needs because of its inability to harmonise with the

policies of other states which sometimes offset a particular state's

domestic ability to meet social needs. This occurred in part because of

the second fundamental contradiction of the service state

The second, and perhaps the fundamental contradiction of the service

state was that while there was a de®nite decline in domestic agential

power, international agential state power to mitigate anarchy was

stymied. That is, the comprehensive state served to release old economic

nationalist/mercantilist tendencies, which reproduced state individu-

alism (i.e. the maintenance of external sovereignty), making inter-state

con¯ict inevitable. The nation-state, even in its moderately progressive

`social-service' manifestation, is ultimately `un-natural': it represented

the highest stage, or `last gasp' of sovereignty. What was required was a

less rigid and politically inclusive political container within which the

economic, social and legal rights of individuals could be fully realised.

This was further reinforced by the prevailing set of international institu-

tions ± the League of Nations ± which by reaf®rming sovereignty

constituted a `blocking' or negative function (1933: 47). Rather than

instituting positive rights, it provided negative rights ± rights of a `thou

shalt not' kind.

But despite the schizophrenic nature of the comprehensive state, it

was embedded within a global society based on economic interdepend-

ence and new global technologies, which served to undermine the

negative exclusionary function of the state. `If the present time is likely

to prove a historical turning point [it will be] because of such dramatic

changes in the scienti®c±technological ®eld . . . but especially because

every new invention . . . is now apt to breed problems which, for the

®rst time in history, are global in their very nature and in their scale'

(1975: 30). These global technologies and global processes (e.g. satel-

lites, epidemics, nuclear power, exploration of the seabed and so on),

require technical or functional solutions at the global level. They require

new international organisations which are shaped `not by any theory as

to the political self-determination of the parties but by the technical self-

determination of each of the matters involved' (1975: 30). To deal with

these technologies, a vast body of international law developed, which in

turn sought to transcend the old `diplomatic law', replacing it with a

`true development of international government' (1975: 30). In this way,

economic processes demanded new forms of international governance.

5th and ®nal stage ± international functionalism and the withering away of
sovereignty As with Carr (1951), so for Mitrany, the `comprehensive'
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or `service' state represented the `highest stage of sovereignty'. At this

point, Mitrany's normative (functionalist) political project came to the

fore. In order to meet individuals' economic, social and legal needs,

both the service state and the League of Nations ± understood ultimately

as `blocking' institutions ± must be overcome by functionalist inter-

national organisation, thereby ushering in a ®fth and ®nal stage of

human progress. This normative/functionalist aspect of Mitrany's work

is well known; it is in fact what he is famous for, and was fully outlined

in A Working Peace System (Mitrany 1943/1966). He fundamentally

rejected formal international government, whether in the form of a

league of nations, or a regional, continental union. He also rejected all

radical political projects. Here, the principal difference with Marxism

becomes apparent. The objective was to downgrade `politics' and

`political ideology' as far as possible so as to minimise friction between

states as well as with the sovereign state itself. But it would be wrong to

argue that Mitrany's technical approach is free of political ideology: it

rested fundamentally on a liberal ideology that sought to promote and

satisfy individual needs (Tooze 1977). Moreover, he leaned more to the

reformist politics of John A. Hobson, who also argued that positive

international institutions were vital if human needs were to be properly

satis®ed. But, unlike Hobson, Mitrany rejected the role of formal

international government, preferring a more informal set of functional

international organisations/institutions. And in further contrast, he

argued that the sovereign state ultimately constituted a blockage or

fetter to the development of global society. Accordingly, he argued that

as international functional organisation developed so the sovereign state

would gradually wither away.

A clear approach to the state (and of IR) emerges from Mitrany's

historical±sociological theory. First, states must have relatively low

domestic agential power in that they must conform to the needs of

individuals. Nevertheless, the state even in its social-service guise cannot

fully satisfy human needs. Through time, Mitrany's implicit `dialectical±

historical' approach demonstrates how the domestic agential power of

the state recedes, and how international functionalist institutions gradu-

ally overcome the sovereignty of the state, resulting in the gradual

removal of the impediments or institutional fetters to the full realisation

of human needs. Nevertheless, for much of human history the state has

had moderate international agential power, in that it creates a con¯ictual

international realm. The service or comprehensive state, however, has

the highest degree of international agential power of any state in history,

insofar as it sets up international functionalist organisations which can

create a peaceful and cooperative global society. Nevertheless, Mitrany
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fails to ascribe the state high international agential power (as in

Keohane, Bull and Hobson) because the state ultimately constitutes an

impediment or fetter to the creation of a fully peaceful world.

State-centric liberalism

English school rationalism

The liberal theory of `rationalism' was developed by the `English

school', and was headed by Martin Wight, Hedley Bull, Charles

Manning, Adam Watson and John Vincent. This section discusses

perhaps the most famous and important book of this genre: Hedley

Bull's The Anarchical Society (1977). While IR scholars frequently

characterise Bull as a `realist', this section will show why Bull was clearly

non-realist, and why rationalism more generally should be treated as a

liberal theory (but see Dunne 1998 and Wheeler 2000 for more

constructivist readings of the English school). Bull began, as did Wight,

by differentiating the rationalist from the realist, as well as the cosmopo-

litan, perspectives: rationalism, in Wight's words, occupies a `via media'

between realism and revolutionism or cosmopolitanism (i.e. Kantian

liberalism).

In strong contrast to the liberal institutionalism of Mitrany, Bull

produced a fundamentally state-centric liberal theory: `[t]he starting

point of IR is the existence of states, or independent political commu-

nities, each of which possess a government that asserts sovereignty'

(Bull 1977: 8, 24±6). Bull fundamentally rejected the radical cosmopo-

litan belief that order can be achieved only by the transcendence or

overthrow of the system of sovereign states. This is not necessary

because sovereign states can form a cooperative international society,

which ensures that order is achieved and maintained over time. Like

neorealists, Bull provides a very strong normative defence of the sover-

eign state. And like neorealists, Bull essentially `black-boxes' the state,

granting it high domestic agential power or autonomy such that it is

unaffected by non-state actors. But the key point is that, in strict

contrast to neorealism, Bull defends the sovereign state on socially

progressive grounds: that it constitutes the most appropriate political

institution to create international order; and that, above all, the state has

a high degree of international agential power to buck the logic of

anarchy. Thus the key differences between neorealism and rationalism

are two-fold: ®rst that rationalism invests the state with considerable

international agential power to shape the international system as well as

to mitigate anarchy. Secondly, rationalism implicitly conceptualises
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anarchy differently, viewing the international realm as one of possibility
rather than one of pure necessity. Through long-term cooperation, states

can come to forge an `international society' under anarchy; hence Bull's

famous quote, that `[a] society of states (or international society) exists

when a group of states, conscious of certain common interests and

common values, form a society in the sense that they conceive them-

selves to be bound by common sets of rules . . . and share in the working

of common institutions' (1977: 13).

Bull rejects the neorealist `domestic analogy' which draws on Thomas

Hobbes, whereby international anarchy entails a `war of all against all'.

The fundamental basis of Hobbes's theory (and thus neorealism) is the

view that order is possible only when a state or higher authority exists

which can make laws which are enforced though coercive power. In

short, no coercive (higher) authority ± no order. Against this coercive

thesis, Bull argues that `[i]t is not fear of a supreme authority that is the

source of order within the modern state . . . individuals are capable of

order because they value it' (1977: 48). In contrast to neorealism's

`Hobbesian domestic analogy', rationalism invokes a type of `Lockean

domestic analogy' which stipulates that in the international state of

nature, basic or primary order can exist in much the same way that

primary order allegedly existed within the state of nature found in

primitive stateless societies (see Suganami 1986). In turn, order in the

state of nature is enabled by rules even if these are not made or enforced

by a state. Such rules tend to take the form of norms and conventions

which are based on morality, custom and religion (Bull 1977: 53±60).

Important here is the role of the fundamental `constitutional' rules or

norms (1977: 4±5, 17±8), which enable basic or primary order in three

respects, to ensure:

(1) that life is secure from violence (security)

(2) that agreements will be honoured (contract)

(3) that the possession of things is relatively stable (property rights).

These are attained ultimately because of the value that states attach to

order, without which state behaviour would be severely constrained to

do anything other than look out for its own individual security (1977: 8,

47±8). Here Bull precisely inverts Waltz. For Waltz, states passively

adapt to the dictates of anarchy, thereby unintentionally reproducing

the anarchic state system. For Bull, states have high international

agential power to promote primary international order, thereby inten-

tionally reproducing the international society of states (a position which

overlaps with Morgenthau's notion of the `aristocratic international' and

Carr's `monarchical international').
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High international agential state power and international institutions
as the providers of international order

Bull ascribes the sovereign state as the central institution that could

provide for international order (1977: 71±4) (see ®gure 3.4). A world

state is not required because states act as the guardians of international

order. And, like Hobson, Bull rejected classical liberalism's belief in the

`spontaneity thesis' on the grounds that primary order could be crea-

tively and intentionally engineered only through the construction of four

international normative constitutional institutions. These comprise:

(1) The balance of power/systemic warfare: in contrast to Waltz, the

balance is consciously maintained by states in order to preserve inter-

national society. It does not spontaneously and unintentionally emerge

as a function of the short-term adaptive survival needs of states. While

the balance of power was not inevitable for Bull (unlike Waltz), it is

nevertheless vital for the maintenance of international society. Thus

European international society has been largely preserved by the

balance, for on the occasions when an aspiring imperial power attempted

to destroy the multi-state system in favour of an imperial hierarchy (e.g.

the Habsburgs, Louis XIV, Napoleon Bonaparte, Adolf Hitler), the

other states ganged up against it so as to maintain the survival of the

multi-state system or international society. The balance goes hand-in-

hand with the positive role of systemic warfare, which paradoxically

plays an important role in maintaining an orderly international society of

states. It is functional to order because it ensures that aspiring imperial-

ists can be suppressed, thereby retaining the integrity of the multi-state

system. To the balance of power and systemic warfare, Bull adds the role

of nuclear deterrence which, he argues, has played an important role in

securing peace and order after 1945 (Bull 1977: chapters 5, 8).

(2)Diplomacy: diplomacy is functional for order not least because it

enhances communication between states, facilitates agreement and

minimises friction (Bull 1977: chapter 7).

(3) Great power management: Bull argues that inequality between

states is functional to preserving international society, because `it is

dif®cult to see how, apart from resort to alliances that may introduce a

contrived element of inequality, international con¯icts could ever be

settled and laid to rest' (1977: 205±6). Great powers are important in

that they help to preserve the balance of power, seek to avoid crises and

wars between each other and are able to contain con¯icts within their

respective alliances (1977: 208±29).

(4) States and international law: while neorealists denounce inter-

national law as ineffective because it is not enforced by a world state,
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Figure 3.4 Bull's rationalist theory of the state and international order
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Bull insists that law is nevertheless backed up by the coercive power of

the individual states themselves. States enforce international law

through war and reprisals (1977: 129±32). Thus the pursuit of war

against international law-breakers is not a symptom of anarchy (as

neorealists assume), but is rather a sign that international society is

functioning effectively. The key point, though, is that law is respected

not simply because it is backed up by force, but because states volunta-

rily prefer to conform to international law. Echoing Louis Henken, Bull

argues that, `[i]f it were possible . . . to conduct a quantitative study of

obedience to the rules of international law, it might be expected to show

that most states obey most agreed rules of international law most of the

time' (1977: 137). International law is especially valued by states

because it enshrines sovereignty by prescribing states as the central actors in
IP, and continues to do so even at the end of the twentieth century

(1977: 139±61).

The rationalist theory of the state in IR
Bull's theory (see ®gure 3.4) is best differentiated with Waltz's (see

®gure 2.2, p. 25). As chapter 2 showed, for Waltz anarchy is primary

and the state is secondary. For Bull the state is primary: it has high

international agential power and intentionally seeks through self-re-

straint to create order and preserve the society of states. Although both

Bull and Waltz prescribe the state with high domestic agential power or

institutional autonomy, nevertheless, Bull invests the state with high

international agential power to mitigate anarchy (unlike Waltz). For

neorealism, states are completely free of external or internal actors'

preferences but have no international agential power, being heavily

circumscribed by the invisible hand of anarchy. In rationalism, states

constantly restrain themselves, which paradoxically enhances inter-

national agential power to mitigate anarchy. Thus Bull prescribes `high

domestic and high international agential state power'.

Implicitly attacking Waltz, Bull rejects the neorealist `functionalist' or

structuralist framework, which stipulates that the anarchical system is

self-constituting, and prescribes state behaviour as functional to the

maintenance of anarchy. `International society does not display the kind

of [systemic] wholeness or unity that would point to such . . . function-

alist explanations' (1977: 75). In contrast to Waltz's `top-down' ap-

proach, Bull effectively invokes a `bottom-up' approach which begins

with the intentions of states, as the fundamental agents of international

society. Bull goes beyond Waltz in a number of key ways. First, states are

not reducible to anarchy, but can actively avoid conforming to its

constraining logic. They do this by creating normative international or
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constitutional institutions. These institutions are not autonomous of

states; they have only a `relative autonomy' since they are ultimately

determined by states and for states. As in neoliberal institutionalism

(informal) international constitutional institutions push states away

from short-term (adaptive) `self-help' towards long-term `collective-

help'. Although these constitutional institutions are not autonomous of

states, they are, however, autonomous of anarchy and the distribution of

power. In short, Bull downgrades the importance of structure and

places prime focus on the international agential power of the state.

Borrowing from Ashley (1981), this difference between rationalism

and neorealism is equivalent to the difference between `practical ration-

alism' and `technical neorealism'. Thus for rationalism, states are

practically committed to develop consensus and order through com-

munication and shared understanding. This `practical rationalism' has

direct consequences for the problematic predicament that states ®nd

themselves in the late twentieth century, as various global crises batter

the inter-state system. Neorealism is frequently taken to task for what

Ashley (1981) calls the `impossibility theorem', whereby geniune coop-

eration between sovereign states is impossible, rendering the sovereign

state impotent to overcome global challenges. But rationalism posits

that sovereign states can escape the `impossibility theorem'. They can

overcome the collective action problem and create a functionally ef®-

cient and orderly world. Thus sovereignty does not confound coopera-

tion; it is the constitutive institution that makes cooperation possible in

the ®rst place. This suggests that a radical transcendence of inter-

national society and the sovereign state is not necessary in order to solve

global crises (Bull 1977: 233±320).

In sum, the rationalist theory of the state can be summarised as: the
sovereign state, armed with high domestic and high international agential
power intentionally creates informal normative or constitutional international
institutions to promote long-term primary order, which in turn leads to the
development and reproduction of an international society of states, thereby
enabling the state to avoid conforming to the short-term adaptive or technical
requirements of international anarchy.

The emergence of international regime theory

The second strand of state-centric liberalism is found in neoliberal

institutionalism. Paradoxically, the origins of the theory began with

neorealist hegemonic stability theory (HST); `paradoxically' because

HSTwas developed precisely to undermine liberalism and interdepend-

ence theory (within the ®rst state debate). Krasner originally pointed to
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various problems with HST, most notably that its prediction of the

demise of the post-1970 free trade regime had failed to materialise.

Initially, in order to try to explain this anomaly, Krasner invoked the

lagged effect of domestic policy interests which continued to favour free

trade (Krasner 1979: 342±3). But this was confounded when US

domestic interests turned towards favouring protectionism. By 1983,

Krasner turned to a new `lagged' variable in his pioneering edited

volume International Regimes (1983a): that of the trade regime itself.

Nevertheless, he endowed the regime with only a relative autonomy from

anarchy and the distribution of power, thereby retaining the integrity of

neorealism (see the discussion of the tectonic plate metaphor in Krasner

1983b: 357±8). Thus the regime could `lag' or hobble on for a short

while. But, unprotected by hegemony, the regime was rendered highly

vulnerable to a random external shock. Nevertheless the problem

remained: that the freer trade regime persisted. While neorealism could

not explain this, neoliberal institutionalism was created to ®ll this void.

Neoliberal institutionalism and the theory of international regimes

Perhaps the most signi®cant writer here has been Robert Keohane,

whose pioneering book, After Hegemony (1984), brought the neoliberal

institutionalist theory to the forefront of the IR research agenda.

Through a `creative dialogue' with neorealism, Keohane sought to go

beyond liberal institutionalism (hence neoliberal), by synthesising it with

neorealism in order to develop a non-realist theory of cooperation in

world politics. Recognising that neorealists could dismiss liberal institu-

tionalism by simply rejecting the premises of state actions that the

approach posited, Keohane sought to close this avenue off from realist

attack (Keohane 1984: 66±7). To achieve this, he explicitly borrowed

three basic assumptions of state behaviour from neorealism.

First in contrast to `liberal institutionalism' he argued that states are

not motivated by self-abnegation and `other-regarding' idealist motiva-

tions, but are rational egoists which generally seek to maximise their

utility gains. Though he later relaxed this assumption in his chapter 7

(see the discussion of `bounded rationality'), the crucial point that he

sought to establish was that regimes were effective even under condi-

tions of utility-maximising rationality. Secondly, he sought to further

expunge the idealistic and normative basis of liberal institutionalism by

insisting that world politics is not dominated by harmony and coopera-

tion, but that discord frequently prevails, as neorealists insist. In fact,

discord is extremely important in his theory because it is this that

creates the need for regimes in the ®rst place. `Without the specter of
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con¯ict, there is no need to cooperate' (1984: 54). Thirdly, Keohane

supposedly adopted a `systemic' approach and `black-boxed' (i.e. held

constant) the state, such that domestic state±society relations and non-

state actors were excluded from the explanatory model, given his

premise that non-state actors `continue to be subordinate to states'

(1989: 8). This led him to develop a `state-centric' approach, in which

sovereign states are the principal actors in world politics. Thus, in sum,

he claimed that by `starting with similar premises about motivations, I

seek to show that [neo]realism's pessimism about welfare-maximising

cooperation is exaggerated' (1984: 29, 67).

The rational choice/functionalist theory of regimes and cooperation
Having allegedly borrowed neorealism's premises of state rationality (to

be critically reviewed later), Keohane proceeded to make three basic

amendments to neorealism (®gure 3.5). In the process he rejected

classical liberalism's `spontaneity thesis' by arguing that cooperation

would not naturally occur ± it had to be creatively engineered through

the construction of international regimes.

(1) Regimes are absolutely autonomous of anarchy and the distribution of
power, but only relatively autonomous from states Fundamental to neore-

alism is the `collective action problem', where anarchy ensures that

states eschew or defect from cooperation in favour of adaptive competi-

tive self-help. HST argues that the collective action problem can be

overcome by hegemony, though only in the short run. Neorealism

retains the integrity of its assumption that states do not voluntarily and

spontaneously cooperate, because it is only the pressure and coercion of

a powerful hegemon that can promote regimes and enforce cooperation

among states. Thus cooperation is never spontaneous but is always

imposed (cf. Young 1983: 100±1). Nor does cooperation last long. For

as hegemony inevitably declines so, too, do regimes. That is, regimes do

not have a full autonomy from the distribution of power (i.e. from

hegemonic unipolarity).

In contrast, Keohane argues that while hegemony and a unipolar

distribution of power can be important in initially setting up inter-

national regimes and institutions, it is not a suf®cient variable. States as
agents can negotiate or voluntarily agree to set up and maintain institu-

tions, because they value the long run gains that such regimes provide

(see also Young 1983). In turn, regimes empower states to overcome the

collective action problem under anarchy. The key move here is to endow

regimes with a full autonomy from anarchy and the distribution of

power, and to thereby conceptually delink regimes from hegemony. This
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Figure 3.5 Neoliberal and neorealist theories of states and
international regimes
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has two fundamental consequences: ®rst, that neoliberalism is able ±

unlike neorealism ± to explain the persistence of regimes after US
hegemony. And secondly, regimes are much more `resilient' or `robust'

for neoliberals than for neorealists (Hasenclever, Mayer and Rittberger

1997: 86±7). By conceptually delinking regimes from hegemony and

embedding them in state power, neoliberals are able to ascribe much

greater `resilience' to regimes.

However, as we note later, regimes do not have a full autonomy from

states. Regimes have only a relative autonomy from states, since it is

states that intentionally create regimes in order to avoid conforming to

the logic of short-term relative gains (associated with anarchy), so that

they can enhance their long-term absolute gains. In this crucial respect,

regimes are only intervening variables that lie between states (the basic

causal variable) on the one hand and international outcomes on the

other (even though regimes have considerably more power than that

granted by neorealism).

(2) Cooperation is fundamental to the long-term utility-maximising interests
of states A fundamental aspect to neoliberalism is its use of the prison-
er's dilemma (PD), in which two actors can either cooperate or `defect'

(i.e. go it alone). In a single-play PD, as neorealists argue, the dominant

strategy among rational egoists is to defect and dob in the other ± hence

cooperation is avoided. But the key point is that in repeated PD games

(termed `iterated' games) through tit-for-tat, the two players learn to

cooperate since this provides greater long run pay-offs than defecting

(Axelrod 1984). Against neorealism, Keohane argues that world politics

is better characterised by iterated PD games, because over time states

constantly come into reciprocal contact with each other. Accordingly,

cooperation ensues not because of morality or idealistic motivations, but

because it satis®es the long-term interests of power-maximising rational

egoistic states (Keohane 1984: chapter 5).

Regimes or institutions prevent defection and cheating by lengthening

the `shadow of the future' (Axelrod and Keohane 1993). This is

achieved in a number of ways. First, the process of retaliation and

reciprocity, or `tit-for-tat', provides a major disincentive to defect. The

essence of iterated PD games is that, through time, both players learn to

cooperate. That is, they learn that defection is punished with retaliation,

and cooperation rewarded with reciprocity. This leads states to think in

terms of future (absolute) cooperative gains rather than following short-

term relative gains through defection. The `more future pay-offs are

valued relative to current pay-offs, the less the incentives to defect today,

since the other side is likely to retaliate tomorrow' (Axelrod and
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Keohane 1993: 91; Axelrod 1984). Paradoxically, the possibility of

future `retaliation' is crucial to the effective functioning of regimes;

`paradoxically', because it is retaliation that provides the basic reasoning

behind neorealism's rejection of the ef®cacy of international regimes in

the ®rst place.

Secondly, the notion of `issue-linkage' also prevents defection.

Regimes are `nested' or embedded within a multitude of policy arenas ±

in security, trade, ®nance, etc. (Keohane 1984: 89). Thus under the

post-1945 liberal trade regime, a state might come under pressure from

a domestic manufacturer to impose import quotas. But the state might

resist such domestic rent-seeking pressures because of the negative

consequences that this might have for other areas of trade (in which the

state favours free trade), or because it does not wish to face foreign

retaliation from other governments. In short, as with J.A. Hobson,

regimes enhance the domestic agential power of the state vis-aÁ-vis
domestic actors. Moreover, by complying in trade, states are able to

maintain gains in other non-trading arenas such as security or ®nance.

Thirdly, states wish to establish and maintain a `good reputation', which

requires that they avoid defection and enter into long-term cooperation.

Having a poor reputation jeopardises the maximisation of a state's long-

term gains (1984: 103±6). All this rests upon one fundamental assump-

tion: that states are better off by following long-term (optimal) coopera-

tive gains than following short-term defection (sub-optimal) strategies.

(3) De®ning anarchy in term of an assymetrical distribution of informa-
tion Keohane accepts that anarchy promotes uncertainty as to whether

states will keep their commitments. But, for Keohane, anarchy gives rise

to the collective action problem not because of the unequal distribution

of power (as in neorealism) but because of the asymmetrical distribution

of information, or the lack of information. It is this that promotes

defection and cheating because states do not know, and therefore do not

trust, the intentions of others. Accordingly, states create international

regimes in order to enhance the density and spread of information,

which reduces the tendency for defection and cheating (1984: chapter

6). In this way, regimes can reduce the `transaction costs of agreements',

since they reduce the need for states to monitor whether agreements are

complied with by others, thereby promoting trust and cooperation. As

we shall see, this position sees international anarchy as highly malleable.

The neoliberal/neorealist debate in the `second state debate'
Many IR commentators often describe Keohane as a neorealist ± or,

more accurately, as a `modi®ed neorealist'. This section shows why this
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view is fundamentally ¯awed. The design of Keohane's project was

potentially ingenious. By using realist premises about state motivations,

he hoped to insulate himself from neorealist attack. But the problem

here is that he failed actually to adopt neorealist premises in the ®rst

place. I argue here that Keohane produced a non-realist theory of the

state which was encapsulated within a non-systemic approach.

As the neorealist Joseph Grieco has pointed out, neorealists do not in

fact view the state as a rational egoist that seeks to maximise its absolute
gains interests under systemic anarchy. States are `defensive positionalists'

that seek to maintain their relative position ± that is, they privilege short-

term relative gains over long-term absolute cooperative gains (Grieco

1993a, 1993b; see also Waltz 1979: 105±6; Mastanduno 1991; Krasner

1993). Moreover, some neorealists go even further and argue that states

seek to maximise their relative gains over others: that states are offensive
as well as `defensive' positionalists (Gilpin 1975: 23, 34±6, 85±92;

Mearsheimer 1995: 11±12). For neorealists, states are highly `sensitive'

to the distribution of gains under cooperation. It is not a lack of

information and uncertainty, nor cheating or defection that constitutes

the problem for cooperation. Rather, the problem lies with `incentives'

for cooperation in the ®rst place. Thus state A will gladly forgo any gains

that it might have accrued through cooperating with state B if B's
relative gains exceed those of A, since B might subsequently turn

around and use its enhanced power to militarily undermine A. Prudent

statesmanship dictates envy. Thus, under anarchy, states cannot afford

to be indifferent or insensitive to others' gains (Grieco 1993a: 128±31).

As Krasner put it: while neoliberals emphasise that states are interested

in getting to the `Pareto Frontier' ± the point at which all states maximise

their gains through cooperation ± the problem for neorealists is `not how

to get to the Pareto Frontier but which point along the frontier will be

chosen' (Krasner 1993: 237±8, 235). For neoliberalism, precisely

because of anarchy, states cooperate to maximise absolute cooperative

gains and are indifferent or insensitive to the unequal distribution of

gains between states. Thus A will gladly cooperate with B so long as A is

better off, even if B's gains outweigh A's. The difference is that power is

de®ned in relative terms for neorealists but in absolute terms for

neoliberals. This leads to a non-systemic and non-neorealist theory of

international agential state power.

A non-systemic/non-neorealist approach to the state and IR Keohane did

not in fact adopt a purely systemic theory, as many have assumed (see,

for example, Keohane 1984: 26±9; 1993: 294). A `pure systemic'

approach would derive the state from the requirements of the system
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Figure 3.6 Keohane's theory of the state and international regimes
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and would argue that states must conform to international requirements;

failure to do so would result in punishment by the system. In strong

contrast to Waltz's systemic view of the international as the `realm of

necessity', Keohane sees it as a realm of possibility. Keohane shows not

only that states can buck the logic of the system, but more importantly,

that they can reform and reshape the international system in order to

suit their interests without being punished by the system: a position that

fundamentally contradicts Waltz's structuralist approach (see pp. 26±7).

Rather than conceptualise anarchy as hard and unchanging, Keohane

implicitly views it as soft and malleable. By enhancing the density and

distribution of information at the international level through inter-

national institutions, states are able to modify anarchy to suit their

interests. Thus while both Waltz and Keohane ascribe high domestic

agential power to the state, in strict contrast to Waltz, Keohane endows

the state with high international agential capacity to overcome the

collective action problem. Accordingly, states are no longer condemned

to technically conform to an exogenous anarchic environment, but can

practically insulate themselves from it, and even escape its requirements.

Paradoxically, cooperation through institutions does not make states

more vulnerable as it does for neorealism, but makes them stronger.

Regimes enable states to maximise their interests by preventing them

from entering the `defection avenue' of short-term relative gains prefer-

ences (the sub-optimal power strategy) and by pushing them to enhance

their long-run gains (the optimal power-maximisation strategy). Thus,

for neoliberalism, the `second level' of the international system ± the

units (i.e. states) ± does not drop out but stays in, which in turn leads to

a clearly non-systemic and non-realist theory of world politics. As with

Bull, Keohane upgrades the international agential power of the state and

signi®cantly downgrades the importance of international structure.

The neorealist critique of neoliberalism focuses on denouncing the

autonomy of international institutions over states and insists that states

are prior to institutions and that states have more power. This angle is

one that very much derives from the ®rst state debate. But we can

recon®gure this understanding by applying the interpretative strictures

of the `second state debate'. From this angle, we can see that the

neorealist critique of neoliberalism seriously misconstrues the neoliberal

argument, a misconception that is found even within non-realist dis-

cussions of neoliberalism. For neoliberals, regimes are created by and

for autonomous states in order to enhance their power under anarchy

(Keohane 1993: 273±4): `Institutions are necessary . . . in order to

achieve state purposes' (Keohane 1984: 245, emphasis in the original);

and, `institutions empower governments rather than shackling them'
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(1984: 13, emphasis in the original). Regimes do not limit state beha-

viour/autonomy per se: they merely limit sub-optimal short-term state

behaviour (i.e. defection), thereby enabling states to optimally realise

long-term utility gains. I suggest that states for neoliberals are concep-

tually equivalent to the neo-Marxist conception of the dominant class,

which has in effect a `collective action problem'; it is internally frag-

mented and prone to short-term defection from long-term cooperation

(Poulantzas 1973; Offe 1974). For Poulantzas and Offe, the bourgeoisie

requires and creates an `ideal collective capitalist' state. Armed with a

relative autonomy from the short-term interests of capital, the state

functions to stretch the short-term con¯ictual outlook of the bourgeoisie

into a long-term collaborative and uni®ed position (in the face of the

proletariat) precisely so as to enhance the power of capital. Likewise for

neoliberals, states are prone to short-term defection and accordingly

create `ideal collective institutions' (i.e. regimes) which, armed with a

`relative autonomy' from states, can convert their short-term defection

tendencies into long-term collaboration precisely so as to maximise state
power. Indeed, as with J.A. Hobson's new liberal theory, Keohane argues

that international institutions enhance the domestic agential power of

the state, enabling it to resist vested interest groups who, for example,

might call for protectionism for their particular industry. Accordingly,

international institutions are, for Keohane, only intervening variables

(Keohane 1984: 64). Thus although neoliberals argue that regimes have

full autonomy from anarchy and the distribution of power, they have

only a relative autonomy from the state, insofar as regimes go against the

short-term (defection) actions of states in order to shore up their long-

term interests.

In contrast to the neorealist reading, neoliberals do not exaggerate the
autonomy of institutions over states; they in fact analytically reduce
institutions to state utility-maximising interests. Regimes are fundamen-

tally embedded in high international agential state power. Paradoxically,

states create regimes precisely so as to enhance their agential power to

buck the logic of anarchy; a position which ironically grants far greater

international agential power to the state than is accorded under neore-

alism. This suggests that the neorealist critique of neoliberalism should

not focus on neoliberalism's conception of regimes, and set up a sterile

®rst state debate between `state-centredness' versus `international

society-centredness'. Rather, the key difference lies with the high degree

of international agential power granted by neoliberals, compared to the

passive theory of the state found in neorealism. Thus in locating this

debate within the framework of the second state debate, it becomes clear

that it is neoliberalism that attributes very high international agential
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capacity to the state, while neorealism paradoxically marginalises the

`power' of the state. In sum, the assumption of rational egoism that

Keohane employs leads not only to a different theory about cooperation

but, above all, to a radically different theory of the state and IR.

We are now in a position to compare the neorealist and neoliberal

theories of the state. The neorealist theory of the state can be de®ned as:

the sovereign `positional'-adaptive state, armed with high domestic agential
power maximises its short-term survival interests by minimising its relative
power gap with other states (or even enhancing its relative power over others),
but has no international agential power and must accordingly conform to the
adaptive requirements of anarchy.

In contrast, neoliberalism posits that: the sovereign `rational egoistic'
state, armed with high domestic agential power maximises its long-term
interests by creating `relatively autonomous' international regimes which, in
acting as an `ideal collective state', enhance international agential state power
thereby enabling states to buck, or avoid conforming to the short term (sub-
optimal) adaptive requirements of international anarchy.

Some of the key ®gures in this debate have called for a `grand

synthesis' of the two theories (e.g. Keohane 1984: 135, 1993: 273,

291±3; Grieco 1993b: 328±35; Powell 1993; Hasenclever, Mayer and

Rittberger 1997: 59±68, 134±5). Despite his original claim that neore-

alism and neoliberalism are distinct schools of thought (Keohane 1989:

8), Keohane has more recently gone so far as saying that the neoliberal/

neorealist debate is not about incommensurable paradigms: `[w]e agree

on 90 per cent and the remainder is essentially an empirical problem'

(cited in Wñver 1996: 166). But synthesising these two approaches is

problematic, not least because their theories of anarchy and the state are

radically different. In according states high international agential power,

neoliberals ontologically downgrade international structure; conversely,

in focusing exclusively on anarchy, neorealists fail to accord the state

with any international agential power. It is, however, entirely possible to

synthesise many of the insights of both theories, but it is vital to note

that the end product will necessarily be radically different from both of

the original theories (see chapter 7, pp. 223±35, for an outline of what

such a theory might look like). And given that many observers are

increasingly viewing the neoliberal/neorealist debate as sterile and ex-

hausted (e.g. Wñver 1996; Moravscik 1997), I suggest that relocating

and reconciling it within the second state debate provides a promising

way forward, not only for this speci®c debate but for IR theory more

generally.
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Discussion questions

. Why do all liberal approaches (apart from functionalism and plur-

alism) consign high amounts of international agential power to the

state? How do they vary in the levels of domestic agential power

assigned to the state?

. Why for classical liberals is state intervention in the economy bad?

. Why for new liberals is free trade good but minimalist state inter-

vention in the domestic economy bad?

. Why for new liberals is the social-democratic state endowed with

moderate domestic agential power a necessary but not suf®cient

factor in the promotion of global peace?

. What are the similarities and differences between J.A. Hobson's and

Marxism's theory of the state?

. What are the similarities and differences between Mitrany's and

Marx's theories of history?

. Why, for Mitrany, is the modern `service' state the highest form of

state in history but ultimately a fetter to the development of a

peaceful global society?

. Although both Bull and Waltz produce state-centric approaches to

IR, how are they differentiated in terms of the international agential

power accorded the state?

. What is problematic with the view that Keohane's neoliberal institu-

tionalist theory is equivalent to a modi®ed form of neorealism? On

what grounds is it claimed in this volume that it is problematic to

reconcile neoliberalism and neorealism?

Suggestions for further reading

On classical liberalism, a good place to start is David Ricardo's (1817/

1969) relatively short treatise (given that Smith's book, The Wealth of
Nations, though highly readable, is extremely long). The classic state-

ment of liberal international political theory is found in Kant's (1795/

1914) short and readable text. Excellent introductions to liberal inter-

national relations theory can be found in Zacher and Matthew (1995)

and Dunne (1997). The best introduction to J.A. Hobson's theory of IR

is Long (1996) ± Gabriel (1994) produces the conventional reading.

While Hobson's Imperialism (1902/1968) constitutes the conventional

starting point, his shorter books on international relations are essential
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for understanding his overall approach to IR (Hobson 1915, 1920).

While Mitrany's classic text A Working Peace System (1943/1966)

remains an essential text on functionalism, nevertheless his full theory is

presented in The Progess of International Government (1933); his (1975)
article is also helpful, as is the edited volume by Groom and Taylor

(1975). An excellent introduction to inter-war liberal institutionalism is

Long and Wilson (1995). On the English school, seee especially Bull

(1977), Wight (1977) and Vincent (1986); while the best secondary

introduction is Dunne (1998). The classic statement of neoliberal

institutionalism is found in Keohane (1984), but see also Axelrod and

Keohane (1993) for a good summary. The key text for the neorealist/

neoliberal debate is Baldwin (1993), which contains all the major

contributions.



Part 2

Recent sociological theories of the state

and international relations





4 Marxism

Introduction

Though Marxism is clearly not a `recent' theory, it has only recently

been integrated into IR theory (though mainly within IPE). Like its

realist and liberal counterparts, Marxism is far from a monolithic body

of thought, and embodies a wide number of variants. Nevertheless, with

respect to the state's agential power (see pp. 5±8 for full de®nitions) I

suggest that there are three broad positions in the Marxist theory of the

state:

(1) a theory of low domestic agential state power but moderate inter-

national agential state power found in classical Marxism

(2) a theory of moderate domestic agential state power and moderate

international agential state power, also found in parts of classical

Marxism but most especially in `orthodox' neo-Marxism

(3) a theory of low-moderate domestic agential state power but no

international agential state power, found in world systems theory

(WST).

Classical Marxism

Marxists often argue that Karl Marx never developed a ®nished theory

of the state ± a task that was supposedly reserved for his projected sixth

volume of Capital. The prominent neo-Marxist state theorist Bob Jessop

even goes so far as arguing that the construction of a `®nished' Marxist

theory of the state is not even possible ( Jessop 1984: 29, 211±13).

However, Marx did succeed in formulating a theory of the state, even

though at times it was ambiguous and, arguably, it would be surprising

if his projected sixth volume would have added much more to what he

had already produced in his extensive writings between 1843 and his

death in 1883. Perhaps there is no theorist in the social sciences who

evokes such fundamentally different interpretations among scholars

than Karl Marx. On the one hand are the majority of neo-Marxists, who
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insist that Marx developed a non-reductionist theory of the state while,

conversely, many of Marx's critics argue that his theory of the state was

economically reductionist or determinist. In what follows I argue that

there are two shades to Marx's theory of the state: a dominant approach
which accords the state low domestic agential power (i.e. low autonomy)

and a minority version which accords a moderate autonomy to the state

(cf. Held 1987: 113±21). Marx's basic claim was that the modern

`liberal' state does not represent the general interest of all people in

society, but acts to support the interests of a small privileged class.

Before we can explain this, however, we must ®rst begin with a dis-

cussion of Marx's overall or general theory of history.

Marx's dialectical±materialist theory of the state and history

There are three key aspects or concepts in Marx's general approach: a

dialectical method, the mode of production and a `dialectical±material-

ist' theory of history.

The `dialectical' method
The dialectical method provides the essence of Marx's `scienti®c'

approach, in which Marx made a fundamental distinction between

`appearances' and `material reality'. Marx argues that we are confronted

with, or bedazzled by, a world that appears extremely complex. The trick

is to trace or reveal the essence that underlies this complexity. This is

achieved through Marx's dialectical or `scienti®c' method of class analy-
sis, in which the everyday appearance of things and events is reduced to,

or explained by, the contradictory relationship between classes that lies

at the very base of society (i.e. `class struggle'). As he put it in Capital
(vol. 3), `all science would be super¯uous if the outward appearance and

the essence of things directly coincided' (1867/1959: 817).

The key point here is that to fail to `scienti®cally' trace the class

origins of `things' is to necessarily fall into the bourgeois trap of

`fetishism' ± a concept that plays a central organising principle of Marx's

`mature' work in Capital. Marx took classical liberal political economy

to task for equating the world of appearances with `reality'. Thus such

`bourgeois' theorists incorrectly assumed that the commodity, for

example, inherently possessed its own value or power. Gold has a higher

natural value than silver because it is in higher demand. But the value of

a particular commodity according to Marx is not intrinsic to it, but is

rather determined by the average number of hours of the exploitation of

labour that it takes to produce it: `As values, all commodities are only

de®nite masses of congealed labour-time' (Marx 1867/1954: 47). Thus



`commodity fetishism', for example, occurs when the observer mista-

kenly assumes that commodities have their own inherent power or value

and, therefore, fails to uncover the underlying social relations of exploi-

tation that actually inscribe a particular commodity's value. Thus in

liberal political economy, `a de®nite social relation between men . . .

assumes a fantastic [illusory] form of a relation between things' (Marx

1867/1954: 77, 54±88).

Two key points emerge from this. First, fetishism is dangerous

because it obscures the contradictory struggle between classes, which in

turn produces the illusion that capitalism is natural, harmonious and

eternal. But, like any other system or `mode' of production, capitalism is

destined to be overthrown through class struggle; something which only

becomes apparent once we reveal the dialectical class contradictions

upon which capitalism is founded. Secondly, fetishism applies to every-

thing, not least the state. Thus the dialectical method shows that the

state does not exist independently of society with its own autonomous

powers and interests: it is fundamentally determined by class power.

This is formalised in Marx's famous `base±superstructure' model which

claims that class relations within the `mode of production' form the base

or causal essence upon which is derived the superstructure, of which the

state is a part (Marx 1859/1969). But before we can understand Marx's

theory of the superstructure in general and the state in particular, we

must ®rst understand the `base', or what Marx called the `mode of

production' (MOP).

The mode of production as the essence of social and political
change/development

The complex world of appearances can be understood only through the

concept of the MOP. The MOP consists of two phenomena:

(1) The forces of production: these are the technologies or tools or `means'

through which production is carried on (e.g. the machine in capit-

alism, or the plough and windmill in feudalism).

(2) The relations of production: these refer to the contradictory or dialec-

tical relationship between the subordinate class (or the `producer

class') and the superordinate/dominant class (or the `non-producer'

class). In any MOP, the latter extracts a surplus from the former

through `exploitation' (to be discussed shortly). These contradic-

tory relations are irreconcilable such that the two classes are engaged

in a zero-sum struggle for power, where the dominant class gains

economically at the expense of the subordinate class. It is this

concept of class struggle that provides the crux of Marx's whole

theory, as revealed explicitly in the opening line of The Communist
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Manifesto: `The history of all hitherto existing society is the history

of class struggles' (Marx and Engels 1848/1977: 79). Marx com-

bined his concept of the MOP with his `dialectical method' to

produce a dialectical or `historical±materialist' conception of histor-

ical development.

Dialectical materialism (historical materialism)
In place of Hegel's `dialectical idealism', which posited that historical

development is generated by the contradictory interplay of ideas, Marx

substituted material reality for ideas. Now it is the contradictory rela-

tionship between the producer and non-producer classes that generates

the development of history (Marx in Marx and Engels 1859/1969: 503).

For Hegel, an initial `idea' (the thesis) is negated or contradicted by an

`opposing idea' (the antithesis), leading on to an eventual `synthesis'

which occupies a higher plane of development. By `standing Hegel on

his head', Marx sought to show that ideas are secondary to material

production (Marx 1867/1954: 29). Thus in each mode of production,

the thesis (the non-producer class) is negated by its antithesis (the

producer class) with an eventual synthesis (a revolutionary overthrow of

the MOP) leading to a new and more developed MOP. To undermine

Hegel's idealism, Marx insisted in The German Ideology on the primacy

of `the labour premise'. That is, before mankind can think and before

ideas can be made, man must be fed, clothed and sheltered. In order to

do this, mankind must be employed. Thus the employment of labour is

the ®rst and most important fact of history, while ideas are secondary,

and are con®ned to the `superstructure'. How did Marx apply this to

theorising historical development?

Speci®cally, Marx argued that there were two material forms of

contradiction that informed the movement of history and politics: ®rst

what might be called the social contradiction between classes within the

MOP; second, what might be called social fetters. How do these inform

historical development? There have been four successive MOPs in

history, each with its own `laws of motion' (or laws of development).

History began with primitive communalism, where all individuals were

equal and where there was no struggle between classes. In time,

however, a small minority managed to subject the majority to slavery.

This is the point at which the ®rst MOP ± the ancient mode of classical

Greece and Rome ± came into being. Here, the producer class was the

slave, the non-producer or exploiting class the slaveowner. At this point,

the ®rst generic type of contradiction, the `social contradiction'

emerged, with the resulting exploitative relations leading to a constant

class struggle. As exploitation increased through time, so the class



struggle intensi®ed until eventually the MOP was overthrown by the

subordinate class through revolution. This pattern was repeated in each

successive MOP. Thus the ancient mode gave way to feudalism. The

class struggle between the noble and peasant was eventually resolved

with the emergence of capitalism, where the struggle between the

capitalist (bourgeoisie) and worker (proletarian) eventually led on to the

socialist MOP. And through the `dictatorship of the proletariat', bour-

geois society is to be dismantled, until the state eventually withers away

to enable the rise of communism. Communism represents the `end of

history', given that classes have ceased to exist. This historical develop-

ment is also informed by the `social fetters' contradiction, where

through time the development of a MOP reaches the point at which the

social relations of production come into contradiction with the forces of

production. That is, a given set of social relations eventually becomes a

fetter to the continued development of the productive/technological

forces. For example, feudal social relations are incompatible with

capitalist technologies. At this point, the social fetters `burst asunder'

and, through revolution, a new MOP emerges, within which the produc-

tive forces continue their progressive development anew (Marx and

Engels 1848/1977: 85).

But to understand this general theory it is vital to examine more

closely the laws of motion of a particular MOP. Marx's most detailed

analysis of the laws of motion was reserved for the capitalist MOP, and

was fully developed in his `mature' work ± Capital.

The `laws of motion' of the capitalist MOP

Marx opens his classic text, Capital, vol. 1, by stating that `it is the

ultimate aim of this work, to lay bare the economic law[s] of motion of

modern society' which, he sometimes claimed, `work with iron necessity

towards inevitable results' (Marx 1867/1954: 19, 20). What, then, are

these laws? Marx begins with the assumption that in capitalism, workers

own nothing but their `labour-power' since, in contrast to feudalism, it is

the dominant class that controls the means of production. Marx referred

to the `dull compulsion of capitalist social relations' or `wage slavery',

such that the worker had no choice but to go to work for the bourgeoisie

who owned and controlled the means of production (the factory,

machines, etc.). What happens once the worker is employed within the

capitalist enterprise? Employers are centrally concerned to make pro®ts,

so that their ®rms can remain competitive. How are these pro®ts

derived? The capitalist derives pro®t from exploiting labour-power,

which under capitalism becomes `commodi®ed' ± that is, labour (the
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proletarian) is treated merely as an object of the bourgeoisie in its

progressively desperate pursuit of pro®ts. This Marx explains through

the labour theory of value, which states that pro®ts are derived solely

through the exploitation of labour-power. Machines cannot be

exploited, only workers. How is this achieved?

Marx refers to the working day as split up roughly into two time

periods (1867/1954: 222±3). The ®rst half of the day involves what he

termed socially necessary labour time, where the worker receives full

remuneration for the time spent working. The second half of the day

involves the extraction of a surplus or `surplus-value' (known as `surplus

labour time'), where the worker receives no remuneration. This surplus

is the root of pro®t, and is in turn used for reinvestment in machinery.

But, through time, the extraction of pro®ts leads to the central contra-

diction of capitalism.

The speci®c contradiction of capitalism
Through time, capitalists face a falling rate of pro®t. Why? The key here

is the long-run tendency for the organic composition of capital to rise. The

organic composition of capital is expressed in a simple ratio between

`®xed' capital (FC) (i.e. machinery) and `variable' capital (VC) (i.e. the
workers), namely FC:VC. Through time, the capitalist sheds labour in

order to cut short-term costs. Thus labour is displaced by machinery

which leads to a rise in FC and a decrease in VC: hence the organic

composition of capital rises (at the expense of variable capital). Upon

this development rests the central contradiction of capitalism, because

by disposing of labour, the capitalist undermines his long-run pro®t rate

(given that labour is the source of pro®t). Thus the increase in the

organic composition of capital logically implies the tendency for the rate

of pro®t to fall through time (Marx 1867/1959: 211±31). In the short

run, capitalists try and offset this by employing `counteracting-in¯u-

ences' or counter-tendencies, which seek to raise the rate of exploitation

either by lengthening the working day (absolute surplus-value), or redu-
cing the socially necessary labour time (relative surplus-value) (see Marx

1867/1954: 299, 173±500, 1867/1959: 232±6). But these are only

short-term palliatives. And, moreover, they help only to further alienate

the working class, thereby hastening the day of reckoning (i.e. socialist

revolution).

So what are the implications of all this for Marx's theory of the state?

Two key points emerge: ®rst, in his general theory, the laws of motion of

capitalism and of history are determined by what goes on exclusively
within the MOP. The state is not directly implicated in historical devel-

opment: it is a second-order or derivative `entity'. Second, having



analysed in some detail what the base is and how it operates, we are now

in a position to understand the core of Marx's approach to the state, as

expressed in his famous `base±superstructure model'.

Marx's dominant theory of the state: the class-adaptive state

The `dominant' (i.e. economistic) reading of Marx was formalised in the

Preface to A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy (1969), in

which he forwarded his famous `base±superstructure' model. It is

necessary to cite the relevant passage in full:

The general result at which I arrived and which, once won, served as a guiding
thread for my studies, can be brie¯y stated as follows: In the social production
of their life, men enter into de®nite relations that are indispensable and
independent of their will, relations of production which correspond to a de®nite
stage of development of their material productive forces. The sum total of these
relations of production constitute the economic structure of society, the real foundation,
on which rises a legal and political superstructure and to which correspond de®nite
forms of social consciousness. The mode of production of material life conditions
the social, political, and intellectual life process in general . . . With the change
of the economic foundation [i.e. the base] the entire immense superstructure
[including the state] is more or less rapidly transformed. In considering such
transformations a distinction should always be made between the material
transformation of the economic conditions of production [i.e. the base] which
can be determined with the precision of natural science, and the legal, political
[i.e. the state], religious, aesthetic, or philosophic [i.e. the overall super-
structure] ± in short, ideological forms in which men become conscious of this
con¯ict and ®ght it out. (Marx 1859/1969: 503±4, emphasis mine)

Scholars who see the `base±superstructure' model as central to Marx's

whole approach make this claim on the grounds that it emerges from his

`dialectical method', in which the world of appearances (the superstruc-

ture) must be penetrated or `reduced' to the social relations of production

and class struggle (the base). Thus all phenomena ± their existence and

function ± are determined by the class struggle within the MOP. Func-

tionally, the superstructure exists to maintain the power of the dominant

economic class over the subordinate class. Most importantly, Marx's

scienti®c or dialectical approach denies that the state can have a power

that is independent of the social relations of production that produced it

± to assume otherwise is to fall into the `bourgeois' trap of `statist

fetishism' in which the theorist is seduced by the illusory appearance of

state autonomy. It was this that led him to critique Hegel's political

realism. If Hegel saw the state as `the realm of external necessity' to

which society must conform (see Marx 1967: 153, 153±64), Marx

viewed the state as `impotent' (Marx 1967: 349). The appearance of the
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state as sovereign, autonomous and unitary is an illusion ± a product of

`bourgeois fetishism' (Marx 1967: 164±77). Thus Marx inverted Hegel

and argued that it is the realm of private interests within civil society that

is the `realm of necessity', to which the state must adapt or conform.

Accordingly, the state is granted only low domestic agential capacity or

institutional autonomy (from class power). As he stated in Capital, vol. 3,
`[i]t is always the direct relationship of the owners of the conditions of

production to the direct producers . . . which reveals the innermost

secret, the hidden basis of the entire social structure, and with it the

political form of the relation of sovereignty and dependence, in short,

the corresponding speci®c form of the state' (Marx 1867/1959: 791).

We can at last turn to Marx's formal de®nition of the state, expressed

most famously in The Communist Manifesto: that `the bourgeoisie has at

last . . . conquered for itself, in the modern representative State, exclu-

sive political sway. The executive of the modern State is but a committee for
managing the affairs of the whole bourgeoisie' (Marx and Engels 1848/1977:

82, emphasis mine; see also Marx 1845/1967: 470). The prime focus

here is not on the form of state (i.e. its institutional and territorial aspects

which change through time), but on the state's function ± namely, to act as

the representative of the dominant economic class (cf. Lenin 1917/

1932). While I have argued that Marx's principal theory of the state

involved granting it only low domestic agential power (i.e. limited ability

to conduct policy free of domestic constraint), nevertheless I argue that

classical Marxism attributed a moderate international agential power to

the state (i.e. the ability to conduct policy free of international con-

straint). And, perhaps surprisingly, I argue that although classical

Marxism accords the state less domestic agential power than that found

in neorealism and ®rst-wave neo-Weberianism, nevertheless classical

Marxism attributes to the state greater international agential power.

Classical Marxist theory of international relations

Karl Marx was not an IR theorist as such and wrote very little on the

subject, and what he did write was con®ned to short and fragmentary

statements. Indeed, Friedrich Engels approached IR in a much more

sustained way, most notably in his important work, `The Role of Force

in History' (in Marx and Engels 1970: 377±428). Nevertheless, it

would be wrong to assume that Marx's writings were irrelevant for

understanding IR (and indeed they were faithfully applied by Engels in

his text cited above). Marx's general theory was in any case a `theory of

everything', and could therefore be readily applied to IR. Marx's

emphasis on the MOP as the organising principle of IR was revealed in



occasional remarks, most notably in The German Ideology, in which he

argued that: `The relations of various nations with one another depend

upon the extent to which each of them has developed its productive

forces, the division of labour and domestic commerce . . . [T]he relation

of one nation to others . . . depends on the stage of development

achieved by its production' (Marx 1845/1967: 410). This suggests a

strong second-image approach in which domestic economic or class

forces are the key determinants of IR. This insight was faithfully applied

by Vladimir Lenin in his theory of international relations.

Vladimir Lenin's theory of war and imperialism

In his classic pamphlet originally entitled Imperialism as the Highest Stage
of Capitalism (1916/1933), Vladimir Lenin sought to produce an eco-
nomic account of war and imperialism, and implicitly, in contrast to

neorealism and Marxian WST, he developed a strong second-image

explanation of IR. Lenin, following Hilferding, argued that it was the

rise of `monopoly capitalism' in general, and the domination of `®nance

capital' in particular, that was the ultimate tap-root of imperialism or

colonialism. And following Marx's dialectical-materialist approach, it

was the basic laws of motion of the capitalist MOP that made the rise of

monopoly capitalism inevitable. While the phase of free market or `freely

competitive capitalism' (which lasted until 1880) was based on the

export of goods and free trade, the subsequent monopoly phase was

based on the `concentration' of production into monopoly combines

and the domination of `®nance capital'. Lenin de®nes `®nance capital'

as the fusion of industrial monopolies with bank/®nancial monopoly

capital. Once formed, ®nance capital of necessity exports capital, which

in turn leads to the territorial division of the world by the imperial

powers, and eventually war between them. Colonies are little more than

monopoly outlets for this export of capital. The crucial question, then,

is why did this occur?

The key sentence reads as follows: `The necessity for exporting capital

arises from the fact that in a few countries capitalism has become `̀ over-

ripe'' and, owing to the backward stage of agriculture and the impover-

ishment of the masses, capital lacks opportunities for pro®table invest-

ment' (1916/1933: 58). What does Lenin mean by this? I follow the

orthodox interpretation here and suggest that Lenin was focusing on the

problematic economic conditions that existed within the advanced

capitalist countries as the cause of the export of capital (see also

Roxborough 1979: 55±7; Gilpin 1987: 37±4). In turn, it would seem

that `over-ripe' refers to the decline in the rate of pro®t and the rise in
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the organic composition of capital; factors which would have necessi-

tated the export of capital. Lenin seeks to show that ®nance capital has

no choice but to export capital if it is to remain pro®table, since the

domestic economy no longer provides an immediately pro®table envir-

onment whereas, by contrast, the pro®t rates in the backward countries

are high because capital is scarce (Lenin 1916/1933: 58). For Hobson,

this occurred because the state had been insuf®ciently pro-active, and

because it had allowed the level of aggregate domestic demand to fall, so

capitalists looked to colonial policy as a means of maintaining their

preferred rate of pro®t. Lenin, however, sought to show that the export

of capital (imperialism) was not ultimately a misguided policy of the

state (that could be corrected through the appropriate interventionist

policies of the social-democratic state), but was rather an inevitable

outcome of the capitalist MOP. In contrast to J.A. Hobson, it seems that

for Lenin the masses were impoverished because of the structural and

non-reversible effects of the rise in the organic composition of capital.

And the accompanying fall in the rate of pro®t could not be corrected

Figure 4.1 Classical Marxist theory of international relations (Lenin)



through enlightened state interventionist policies of raising the level of

aggregate demand, precisely because the state is structurally required to

follow the interests of ®nance capital, which unequivocally chose im-

perialism over domestic reform.

Perhaps the crucial point is that imperialism is the last available

`counter-tendency' that capital could employ so as to offset the falling

rate of pro®t, given that the rate of exploitation had reached its highest

point in the advanced economies. It was an inevitable product of the

capitalist MOP in its highest or ®nal stage. Nevertheless, echoing

Hobson, Lenin was intent on showing that imperialism was `ultimately'

a fetter to the continued development of capitalism at home. Lenin

referred to this as `parasitism'. But, unlike Hobson, Lenin emphasised

that imperialism constitutes not simply the highest stage of capitalism,

but capitalism's `last gasp'. In his words, `imperialism is `̀ dying''

capitalism' (Lenin 1916/1933: 114). For Lenin, imperialism served only

to bring the contradictions of capitalism to the fore, thereby bringing

closer the day of reckoning (the revolutionary transition to socialism).

Moreover, one of the underlying themes of the pamphlet was Lenin's

vitriolic critique of the `social-democratic' theory of so-called ultra-
imperialism ± a condition in which the imperial powers cooperate to

exploit the rest of the world, which would in turn necessarily abolish

warfare between these imperial powers. For Lenin, imperialism and

warfare are utterly inextricable. Once the world has been fully divided

up into colonies by the leading capitalist powers (completed by 1913),

so competition between the different national ®nance capitalist com-

bines intensi®es until eventually war breaks out: `the war of 1914±1918

was on both sides imperialist (i.e. an annexationist, predatory, plun-

derous war), a war for the partition of the world, for the distribution and

redistribution of colonies, of `̀ spheres of in¯uence'' of ®nance capital,

etc.' (Lenin 1916/1933: 9, 9±14). And the spoils of imperialism or what

Lenin calls the `booty', are `shared by two or three world-dominating

pirates armed to the teeth . . . who embroil the whole world in their war
over the division of their booty' (Lenin 1916/1933: 11, emphases in the

original). In short, states go to war as they seek to protect the class

interests of ®nance capital, given that they must support the interests of

the dominant economic class. In sum, therefore, it seems clear that

Lenin forwards an orthodox Marxist `second-image' approach to the

analysis of IR. It is second-image because it is the fundamental contra-

dictions of the capitalist MOP within each of the advanced economies

that is the ultimate tap-root of capital exports, imperialism and war.

Kenneth Waltz's neorealist approach attempted to refute Lenin by

pointing out that imperialism is not in fact unique to late capitalism but
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existed in virulent form in classical Greece and Rome and that, this

being so, capitalism could not have constituted the `tap-root' of late

nineteenth-century imperialism (Waltz 1979: chapter 2). Lenin

however, pre-empted this point by arguing that modern imperialism is

qualitatively different to classical imperialism not only in form but also

by virtue of the fact that, by 1914, the whole world had been territorially

divided up by capital (compared to the only partial division of the globe

in previous imperialisms) (Lenin 1916/1933: 75). Thus it was not

international systemic forces that lay at base of imperialism and war, as

Waltz claimed, but socio±class forces residing within the national terri-

tory of the advanced capitalist countries.

Lenin's theory of the state and IR

Lenin perfectly reproduces Marx's dominant theory of the low domestic

agential power of the state. States went to war as they conformed to the

economic requirements of ®nance capital or the imperatives of late

monopoly capitalism. As he put it, the `non-economic superstructure

[i.e. the state] . . . grows up on the basis of ®nance capital' (Lenin 1916/

1933: 77). Thus states and state policy are fundamentally determined

by the social dictates of capital. But this also implies that the state has

moderate agential power in the international system. Why?

We noted in chapter 3 that in classical liberalism, states have only low

domestic agential power but have high agential power in the inter-

national realm. Thus by conforming to the social requirements of

individuals within society, states come to create an interdependent and

peaceful world. For Lenin as well as Marx, by conforming not to the

general interests of the masses but to the particular interests of the

dominant economic classes, the state creates a world that is premised

upon inter-state con¯ict, imperialist rivalry and militarism. This repre-

sents only a moderate level of international agential state power, as

opposed to the high levels found in liberalism because, for classical

Marxism, states will of necessity create a con¯ictual world as they

respond to the exploitative needs of the domestic dominant economic

class. States cannot create a peaceful world, because this would require

them to overcome or reconcile domestic class struggle (since it is

domestic class struggles that spill over and cause international con¯ict).

This is logically not possible because it would mean that class power

does not lie at the base of states and state policy. Recall that, for Marx,

the state was not the resolver of social struggles, but a re¯ection of them.

And on this fundamental point, Lenin was unequivocal. In State and
Revolution, Lenin argued that `[t]he state is the product and the manifes-



tation of the irreconcilability of class antagonisms. The state arises when,

where, and to the extent that the class antagonisms cannot be objectively
reconciled. And conversely, the existence of the state proves that class

antagonisms are irreconcilable' (Lenin 1917/1932: 8, emphases in the

original. This reinforces the low domestic agential power of the state

approach of Marx, while also illustrating the point that the state has only

moderate rather than high agential power in the international system.

Nevertheless, this degree of international agential state power is con-

siderably higher than that attributed by neorealism and ®rst-wave neo-

Weberianism, which wholly ignore domestic forces in the determination

of IR.

Orthodox neo-Marxism

While Marx was mainly concerned to show that the state has only low

domestic agential power or autonomy from the dominant economic

class, neo-Marxist theorists of the state have primarily sought to over-

come `economic reductionism', and to show that the state cannot be

simply reduced to class power. Why? Neo-Marxists generally react

strongly to the charge of economic or `class reductionism', levelled most

frequently by their critics. Given that the charge of reductionism has

done much to discredit Marxism, at least within academic circles, most

neo-Marxists have counter-attacked by developing arguments which

demonstrate that the state does in fact have some autonomy or domestic

power; a claim which in turn enables them to defend Marxism as a

whole from the reductionist charge. The search for a non-reductionist

theory of the state is also `politically' important for neo-Marxists,

because it enables them to exorcise the politically unacceptable face of

Stalinism, which embodied a purely economistic approach to theorising

history. Thus for Marxists there is a great deal at stake in showing that

the state does in fact have some domestic autonomy or agential power.

The quest for a non-reductionist Marxist theory of the state by neo-

Marxists has entailed three fundamental tasks: ®rst, to draw out those

aspects of Marx's approach that are in some way amenable to, or

suggestive of, a non-reductionist approach to the state; second, to

develop in their own writings the basis for a non-reductionist Marxist

theory in general; and third, to develop a non-reductionist theory of the

state in particular. There are many sub-variants of neo-Marxism which

have sought to do this; they vary from neo-Gramscian Marxism (e.g.

Hall and Jacques 1984; Cox 1986, 1987, 1996; Gill 1990, 1993;

Murphy 1994; Rupert 1995), to `political Marxism' (e.g. Mooers 1991;

Brenner 1982; Rosenberg 1994; Wood 1995), to Althusserian or `struc-
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tural' Marxism (e.g. Althusser 1969; Poulantzas 1973), and many

others, all of which draw upon elements from a wide variety of sources

(e.g. Anderson 1974; Trimberger 1978; Mouzelis 1986; Block 1987;

Jessop 1990). Here, I shall examine how `orthodox' neo-Marxists have

advanced these three speci®c tasks, before proceeding to analyse their

concept of the relative autonomy of the state.

The `moderate domestic agential power' or `relative autonomy of
the state' approach in Marx and Engels

Neo-Marxists' ®rst task has been to draw out those areas of the works of

Marx and Engels that are suggestive of a non-reductionist theory of the

state. While neo-Marxists often seize upon various statements that Marx

on occasion made, clearly the most common element that almost all

neo-Marxists point to here is the notion of the `Bonapartist' state (see

e.g. Althusser 1969: chapter 3; Poulantzas 1973; Perez-Diaz 1978). The

crux of the argument, found in Marx's The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis
Bonaparte, was that in 1848 the French bourgeoisie was weak and

disorganised in the face of a severe proletarian challenge. To solve this

crisis, the bourgeoisie had to `abdicate' their direct hold of the state

apparatus and defer to the strong man, Louis Bonaparte ± see Perez-

Diaz (1978) and Elster (1985: 411±22) for a full discussion. As Marx

put it, `Only under the second Bonaparte does the state seem to have

made itself completely independent' (1852/1969: 478). Marx depicts

the relationship of the state and bourgeoisie as riddled with tension, in

turn suggesting that his instrumentalist or reductionist de®nition of the

state ± found especially in The Communist Manifesto ± is in need of

revision. According to neo-Marxists, Marx was clearly aware that the

state is no simple re¯ection of the needs of the dominant economic

class. But ± and this point needs emphasising ± nor was the state wholly

independent of the bourgeoisie (see also McLellan 1983: 148). As Marx

put it: `Under Napoleon, bureaucracy was the only means of preparing

the class rule of the bourgeoisie. Under Louis Philippe [the state] . . .

was the instrument of the ruling class however much it strove for power

of its own' (Marx 1852/1969: 477±8). This position succeeds in

according a `relative autonomy' to the state but ultimately retains

Marxist integrity. Thus although the state might well con¯ict with the

bourgeoisie in the short term, nevertheless ultimately the state would

function to support the dominant class.

This argument is taken further elsewhere. Friedrich Engels made

famous a preliminary theory of the `relatively autonomous' state in his

`class-equilibrium' theory, found in The Origins of the Family, Private



Property and the State. Here he argued that `By way of exception,

however, periods occur in which the warring classes balance each other

so nearly that the state power, as ostensible mediator, acquires, for the

moment, a certain degree of independence of both' (Engels in Marx and

Engels 1970: 328). For Engels, such autonomy is `exceptional' and

occurs only in unique moments of class-equilibrium ± notably in those

transitionary periods in which the old MOP gives way to a new one (e.g.

under absolutism, the Bonapartism of the ®rst and second French

empires and in Bismarckian Germany).

In a rarely cited passage in Capital, vol. 1, Marx laid down his most

developed argument for a certain autonomy of the state, which in fact

constitutes the proximate version of the subsequent neo-Marxist theory

of `relative autonomy'. This argument was found in the passage con-

cerning the class struggles in mid-nineteenth century England for the

shortening of the working day to ten hours (i.e. the Ten Hours Act)

(Marx 1867/1954: 226±81). The passing of the Ten Hours Act was met

with severe resistance by the capitalist class. Inter alia, the capitalists

sought to challenge this ruling in the courts, a `revolt of capital' which

was ®nally crowned victorious in 1850 when the Court of Exchequer

abolished the Act. But the victory of capital was short-lived. The crucial

point is that in the face of working-class resistance, the state's factory

inspectors `urgently warned the Government that the antagonism of

classes had arrived at an incredible tension. Some of the masters

themselves murmured: `̀ On account [of the Court's decision] a con-

dition of things altogether abnormal and anarchical obtains'' ' (Marx

1867/1954: 276). As a result, the original legislation was brought back

by the state, albeit with some compromises, much to the disgust of the

bourgeoisie. In other words, the state was prepared to go against the
immediate pro®t-making interests of capital so as to avoid social revolu-

tion, thereby ensuring the continued or long-term reproduction of the

capitalist MOP. This implies a `certain' autonomy of the state in its

short-term relations with the dominant economic class (albeit under

exceptional conditions) even if the state was ultimately constrained by

the long-term requirements of the MOP ± an argument that was raised

into a general principle by neo-Marxists.

The `non-reductionist methodology' of neo-Marxism

The second task for neo-Marxists has been to produce a non-reduc-

tionist theory of history in general. However, the rejection of economism

within a Marxist framework is no easy or small task, not least because it

requires confronting some of the economistic pillars of Marx's theore-
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tical edi®ce and subjecting them to substantial revision. The basic

position is the neo-Marxist insistence that there is no `one-to-one

correspondence' between the economic (the MOP) and the political

(the state); and that the political cannot be simply `read off' from the

economic. To make this claim requires a substantial revision of Marx's

`base-superstructure model'. In providing a legitimate or authoritative

basis for tampering with the base±superstructure model, many neo-

Marxists cite a speci®c passage in Engels' letter to J. Bloch:

According to the materialist conception of history, the ultimately determining
element in history is the production and reproduction of real life. More than this
neither Marx nor I have ever asserted. Hence if somebody twists this into saying
that the economic element is the only determining one, he transforms that
proposition into a . . . senseless phrase. The economic situation is the basis, but
the various elements of the superstructure . . . also exercise their in¯uence upon
the course of the historical struggles and in many cases preponderate in
determining their form. (Engels in Marx and Engels 1970: 487, emphases in the
original)

Following this, neo-Marxists have pursued two basic strategies: ®rst,

to argue that there are two Marx's: an `early' Marx who was reductionist

and a `mature' Marx who absolved himself of this simplistic or `vulgar'

economism, as was most famously argued by Louis Althusser (1969;

also Jessop 1984: chapter 1). This leads to the second and perhaps the

most common revisionist method employed by neo-Marxists: the

attempt to do away with Marx's base±superstructure model altogether.

Neo-Marxists' frustration with the economistic straightjacket that the

base±superstructure model imposes is aptly conveyed in the words of

one prominent Marxist: `The base/superstructure model has always

been more trouble than it is worth. Although Marx himself used it very

rarely . . . it has been made to bear a theoretical weight far beyond its

limited capacities' (Wood 1995: 49; but see Cohen, 1978: 216±48, for

an alternative view). The second revisionist strategy has effectively

involved collapsing the `superstructure' into the mode of production.

Perry Anderson typically wrote, that all

previous [pre-capitalist] modes of exploitation operate through extra-economic
sanction ± kin, customary, religious, legal or political. It is therefore, in principle,
always impossible to read them off from economic relations as such. The
superstructure of kinship, religion, law or the state necessarily enters in to the
constitutive structure of the mode of production in pre-capitalist social
formations. (Anderson 1974: 403)

Cohen aptly summarises this approach: `if the economic structure is

constituted of property . . . relations, how can it be distinct from the



legal superstructure which it is supposed to explain? (Cohen 1978:

217±18, emphasis in the original).

Althusser and his associates (Balibar and Poulantzas) argued that the

MOP is more than simply the social relations of production: it comprises

three levels or regions ± the economic, the political and the ideological

(e.g. Poulantzas 1973: 13±18). In essence they argued that in any

particular MOP, the economic level `assigns' the other levels certain

functions or powers. Drawing on Marx's discussion in Capital, vol. 3
(1867/1959: 790±3), they argue that in feudalism, for example, the

economic level assigns `dominance' to the political level, in the sense

that the political is the dominant force that is responsible for the

extraction of a surplus from the producer class. Accordingly, they argue

that the state can attain a certain power or autonomy. But the general

point is that the social relations of production are not self-constituting

and do not exist independently of the political or ideological levels.

These arguments have also been integrated into `political Marxism', and

are also utilised in part by Gramscian Marxism, even if there are some

crucial areas of divergence between these schools.

However, there is an obvious problem here. Marx's basic claim was

that the MOP is `self-constituting': that is, it does not require the

intervention of non-economic forms of power for its own reproduction.

Put differently, if the MOP cannot be separated out from the super-

structure, then Marx's dialectical method is negated, which necessarily

returns us to `bourgeois theory'. In order to retain or save Marxist

integrity, structural Marxism added in a key phrase: `the determination

by the economic in the last instance' (Althusser 1969: 110±28). This is

perhaps the crucial aspect of the `relative autonomy' of the state. This

can all be put another way. If at one extreme lies `vulgar' Marxism,

which emphasises only one autonomous variable ± the mode of produc-

tion ± and at the other lies Mann's neo-Weberian theory, which empha-

sises four autonomous variables ± ideology, economic, military and

political power (the IEMP model) ± then neo-Marxism seeks to occupy

a middle ground. Rather than grant equal weighting to each of these

four variables as do neo-Weberians, neo-Marxists produce a hierarchy in

which the economic (class relations) stands atop with full autonomy,

while the military, ideological and political variables imbued with

relative autonomy rest beneath (i.e. an EIMP model).

Neo-Marxism and the `relative autonomy' of the state

While for neo-Marxists there can be no `one-to-one correspondence'

between the economic and political, equally there can be no perfect
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`non-correspondence' between the two. The striking of this extremely

delicate balancing act between the MOP and the state in particular, and

between Marxist and bourgeois theory in general, has been the task that

has preoccupied neo-Marxist theorists of the state. The solution to this

problem is the concept of the `relative autonomy' of the state and

`determination by the economic in the last instance'. The classic state-

ment is contained in Poulantzas' Political Power and Social Classes (1973:
255±321). The essential formula runs as follows. Because the members

of the capitalist class are preoccupied with everyday competitive strug-

gles between themselves and have a collective action problem, so the

class-as-a-whole inevitably becomes disunited. As such, this renders it

incapable of maintaining unity in the face of proletarian challenges. The

role of the state is to act as an `ideal collective capitalist' and to ensure

that the capitalist class as a whole can survive in the long run. Being

removed from the daily process of surplus-value extraction, and armed

with a `relative autonomy' from the dominant class, the state can ignore

or go against the short-term needs of the bourgeoisie in order to secure

the long-term reproduction of the MOP. Therefore, `in the last instance'

(i.e. in the long run) the economic is determinant such that the state

must conform to the long-term survival requirements of the MOP. Thus

by stopping short of ascribing a full autonomy to the state, Poulantzas is

able to retain Marxist integrity by arguing that ultimately, or in the last

instance, the MOP or class power is determinant. How does the state go

against the short-term interests of the dominant class?

One of the most common examples of the way in which the state goes

against the short-term interests of the bourgeoisie is through welfare

policy. Thus, for example, capitalists might vehemently resist increases

in personal income taxation which is necessary to pay for welfare

expenditures for the working class. But by undertaking such reforms,

the state is able to pacify the working class and prevent it from attaining

revolutionary consciousness, thereby securing the long-term reproduc-

tion of capitalism in general. And, as noted above, an excellent example

of this kind of approach is found in Marx's discussion of the introduc-

tion of the Ten Hours Act in England. Underlying this relative

autonomy approach is the notion of the state's legitimacy. The state must

appear as a neutral power that acts in the interests of the population in

general, even if in reality it is not (e.g. Offe 1974). This ®nds its greatest

expression in Gramsci's (1971) concept of hegemony. A dominant

economic class is `hegemonic' to the extent that its economic power over

the working class is accepted as legitimate. This can best be secured

when the state grants reforms to the working class which thereby stymie

the development of a proletarian revolutionary consciousness. Of



course, this treads perilously close to arguing that the state can reconcile

the class struggle; something which Marx, and especially Lenin, ex-

pressly warned against. Nevertheless, Marxist integrity is preserved by

the fact that such reconciliation of the class struggle is only temporary

and cannot ultimately prevent the working class from pushing for

socialism in the long run.

While Althusserianism has been subsequently discredited within

Marxist circles, mainly because of its `anti-historicism' and `anti-hu-

manism' (see Thompson 1978), nevertheless, the basic theory of the

`relative autonomy' of the state has remained. Indeed, it has become a

fundamental aspect of the social-democratic or `Eurocommunist' poli-

tical movement ± associated most strongly with Gramscian Marxism.

And despite the `heat' of the Miliband±Poulantzas debate of the 1970s,

the concept of the relative autonomy of the state has provided a

remarkable degree of unity and consensus among neo-Marxist theorists

of the state (e.g. Miliband 1973; Poulantzas 1973; Anderson 1974; Offe

1974: 46±54; Perez-Diaz 1978; Trimberger 1978; Brenner 1982; Hall

1984; Block 1987; Mooers 1991; Wood 1995). Moreover, even those

few neo-Marxists who are critical of this approach (e.g. the Staatsable-
itung or `capital±logic' school) end up by going a long way to con®rming

it, not least because they argue that the state is an `ideal collective

capitalist' which must secure the reproduction not of particular capital-

ists but capital-in-general (Hirsch 1978: 66; Holloway and Picciotto

1978a). In sum, it would seem clear that neo-Marxists have pushed the

boundary of the `autonomy of the state' as far as possible within a

Marxist discourse. But in stopping short of attributing a full autonomy

to the state, they have managed to save themselves from tripping over

the boundary into so-called `bourgeois' theory.

At this point, it is worth noting that statist and neo-Weberian critics

argue that the `relative autonomy' approach does not go far enough in

attributing the state with autonomy or domestic agential power (e.g.

Krasner 1978; Parkin 1979; Mann 1993). Neo-Marxists have countered

by arguing, quite correctly, that many neo-Weberians, statists and neore-

alists have rei®ed the autonomy of the state and have failed to examine its

social origins (e.g. Cammack 1989; Jessop 1990: 283±8). Nevertheless, I

argue in chapter 6 below that recent neo-Weberian analyses ± found in

the `second-wave' approaches of Mann and Hobson ± insist that a state's

domestic autonomy is embedded within social groupings in society. Thus

while many neo-Marxists now concede that states have some autonomy,

and neo-Weberians increasingly concede that states are embedded in

society, we can conclude that the traditional `great divide' between

Marxism and Weberianism has considerably narrowed.
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Orthodox neo-Marxist theory of international relations

Only now are we in a position to ®nally turn to `orthodox' neo-Marxist

theories of IR. One of the most important examples of this approach is

found in the emergence of the `neo-Gramscian' school of IR (e.g. Van

der Pijl 1984; Cox 1986, 1987, 1996; Gill 1990; Augelli and Murphy

1993; Gill and Law 1993; Murphy 1994; Rupert 1995). In this section I

shall focus mainly on Robert Cox's works, most notably his Production,
Power and World Order (1987) to illustrate this theory.

We must begin by noting a crucial distinction that Cox makes,

between `critical theory' and `problem-solving' theory. Problem-solving

theory (of which neorealism is the outstanding representative), is con-

servative because it takes the world as it is, and in so doing seeks to ®nd

ways of solving problems in order to manage the international system as

smoothly as possible. By contrast, critical theory does not take existing

institutions for granted but problematises them by examining their

origins, their limitations and contradictions, in order to reveal the

processes which can transcend them and propel humanity to a higher

stage of progress. This produces a particularly powerful critique of

neorealism in many ways, not least because it reveals it as `value-laden'

rather than `value-free' ± given that neorealism accepts the anarchic

state system and the sovereign state as natural, inevitable and eternal. By

applying a critical approach, Cox goes beyond `problem-solving theory'

(Cox 1986: 207±17). The speci®c means by which this is achieved is

through applying or transposing Gramsci's concepts of domestic society

to the international sphere. It thus makes sense to begin with a dis-

cussion of Gramsci's key concepts.

Antonio Gramsci (1971) argued that there are two principal forms of

domestic social order: `hegemonic' and `non-hegemonic'. As noted

above, a hegemonic order is one in which the `economic rule' of the

dominant economic class is accepted as legitimate by the subordinate

classes ± that is, where there is a degree of `relative consensus' for the

bourgeoisie's rule. The key point is that hegemonic rule is an ideological

cloak that hides the exploitative power of capital. How is this exploita-

tion cloaked? Hegemony is achieved ®rst, by the passing on of relative

welfare `concessions' to the subordinate classes through the `relatively

autonomous' state (see above); and, second, through the normative

processes that are disseminated by key social institutions in civil society

± the family, church, educational system, the press and so on ± which

serve to socialise and integrate the working classes into capitalism. For

Gramsci, these social institutions form part of the state (or what

Althusser called the `ideological state apparatus'). As such the state is



more than simply a set of governmental and bureaucratic institutions.

This is contrasted with non-hegemonic orders, where the bourgeoisie's

rule is not accepted as legitimate by the lower orders. Under such

conditions, the bourgeoisie's rule is much weaker and precarious.

Accordingly the bourgeoisie comes to rely on `force', which is wielded

by a coercive state, in order to shore up its weakened power base. In

such societies, the state gains yet more relative autonomy, where state

`power' is generally exercised by a `caesarist' strong man (Cox 1987:

236±44). But the key point is that bourgeois rule is most effectively

maintained when it is exercised through relative consent (hegemonic

leadership), as opposed to coercive domination.

While the key concept for Marx was the MOP, for Cox (following

Gramsci) the `historic bloc' is central. This is particularly signi®cant for

Cox because it enables him to produce a relatively non-reductionist

theory of IR. The `historic bloc' refers to the complex relationship

between the political, ideological and economic spheres. `The juxtaposi-

tion and reciprocal relationships of the political, ethical and ideological

spheres of activity with the economic sphere avoid reductionism. It

avoids reducing everything either to economics (economism) or to ideas

(idealism) . . . ideas and material conditions are always bound together,

mutually in¯uencing one another, and not reducible one to the other'

(Cox 1996: 131). As he puts it elsewhere: `The sense of a reciprocal

relationship between structure (economic relations) and superstructure

(the ethico±political sphere) in Gramsci's thinking contains the potential

for considering state/society complexes [historic blocs] as the consti-

tuent entities of a world order' (Cox 1986: 216).

While it should not escape notice that this is similar to the Althus-

serian method (where the superstructure is effectively collapsed into the

base), it is however vital to note that Cox fundamentally rejects the

general Althusserian approach. In particular, he constantly distances

himself from Althusser's commitment to `anti-historicism' and `struc-

tural-functionalism'. Althusserianism is problematic because it embo-

dies a rigid historical- and structural-determinism which denies the role

of agency. As Edward Thompson famously argued, individuals are

viewed as mere TraÈger ± that is, as passive bearers (or victims) of

structures. Thus in abolishing voluntarism, individuals become power-

less to transcend the social order (Thompson 1978). So in contrast to

Althusser (as well as Waltz) Cox's Gramscian concepts, which are

embedded within a `¯exible' historicist and non-structuralist proble-

matic, are then transposed to the international realm in order to

produce a Gramscian theory of IR. How is this achieved?
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The functions and social basis of hegemony
At the global level, Cox applies Gramsci's concept of hegemony to a

particular type of leading state and world order. Cox's approach is best

contrasted with Gilpin's neorealist theory of hegemonic stability (see

®gure 4.2). For Gilpin, a hegemon uses its power and dominance to

construct a hegemonic world order. Paradoxically, it does this by

sacri®cing its own interests for the greater good of all other states.

Accordingly, rival states enjoy a free ride, which in part enables them to

catch up with the hegemon. By contrast for Cox, a hegemon constructs

a hegemonic world order so as to maximise its own interests ± or, more

speci®cally, the economic interests of its bourgeoisie. Hegemony is an

ideological cloaking device, or a set of consensual norms, that enable the

leading state to successfully maximise its power. In particular, the

various international institutions and organisations constitute the `hege-

monic state apparatus', in that they act to disseminate `hegemonic

norms'. How is this achieved?

While Gilpin assumes (in paradoxical liberal fashion) that liberal

international regimes bene®t all states, Cox sees them as the means

through which the hegemon extends the power of its bourgeoisie. Thus,

for example, in paradoxical realist fashion ± as in Friedrich List (1885)

and Carr (1939) ± Cox argues that free trade does not bene®t all

economies but is the policy of the strongest. It enables the leading

economy to penetrate the markets of all other countries in order to

maximise its pro®ts at the expense of others. But the key point is that free

trade is a hegemonic norm or ideology because it creates the `appear-

ance' of neutrality and fairness, given that it purports to be a fair deal for

all states. Nevertheless, it would be incorrect to assume that only a

hegemonic economy bene®ts. This is because hegemony is also accepted

by the various national bourgeoisies throughout the world, since it

enables them to enhance their power over their own proletariats. Accord-

ingly, there develops a transnational alliance of bourgeois interests ± an

argument that Kees Van der Pijl (1984) elevated into the concept of a

`transatlantic ruling class'. Thus an `international historic bloc' emerges

(Gill 1990; Augelli andMurphy 1993: 133; Gill and Law 1993: 96±7).

The social motor of the rise and decline of world hegemony
Like Gilpin, Cox divides the last 200 years into the rise and decline of

hegemonies. There have been four periods: (1) British hegemony

(1845±75); (2) the end of British hegemony and the era of rival

imperialisms (1875±1945); (3) US hegemony (1945±65); (4) the end

of US hegemony (1965 to the present). The key question is: what are

the origins or the motor of development that informs this process?



A world hegemony emerges when the social-hegemonic powers of the

dominant class within the most powerful national economy `spill over'

from the domestic to the international sphere. In general `[t]he expan-

sive energies released by a social hegemony-in-formation move outward

onto the world scale at the same time as they consolidate their strength

at home' (Cox 1987: 149). The hegemonic state sets up international

institutions and economic regimes which serve to legitimate as well as
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materially advance the needs of its bourgeoisie. This leads to a relatively

stable hegemonic world order, whose stability is based on various

factors: ®rst, the low level of class con¯ict in the ®rst world countries

(owing to the high levels of hegemony enjoyed by the national bourgeoi-

sies); second, because the ensuing economic boom undermines revolu-

tionary hopes; third, because a hegemonic world order links up all

capitalist classes throughout the world into a kind of transnational ruling

class alliance, thereby giving each national bourgeoisie a vested stake in

the continuation of hegemony; and, fourth, because the hegemon is able

to stabilise the world economy (1987: 147). Thus in the ®rst hegemonic

era, Pax Britannica was premised upon the power of the British bour-

geoisie and the historic bloc based around the pure liberal state. The era

of the Pax Americana was premised upon the power of US capital and

the historic bloc of the neo-liberal or Keynesian welfare state. Like its

British predecessor, it created a world hegemonic order based on liberal

international regimes (based on free trade and ®xed exchange rates).

But the most important weapon in its arsenal was the Marshall Plan,

which enabled it to restructure the historic blocs of the other advanced

capitalist countries along pro-capitalist lines (1987: 214±16).

How, then, does a hegemonic world order come to an end? For

neorealism, it ends as the international distribution of power shifts away

from the hegemon owing to the `free-rider problem' and the maladapt-

ability of the hegemonic state. Cox, however, points to the economic

and social contradictions of the hegemonic order that exist at the

domestic and international level. First, following Polanyi and Marx, Cox

argues that liberalism is `non-homeostatic' or is prone to break down,

which leads on to unemployment and economic crisis; second, that the

world economy created by hegemony generates global inequalities

which eventually undermine the illusion of harmony and equality.

Eventually, the `hegemon' loses its hegemony, as the dominant classes

lose their position of legitimacy. Accordingly, the leading state has to

resort to non-legitimate and coercive forms of dominance. Hegemonic

leadership is transformed into naked domination based on strength and

violence, thereby ushering in a new non-hegemonic world order ± see also

Augelli and Murphy (1993) for an application of this to ®rst±third world

relations. In sum, the fundamental cause of these processes lies with

domestic class struggles within the `historic bloc', which eventually

transform the hegemonic world order into a non-hegemonic one.

Cox's theory of the state
Cox employs a `modi®ed parsimonious approach', in which social-class

forces constitute the key causal variable but are supplemented by a



series of intervening variables. He sets out his general approach in an

early essay (Cox 1986), which posits that there are three spheres of

activity that are important: (1) forms of production; (2) forms of state;

(3) world orders (hegemonic or non-hegemonic). While each has its

own particular effectivity or relative autonomy in shaping IR, they do

not have a full autonomy from social or class forces: they are `intervening

variables'. In considering forms of state, Cox argues that `[t]he principal

distinguishing features of such forms are the characteristics of their

historic blocs, i.e. the con®gurations of social forces upon which state

power ultimately rests. A particular con®guration of social forces de®nes

in practice the limits or parameters of state purposes' (Cox 1987: 105).

Moreover, strong or hegemonic states enjoy a relative autonomy from

social forces: `The autonomous state, whether in hegemonic or non-

hegemonic societies, stands over . . . [the dominant] class to regulate its

activity in a manner consistent with the economic project of the class as

a whole, not responding to particular interests of elements of this class.

The weak state that becomes the creature of particular [capitalist]

interests is unable to achieve this level of disinterested regulation . . . [a

situation that is] closer to the Hobbesian state of nature' (1987: 149).

This relatively autonomous state forms an important aspect of Cox's

general approach (see especially 1987: 124±8, 137±8, 148±9, 189±210,

219±44).

Cox not only attributes a moderate degree of domestic autonomy or

agential power to the state, but also grants it a moderate international

agential power to shape the international system. Thus as the state

conforms to the long-term interests of capital in general, so it comes to

shape the international system. However, the degree of con¯ict between

states ¯uctuates (unlike in classical Marxist theories of imperialism)

between `relative international consensus' under hegemonic world

orders to more overt forms of con¯ict under non-hegemonic world

orders. Nevertheless, states are unable to create a genuinely free,

peaceful and equal world because ultimately they are `socialised' by

exploitative class relations within the domestic sphere of production. In

this way, what makes Cox an `orthodox' Marxist is his second-image

theory of IR, in which social contradictions at the national level are

projected or transposed by states into a con¯ictual sphere of inter-state

politics.

World-systems theory

IR scholars often assume that world-systems theory ± hereafter, WST

(often referred to as `structuralism') ± represents the Marxist theory of
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IR. As we shall see, this is problematic for a number of reasons, and is

why I view the basic-force WST approach as distinct from `orthodox'

Marxism. Moreover, I suggest that there are two main variants of WST:

what I call `classical' and `neo-classical'. Because the `pure' or funda-

mentalist form is found in the classical variant, I shall accord it the

majority of attention.

Classical WST

Classical WST shares two major similarities with Waltzian neorealism:

(1) both are strong third-image theories of IR and accordingly, therefore

(2) both deny the state any agential power to shape or determine the

international system. The key difference, however, is that for Waller-

stein, IR and state behaviour is determined by the structure of the

capitalist world-economy (CWE) rather than the structure of the inter-

state political structure. Classical WST's approach to IR has three main

aspects: a focus on `dependency' within the world-economy; a histor-

ical±sociological theory of the rise of the capitalist world-economy and

inter-state system; and a historical±sociological theory of the rise and

decline of hegemonies, all of which are outlined below, albeit in brief

form.

Wallerstein's basic theoretical schema
I propose to explain Wallerstein's basic approach by drawing on Waltz's

key categories. In doing so, I do not wish to suggest that the two theories

are precisely congruent; in certain respects there are signi®cant differ-

ences. But it is perfectly possible to transpose Waltz's key theoretical

categories in order to help shed light on Wallerstein's schema. Such a

move is possible because Wallerstein shares with Waltz an approach that

privileges `international structure' and simultaneously downgrades

`agency'. Figure 4.3 borrows Waltz's de®nitional categories of the

international political structure (see ®gure 2.2, p. 25) and applies these

to understanding Wallerstein's international economic structure (i.e. the

CWE). In effect, Wallerstein implicitly speci®es three tiers or levels to

the international economic structure (though the second drops out).

The ®rst tier, or the deep structure, is the ordering principle of the world

economy which is capitalist, and prescribes that states must follow

economic self-help and seek to enhance the economic interests of their

national bourgeoisie. The third tier ± the distribution of capabilities ±

suggests that states will be strong or weak depending on where they are

situated within the CWE: strong states reside in the core, weak states in

the periphery. The world-economy is separated or divided into three
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regions ± core (the advanced ®rst world), the periphery (the backward

third world), and the semi-periphery which lies part way between the

other two regions (and acts as a political buffer between the core and

periphery). This is sometimes referred to as the `layer-cake' model.

One of the key parts of Wallerstein's argument is that states within the

core are strong and advanced only because they have economically

undermined and exploited the third world. Thus the core extracts a

surplus from the periphery through global exploitative unequal ex-

change relations. This point was ®rst expounded by AndreÂ Gunder

Frank who, in contrast to liberal (modernisation) theorists, argued that

third world countries are not backward because they are un-developed
(implying that in time they will develop), but because they are under-
developed through exploitation by the core (Frank 1967). A crucial

point for Wallerstein, as well as Frank, is that these regions are linked up

through commercial or `exchange' relations. In contrast to `orthodox'

Marxism, what makes this a capitalist world-economy is not the extant

form of domestic production or social relations, because these necessa-

rily vary across the world system, but the fact that there is production

for pro®t in a world market. Although neither Frank nor Wallerstein

speci®ed the precise ways in which the core exploits the periphery, they

do supply us with a general formula: the metropolis expropriates

economic surplus from its satellites through unequal exchange relations,

thereby causing the under-development of the periphery (Frank 1967;

Wallerstein 1979: 18±20, 1984: 15). It was subsequently left to a host of

writers to specify these mechanisms (for an excellent summary, see

Roxborough 1979).

Perhaps the biggest pay-off of applying Waltz's categories to ex-

plaining Wallerstein is that it gives us purchase on Wallerstein's theory of

the state. This emerges from a discussion of the `second tier'. As we

noted in chapter 2, for Waltz, the second tier ± the units or the states ±

drop out of the theoretical schema. Thus states might look quite

different, and have different relations with their societies, but this does

not affect their behaviour in the international system. Likewise for

Wallerstein, while he recognises that the domestic social relations of

production vary across states, nevertheless this does not affect the way

states behave in the international economy. For Wallerstein, all states are

functionally alike, in that they all serve to enhance the power of their

dominant economic classes. In this respect Wallerstein's approach to the

state is precisely commensurate with Waltz. Put simply, the units

(national state/society) do not constitute independent variables; they

have no impact upon the structure of the CWE. They do vary in terms of

power capability, but not in terms of function. The structure of the



CWE is wholly distinct from national-level variables. States must

conform or adapt to the exigencies of the CWE. Thus ®rst, states have

no international agential power being mere passive victims (TraÈger) of

the international structure; and, secondly, the state (the second tier)

drops out as an explanatory variable in IR.

Finally, one of the most important aspects of Waltz's theory is his

insistence that the international system is reproduced over time through

the unintended consequences of states' short-term survival behaviour.

The same position is unwittingly adopted by Wallerstein. As Skocpol

(1977: 1080) points out, for Wallerstein the division of the world into

three core regions is vital for systems maintenance. Thus the uneven

distribution of `state power' is functional for the CWE because if states

were equally strong `they would be in the position of blocking the

effective operation of transnational economic entities whose locus were

in another state. It would then follow that the world division of labour

would be impeded, the world economy decline, and eventually the

world-system fall apart' (Wallerstein 1974: 355). But in addition,

Wallerstein argues that the superstructure of the inter-state system also

serves to reproduce the CWE because it impedes the possibility of a

world-empire (which would transcend and destroy the world-economy).

Moreover, the succession of world hegemonies (see below) all serve to

reproduce the international economic structure because they regulate

and enhance the developmental prospects of the CWE (Wallerstein

1996: 98±103).

World systems theory versus `orthodox'-Marxism
Before I consider some of the central aspects of Wallerstein's historical

account, it is important to explain why I differentiate WST from

`orthodox' Marxism. The key to this distinction lies with the general

de®nition of capitalism that Wallerstein employs, as well as his explana-

tion of the rise of the capitalist world-economy. Following the publica-

tion of the major works by Frank and Wallerstein, an important debate

soon emerged within Marxist circles over the `correct' Marxist de®nition

of capitalism; a debate that in fact ®rst emerged in the 1950s between

Paul Sweezy and Maurice Dobb (see Holton 1985 for an excellent

summary). Ernesto Laclau (1971) produced an orthodox Marxist cri-

tique of Frank's thesis. By claiming that Latin America has not been

capitalist since 1600 because the form of production relations that

existed in Latin America was clearly feudal, he concludes that the world-

economy could not be described as capitalist, nor could global capitalism

account for Latin America's backwardness. This was echoed by Robert

Brenner (1977) in his famous `orthodox' Marxist critique of Wallerstein.
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The two central points that Brenner and Laclau made were that, ®rst,

because Wallerstein ignores the relations of production at the national

level (i.e. within the mode of production), he therefore banishes the

centrality of class struggle from his analysis. Thus, for Wallerstein, the

fact that different forms of social relations ± free wage labour in the core,

unfree labour and feudal labour in the periphery ± all co-exist in the

CWE, is not of importance because all societies are fundamentally

determined not by their extant domestic MOP but by their place within

the CWE. Secondly, Wallerstein located the source of exploitation in the

international sphere of distribution (i.e. unequal exchange relations

between states), rather than in the unequal production relations between

classes. In sum, because Wallerstein denigrates the importance of the

social relations of production, he is in danger of falling into the trap of

bourgeois liberal economics (Skocpol 1977: 1079). It was this that

prompted Brenner to caustically label the approach as a `neo-Smithian'

Marxism (as in the `bourgeois' theorist, Adam Smith). How then does

Wallerstein utilise these de®nitions within his overall historical±socio-

logical analysis?

The rise of the CWE
Wallerstein further departs from orthodox Marxism in his account of

the emergence of the CWE. This system emerged by the early sixteenth

century, the linchpin of which is a set of commercial linkages between

regions (1974: 15). Wallerstein makes a crucial distinction between

`world-empires' and `world-economies'. `World-empires' refer to those

systems which are dominated by one key imperial state. Prior to 1500

the world had been dominated by a succession of `world-empires',

which fundamentally stymied the development of capitalism. This

occurred because the vast bureaucracy that emerged in order to control

these world-empires necessarily absorbed too much of the economic

surplus. By contrast, a `world-economy' is one that is characterised by

more than one political centre ± i.e. in which there are a multiplicity of

states. An anarchic state system is a crucial pre-requisite for the develop-

ment of global capitalism for two main reasons: ®rst, because the

creation of an economic surplus is not absorbed by an over-large and

unwieldy imperial state; and, second, because `capitalism as an eco-

nomic mode is based on the fact that the economic factors operate

within an arena larger than that which any political entity can totally

control. This gives capitalists a freedom of manoeuvre that is structurally

based' (1974: 348). Thus because capitalists can move freely between

different states, each state is compelled, through time, to respect the

needs of capital because they are dependent on capitalist revenues to



fund their military activities. Accordingly states do not sti¯e capitalist

development but seek to enhance it by conforming to the needs of the

bourgeoisie. Put differently, the balance of power between competing

states in a multi-state system is the vital pre-requisite for the develop-

ment of capitalism (Wallerstein 1974: chapter 3).

In making this claim, Wallerstein draws perilously close to the neore-

alist argument that Max Weber occasionally made: that the anarchic

competitive system of sovereign states determined the rise of European

capitalism (Weber 1978: 353±4). He also pre-empted Tilly's (1975b)

neorealist argument that strong state formation occurred through the

process of resolving ®scal±military crisis (Wallerstein 1974: chapter 3).

But Wallerstein ®rmly closed this `neorealist avenue' off by insisting that

the inter-state system is determined by the CWE rather than the other

way round. The inter-state system is merely the political organisation of

the CWE. Or, as he consistently put it: `The political superstructure of

the capitalist world-economy is an inter-state system' (Wallerstein 1984:

14, 29, 38±9, 46). This indeed takes us back to a reductionist `base±

superstructure model', albeit one that exists on a world scale (Skocpol

1977; Dale 1984: 206). But this raises another more serious problem

regarding the internal logic of Wallerstein's theory. For if the anarchic

multi-state system acts as a crucial pre-requisite for the rise of capitalism

but is sociologically reduced to, or explained by, the emergence of the

world economy, then we end up with a circular or tautological mode of

reasoning: that the world-economy is called into existence by the world-

economy. It was left for subsequent writers to resolve this problem (e.g.

Chase-Dunn 1989: chapter 7, see below). Nevertheless, given that the

inter-state system functions to reproduce the CWE, the next task must

be to consider how this happens. An important process here is that of

the rise and decline of hegemonies, an area of analysis that has subse-

quently emerged within IPE.

Capitalist long cycles and international hegemony
Because much of WST's approach to hegemony mirrors the work of

Robert Cox, with which I have already dealt, I shall con®ne my brief

discussion to considering the key differences. For Cox, the hegemonic

world order can be understood only through the prior concept of the

relations between classes within the domestic `historic bloc'. By con-

trast, Wallerstein focuses on the requirements and logic of the structure

of the CWE to explain hegemony, and more speci®cally on a set of

deterministic economic cycles that lie at its heart. The basic laws of

motion of the CWE are based on ®fty-year-long `Kondratieff price

cycles'. These involve an up-phase of rising prices and economic boom
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(the ®rst twenty-®ve years) and a subsequent twenty-®ve-year down-

phase, in which prices decline and recession prevails. The rise of a

hegemon is determined by two processes, both of which are determined

by these long-wave cycles. First, the end of a long cycle leads to a world

war or hegemonic war. This signals the end of a hegemonic order and

enables a new hegemon to emerge. Secondly, in the subsequent up-

phase the hegemon extends its rule over the world-economy. Thus the

end of a long cycle led to the Thirty Years' war (1618±48), which was

resolved by the rise of the United Provinces to hegemony, the decline of

which was secured in the subsequent downphase after 1672. The

almost-thirty-year Napoleonic Wars (1792±1815) brought Britain to

hegemony which peaked in the up-phase (1846±73), and declined in

the subsequent down-phase (1873±96). Between 1914 and 1945

another thirty-years' war (albeit in two phases) ended with the rise of

US hegemony, which peaked in the subsequent up-phase (1945±67),

and declined in the ensuing down-phase (Wallerstein 1984: chapters 3,

4, 6, 1996b: 98±106). But note that not all down-phases end with the

rise of a new hegemon. Thus Wallerstein argues that the cycles of

hegemony are longer than those of the CWE, even though the former

are fundamentally embedded in the latter (Wallerstein 1984: 17 ± and

see Goldstein 1988 for a remarkably detailed analysis which re®nes and

applies the long wave approach to understanding hegemony and war in

the inter-state system). The key point is that hegemony functions to

reproduce the CWE because it ensures the rapid development of the

world-economy.

Cox fundamentally rejects Wallerstein's approach ®rst, because it

downgrades domestic class relations as underpinning hegemony and

international relations; second, because it embodies an ahistoricist or

determinist conception of historical development which is based on

rigid economic cycles and, third, because in Cox's words it embodies a

`structural±functionalist' approach, where hegemony and the inter-state

system become functional to the reproduction of the CWE, and are

accordingly treated in reductionist terms as mere political superstruc-

tures (Cox 1987: 357±8). By contrast, Cox rejects this reductionist

approach to the world order, and insists that it has its own `relative

autonomy' (Cox 1986: 217±30). But the fourth difference between Cox

and Wallerstein lies in their radically different theories of the state. In

producing a strong third-image theory of IR, Wallerstein ends up by

denying the state any international agential power. The sovereign state is

unequivocally determined by the CWE. As he put it:

The development of the CWE has involved the creation of all the major
institutions of the modern world: classes . . . and the `states'. All of these



structures postdate, not antedate capitalism; all are consequence, not cause . . .
The state is the most convenient institutional intermediary in the establishment
of market constraints . . . in favour of particular [dominant class] groups.
(Wallerstein 1984: 29±30)

Wallerstein oscillates between granting the state a low to moderate

degree of domestic agential power. But the key point is that states are

denied international agential power, and are unable to shape the

international system, since they must conform to the requirements and

dictates of the CWE. Thus while Wallerstein differentiates strong and

weak states, nevertheless the degree of strength is assigned by a state's

position within the CWE ± strong states reside in the core, weak states in

the periphery: `A state is stronger than another state to the extent that it

can maximize the conditions for pro®t-making by its enterprises . . .

within the world-economy' (Wallerstein 1984: 5). This stands in clear

contrast to Cox, who ascribes a moderate domestic agential power and

moderate international agential capacity to the state, such that it has

some agency to shape the international realm.

By way of addendum: `neo-classical' WST
Because an adequate discussion of what I call `neo-classical WST'

would deserve a whole chapter, in what remains of this chapter I shall

simply outline some of the new and exciting directions that WST has

taken in the last ten years. The fundamental aspect that differentiates

classical from neo-classical WST involves the shift from economism to a

more complex approach. One example of this genre is found in Chase-

Dunn's important book, Global Formation (1989). This is a highly

eclectic work, which seeks to synthesise `orthodox' modes of production

analyses with that of classical WST, and to thereby bring class relations

back in (Chase-Dunn 1989: 13±69). Moreover, Chase-Dunn produces

a relatively complex theory of the state and refuses to treat it as a simple

product of economic relations, granting it a moderate degree of do-

mestic agential power or institutional autonomy (Chase-Dunn 1989:

chapter 6). In similar vein, he also resists Wallerstein's economically

reductionist account of the inter-state system, and insists that the CWE

and inter-state system are inextricably entwined such that neither has

primacy over the other (Chase-Dunn 1989: chapter 7). This argument

has been developed furthest by Giovanni Arrighi in his important book,

The Long Twentieth Century (1994). In effectively dispensing with the

base±superstructure model, he argues that there are two analytically

separate logics that inform the development of state behaviour in the

international system. First is the `logic of territorialism', in which rulers

expand their territory as the principal means to expand their power;
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second is the `logic of capitalism', in which rulers seek to directly

acquire capital in order to enhance their power (Arrighi 1994: 33).

Given that these fundamental logics interface in different ways to

produce different international outcomes, Arrighi is able to produce a

sophisticated historical sociology of IR.

Another version of WST is evident in the important and genuinely

innovative work of Frank and Gills (1996) as well as Janet Abu-Lughod

(1989). The basic claim is that the capitalist world system has existed

not for 500 years but for 5,000 (though Abu-Lughod traces it back to

1250 AD). In radical contrast to Wallerstein, they argue that the rise of

the West did not occur because of the rise of a modern world system/

economy after 1500; it was merely the latest phase or shift within the pre-
existent world system. As Frank put it, `the world system was not born in

1500; it did not arise in Europe; and it is not distinctively capitalist'

(Frank 1996: 202). And here, class struggles are yet more marginalised

than in classical WST, given that in the pre-1500 period inter-elite

struggles (between private and state elites) were more important than

class struggles (Gills 1996: 130±6). To avoid any possible confusion, I

suggest that Frank has now made the move from classical- to neo-

classical- WST. In their defence of classical WST, Wallerstein (1996a) as

well as Samir Amin (1996) have reiterated the basic claim that the world

before 1500 was not speci®cally capitalist (being based on a tributary

mode of accumulation), nor was it suf®ciently integrated to constitute a

world system along the lines of the modern CWE. In this way they

defend classical WST's most basic claim: that the CWE is unique to the

post-1500 world.

In conclusion, neo-classical WST has added considerable sophistica-

tion to Wallerstein's approach and agenda, and has begun to move away

from its predecessor's economism. Nevertheless the crucial point as far

as this book is concerned is that the state will continue to be denied

international agential power so long as the CWE and/or the inter-state

system are accorded primacy. Perhaps, to the extent that neo-classical

world systems theorists have tried to bring the national level back in,

their analyses will necessarily oscillate between according the state low

to moderate (though never high) international agential power.

Discussion questions

. How is it possible to discern two theories of the state in Karl Marx's

works?



. What is the `base±superstructure' model and how does it give rise to

Marx's `class-adaptive' theory of the state?

. Why does Lenin dismiss the `relative autonomy' approach to the

Marxist theory of the state?

. Why, in contrast to J.A. Hobson, does Lenin accord the state only

moderate rather than high international agential power?

. Why in general for neo-Marxists is the `base±superstructure' model,

in Wood's words, `more trouble than it is worth'?

. In what way does the modern capitalist state have a `relative

autonomy' from class interests, and why (in contrast to neorealists

and Weberians) do Marxists refuse to accord the state a full

autonomy?

. What are the similarities and differences between the Gramscian and

neorealist theories of the state, hegemony and international relations?

. What are the differences between the neo-Gramscian and WST

accounts of the state and international hegemony? Why is WST

differentiated from `orthodox' Marxism?

. Why is it argued that the form (though not the content) of Waller-

stein's theory is identical to that of Waltz?

. What are the key differences between `classical' and `neo-classical'

WST? Why does the latter, in contrast to classical WST, succeed in

attributing moderate international agential power to the state?

Suggestions for further reading

While The Communist Manifesto (1848/1977) remains the most succinct

introduction to Marx's (and Engels') historical work as well as con-

taining the classic de®nition of the state, it is well worth following up

with his classic essay, The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte (in

Marx and Engels 1970) which succeeds in producing a more sophisti-

cated historicist approach to the state that was purposefully omitted in

the Manifesto. Engels' essay on `The Role of Force in History' (Engels in

Marx and Engels 1970: 377±428) is the most sustained piece on IR

written by either author. Lenin's Imperialism (1916/1933) provides a

succinct classical Marxist theory of IR (though it contrasts with the

more `social-democratic' or `revisionist' theory of imperialism found in

Hilferding (1981). Moreover, Lenin's State and Revolution (1917/1932)

provides an excellent introduction to the classical theory of the state.

David McLellan has produced a highly readable and succinct summary
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of Marx's thought and theory of the state (McLellan 1975, ± see also the

various essays in McLellan 1983). Secondary introductions to classical

and neo-Marxism's theories of the state can be found in Dunleavy and

O'Leary (1987: chapter 5) and Held (1987: 113±21), while Frank

Parkin's neo-Weberian discussion of neo-Marxist state theory (1979) is,

though critical, nevertheless succinct and especially useful. Once these

have been absorbed, the reader can proceed on to Jessop (1990), which

provides a sustained defence of Marxist state theory, as well as providing

a comprehensive survey of neo-Marxist theories of the state (see also

Perez-Diaz 1978). As noted in the text above, the famous `Miliband±

Poulantzas debate' generated more heat than light, given that both

authors argued pretty much the same thing. This debate is reproduced

in Blackburn (1973: 238±62). On the different neo-Marxist theories of

the state see the following: Mooers (1991) and Wood (1995) on

`political Marxism'; Poulantzas (1973) and Benton (1984) on `Althus-

serian Marxism'; Cox (1986, 1987, 1996), Hall and Jacques (1984) and

Gill (1993) on neo-Gramscian Marxism; while Fred Block (1987) and

Ellen Trimberger (1978) are signi®cant contributions which seek to

extend the `relative autonomy' of the state as far as possible within a

Marxist discourse.

While Wallerstein's, The Modern World System (1974) contains the

original statement of classical WST, it is long and quite hard to follow. A

better place to start is Wallerstein (1979: chapters 1 and 9; 1984:

chapter 1; 1996b). Good secondary introductions are Holton (1985:

74±9), and especially Hobden (1998: chapter 7). A good way in is

through some of the major critiques, beginning with Skocpol (1977)

and Dale (1984), and then proceeding on to Brenner (1977). Once the

reader is familiar with `classical' WST, it would be well worth pro-

ceeding on to what I call `neo-classical' WST ± especially Arrighi

(1994), Chase-Dunn (1989) and Frank and Gills (1996).
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5 Constructivism

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is not to provide an exhaustive account of

the various theories of the state found throughout the already burgeoing

constructivist literature. Given that new variants are only now emerging,

my purpose must be more modest. Here I present three distinct theories

of the state, which cover many, though not all, of the variants found in

the extant constructivist literature. Unlike previous chapters, I shall

begin with a general introduction to constructivism, before proceeding

to examine three key variants and their approaches to the state.

Constructivism versus `rationalism'

In the past, IR scholars have tended to divide IR theory into three

competing schools: liberalism/pluralism, realism and Marxist structur-

alism (Banks 1985). But the rise of constructivism recon®gures the

traditional `trichotomy' into a dichotomy, comprising constructivism on

the one hand and `rationalism' or `neo-utilitarianism' on the other. Now

realism, liberalism and Marxism are all placed in the one category of

`rationalist' or `neo-utilitarian' approaches. Constructivists critique `ra-

tionalist' theory on many grounds.

Constructivists begin by arguing that rationalist theory (not to be

confused with English school rationalism) has been excessively material-
ist and agent-centric. For rationalists, IR appears as the product of agents

(usually states) which are imbued with `instrumental rationality'. That

is, states always rationally pursue their power or utility-maximising

preferences or interests. For rationalists, state preferences are unproble-

matic ± they are `exogenously' formed and are based on a power-

maximising rationality. By this, they mean that states begin with a

portfolio of speci®c interests prior to social interaction. However, the

claim that rationalist IR theory tends to be overly agent-centric is, I

would argue, much too bold and sweeping, as I have argued throughout
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this book ± though it should be noted that not all constructivists make

this claim (see e.g. Ruggie 1986, 1998; Reus-Smit 1996). The point that

many constructivists seek to establish is that states are far more con-

strained than materialist theory recognises (again, and for similar

reasons, this is a questionable claim). For constructivists, states are

constrained by social normative structures. One of the fundamental

`givens' in materialist theory is the claim that states, or power actors

more generally, know exactly what their interests are, and that they

know how to realise them. But for constructivists, states do not a priori
know what their interests are. Most importantly, constructivists argue

that the identities of states are constructed through norms, which in

turn de®ne a state's particular interests. As norms reconstruct identities,

so interests subsequently change, leading on to changes in state policy.

Thus interests and identities are informed by norms which guide actors

(states) along certain socially prescribed channels of `appropriate' beha-

viour. Constructivists emphasise `norms' rather than `ideology', in that

the former speci®cally refers to behaviour that is deemed to be `legit-

imate' or `appropriate'. While some constructivists emphasise the im-

portance of structure over agency (e.g. Finnemore 1996), others

emphasise the need to synthesise agency and structure, and engage in

`structurationist' theory (e.g. Wendt 1987; Onuf 1989). On this point,

therefore, there is considerable heterogeneity within the literature as a

whole.

A further difference between rationalism and constructivism lies in

the constructivist claim that state interests and identities are much more

malleable than is allowed for in rationalist theory. If rationalism presup-

poses the ®xity of state interests and fails to problematise `identity',

constructivists insist that such interests are constantly changing as

identities change in line with normative structural changes. Norms

constantly mould and re-mould states through subtle processes of

socialisation. This argument is especially emphasised by radical con-

structivists. But perhaps the most important difference between con-

structivism and rationalism lies with the degree of autonomy that

theories ascribe to norms.

As ®gure 5.1 shows, constructivism accords much higher levels of

autonomy to norms and ideas than found in materialist theory (leading

many scholars to describe constructivism as `idealism' or `ideation-

alism'). For rationalists, norms are either epiphenomenal (i.e. are comple-

tely determined by, or derived from, the interests of power actors), or

are accorded a `relative autonomy' from power actors. Carr's analysis in

The Twenty Years' Crisis is an important example of the former `reduc-

tionist' approach. For Carr (1939), the norms of liberal internationalism
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were functional to the maintenance of the dominance of the great

powers in the international system. By contrast, Gramscian/Marxism

and state-centric liberalism prescribe a relative autonomy to norms.

Thus, for example, for neoliberals, although norms constrain states in

the short run, nevertheless they are ultimately created by states and for

states to maximise their long-run power interests (see Keohane 1984:

57±8; Axelrod 1986). At most, norms are conceived in rationalism as

intervening variables that lie between the basic causal variables (i.e.

power actors) and international outcomes. By contrast, constructivists

insist that norms are wholly autonomous and can fundamentally shape

the interests and identities of power actors. As ®gure 5.1 shows, such a

position is also held by second-wave Weberian historical sociologists

(e.g. Mann 1986) and, I would argue, classical realists (Morgenthau

1948/1978; Carr 1945, 1951).

Another way of differentiating the rationalist `relative autonomy'

approach from constructivism is to note the difference between regula-
tory and constitutive norms. Neoliberal institutionalism envisages norms

as `regulatory', whereby norms (embodied within international regimes)

constrain or regulate states by changing the incentives that shape their

behaviour. By contrast, for constructivists, constitutive norms `do not

simply regulate behaviour. They also help to constitute the very actors

[e.g. states] whose conduct they seek to regulate' (Katzenstein 1996c:

22). That is, constitutive norms de®ne the identity of a state. In sum,

while the principal task for neorealists is to elaborate the methods

through which states defend their national interests (e.g. Krasner 1978),

by contrast, constructivists are concerned to reveal the normative

processes which de®ne the national interest. Moreover, constitutive

norms channel state behaviour in ways that are often not consistent with

any power-maximising interest on the part of states. Thus the `logic of

consequences' that rationalists implicitly focus upon is replaced by

Figure 5.1 The different conceptions of norms found in rationalist
(materialist) and constructivist theory
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constructivists with a `logic of appropriateness', in which norms pre-

scribe the range of state behaviour that is deemed to be `appropriate'

(March and Olsen 1989). Accordingly, for what I call `international

society-centric' constructivists, the international realm is a social realm
and is conceptualised not as a system but as an international society.

The notion of an international society found in international society-

centric constructivism can be distinguished from the usage of the term

within English school rationalism. For the English school, international

society is a society of autonomous states in which non-state actors are

unimportant, and where normative structures embody only regulatory

norms ± norms which are set up by states in order to promote orderly

state behaviour (but see Dunne 1998 for a different reading). For

constructivists, however, international society is primarily a normative

structure comprising autonomous and constitutive norms which exist

independently of states. Here, constructivists conceive the international

realm as one of obligation rather than one of `necessity' (neorealism) or

`possibility' (neoliberalism), or `partial opportunity/partial constraint'

(second-wave WHS). Thus, just as individuals and groups in domestic

society are socialised by societal norms, so states are socialised by norms

of obligation in international society. However, radical constructivists

(postmodernists) take issue with this benign view of norms, arguing that

norms are sites of exploitation and exclusion, as well as arenas of

resistance and contestation.

As noted, there are many variants of constructivism, and it is already

becoming apparent within the literature that there are different ways of

categorising these ± compare Adler (1997) and Ruggie (1998: 35±6)

with the typology described here. My following three-fold typology is

not meant to capture the full range of the variants found in the already

proliferating constructivist literature, but is more modestly designed to

convey some of the key ways in which constructivists analyse the state

and IR. The three variants that I have chosen to single out are:

international society-centric constructivism, state-centric constructivism and

radical constructivism or postmodernism. I leave aside other writers who do

not ®t into the chosen categories, such as Ruggie (1998), Kratochwil

(1989), Onuf (1989) and Reus-Smit (1999), and I choose not to focus

on what has been termed `holistic constructivism' which integrates the

domestic and international realms (Price and Reus-Smit 1998). Finally,

with respect to domestic agential state power (the ability to conduct

policy free of domestic constraint) and international agential state power

(the ability to conduct policy free of international constraint, and at the

extreme to buck the logic of anarchy), constructivism produces at least

three clear alternatives:
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(1) The theory of the low domestic agential power of the state and high

international agential state power, found in international society-

centric constructivism

(2) The theory of the very low domestic agential power of the state but

moderate international agential state power, found in radical con-

structivism.

(3) The theory of the low/moderate domestic agential power of the state

and moderate/high international agential state power, found in

state-centric constructivism.

International society-centric constructivism

The international normative socialisation of the state

This variant is perhaps the most common and one of the most coherent

to have emerged in the last decade (e.g. Adler and Haas 1992; Sikkink

1993; Klotz 1996; Strang 1996; Finnemore 1996; Price and Tannen-

wald 1996). One of the clearest expressions of it is found in Martha

Finnemore's book, National Interests in International Society (1996).

Following many (though not all) constructivists, she suggests that

traditional rationalist IR theory has been excessively agent-centric.

Given her assumption that states do not always know what they want,

the key question becomes: how are state interests de®ned? State identities
and interests are de®ned by the normative structure of international

society. This initially leads her to emphasise structure over agency.

The basic theoretical approach: the international structure

As ®gure 5.2 shows, Finnemore's key variable ± international society ±

has, I suggest, two levels or tiers. The ®rst tier is the normative structure

which, I suggest, constitutes the `deep structure' of international society.

This embodies or contains many types of international norms which

socialise states into following `appropriate' behavioural patterns. In

effect, Finnemore conceives of an international `socialising principle',

such that states are obliged to conform to benign international norms of

`civilised behaviour'. In her ®nal chapter, Finnemore argues that

although there are many norms that exist within the deep structure, she

suggests that there are nevertheless three predominant ones: bureaucracy
(i.e. bureaucracy is seen as the most appropriate way of exercising

authority); markets (i.e. markets are seen as the most legitimate means of

organising economic life); and human equality (entailing respect for

human rights and broad notions of equality for all in political and
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economic life) (Finnemore 1996: 131±5; also Strang 1996: 45). In

addition to the deep structure, Finnemore implicitly invokes a second

tier ± or what I call the `surface structure' of international society ±

which comprises international non-state actors and international organi-

sations. These actors are effectively the agents that transmit or diffuse

the norms of the deep structure, principally by teaching states how to

behave. In this way, international organisations are pro-active norm

carriers. This conception echoes but does not perfectly replicate other

Figure 5.2 International society-centric constructivist theory of the
state and IR (Finnemore)
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conceptions, such as `epistemic communities' (Haas 1992; Adler and

Haas 1992), `principled international issue-networks' (Sikkink 1993) or,

`norm entrepreneurs' (Florini 1996). Nevertheless, international organi-

sations have a relative autonomy from the deep structure insofar as they

channel norms in speci®c ways which are congruent with their own

internal organisational structures. In sum, these two components of

international society constitute the independent variable, while state

behaviour constitutes the dependent variable.

One of Finnemore's primary aims is to demonstrate that state policies

are not the outcome of national requirements (either on the part of the

state or domestic power interests). The key point is to show that

international forces can shape national policy (i.e. a `second-image-

reversed' approach), by teaching states what their interests should be.

Of course, some rationalists have emphasised the importance of

`learning'. But Finnemore ®nds the rationalist concept of learning to be

problematic because it is purposefully undertaken by states in order to

overcome a problem or crisis and thereby enhance the power of a

speci®c actor. By contrast, for Finnemore, international organisations

have been `active teachers' which guide states to initiate policies that are

congruent with certain international norms of behaviour; and such

behaviour might either fail to enhance the power of a particular actor, or

it might even go against the actor's power-interests. Crucial to her

international social-structural (systemic) approach is her claim that

agent-centric approaches (which focus on the internal preferences of

states and their constituencies) would expect policy-making to differ

across states, given that states differ in their internal make-up. Reminis-

cent of Waltz, she shows that in the three chosen areas of policy,

different states chose similar policies, suggesting that internalist/do-

mestic variables are of little consequence. This implies the need to

engage in international social-systemic analysis.

Three case studies in `de®ning' national interests

Finnemore develops three case studies which focus on three different

arenas of policy. Her method is to produce an `ideal-type' constructivist

argument which requires the initial discounting of any instrumental
rationality on the part of states. Thus in each of her three case studies,

she begins by demonstrating either that there are no power-maximising

interests behind a certain state policy, or by showing that a certain

policy might go against a pure power-maximising interest on the part of

the state (as in the institutionalisation of norm-governed rules of war, as

well as poverty alleviation).
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The adoption of science policy bureaucracies by states, after 1955
Finnemore's ®rst case study seeks to show that state structures are

socialised by a norm-carrying international organisation, the United

Nations Educational, Scienti®c and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO),

which taught states how to develop science bureaucracies. She begins by

asking: why did states develop science bureaucracies after 1955? She

discounts what she calls `demand-driven' variables (consistent with

rationalist theory), such as the security needs of states, the develop-

mental needs of modernising economies or the scienti®c preferences of

domestic science communities. She then produces a `supply-driven'

explanation, in which she begins by showing that the development of

science bureaucracies after 1955 correlated not with materialist power-

maximising requirements, but with the pro-active push of international

norms by the OECD and above all UNESCO.

Originally, UNESCO was set up to promote transnational scienti®c

norms in order to advance global humanitarian norms, thereby making

the world a safer place. States were to be denied a signi®cant input into

the development of such a scienti®c network, so that science would not

be driven by the power-interests of states. However, Finnemore argues

that owing to organisational changes within the structure of UNESCO,

such a global norm was refracted and modi®ed in a new direction. By

the early 1950s with the onset of the Cold War and the emergence of the

newly independent states, states came to demand greater representation

within UNESCO. In 1954, UNESCO's internal structure changed, as

states came to replace scientists as the organisation's core constituents.

This led to a change in policy direction. Subsequently, UNESCO

sought to pro-actively teach individual states to develop their own

science policy bureaucracies. To this end, the organisation was highly

successful: between 1955 and 1975 science policy bureaucracies had

expanded from fourteen countries to some eighty-nine (Finnemore

1996: 39). Thus although the prime rationale for such `educative'

activity by UNESCO remained the same ± to promote scienti®c thinking

in order to advance humanitarian norms ± the means by which this was

achieved fundamentally changed as a result of organisational changes

within UNESCO. And states came to accept UNESCO's teachings on

the grounds that having a science policy bureaucracy was perceived as a

necessary ingredient of what constitutes a `modern civilised' state.

Moreover, the `authority' of UNESCO was crucial in persuading states

to institutionalise such norms.
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Tolerating direct limits to sovereignty: accepting rule-governed norms
of warfare

Finnemore's second case study involves the process through which

states came to accept rule-governed norms of warfare. Here she dis-

cusses the development of the Geneva Conventions which stipulate that

states and their armies should protect the well-being of wounded

soldiers in battle; should provide aid to prisoners of war; should provide

humanitarian aid to non-state forces during civil con¯icts; and should

provide access and humanitarian treatment to political prisoners. In

short, states should accept certain humanitarian rules of warfare which

place limits on the exercise of sovereignty. Discounting demand-driven

explanations is unnecessary because these norms of behaviour, by

de®nition, would not aid the power-interests of states. How, then, did

this all come about?

Again Finnemore focuses on the pro-active role of international

organisations, in this case the International Committee of the Red Cross

(ICRC). The ICRC, which was in turn promoted by the work of Henry

Dunant, based itself on promoting humanitarian norms that prescribed

wartime duties and responsibilities. In short, the ICRC prescribed what

was appropriate behaviour for `civilised' states engaged in war. States

came to tolerate limits on their sovereignty as a `price' worth paying in

order to keep up the appearance of `being civilised'. Thus, in contrast to

neorealism, Finnemore argues that in this case states have taken on

burdens which limit their most vital sovereign interests (i.e. the free

exercise of state power during wartime) (Finnemore 1996: 72). Richard

Price and Nina Tannenwald conclude similarly, in their study of nuclear

and chemical weapons taboos, that `the existence of prohibitory norms

reveals that war is rarely absolute; instead it displays features of a social

institution. Conforming to such norms occurs because states do not

want to be classi®ed as acting outside the bounds of `̀ civilized'' inter-

national society. `̀ Society'' not anarchy, is the source of constraining and

permissive effects' (Price and Tannenwald 1996: 145; Finnemore 1996:

69, 87±8).

Tolerating limits to economic sovereignty: accepting redistribution
over production values

Finnemore's ®nal case study involves international political economy

concerns. Here she focuses on why third world states came to accept the

issue of poverty alleviation as an important norm of economic policy

after 1968. Prior to 1968, there was little sign that such a norm was

valued. The objectives of national economic policy had been to maxi-

mise national capital accumulation ± that is, to prioritise production-
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over distributive-values. But by the 1970s economic developmental

norms shifted from privileging production to ensuring welfare redistri-

bution. How did this normative change come about?

Again there was no demand-driven logic identi®able, certainly not

among states, since such a norm shift actually went against their

immediate interests of maximising economic growth. Here, third world

governments came to tolerate limits on their economic sovereignty,

given that redistribution would necessarily impinge upon optimal-pro-

duction criteria. The key international organisation here was the World

Bank, which taught states to embrace this new norm. This was largely

driven by the pioneering activities undertaken by the Bank's president ±

Robert McNamara. McNamara was driven by the normative belief that

rich nation states had a duty or obligation to help alleviate poverty in

third world countries. He set about increasing both aid and lending to

the third world that was aimed at speci®cally targeted local areas. He

also implemented a raft of policies connected to local infrastructural

development programmes. As with UNESCO (though not the ICRC),

the precise content of poverty alleviation policies that states came to

employ was not simply a product of normative changes within the deep

structure of international society, but also a product of the speci®c

organisational structure of the World Bank within the surface structure.

The international society-centric constructivist theory of the state

For Finnemore, states are understood as normative-adaptive entities.

States are socialised not by material structures but by the socialising

principle of the international normative structure. In each case, states

came to adapt their policies and domestic structures so as to conform to

the international norms that prescribe `civilised' state behaviour-norms

that were transmitted to states through the `teaching' activities of

international organisations. It is implicit in her argument that states

have only low domestic agential power. But the key issue concerns her

approach to the international agential power of the state. Recall that

Finnemore's principal objective is to accord greater weighting of `struc-

ture' over agency. Has she succeeded? In terms of the de®nition of

international agential power employed in this volume, the answer must

be `yes and no'. In the ®rst instance, it is clear that states have no

international agential power in that they are socialised by the structure

of international society and have no power to affect this normative

structure. Moreover, in the process, states often come to tolerate limits

on their sovereignty. And in all three cases, states came to develop new

policies not to maximise their power but rather to conform to what
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constitutes `civilised' behaviour. Thus far, Finnemore has succeeded in

emphasising international (social) structure while downgrading state-

agency. But there is a clear paradox that emerges here. For in con-

forming to the international normative structure, states derive very

considerable international agential power to overcome the collective

action problem and thereby mitigate international anarchy. This sug-

gests that benign global norms can re-educate states to cooperate and

act in ways that enable them to `buck the logic of anarchy'. Moreover,

with respect to overcoming the collective action problem, Finnemore

grants the state an even higher level of international agential power than

that accorded by neoliberal institutionalism.

The two positions are compared in ®gure 5.3 (p. 156). For neoliberal

institutionalists, states always have the choice to defect and follow short-

term relative gains/self-help by ignoring state-created `regulatory norms'

embodied within international regimes. These norms do not inform the

identity of states but act merely to enhance the long term power-

interests of states. For Finnemore, states are deeply socialised by

constitutive norms that actually create states' identity in the ®rst instance.

Crucially, these norms lead states to subconsciously choose to cooperate

internationally even though they do not satisfy any power-maximising or

utility-maximising interests: that is, cooperation is inscribed into the

identity of the state. In this way, states can achieve more effective levels

of cooperation than those envisaged by neoliberal institutionalism,

precisely because the option of defection is greatly diminished.

Finally, it is important to note that while the analysis so far would

clearly suggest a strong third-image approach, this is quali®ed in

Finnemore's ®nal chapter. A strong third-image constructivist approach

would attribute a strong coherence and homogeneity to international

norms. However she explicitly rejects a `world-homogenisation process'

on the grounds that global norms are not completely congruent ± that is,

different global norms are subject to contestation, often deep contesta-

tion (Finnemore 1996: 135±9). She therefore produces a `weak' third-

image approach.

Radical constructivism (postmodernism)

It is important to begin by noting that equating postmodernism and

constructivism is controversial (but for a full justi®cation of this, see

Price and Reus-Smit 1998). Nevertheless, while I am treating post-

modernism as one variant of constructivism it is important to note that

it is a highly heterogeneous theory. And to satisfactorily convey the

approach in its manifold variations would warrant at least one chapter,
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Figure 5.3 Differentiating international society-centric constructivism
from neoliberal institutionalism
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rather than only the present short section (but for two excellent

introductions see Richard Devetak 1996 for a sympathetic treatment,

and Darryl Jarvis 1998 for a more critical summary). Nevertheless, for

the purposes of this book it is possible to extract or discern a basic

approach to the state (without doing injustice to the many postmodern

variants). And there can be little doubt that postmodernism produces

new and important historically- and sociologically-sensitive insights into

understanding the state and IR (see e.g. Ashley 1989; Der Derian and

Shapiro 1989; Campbell 1990; Walker 1993; Bartelson 1995; C. Weber

1995; Doty 1995; Shapiro and Alker 1996). More recently, postmodern

feminists have extended this agenda in new and exciting ways (e.g.

Elshtain 1992; Peterson 1992b; Sylvester 1994) (for excellent introduc-

tions to feminism more generally, see Tickner 1992; True 1996 and

Steans 1998). Moreover, I readily concede that my earlier dismissal of

postmodernism as `nihilistic' was unfair (Hobson 1997: 278).

It is testimony to the richness of constructivism as a heterogeneous

body of sociological thought (of which I see postmodernism as a variant)

that some of its variants produce quite distinct insights. Figure 5.4

juxtaposes radical constructivism with international society-centric con-

structivism (as well as with neorealism). We noted on p. 149 that for the

international society-centric variant, global norms tend on the whole to

be positive, benign and increasingly inclusionary. Accordingly the con-

struction of state identities often tends to be positive. By contrast,

radical constructivism always views the construction of state identity in

negative terms. That is, the process of state identity formation necessa-

rily leads to exclusion, repression, violence and the marginalisation of

minorities. Moreover, the two variants can be radically differentiated in

terms of the degree of international agential power accorded to states.

State identity formation and international relations

Radical constructivists begin by unpacking or deconstructing the state.

In contrast to materialist IR theory ± most especially neorealism ± they

insist that the state cannot be simply equated with sovereignty which

confers upon it a ®xed and stable presence or meaning. Sovereignty is

not a material foundation but a social construct. More speci®cally, `state

sovereignty', `state identity', `state boundaries', `state legitimacy' and

the `domestic political community' or `nation' that the state allegedly

represents, must be analytically differentiated from each other, rather

than unproblematically fused into a `®nished' or `complete' totality

known as the `sovereign state'. The appearance of a `complete' or

`exclusive' state, differentiated from `other' states in the international
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system is in fact an illusion: an illusion that is the product of successful

`statecraft', or what might be better labelled normative statecraft. Cynthia

Weber (1995) also refers to this process as that of `writing' the state. Nor

is the state unproblematically representative of a domestic political

community or the nation, as rationalists assume.

`Normative statecraft' refers to the process by which the state creates

an imaginary domestic political community or nation that appears as

uni®ed and harmonious. The political community or nation is according

to Benedict Anderson (1983) imagined because it does not exist as a

complete or uni®ed totality, given that it is incoherent and constantly

fragmenting. And the nationalistic feeling of `togetherness' is imagined

because the members of a nation do not actually know most of the

people that supposedly comprise it. Because the political community ±

or that which is to be signi®ed by the signi®er (i.e. the state) ± does not

properly exist given that its boundaries are constantly fracturing, the

state must `®x' or stabilise domestic society with a unitary appearance,

without which there is no `foundation' which the state can represent.

How is this achieved?

In following what Cynthia Weber (1995) calls the `logic of representa-

tion', states must draw and make a whole series of arbitrary distinctions

and divisions. Most fundamentally, this involves creating a highly

arbitrary distinction, or drawing a boundary between `inside' and

`outside'; in which the former appears as the realm of peace and order,

and the latter the realm of necessity and violence (Ashley 1989: 300±13;

Campbell 1990; Walker 1993: chapter 8; Bartelson 1995: 83±4; Weber

1995: chapter 1; Devetak 1996: 199±200). This involves creating a false

distinction between `self ' and `other'. That is, states tend to create the

appearance of a threatening `other', against which the `self ' is de®ned

negatively. In constructing an `other' that appears threatening, the state

is able to confer the appearance of unity upon the `self' ± i.e. a domestic

population. But the state must also draw boundaries within society in

order to repress those groups that do not conform to the pure notion of

the self. These `deviant groups' become internal `others' (to which I

return shortly). In short, the self is de®ned negatively against the

other(s) both inside and outside society, in order to create the appear-

ance of unity. But how does this process of statecraft and the logic of

representation relate to international relations?

Perhaps the key point here that opens radical constructivism up to IR

is that in the process of constructing a ®xed coherent national identity,

states make or construct a world of `others' which appears threatening,
and consequently makes the state's task of military preparation appear

as a natural imperative of foreign policy. Thus the appearance of the
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international realm as one of necessity and violence is the result not of

an `external' or objective logic of anarchy (as in neorealism), but rather

the result of an internal process of state identity-construction as under-

taken through normative statecraft. That is the `hard' sovereign bound-

aries that `divide' hostile states are really only imagined through

statecraft. `The constant articulation of danger through foreign policy is

thus not a threat to a state's [military] existence [as in neorealism] . . . it

is its condition of possibility [in the ®rst place]' (David Campbell cited

in Devetak 1996: 198). In this way, foreign policy is not only the result

of normative statecraft, it is also a fundamental determinant of state-

craft. Moreover, no sooner has unity and legitimacy been created and

imagined, it once again fractures, requiring a renewed process of

normative statecraft in order to create a new `®xed' meaning to sover-

eignty, identity and the political community. Thus the task of `com-

pleting' the state and domestic political community is not achieved once

and for all (in contrast to traditional rationalist IR theory that presumes

that such an unproblematic ®nished state appeared in 1648); it has to be

constantly made and remade, imagined and re-imagined in order to

produce the appearance of a state that is legitimate, natural and

`complete'. It is therefore, the successful process of `writing' the state

(i.e. normative statecraft) that produces the illusion of sovereignty as

®nished, or what Doty refers to as the sovereignty effect (Doty 1996:

121±4). At this point it is important to iron out one common area of

confusion. Radical constructivists are often described as `nihilistic' given

their insistence that states, nations (and all social forms, for that

matter), are `not real'. But this criticism is incorrect. What they mean by

this is simply that the state and all social forms do not exist as fully

complete or ®nished entities whose legitimacy is unproblematic and

®xed once and for all. Moreover, they are unequivocal that the conse-

quences of normative statecraft ± political repression, racism, genocide

and war ± are effects that are so appalling that it becomes imperative to

do away with the state.

Writing the state and punishing states as `others'

An important application of this approach to IR is found in Cynthia

Weber's book, Simulating Sovereignty (Weber 1995). Weber's central task

is to problematise sovereignty. If traditional IR theory assumes that the

state/sovereignty couplet is natural and legitimate, and that sovereignty

exists as an independent phenomenon that endows the state with a ®xed

meaning, she insists that the `state' and `sovereignty' should be analyti-

cally differentiated. Thus Weber opens up the `black-box' of sovereignty,
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and reveals it as highly malleable and protean in nature. Sovereignty is

not an objective category which acts as a referent for the state. Sover-

eignty itself must have a referent ± that is, it must be grounded in a

foundational `truth', such as God or `the people' that must be `written'

by the state through statecraft. And because such referents are them-

selves constructed, so sovereignty is ultimately a social construct (Bier-

steker and Weber 1996b).

Perhaps the key point for Weber is that a crisis of representation occurs

when state A bases its mode of representation on a different foundation

to that of state B . The crisis of representation occurs because new forms

of political community within state B can pose an alternative to the

mode of representation that exists within state A. In her three case

studies, Weber shows how states are frequently `threatened' by others,

not in a military sense but because another state might found its `self '

upon an alternative mode of representation. Thus many of the states

within the Concert of Europe in the early nineteenth century developed

a mode of representation based on monarchical absolutism. But when

absolute monarchy was challenged by the Spanish and Neapolitan

revolutions in order to create a new mode of representation based on

constitutional monarchy, the result was a `representational crisis' in the

remaining absolute monarchies. That is, the absolute monarchies felt

threatened because the emergence of other more `democratic' states

posed an alternative form of governance. Accordingly, the absolute

monarchies punished the `deviant others' through military intervention.

The same process occurred in the United States when the Bolshevik

revolution occurred and a communist state posed a representational

threat to US liberal capitalism. Thus in order to stabilise its rule at

home, the United States sought to demonise and punish the USSR as

the `deviant other' in order to shore up its own mode of representation.

It was this, argues David Campbell (1990), that led to the Cold War

after 1947.

In this argument, Weber is able to undermine the traditional assump-

tion that intervention and sovereignty are mutually exclusive. Weber

shows that intervention actually constitutes the condition of sovereign-

ty's existence. That is, to paraphrase Campbell, `the constant articula-

tion of foreign intervention is . . . not a threat to sovereignty but is its

condition of possibility'. Intervention and sovereignty are necessarily

entwined. This occurs because a state must take it upon itself to act as a

`disciplinary community' and punish those states that do not conform to

the mode of sovereign representation found in the intervening state. It

must do this if it is to continue to appear as representative of its own

arti®cially created domestic political community.
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Writing the gendered state and punishing women as domestic `others'

As noted earlier, one of the fundamental aspects of creating an `other'

(in order to construct a `self ') is to punish those groups within society

that do not conform to the pure notion of self. This leads states to create

boundaries within domestic society to cordon off `deviant others'. In

particular, the state creates a self that is based on one racial group and

one heterosexual masculine-gendered group. Thus deviant others ±

women, gays and `domestic foreign aliens' ± must be repressed in order

to maintain the `pure' self. It is important to note that the state is not a

simple instrument of men's interests. The key point is that the practice of

government is conducted as if heterosexual men's interests are the only

ones that matter (Connell 1990). Moreover, men's interests are in any

case socially constructed around a heterosexual masculine norm which

embodies notions of paternal protection, aggression and militarism.

How, then, does the state construct women as a `deviant other', and

thereby keep them subordinate? Feminists of all persuasions argue that

states construct an internal boundary line that separates the private

sphere from the public. The public sphere is inherently masculine and

represents the realm of work, production and government while, con-

versely, the private sphere is constructed as feminine and constitutes the

realm of family and reproduction. The state must do this because the

private world of women is equivalent to the world of states: both

constitute `others' which are constructed as threatening and must be

repressed and controlled so that the state may create a homogeneous

domestic political community and thereby provide a basis for its own

legitimacy (True 1996: 231). The private sphere is repressed and

separated from the public in numerous ways.

First, language is constructed through opposing or dialectical binary

dichotomies (or what Peterson following Mies calls `colonising dual-

isms') ± mind/body, subject/object, reason/emotion, public/private, etc.

(or what Derrida refers to as logocentrism ± see Ashley 1989: 261±4).

The former term represents dominant (or hegemonic masculine

thinking) and the latter subordinate feminine thinking. The key point is

that the masculine term is always privileged (or constitutes the `colo-

nising' term), while the feminine is constantly devalued or `colonised'

(Tickner 1988; Peterson 1992b: 12±13). Accordingly, this helps repro-

duce the divide between a masculine-based public sphere and a femi-

nine-based private sphere. Secondly, the public sphere itself is

monopolised by men, while women are relegated or con®ned to the

private sphere. It is true that women can struggle for the right to enter

into the public domain, `but it is a space in which masculine values are
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valorized' (Steans 1998: 85). Moreover, feminists argue that concep-

tions of citizenship are based on masculinity (Pateman 1988). As Steans

argues, citizenship has historically been based on notions of the `warrior

hero' and militarily defending the polity, practices that have been

performed mainly by men (Steans 1998: chapter 4). Thirdly, because

the private sphere is not valued by the state, it is separated out and

repressed through both intervention and non-intervention (or malign

neglect). States intervene and `regulate' women through repressive laws

concerning reproduction, marriage, divorce and property rights

(Pateman 1988). But the state also represses women through its decision

not-to-intervene in the private sphere (the policy of malign neglect).
States uphold violence of men against women in manifold ways, not

least by refusing to intervene within domestic disputes. Hence the state

is indirectly complicit in gang rapes in the Western world, dowry deaths

in India and clitoridectomies in Africa, all of which are simply allowed to

go on. By not offering these women protection, the state represses the

private sphere as the means by which it creates a homogeneous mascu-

line self (Peterson 1992c: 46; Tickner 1992: 57±8). Thus for post-

modern feminists, the process of normative statecraft involves the state

conforming to a gendered logic. As Connell puts it, `the state is

constituted within gender relations as the central institutionalization of

gendered power' (Connell 1990: 519; Peterson 1992c: 39, 45). But how

does all this relate to IR?

As noted in the ®rst half of this section, postmodernism argues that

the international sphere is constructed by the state as the realm of

violence and necessity as states set about creating a self. Thus an

arbitrary inside/outside dichotomy is constructed (Walker 1993). In

endorsing this argument, Peterson (1992b) talks about an implicit or

imaginary `sovereignty contract' drawn up between states, which stipu-

lates that the use of international military force is a necessary evil not so

much to protect the state from other states but to enable each state to

consolidate and construct an imaginary uni®ed domestic political com-

munity. But postmodern feminists have signi®cantly supplemented this

argument, by pointing out that the international sphere is constructed as

violent in part because states have privileged constructed-masculine

modes of thinking and behaviour. In privileging masculinised notions of

aggression over accommodation and cooperation, warfare has been, and

will continue to be, the natural preserve of states. Moreover, feminist

theorists in general have provided a very strong critique of neorealist

theory. In much the same way that Robert Cox (1986) has argued that

neorealism is not in fact as scienti®c and value-free as it claims to be

because it embodies a conservative set of political values, so feminists
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have persuasively argued that neorealism is not `gender-neutral' as it

implicitly claims to be, but is inherently value-laden insofar as it

embodies and privileges conservative/masculine modes of thinking.

Thus Ann Tickner and others have convincingly pointed to the various

aspects of masculinist thinking ± most notably the privileging of reduc-
tionism, separationism and rei®cation ± through which neorealist theory

has been constructed. Thus neorealism embodies a reductionist theore-
tical approach which exaggerates and rei®es the importance of anarchy,

thereby downgrading the domestic and private spheres; privileges mili-

tary force and power and downgrades empathy and cooperation; sepa-
rates out the international and national spheres as two wholly discrete,

rei®ed realms and fails to recognise their mutual embeddedness; rei®es
the state's autonomy and in separating it out from the private sphere fails

to recognise the gendered nature of states; and rei®es `objectivity' and
`military rationality', thereby downgrading the importance of morality

(see especially Steans 1998: chapter 2; Tickner 1988, 1992: chapter 2).

Postmodernism and the theory of the state and IR

Finally, what of domestic and international agential state power? First,

this variant grants the state the lowest level of domestic agential power

found in any theory within the social sciences. Postmodernists deny that

the state exists as a `real' institutional or material form. All states are

imagined. Moreover, radical constructivists argue that the `sovereign

state' is currently in crisis and its demise is daily becoming more

apparent, as globalisation undermines the state both from within and

without. Global processes are now impeding the ability of the state to

reconstruct itself as a legitimate entity (see especially Camilleri and Falk

1991; Weber 1995; Shapiro and Alker 1996). However, the interesting

point, with respect to the typology used in this book, is that this variant

accords the state moderate international agential power. Why? Because

IR and inter-state con¯ict is actually constructed by the state through

normative statecraft. While international society-centric constructivism

allows for a degree of high international agential power because it

argues that states can come to cooperate and overcome the collective

action problem, radical constructivism, by contrast, asserts that as long

as states exist, warfare and violence will continue to constitute the

`normal' means by which IR is conducted. This is because states must
create a `threatening other' in order to construct an imaginary uni®ed

domestic political community (without which the state could not

continue to exist). Or as the feminist Jean Bethke Elshtain puts it,

`Needing others to de®ne ourselves, we will remain inside a state/nation-
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centred discourse of war and politics, for better and for worse, so long as

states remain' (Elshtain 1992: 150). Thus the collective action problem

itself is merely an arti®cial but inevitable construct that will remain so

long as states continue to exist. In sum, states are caught up in cycles of

international (and domestic) violence because of normative statecraft,

which in turn leads to a masculinised state, which privileges repression

and aggression against, rather than cooperation and empathy with,

other states.

`State-centric' constructivism

A third variant of constructivism might be loosely labelled `state-centric'

(not to be confused with Wendtian statist-constructivism), which cap-

tures those theorists who focus on the importance of the national-

domestic rather than the international sphere. Accordingly, they tend to

focus on individual states or comparative analysis (e.g. Berger 1996;

Herman 1996; Katzenstein 1996a; Kier 1996). Clearly the label does

not equate with the neorealist notion of state-centricity. It is also

important to note that within this broadly de®ned variant there exists a

further set of variants or sub-sets. Differences exist not least between the

emphasis placed on the importance of non-state actors, as well as the

levels of domestic agential state power. In this section, I shall examine

Peter Katzenstein's work as an example of this genre.

Constitutive norms and state structures in Japan: Katzenstein's
Cultural Norms and National Security

In his important book Cultural Norms and National Security (1996a),

Peter Katzenstein provides a micro-analysis, focusing mainly on Japan.

He begins by rejecting systemic theorising of all kinds. And, in clear

contrast to Finnemore's approach, he asserts that `[g]enerally speaking

social norms in the international society of states are less dense and

weaker than those in domestic society' (Katzenstein 1996a: 42, 20).

Speci®cally, Katzenstein argues that systemic theory is inadequate not

least because it `black-boxes' the state, and fails to examine the complex

relations within the state structure itself, as well as important state±

society linkages and state±transnational linkages. Moreover, third-image

theory tends to portray states as rational unitary actors, where state

interests are assumed and are derived exogenously (i.e. prior to social

interaction). But, Katzenstein argues, states differ internally in their

make-up and, crucially, that this impacts upon their behaviour in the

international system. And, in clear contrast to much of constructivist
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theory, Katzenstein examines the impact of a state's domestic agential

power upon norms, as well as the impact of norms upon the state.

Japan provides a particularly useful case study as a means for devel-

oping both a critique of neorealism and establishing an alternative

`state-centric' constructivist approach. Japan is of special interest

because, ®rst, it has undergone a major paradigm shift in its external

security posture ± from having been militaristic before 1945 to being

paci®st subsequently. Focusing on changing Japanese identity and social

norms provides a more adequate explanation than does neorealism's

emphasis on changes in the international distribution of power. Sec-

ondly, neorealism assumes that Japan should convert its economic

power into military power and become a military great power or

hegemon to complement its economic great power status. By contrast,

Katzenstein shows why the nature of the domestic normative structure

makes this an unlikely proposition. Thirdly, as Katzenstein shows, the

story of Japan's foreign policy development presents a complex series of

twists and turns which can be captured only by a complex second-image

approach rather than a monolithic third-image analysis.

Katzenstein's basic theoretical framework

Katzenstein in effect conceives of a domestic normative structure which

generates the Japanese state's identity at any point in time (®gure 5.5).

He focuses on three normative structures that inform state policy

choices: economic security norms, external military security norms and

internal security norms (though I shall focus only on the ®rst two). In

turn, each normative structure can take two main forms: norms can

either be contested or uncontested. The basic formula is that where

norms are uncontested, so state policy becomes ¯exible, and the state's

domestic and international agential power is enhanced; conversely,

where norms are contested, state policy becomes rigid, and agential

power in the domestic and international arenas is diminished.

One of the most interesting aspects of Katzenstein's approach is to

attribute to the state moderately high levels of domestic agential power

or autonomy (see ®gure 5.6). In his model, normative structures and the

state are fully embedded within each other. In clear contrast to Finne-

more, the state is not purely derived from norms, but is both a product

of and creator of normative structures. Moreover, unlike Finnemore,

Katzenstein focuses on domestic state±society relations, as well as state±

transnational relations that also shape state policy.
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Policy choices: changes in external security posture

The most fundamental question that Katzenstein asks is: why has Japan

shifted from a strong militaristic and imperialist foreign policy stance

(prevalent before 1945) to a strong paci®st stance since 1945? To

explain this, he shows how normative structures ± in particular, those of

economic as well as military security ± have changed. Prior to 1945,

economic security norms within Japanese society were uncontested. That

is, there was a strong societal consensus for a strong pro-active state

economic posture. This emerged especially after 1868. It emerged

because of the widely held perception that Japan should seek to break its

dependence on raw materials imports. Given the view that such a

dependency made Japan vulnerable, it was widely accepted that a strong

state was required that could propel Japan through the industrialisation

process, so as to emerge as a strong economy that could be more self-

suf®cient, thereby being less vulnerable to foreign powers. Accordingly,

Figure 5.5 Katzenstein's basic theoretical schema
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Figure 5.6 Katzenstein's `state-centric' constructivist theory of the
`normative-adaptive' state
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the state initiated a `military-industrialisation' in order to `catch up with

the West'. But given that such uncontested economic security norms

continue today, how does this explain why Japan was militaristic prior to

1945 and paci®st after that date?

The key point here is the changing nature of the military-security

normative structure and its relationship to the state's domestic agential

power. In the 1868±1945 period, military-security norms were uncon-

tested ± that is, there was a broad social consensus for a strong

militaristic and imperialist foreign policy stance. Why? Here Katzenstein

invokes the importance of the domestic agential power (i.e. autonomy)

of the state. First, the state enjoyed a strong autonomy from society,

such that the emperor's power and authority was supreme. In particular,

within the state itself, the military acquired a high degree of autonomy,

being insulated from both cabinet and parliament. Secondly, the mili-

tary constantly interfaced with society and helped shape an uncontested

militaristic normative structure. For example, the military imposed a

system of conscription after 1873, and all manner of bodies promoted or

inculcated a militaristic spirit into society (e.g. the Imperial Reserve

Association and the Youth Association). In short, deliberate state

policies were an important component in creating an uncontested

security normative structure that promoted external militarism. Hence

the state engaged in war and imperialism throughout the 1868±1945

period. But what led to the shift to paci®sm after 1945?

As in the 1868±1945 period, economic-security norms have been

uncontested (based on the continuing perception that the Japanese state

should promote economic development in order to overcome external

dependency on raw materials imports). This in turn has led to the

predominance of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry

(MITI) as well as the Ministry of Finance (MOF) within the state itself.

Such uncontested norms have enabled the development of a strong,

pro-active and highly ¯exible economic policy stance by the state.

However, unlike in the 1868±1945 period, military-security norms have

after 1945 been deeply contested mainly as a response to the horrors and

shame of the Second World War. Accordingly the military's position

within the state has been undermined and taken a back seat to MITI

and MOF. Moreover, social and legal norms have prohibited a militar-

istic role in the international system. These include: Article 9 of the
Constitution (the paci®st clause); the three non-nuclear principles (prohi-
biting any type of nuclear weapons policy); the prohibition of arms exports
under certain circumstances; the commitment to a military spending
®gure of only 1 per cent of national income; and the creation of the self-
defence forces in 1954, that can take no part in foreign `adventures'. In
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short, the convergence of uncontested economic- and military-security

norms prior to 1945 led to international militarism, while the conver-

gence of uncontested economic-security norms and contested military-

security norms after 1945 have led to a paci®st international stance (or

what Katzenstein calls a `defensive-defence posture').

Katzenstein reveals some important twists in the story, which cannot

be captured by third-image analysis. First, he argues that although Japan

has maintained its paci®st stance, nevertheless this does not imply an

inert security posture. In particular, he points out that Japan's military

power (measured in dollar spending) puts it within the top three in the

world, and that Japan has shifted from a defensive-defence to an offensive-
defence security posture. How has this occurred? Particularly since 1980,

various prime ministers (especially Nakasone) have sought to strengthen

the military power of Japan, albeit within the constraining parameters of

social and legal normative structures. This has been made possible only

because the state has in effect played a `two-level game'. That is, the

state has overcome strong domestic resistance to an offensive-defence

posture by using external US pressure for a militarily stronger Japan as a

`resource' to achieve its objectives. This strategy is known in Japan as

gaiatsu, whereby the Japanese government creates the appearance to its

domestic community that it has no choice but to change military-

security policy in order to conform to `overwhelming' US pressure. This

stands in contrast to the neorealist argument that Japan is remilitarising

in the face of US demands for the end of `free-riding'. Rather, Katzen-

stein argues, Japanese leaders have chosen to follow this path and have

used US pressures as a resource to overcome domestic stalemate. Does

this mean that Japan is now moving towards a possible Pax Nipponica
(which could replace the declining Pax Americana), as neorealists often
suggest?

Katzenstein denies this proposition by providing another fascinating

twist in the story of Japan's post-1980 foreign policy stance. Thus while

Japan has forged closer military ties with the United States, it has also

been highly intransigent and in¯exible in its economic relationship with

it. US pressure has been equally strong, if not stronger, with respect to

issuing demands for the Japanese to share their economic technology.

But precisely because economic norms remain uncontested and stipu-

late a strong sense of `technological nationalism' (as a continuing means

to overcome external economic dependence on raw materials), so Japan

has refused to share its economic technology. What this tells us is that

Japan has only `conformed' to US pressures in the military sphere

because this suited it, enabling it to overcome domestic normative limits

to a more assertive defence posture. Moreover, Japan is unlikely to have
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suf®cient international agential power and assertiveness to play the role

of hegemon. Ultimately, Japan is not prepared to consider hegemony

because military-security norms remain deeply contested. The most

that can be achieved on this front is the adoption of an `offensive-

defence' structure, as opposed to a purely offensive military stance

(which is the leitmotif or fundamental pre-requisite for hegemony).

Katzenstein's state-centric constructivist theory of the state

One of the most interesting aspects of Katzenstein's approach is to pose

a mutually embedded relationship between normative structures and

the state's domestic agential power. In contrast to most constructivists,

Katzenstein argues that the state can have different degrees of domestic

agential power and that these impact upon norms, and vice versa. So,

for example, in the 1868±1945 period, the state had a moderately high

degree of domestic agential power and was able to develop a militaristic

foreign policy. But this was reinforced by uncontested military- and

economic-security norms. This, in turn, propelled a militaristic foreign

policy. However, after 1945 contested military-security norms and

uncontested economic-security norms undermined the autonomy of the

military, and promoted the autonomy of the principal economic minis-

tries within the state (MITI and MOF). This in turn led to a paci®st

foreign policy stance (as well as a rapid rise to economic superpower

status). In general, uncontested normative structures have led to policy

¯exibility (well exempli®ed by MITI's guidance of the economy since

1945); conversely, contested normative structures have led to policy

rigidity. Even so, Japan has recently shifted to an `offensive-defensive'

posture, which has been achieved by the playing of two-level games by

the state (which suggests that the state has a moderate degree of

domestic agential capacity and is not merely a passive victim of domestic

normative structure).

As regards international agential power, Katzenstein's position is

complex, if somewhat unclear. Thus when military security norms were

uncontested (and promoted a militaristic foreign policy), so the state

eschewed international cooperation and implemented an aggressive and

imperialistic foreign policy. This suggests only a moderate international

agential power. Conversely, after 1945 the normative structure has led

to a relatively passive foreign policy. In his comparison with Germany,

Katzenstein argues that Japan has to an extent withdrawn from the

international system, while Germany has sought to cooperate with other

states in a `Grotian community of states', which accords the German

state a relatively high degree of international agential power. In short,
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Katzenstein's argument well exempli®es Alexander Wendt's (1987)

felicitous phrase: that `anarchy is what states make of it', and that

international agential power will vary across states. Either way, though,

for Katzenstein, states are much freer of international structures than is

the case in international systemic theory (as in Waltz or Finnemore).

Discussion questions

. What are the key differences between constructivist and `rationalist'

theories of the state and IR?

. How, if at all, does the constructivist de®nition of international

society differ from that used by Hedley Bull and the English school?

. How does Finnemore end up by granting the state higher levels of

international agential power than does Keohane?

. In terms of their theories of the state and IR, what are the key

differences between international society-centric constructivism,

radical constructivism and neorealism?

. Why is it that, for radical constructivists, war is ultimately not a threat

but the condition of the state's reproduction?

. What do radical constructivists actually mean when they say that the

state is not `real'?

. What does postmodern feminist theory add to the radical constructi-

vist theory of the state and IR?

. How does Katzenstein's `state-centric constructivist' theory of the

state and IR differ from that of Finnemore's international society-

centric approach?

. Why has Japan according to Katzenstein shifted from a `passive-

defence' policy to an `offensive-defence' policy since 1980, and yet is

unlikely to shift to a hegemonic security policy?

Suggestions for further reading

One of the best ways into constructivism are the ®rst and last chapters of

Finnemore (1996). From there, the reader can follow up with summa-

ries in Adler (1997); Ruggie (1998: 1±39); Price and Reus-Smit (1998);

and the introduction to the Katzenstein edited volume (Katzenstein

1996c). Biersteker and Weber (1996a, 1996b) provide excellent intro-

ductions to constructivist approaches to state sovereignty; see also

Wendt (1999). In addition to Finnemore (1996), other important
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examples of international society-centric theory are found in Adler and

Haas (1992); Sikkink (1993); Klotz (1995); Strang (1996), Price and

Tannenwald (1996). General summary statements on radical construc-

tivism can be found in Devetak (1996) and, though from a more critical

perspective, Jarvis (1998). The reader would do well to proceed on to

Ashley (1989) and Weber (1995) for discussion of the state and IR,

while Connell (1990) is useful for a more sociological discussion.

Excellent introductions to postmodern as well as modernist feminist

theories of the state and IR can be found in Peterson (1992a, 1992b);

True (1996); Steans (1998) and especially Tickner (1992). And ®nally,

for `state-centric' constructivism, see Berger (1996); Katzenstein

(1996a); Herman (1996); Kier (1996).



6 Weberian historical sociology

Introduction: the `two waves' of neo-Weberian

historical sociology

In the last decade, IR as a discipline has been undergoing a crisis as its

master-paradigm, neorealism, is increasingly seen as limited, if not

obsolete. Accordingly, IR is thought to have reached an impasse (Fer-

guson and Mansbach 1988; Halliday 1994). Why? It is perceived by

critics that neorealism has many blind spots, four of which are: a lack of

a theory of the state and an exaggeration of `structure' to the detriment

of `agency'; an inability to theorise the integrated nature of global

politics, given the assumption that there is a fundamental separation or

dichotomy between the international and national realms; a lack of a

theory of international change; and a static a-historical approach. One

response to the crisis of neorealism made by some IR scholars has been

to turn towards neo-Weberian historical sociology (WHS) to provide a

way out of the impasse (e.g. Jarvis 1989; Halliday 1994; Hobson 1997,

1998a; Hall 1998; Hobden 1998; Seabrooke 2000). Thus WHS is

thought to offer a theory of the state that is allegedly missing in

neorealism, given that WHS problematises the state, and seeks to

describe and explain its origins, powers and changing con®gurations

over time. This also allegedly offers a means to go beyond neorealist

structuralism by bringing `agency' back in. Secondly, WHS advocates

an intimate relationship between the internal and external realms,

thereby offering a potentially rich `integrationist' approach. While Waltz

actually recognises that the international can shape the national, he

nevertheless dismisses the possibility that the national can shape the

international realm. Thirdly, WHS provides a theory of change, which

allegedly helps counter neorealism's static approach. Accordingly, it

claims to replace neorealism's `continuity problematic' with an histori-

cist approach.

But there is a double irony here in that, ®rst neorealism can in fact

shed some light in each one of these areas (see chapter 2 above) and,

174
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secondly, much of WHS, which is thought to provide a solution for

some of neorealism's `omissions', turns out to perfectly replicate neore-

alism. Indeed, while the `promise' of WHS is to go beyond neorealism,

many critics within IR have suggested that WHS has in fact failed to

realise this ambition (e.g. Scholte 1993: 23, 96, 101±2, 112; Spruyt

1994; Halperin 1998). And despite its claim to be non-reductionist,

various scholars have argued that the approach is in fact politically

reductionist (e.g. Cammack 1989; Jessop 1990: 283±8; Fuat Keyman

1997: chapter 3). This chapter will argue that such criticisms are partly

correct, but also partly incorrect. I argue that there have been `two

waves' of WHS. The `®rst wave' (typi®ed by Skocpol and Tilly) has in

fact unwittingly applied neorealism to theorise state autonomy and

explain socio-economic and political change, and thereby failed to live

up to the `promise' of WHS. However, I argue that a recent `second

wave' has sought to go beyond its ®rst-wave predecessor (and hence

beyond neorealism), and accordingly provides the most fruitful avenue

for a non-realist and non-reductionist WHS approach to the state and

IR. In sum, I argue that ®rst-wave WHS effectively `kicks the state back

out', whereas second-wave WHS seeks to bring the state as an agent

back in to the analysis of IR.

`First-wave' WHS: a neorealist international relations of

domestic social and political change

Theda Skocpol's States and Social Revolutions: `kicking the state
back out'

One of the key ®rst-wave WHS writers is Theda Skocpol, whose book

States and Social Revolutions (1979) caused not only a stir in historical

sociology, but subsequently provided a base for the integration of WHS

into IR. Her explicit objective was to `bring the state back in' as an agent

into the analysis of social change (a phrase that she became famous for

in her 1985 piece which went by the same name). Against liberalism and

Marxism, Skocpol argued that social change (which she examines

through the case study of social revolution) could not be understood in

terms of domestic economic forces or national class struggles. Rather,

social revolutions (and social change more generally) had to be under-

stood through two key concepts: state autonomy and the military exigen-

cies of the international states system. It was primarily this emphasis that

opened up sociology to international relations, thereby enabling a

dialogue between the two disciplines (Halliday 1994).

In contrast to Marxism, Skocpol argued that states could not be
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`reduced to', but have a `potential autonomy' from domestic class

interests. States have interests which sometimes bring them into con¯ict

with dominant classes, most especially in the sphere of taxation. In

particular, when states go to war they need to increase taxation and/or

push through economic reforms to enhance the state's military power

base ± reforms that often go against the interests of the dominant class.

Moreover, in contrast to neo-Marxism's concept of the `relative

autonomy' of the state, Skocpol suggests that states do not always secure

the long-term reproduction of the dominant class or the mode of

production (MOP). Thus when states pursue their autonomous military

interests, they sometimes suffer defeat in war, which in turn leads on to

social revolution and the overthrow of the dominant class (Skocpol

1979: 24±33).

It might seem, therefore, that Skocpol has succeeded in `bringing the

state back in' as an independent autonomous power actor into the

analysis of social change in that she grants the state `potential' domestic

agential power the ability to conduct policy free of domestic constraint).

However, I shall argue that Skocpol reproduced the neorealist analysis

of Waltz and especially Gilpin, such that I conclude that far from

`bringing the state back in', she has in fact, in typical neorealist fashion,

succeeded only in throwing or `kicking the state back out', thereby

stripping the state of international agential power. As noted on pp. 7±8

above, international agential power refers to the ability of the state to

conduct policy free of international constraint, and at the extreme to

buck the logic of anarchy or the international structure. My claim is

then based on the fact that, as with Waltz and Gilpin, Skocpol reduces

the state to the international political system such that the state is

discounted (albeit unwittingly) as an independent variable. At this point

it is important to note that in order to fully understand the following

discussion, it is vital to have ®rst absorbed the discussion of neorealism

in chapter 2 (see pp. 17±44).

Skocpol's neorealist theory of social revolutions

Figure 6.1 depicts the remarkable similarities between the analyses of

Skocpol and Gilpin. Like Gilpin and Waltz, Skocpol subscribes to a

`passive-adaptive' theory of the state, in which the state's principal task

is to adapt, or conform to the logic of the international political system

and international military con¯ict between states. We noted in chapter 2

that Gilpin adopted Waltz's basic approach in that he privileges the logic

of anarchy (and hence the adaptive state), but supplements this with a

set of intervening variables which specify the actual processes through



Figure 6.1 `First-wave' WHS in the neorealist mirror
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which some states become adaptive or maladaptive. These comprise

state autonomy (domestic agential state power) on the one hand and

economic and social `fetters' on the other. Gilpin argues that maladap-

tive states are unable to conform to anarchy because they have low

domestic institutional autonomy and are consequently unable to over-

come social fetters which block the development of state capacity. This

results in great power decline and military vulnerability. Conversely,

states are adaptive when they have high domestic agency or autonomy

which enables them to overcome domestic fetters, thereby promoting

survival and even the rise to great power. Domestic agential state power

is an intervening variable because it is relevant only to the extent that it

enables or hinders the state from conforming to the primary logic of

anarchy; that is, it is ultimately reduced to the `primitive' structure of

the anarchic international system. In essence for Gilpin, as well as

Waltz, states must be adaptive ± that is, they must constantly upgrade

and modernise their economies (i.e. emulate the successful practices of

the leading states) so as to enhance their military power base; failure to

emulate leads to military vulnerability. In addition, states must be able

to maintain a suf®cient rate of taxation in the face of domestic opposi-

tion. This is precisely the same schema that Skocpol employs, as ®gures

6.1 and 6.2 show. What Skocpol adds to Gilpin's analysis is the point

that maladaptive states are punished not just through defeat in war but

also social revolution.

Figure 6.2, which precisely mirrors Gilpin's theory of the rise and

decline of the great powers (see ®gure 2.4, p. 34) depicts Skocpol's

overall approach. In line with Gilpin, Skocpol adds a set of intervening

variables which supplement the basic causal variable of anarchy. These

comprise:

(1) varying domestic agential state power or varying institutional state

autonomy

(2) internal social fetters (the power of dominant agrarian classes)

(3) the agrarian nature of the economy.

Skocpol's basic claim is that in order to conform to anarchy, states

must enjoy high domestic institutional autonomy in order to push

through economic and ®scal reforms against resistance put up by the

various domestic fetters; failure to conform leads to defeat in war and

social revolution. Thus in France and China, powerful noble dominant

classes blocked the states' attempts at increasing taxation and moder-

nising reforms, both of which were designed to enhance the states'

military power base. These reforms were blocked because both states

had insuf®cient domestic agential power or autonomy to overcome

these powerful internal blockages or fetters. Because these `proto-



Figure 6.2 Skocpol's neorealist theory of the passive `military-maladaptive' state and social revolutions
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bureaucratic' states were inadequately centralised, they were unable to

directly collect taxes from the provinces, and accordingly had no choice

but to rely on the nobles to collect taxes, much of which were not

passed on to the central state. Accordingly ®scal crisis set in, which

undermined these states' ability to adequately compete internationally

(since warfare required high amounts of taxation). In turn, military

breakdown led to social revolution in France in 1789 and China in

1911. In Russia, the autocratic state did not face a strong dominant

class (which had been weakened and made dependent upon the state

for its income through state service). The main fetter in Russia was the

backwardness of the agrarian economy which impeded the state's

military capacity. Here the low domestic agential power (institutional

autonomy) of the state prevented it from implementing suf®cient

modernising economic reforms so as to enhance its military power base

(Skocpol 1979: 85±9). In contrast to Prussia and Japan, she argued in

classic neorealist fashion that, `the sluggishness of Russian agriculture

after the [1861] emancipation fettered tsarist attempts to adapt im-

perial Russia to the exigencies of the modernising European states

system' (Skocpol 1979: 109). Accordingly the maladaptive state was

defeated in 1905 (against Japan). Moreover, military exhaustion during

the First World War led on to social revolution in 1917.

By contrast, Skocpol points to the cases of Prussia and Japan, in

which high domestic agential state power in the face of weak domestic

fetters enabled them to adapt their societies in order to adequately

compete in the inter-state system. Accordingly, neither state succumbed

to defeat in war or social revolution. Thus as Skocpol put it, again in

typical neorealist fashion, both Japan and Prussia `adapted speedily and

smoothly to international [military] exigencies through reforms insti-

tuted from above by autocratic political authorities' (Skocpol 1979:

110). Moreover she concludes that France, Russia and China

endured revolutionary political crises because agrarian structures impinged
upon autocratic and proto-bureaucratic state organizations in ways that blocked
or fettered monarchical initiatives in coping with escalating international
military competition in a world undergoing uneven transformation by capit-
alism. (Skocpol 1979: 99, also 50, 110, 285±6).

Skocpol's neorealist theory of the state and the international system

Various IR scholars have suggested that Skocpol's theory of the state

advances beyond neorealism, in large part because it focuses on devel-

opments within the `second tier' (i.e. state±society relations), and that it

speci®es certain powers of the state (e.g. Halliday 1994). Steve Hob-
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den's careful ± and, indeed, highly sophisticated ± interpretation argues

that compared to neorealism, Skocpol develops a much richer theory of

the state though a less systematic theory of the international system

(Hobden 1998: 88±93, 178). But I argue here the inverse: that Skocpol

precisely utilises Waltz's `rich' de®nition of the international political

structure, though she uses Gilpin's relatively crude and parsimonious

neorealist theory of the state. Hobden's point, that for Skocpol `there is

no international system beyond war in her analysis' (i.e. that she reduces

the system to war and that outside of war there is no system) poses an

interesting challenge to my argument (Hobden 1998: 92). But my claim

is that while Skocpol does indeed fail to explicitly develop a theory of the

international system, nevertheless her approach and account of social

revolutions proceeds as if she had done so. In short, a `rich' neorealist

theory of the international system is implicitly contained within her

approach. How so?

First, with regard to the (European) international political structure,

Skocpol states that it was one `in which no one imperial state controlled

the entire territory of Europe and her overseas conquests' (Skocpol

1979: 20±1). This is equivalent to Waltz's ®rst tier ± the ordering

principle of anarchy. Skocpol's schema is equivalent because the anar-

chic system appears as a `realm of (military) necessity' in which states

must adapt through competition and emulation if they are to survive (as

well as avoid social revolution). Moreover, when she discusses inter-

national relations she always equates it with an arena of con¯icting and

competing states (as Hobden argues). Secondly, power differentiation,

or the uneven spread of military capacity among states (Waltz's third

tier), is implicitly invoked as a central aspect of Skocpol's whole

approach, because it was the fundamental military challenge that the

stronger states posed that led on to defeat in war and social revolution in

the weaker states. Thus relatively backward France faced the more

advanced British and succumbed to military and political breakdown in

1789; backward China faced the more advanced states of the West and

suffered similarly in 1911; and the under-developed Russian state was

undermined by the more advanced German state during the First World

War and accordingly suffered social revolution in 1917.

Skocpol might point to various arguments that she has made which

seem to reject a neorealist de®nition of the international system. Thus in

chapter 1 she speci®es that the inter-state system is interdependent with
the international economy and that neither are reducible to the other,

which suggests a potentially non-realist approach. But this is little more

than a red herring, because she argues throughout the book, as does

Gilpin, that a state's position within the international economy is
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important only insofar as it enables or hinders that state from engaging

in military competition. The international economic system does not

acquire any causal autonomy in her approach, and remains outside of

her theoretical framework (see also Hobden 1998: 88±90). In short, her

implicit de®nition of the international system is precisely equivalent to

that found in Waltz.

But the litmus test for this claim is whether the state as an agent in IR

drops out as an independent variable. This can be rephrased: does

Skocpol succeed in `bringing the state back in', as she claims to have

done (thereby implying a non-realist approach)? Surely it could be

argued that her theory of the state is non-realist because, for her, the

state responds to class pressures as well as international anarchy?

Indeed, she conceptualises the state as `Janus-faced' ± as having a dual

anchorage in domestic socio-economic relations on the one hand, and

the inter-state system on the other (Skocpol 1979: 32). Thus when

de®ning the state she quotes Otto Hintze, to the effect that two

phenomena above all condition `the real organization of the state. These

are, ®rst, the structure of social classes, and second, the external

ordering of the states ± their position relative to each other, and their

over-all position in the world' (Hintze 1975: 183, cited in Skocpol 1979:

30±1, and 22, 29). Moreover, Skocpol would claim that she accords the

state signi®cant causal autonomy.

But I argue that while Skocpol opens up the `black-box' of state and

state±society relations, unlike Waltz, she does so in a way that is entirely

congruent with Gilpin's `modi®ed neorealism'. As with Gilpin, a state's

domestic agential power or autonomy, as well as state±society relations,

are only intervening variables; that is, they are salient in her analysis only

to the extent that they enable or prevent a state from conforming to

anarchy and military competition. Thus high domestic agential power or

institutional autonomy promotes adaptability, low domestic autonomy

creates maladaptability. That is, states and states' domestic autonomy

are reduced to the `primitive' structure of anarchy. State autonomy and

class forces therefore, enable or constrain state adaptability, but they do

not de®ne state behaviour ± that is left to the anarchic political system.

For Skocpol, as for Waltz `[t]he game one has to win is de®ned by the

[anarchic] structure that determines the kind of player who is likely to

prosper' (Waltz 1979: 92, 128). Thus despite all the talk about state

autonomy and state±society relations, re¯ected especially in the ®rst

part of Skocpol's de®nition of the state, it is ultimately all for nothing

because the state is squarely reduced to the requirements of inter-

national anarchy. As in Waltz, the state is but a mere passive victim of

exogenous anarchy. Thus while Skocpol criticises Marxists for reducing
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the state to class interests, I suggest that she is also guilty of reduc-

tionism because she reduces the state to anarchy.

Surely, however, she succeeds in bringing `class variables' into the

analysis, because she argues that social revolutions occur only when

peasant class forces mobilise against the state in response to adverse

socio-economic circumstances. But the central argument of her chapters

4±6 is that the revolutions which began as class revolts against the noble

dominant classes were hijacked by political elites which emerged during

the revolutions. The key point is that these political elites did not ful®l

or meet the requirements of revolutionary classes; rather, such classes

were in effect used and mobilised by these political elites as they sought

to centralise and enhance state capacity. Moreover, the revolution was

ultimately crucial only because it undermined the social fetters that had

made the state vulnerable to external attack in the ®rst place. The ®nal

outcome of each revolution was a more centralised state which had

suf®cient domestic agential power or autonomy to push through reforms

against weakened social groups in society, so as to make the state more

competitive internationally (Skocpol 1979: 161±2). Revolutionary class

movements turn out to be the unwitting agents of centralising political

elites ± they are functional to the enhancement of state capacity. This

logically implies that class pressures have no determining in¯uence on

the state. Moreover, perhaps the central lesson of Skocpol's theory of

social revolution is that states which conform to the social needs of

strong domestic noble dominant classes will fail to conform to anarchy.

Accordingly, they will be selected out by the anarchic system and

punished through defeat in war and social revolution.

Skocpol's theory nicely complements Waltz's claim that adaptive state

behaviour ± emulation and balancing ± serves to unintentionally repro-

duce the anarchic states system. This is because, for Waltz, these

adaptive processes reduce the `relative power gap' between states,

thereby preventing any one state from transforming anarchy into im-

perial hierarchy. Social revolution turns out to unintentionally repro-

duce anarchy because it serves to strengthen the state's long-term

military and political capacity, the better to conform to anarchy. Thus

revolution unintentionally enables a reduction in the relative power gap

between states because it allows even the weak states to maintain their

existence in the long run, thereby reproducing the multi-state system.

In sum, it should be clear by now that while the state is granted

varying degrees of domestic agential power or institutional autonomy,

nevertheless the state has no international agential power either to

determine the international political structure or mitigate its con-

straining logic. And given that domestic agential power or institutional
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autonomy is functional to a state's capacity to govern, and that a state's

capacity to govern is determined by its ability to conform to anarchy, it

seems fair to conclude that the state is ultimately reduced to anarchy.

Thus the oft-made critique that Skocpol rei®es the state and endows it

with too much agency or voluntarism is incorrect. For the fact is that the

state (i.e. the second tier of the international political structure) drops

out as an explanatory variable and is stripped of international agential

power. It was surely not for nothing that Skocpol (1979: 31) ironically,

though correctly, described her theory of the state as `(neo)realist', even

if she was unaware of the fatal rami®cations this would have for her

impassioned plea to `bring the state back in'. Thus in the end, Skocpol

unwittingly `kicked the state back out'.

Charles Tilly's neorealist theory of states systems change
(state formation)

Conventional understanding among IR scholars assumes that neore-

alism, especially in its Waltzian format, is unable to provide a theory of

international change not least because of its emphasis on static continuity
(Cox 1986: 243±5). Speci®cally, John Ruggie famously argued that by

`dropping' the second tier ± the differentiation of the units (i.e. the state

and state±society relations), Waltzian neorealism is unable to explain

`systems change', especially the transition from one form of states

system to another (or what sociologists simply refer to as `state forma-

tion'). This is because if the second tier drops out as an independent

variable, and there is no change in the ®rst variable (anarchy exists in

both systems), this leaves only the third ± the distribution of capabilities.

And since no change is discernible there, Ruggie argues that Waltz is

unable to explain the rise of the modern sovereign state system (Ruggie

1986: 141±52; Ruggie 1998: 132±3, chapters 5, 7). Accordingly,

Ruggie concludes that neorealism `contains only a reproductive logic,

but no transformational logic' (Ruggie 1986: 152). But from our dis-

cussion so far, it should be clear that, contra Ruggie, neorealism can
explain historical systems change. We noted in chapter 2 that Gilpin is able
to explain historical systems change by invoking anarchy (the ®rst tier)

as the independent variable. For Gilpin, the anarchic system required

states to adapt from feudal heteronomy to sovereignty in order to resolve

®scal crisis brought on by spiralling international military costs between

1550 and 1660. By implication, Waltz's emphasis on the logic of

anarchy is also able to explain historical systems change; an ironic

conclusion given that Waltz missed this point in his defence against

Ruggie's critique (Waltz 1986: 323±30). Perhaps nowhere is the ability
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of neorealism to explain international systems change clearer than in the

work of Charles Tilly.

Tilly charts two phases in the development of his thinking on state

formation (Tilly 1990: 11±12). The early phase covered his pioneering

edited volume The Formation of National States in Western Europe (Tilly

1975a, and 1975b, 1975c) as well as his famous piece `War Making and

State Making as Organized Crime', in Bringing the State Back In (Evans,

Rueschemeyer and Skocpol 1985). The later phase allegedly opened

with his book Coercion, Capital and European States, AD 990±1990 (Tilly

1990). In fact, I shall argue that while the approach of his second phase

succeeds in adding empirical sensitivity to his earlier work, it never-

theless remains con®ned within the same neorealist problematic of the

early phase. And, overall, I conclude that Tilly, like Skocpol, Gilpin and

Waltz, effectively `kicks the state back out' by denying it any inter-

national agential power to shape the international political structure, let

alone mitigate its constraining logic.

Two Tillys or one? A neorealist theory of systems change

In his 1990 book Tilly set out to overcome what he saw as the chief

limitation of the argument made in his earlier work (found especially in

his collaborative volume, 1975a). The principal limitation as he now

saw it was that in his earlier work he had paradoxically formulated a

unilinear path of state formation: `paradoxically', because by specifying a

single path that all states followed ± one which ran from war to

extraction and repression to state formation ± Tilly and his colleagues

had merely substituted a new unilinear story for the old traditional one

(Tilly 1990: 11±12). The central rationale for his 1990 work was to

describe and account for variations in state formation so as to overcome

the problem of unilinearity. The objective here was to produce a complex
or dual/non-reductionist theory of state formation in which two logics ±

capital and coercion ± variously interact to produce different paths of

state formation. Put in `sociological' or `IR speak', Tilly is implicitly

trying to produce a complex approach that would go beyond the

parsimony of neorealism (as well as Marxism, WST and liberalism) ±

although he never put it as such. But I argue that he failed to produce

such a complex theory and in fact succeeded only in reproducing a

reductionist neorealist logic, not least because his central question

implied a neorealist answer (to which I return below).

Figure 6.1 (p. 177) depicts the remarkable similarities between the

analyses of Skocpol, Gilpin and Tilly. Like Gilpin and Skocpol, Tilly

subscribes to a `military-adaptive' theory of the state, in which the



Figure 6.3 Tilly's neorealist theory of the passive `military-adaptive/maladaptive' state in long-run state formation
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state's principal task is to adapt, or conform to the logic of anarchy (i.e.

international military competition between states).

Tilly's overall theory is summarised in ®gure 6.3 (which precisely

mirrors Gilpin's theory of the rise and decline of the great powers and

state formation, as shown in ®gure 2.4, see p. 34). In line with Gilpin

and Skocpol, Tilly adds a set of intervening variables which supplement

the basic causal variable of anarchy. These comprise: (1) varying

domestic agential state power or institutional state autonomy; (2)

internal social fetters (the power of dominant agrarian and capitalist

classes); (3) the agrarian nature of the economy. For Tilly, the logic of

anarchy is the basic variable. Thus states must upgrade their economies

and administrations in order to increase taxation so as to conform to

anarchy. In order to enhance taxation, states must centralise their

power. To achieve this, states must enjoy high domestic agential power

or autonomy in order to push through the required domestic reforms

against the resistance put up by the various domestic fetters. Failure to

conform leads to defeat in war and decline or even extinction.

Tilly's central question is in two parts, the ®rst of which reads: `what

accounts for the great variation over time and space in the kinds of

states that have prevailed in Europe since AD 990?' (Tilly 1990: 32, 54,

63, 190). This leads him to account for short-term variations in state

formation trajectories. Tilly sets out to overcome the `problem of

unilinearity' by specifying three distinct paths or routes of state forma-

tion: the `coercion-intensive', the `capital-intensive' and the `capitalised-

coercive'. It is primarily at this point of his analysis that the varying

con®gurations of capital and coercion become important. Thus one

group of states employed a coercive-intensive path which included

Russia, Hungary, Serbia, Sweden and Brandenburg. In these countries

there was a distinct lack of either capital or commercialised production

and trade. Here rulers sought to pacify the noble±aristocratic dominant

class initially through violence (e.g. in Russia under Ivan III and Ivan IV,

in the period 1462±1584), and later by making the nobility dependent

on state service for their livelihood. A lack of concentrated capital forced

rulers to use large doses of coercion against society in order to extract

or, more accurately, squeeze, the required revenues for successful war-

making. As a result, an absolutist despotic state emerged with a large

bulky administrative structure (1990: 137±43).

The second route is characterised as `capital-intensive', which in-

cluded Venice, Genoa and the Dutch Republic (as well as various other

urban confederations). The abundance of capital and merchants meant

that rulers could easily extract taxation, such that the use of coercion

was not necessary. Accordingly, no coercion under conditions of strong
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concentration of capital led to small or `thin' state institutions. However,

in the process rulers became dependent on capitalists, such that capital

came to dominate the state (1990: 143±51). The third route ± the

`capitalised-coercive' ± was characterised by states that held a balance

between capital and coercion, typi®ed by Britain and France. It is the

discussion of this path that is most crucial to Tilly's overall theory of

state formation. The capitalised-coercive path proved to be the most

effective in terms of meeting international competition, and hence

adapting to anarchy.

Thus far it would seem that Tilly has gone beyond the `unilinear' and

reductionist approach of his earlier work, in that different concentrations

of capital and coercion explain different short-term trajectories of state

formation. But it is the second part of his central question that really

gives the game away: that despite the short-run variations in state

formation, nevertheless he asks, `why did European states eventually

converge on different variants of the national state?' (1990: 32, 54, 63,

190). It is particularly at this point that the teleology and reductionism

of his neorealist approach becomes apparent. For he argues that capital-

intensive structures held their own for centuries `until the sheer scale of
war with nationally recruited armies and navies overwhelmed their

ef®cient but compact military power (1990: 151, emphasis mine). And

because of the massive costs of war, by the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries, the large scale commercial and industrial states began to

militarily prevail within the international states system (1990: 15, 28,

63±6, 83±4, 187±91). That is, capital-intensive states lasted until the

scale of war costs out¯anked them and rendered them maladaptive.

Moreover, it was not simply the lack of scale that mattered. A major

reason why Venice and other capital-intensive states failed to adapt and

develop was because they had insuf®cient domestic agential power to

centralise state power against the various domestic fetters (1990: 160).

Coercion-intensive states also had insuf®cient domestic agential power

or autonomy to move against the nobles. Strong nobles acted as fetters

to state formation because they failed to pass on much of the tax

revenues that they had collected from the peasantry, thus starving the

central state of suf®cient revenues to wage successful war. At the

extreme Poland, with its low domestic agential power in the face of a

strong noble class, was selected out by the system to be tragically

absorbed by its Russian, Austrian and Prussian neighbours (Tilly 1990:

139; 1975b: 44). By contrast, the capitalised-coercive states were better

able to adapt to the increasing costs of war because of their greater scale,

as well as their higher domestic agential state power and high concentra-

tion of capital.
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It should by now be apparent that Tilly has developed a reductionist

neorealist explanation of state formation, in which the states that could

adapt to anarchy and international military competition survived and

developed (i.e. the capitalised-coercive states), while maladaptive states

(i.e. capital-intensive and coercion-intensive forms) were unable to

conform to anarchy and were accordingly rendered obsolete. Moreover,

at this point Tilly, without realising it, contradicts a major aspect of his

argument. He asserts throughout the book that state formation occurs

as an unintended consequence of war-making; that state formation was

never designed or engineered by rational states (also 1975c: 633±6).

But it is apparent that intentional `emulation' is, as in Waltz, a vital

aspect of Tilly's actual model. Thus he argues that although individual

states followed different short-term paths, in the long run all states that

survived did so because they had emulated the successful practices of the

leading (capitalised-coercive) states. As he put it `[d]riven by the

pressures of international [military] competition . . . all three paths

eventually converged on concentrations of capital and coercion . . .

From the seventeenth century onward the capitalized-coercion form

proved more effective in war, and therefore provided a compelling model
for states that had originated in other combinations of coercion and

capital' (1990: 31, emphasis mine). Moreover, elsewhere, he approv-

ingly cites the neorealist George Modelski, to the effect that states must

`imitate' the successful practices of the leading great powers (1985:

185). Some 300 years of `adaptive emulation' as the basis of state

formation clearly implies a very high degree of `engineering' and

`intentionality' on the part of rulers!

In sum, we can see that there is after all only one Tilly. Thus while he

can indeed account for different state formation trajectories in the short

run, nevertheless, in the long run it is the state's ability to adapt to a

single logic ± that of international military competition under anarchy ±

that accounts for the ®nal outcome of state formation: the capitalised-

coercive `national state'. In the long run, then, as in neorealism, warfare

dictated a system of `like-units'.

Tilly's neorealist theory of the state and IR
As in his earlier work Tilly implicitly invokes Waltz's de®nition of the

international political structure. Thus he differentiates China from

Europe in that the former was an imperial state system with one centre,

whereas `[i]n Europe, fragmentation into multiple competing states has

prevailed over all of the last millennium' (1990: 128, 4, 23). And

`national states always appear in competition with each other . . . they

belong to [an anarchic system] of states' (1990: 23). Moreover, Tilly
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describes the system of states as one whose `operation [or logic]

constrains the actions of its members' (1990: 37). Thus anarchy and the

competitive drive between states accounts for state formation in Europe.

Conversely, the imperial (single) state system of China accounts for that

state's failure to develop into a modern centralised form. It is clear that

Tilly is implicitly invoking Waltz's `®rst tier' (the ordering principle of

anarchy). Moreover, the central recurring argument is that the dominant

great powers `set the terms of war, and their form of state became the

predominant one in Europe', precisely because they held a superiority in

war capability (1990: 15). Thus the more powerful states provide a

compelling model for the others to emulate. Here Tilly is implicitly

invoking Waltz's third tier (power differentiation). In short, Waltz's ®rst

and third tiers form the very foundation or sub-structure of his whole

analysis. However, Steve Hobden might dispute this claim, because he

correctly points out that at various moments Tilly de®nes the inter-

national system in non-realist, or quasi-constructivist ways (Hobden

1998: 106±16). But my point is that these moments are irrelevant

precisely because they lie outside of his theory of state formation.

Moreover, Tilly further replicates Waltz's framework in another key

respect. We noted in chapter 2 that Waltz argued that adaptive state

behaviour served to unintentionally reproduce the anarchic multi-state

system. Tilly unwittingly adds state formation to this list. Thus as states

centralised their power by emulating the successful practices of the

leading states in order to conform to anarchy, so they guaranteed their

survival, thereby unintentionally securing the reproduction of the multi-

state system. Moreover, the anarchic system naturally selects out the

weaker species of states (e.g. Poland), thus serving to reduce the `relative

power gap' between the surviving states, thereby ensuring the continued

reproduction of the anarchic states system.

But the central question is: does Tilly (like Skocpol, Waltz and

Gilpin) drop the second tier (state±society relations) as an independent

causal variable, and thereby `kick the state back out'? While Tilly very

clearly opens up the `black-box' and produces a very detailed and

careful examination of state±society relations, nevertheless state and

society are brought in only as intervening variables. Essentially, differ-

ences in state±society relations ± that is, differences in the mix between

capital and coercion at the domestic level ± can indeed explain why

there are, in the early stages of state formation, at least three different

paths or variants. But the crucial point is that in the long run it is the logic

of the anarchic international system (the ®rst and third tiers) that

explains why all states eventually converge on the (capitalised-coercive)

national state form. As with Skocpol, Tilly invokes a neorealist theory of
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the adaptive and maladaptive state to explain state formation and, like

Gilpin, adds in a further set of intervening variables, of which a state's

level of domestic agential power is the most important and class and

economic fetters are secondary. That is, the higher the institutional

autonomy or the domestic agential power of the state to overcome

domestic fetters that resist state formation strategies employed by rulers,

the greater its ability is to centralise state power and enhance tax-

revenue accumulation (i.e. successful state formation). In turn, suc-

cessful state formation enables the state to conform to international

military competition (Tilly 1975b: 21±5, 40±4, 71±4). Conversely,

maladaptive states, imbued with only low domestic agential power, were

unable to overcome domestic blockages to the enhancement of central

state power, and accordingly failed to undergo state formation. As Tilly

puts it `over the long run, far more than any other activities, war and

preparation for war produced the major components of European states.

States that lost wars commonly contracted, and often ceased to exist'

(1990: 28).

It might be replied that surely Tilly places considerable emphasis on

the logic of capital in addition to anarchy. But as with Skocpol and

Gilpin, capital is theorised only to the extent that it enables states to

adapt to anarchy. States are primarily adapting to the logic of inter-

national competition under anarchy rather than the logic of capital.

Thus, as with Waltz, Skocpol and Gilpin `[t]he game one has to win is

de®ned by the [anarchic] structure that determines the kind of player

who is likely to prosper' (Waltz 1979: 92, 128). Tilly really gives the

game away when he candidly says of his model that `in its rasher

moments . . . [®rst] state structure appeared chie¯y as a by-product of

rulers' efforts to acquire the means of war; and second . . . that relations

among states, especially through war and preparation for war, strongly

affected the entire process of state formation' (1990: 14). He was, after

all, made famous by his pithy neorealist dictum that `war made the state

and the state made war' (1975b: 42).

In sum, Tilly replicates Gilpin's neorealist conception of the state:

that states have varying degrees of domestic agential power (high or

low), but no international agential power to either shape the inter-

national realm or mitigate anarchy. And, as with Skocpol, given that

domestic agential state power or institutional autonomy is functional to

a state's capacity to govern, and that a state's capacity to govern is

determined by its ability to conform to anarchy, it seems fair to conclude

that the state is ultimately reduced to anarchy. In short, as for Waltz and

Skocpol, the state is `kicked back out' and drops out as an explanatory

variable.
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`Second-wave' WHS: a non-realist sociology of

international relations

Introduction: towards a `complex' theory of the state

Conventional understanding within IR assumes that a theory which

focuses upon long-run historical change and changing con®gurations of

state±society relations would almost by de®nition be non-realist. But

analysing state±society relations does not insulate Weberianism from the

neorealist charge. One might set out to produce a non-realist theory of

state formation and for argument's sake write a 600±page book, with

the ®rst 599 pages detailing speci®c and myriad changes at the state±

societal (second-tier) level. But if on the last page, the author were to

claim that these internal developments occurred as the state sought to

adapt or conform to international military competition and warfare, the

theory would be unequivocally neorealist. The real challenge for devel-

oping a non-realist theory is not simply to produce a theory that details

domestic changes, but to explain such developments through a number of
causal variables that cannot be reduced to the international structure. This

task takes us into the realm of what might be called `second-wave

WHS'.

Before considering `second-wave WHS', it is worthwhile explaining

why neorealist logic has proved so seductive to Tilly and especially

Skocpol, as well as more generally among many WHS scholars. An-

swering this is in fact surprisingly simple. In general, WHS scholars

originated in the discipline of sociology where the dominant paradigms

have been liberalism and Marxism. Both perspectives have been found

wanting by Weberian scholars primarily because they view the Marxist

and liberal theories of the state as reductionist. Given their perception

that the state has been marginalised within sociology, and given their

predisposition towards anti-reductionism, Weberian scholars have

sought to correct the imbalance and `bring the state (as well as geopo-

litics) back in' to the analysis and explanation of social change. Thus as

we noted, Skocpol famously sought to attribute to the state a `potential

autonomy' over class forces.

But my principal critique of Skocpol and Tilly, and of ®rst-wave WHS

more generally, has been that in trying to correct the lop-sided econo-

mistic accounts of Marxism and liberalism, they have gone too far the

other way and have (usually unwittingly) fallen back on a crude and

reductionist neorealist logic (see also Little 1994: 9±10; Buzan 1996:

60). Thus, ironically, for all the talk of states and state autonomy, neo-

Weberians have usually, albeit unwittingly, kicked the state back out
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because they reduce the state to the requirements of the anarchic international
system. In essence, for neorealists and particularly for ®rst-wave WHS

scholars, the state turns out to be little more than a transmission belt

through which geopolitics reshapes and recon®gures state structures and

state±society relations. But given that neo-Weberians are committed to

developing a non-reductionist theory of the state and of domestic

change, it is clear that ®rst-wave WHS has failed to live up to its promise.

Thus we should issue a word of warning to those IR scholars who are

looking to WHS as an avenue out of the neorealist impasse: `®rst-wave

WHS' turns out to be a pathway back into a neorealist cul-de-sac (cf.

Scholte 1993: 23). It is the dissatisfaction with the reductionist neorealist

logic of ®rst-wave WHS that has led to the calling for a `second wave' of

WHS in which the state must be genuinely `brought back in' as a power

source that cannot be reduced to any singular exogenous logic (Hobson

1998a, 1998b). The two waves can be differentiated in two key respects.

First, second-wave WHS seeks to explain not just domestic processes of

social change (as in the ®rst wave), but also international relations.

Secondly, second-wave WHS seeks to go beyond the neorealist approach

of the ®rst wave and accordingly bring the state back in as an agent in the

international realm. Thus the primary purpose of second-wave WHS is

to realise the unful®lled `promise' of ®rst-waveWHS: namely to `bring the
state back in' as an agent, but at the same time to note that states are also
constrained by structures.

Before examining the second-wave approach found in the works of

Michael Mann and John M. Hobson, it is worth noting that Mann (as

well as Hobson and many other neo-Weberians) has at times strayed

into theory and explanations that are based on neorealist logic. I think

it fair to say that there are two Manns: an early `quasi-realist Mann'

and a late `non-realist Mann'. Neorealist logic is clearly discernible in

his States, War and Capitalism (Mann 1988), as well as in signi®cant

parts of his major work, The Sources of Social Power, vol. 1 (Mann

1986), most especially his accounts of state formation and great power

decline, both of which mirror Gilpin's analysis. Nevertheless I choose

here to focus on those aspects of their work that suggest a way forward

to a non-reductionist or non-realist theory of the state and international

relations.

A general neo-Weberian theoretical framework: the shift to
`complexity'

In order to understand the non-reductionist theories of the state found

in Mann and Hobson, it is important to begin by adumbrating the basic
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tenets of Weberian historical-sociology. I have derived this from the

extensive and various writings of a broad gamut of writers, but most

especially Weber, Elias, Hintze, Mann, Collins, Runciman, Gellner and

Giddens. The most general statement that can be made is that the

approach is committed to theoretical `complexity' as opposed to `reduc-

tionism'. The tenets of such a complex approach are captured in what I

have elsewhere called the `six general principles' of WHS (Hobson

1998a: 286±96). Weberians argue that an adequate theory of the state,

and of society and international relations, must embody the following

aspects:

(1) a study of history and change
(2) multi-causality (not one but many interdependent power sources)

(3) multi-spatiality (not one but many interdependent spatial dimen-

sions)

(4) partial autonomy of power sources and actors

(5) complex notions of history and change (historicism)

(6) (non-realist) theory of state autonomy/power.
Taking each principle in turn, we note ®rst the preference for studying

historical domestic and international change. Here, neo-Weberians seek to

show that modern institutions ± social, economic and political ± are not

natural and inevitable but unique and historically contingent (cf. Cox

1986; Linklater 1998). By focusing on long-run changes in institutional

forms, WHS offers a way beyond what Robert Cox calls `problem-

solving' theory or what Hobson refers to as the `chronocentrism and

tempocentrism of IR theory' (in which IR scholars assume that present

institutions and developments are `natural', and can be adequately

explained and understood by analysing only the contemporary period,

Hobson 1997: 19).

Principle (2) emphasises `multi-causality' in which there is not one

basic source of power (or one basic causal variable) but many. Gellner

(1988) and Runciman (1989) argue for three, though Mann prefers

four. Mann's pioneering IEMP model, which speci®es four sources of

power ± ideological, economic, military and political ± insists that each

has its own partial autonomy and, though in¯uencing and mutually

structuring each other, cannot be sociologically reduced to (i.e. wholly

explained by) one single factor (Mann 1986: chapter 1; cf. Gellner

1988: 19±23; Runciman 1989: 12±20). This assumes that there are no

clear boundaries between the different power sources and actors. While

often all four power sources might equally affect social development, it

is possible that at speci®c moments one or two power sources might be

singled out as primary (though such primacy will only last for a short

period). So, for example, Mann singles out economic and military
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power as the most important in the eighteenth century, though eco-

nomic and political power were more important in the nineteenth

century (Mann 1993). The commitment to `complexity' is reinforced by

principle (3) which emphasises `multi-spatiality', in which the various

spatial levels ± the sub-national, national, international and global ± all

affect and structure each other, such that none are self-constituting but

are embedded in each other. In other words, each spatial dimension

cannot exist without the others, they all support each other. I refer to

this as the `dual re¯exivity' of the external and internal realms (Hobson

1997: chapter 1, 7). Thus there is no such thing as a pure `society' or

`state' or `international society' or `global society' since these realms are

mutually embedded in one another. It is this that leads Mann to

proclaim that societies (and states) `are constituted of multiple over-

lapping and intersecting sociospatial networks of power' (Mann 1986:

1). Principle (4) emphasises the `partial autonomy' of all power sources
and actors. Power actors such as states and classes are not singular or

unitary, imbued with absolute autonomy and power. Each power actor

is promiscuous (Mann 1986: 17±28), or systactic (Runciman 1989:

20±7), or polymorphous (Elias 1978: 92); each power source and actor

has multiple identities given that each is structured to some extent by

the others. In this way, neo-Weberians problematise social and political

actors as complex phenomena with multiple essences.

Principles (2±4) lead neo-Weberians to differentiate their `complex'

model of power from what they see as the fundamental limitation of

traditional theory: its utilisation of a reductionist or `base±superstruc-

ture' model (see ®gure 6.4). While some Marxist and neorealist theorists

have undoubtedly gone beyond pure parsimony, Weberians usually

insist that they have utilised modi®ed parsimony rather than complexity
(see pp. 10±11 for de®nitions). The Weberian approach can be dia-

grammatically represented as a complex set of overlapping matrices of

power (see ®gure 6.4). No one power source is self-constituting: all

power sources and actors as well as the various spatial dimensions are

not independent but are interdependent and require each other for their

existence (cf. Strange 1988: 24±34). In this formulation, the nature and

identities of all actors are no longer static or ®xed and pre-ordained by a

single structure; they are rather highly malleable, with multiple identities.

Just as global space can be envisaged as a cobweb of complex and

multiple interactions (Burton 1972: 16) so for WHS, power actors are

not akin to billiard balls but entwine; and they do not clash in dramatic

ways, but more mundanely `interweave' within a complex cobweb (cf.

Elias 1978: chapter 1, and 79±99, 154). Power sources and actors are

recon®gured as `impure'. As Mann puts it, actors can no longer be
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Figure 6.4 The neo-Weberian `complex' model of power and causality
compared with the Weberian depiction of traditional theory
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likened to `billiard balls, which follow their own trajectory, changing

directions as they hit each other'. Rather `[t]hey entwine, that is their

interactions change one another's inner shapes as well as their outward

trajectories' (Mann 1993: 2). Thus a change in one power source

necessarily stimulates changes in all of the others. Equally, the overlaps

of the power sources can expand and contract. One example of this

(found in the work of Mann and Hobson, see below) is their claim that

the more political power (the state) overlaps or is embedded within

economic and social power, the stronger the state and society become

(e.g. early twentieth century Britain). Conversely, the more the overlap

contracts between the two (i.e. the greater the isolation of the state from

the economy and society), the weaker both state and society become

(e.g. Tsarist Russia).

Principle (5) emphasises complex notions of change, such that history is

not subject to continuity and repetition, but is subject to sudden and

often random discontinuities, as the various sources of power interact to

produce unintended consequences of action. Most importantly, social

development is not pre-ordained and unilinear. Rather, `the sources of

social power are `̀ tracklaying vehicles'' ± for the tracks do not exist

before the direction is chosen ± laying different gauges of track across

the social and historical terrain' (Mann 1986: 28). In place of neorea-

lism's `continuity' problematic, WHS argues that both societies and

international politics are best understood as `immanent orders of

change' (Elias 1978: 149).

This all culminates in principle (6) which emphasises a non-realist
theory of the state and state power. Many scholars assume incorrectly that

neorealism has no theory of the state, and that WHS is of interest

because it can provide one. This is incorrect on both counts: not only

does neorealism have a theory of the state, but it is one that is precisely

equivalent to that of ®rst-wave WHS. The real problem with neorealism

is not that it fails to develop a theory of the state, but that such a theory

fails to attribute international agential capacity to the state. By contrast,

second-wave WHS can provide a synthesis of `agency and structure', by

demonstrating that structures constitute states and that states-as-agents

also constitute structures. When listed on p. 194 above, `non-realist' was

bracketed. This is because most neo-Weberians do not explicitly seek to

produce a non-realist theory of state power and autonomy. But I argue

that failure to produce a non-realist theory of international agential state

power undermines the whole neo-Weberian enterprise. Why? First,

failure to do so effectively negates the important Weberian commitment

to `bring the state back in' as an agent (i.e. without reducing it to an

exogenous power source), since in ®rst-wave WHS the state is reduced
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to the structure of the international political system. And, secondly,

failure to produce a non-realist theory of the state ultimately contradicts

the fundamental Weberian commitment to complexity, as outlined in the

six principles of WHS. This is because reducing the state to anarchy

leads away from complexity back to the parsimonious `base±superstruc-

ture' model. More generally it can quite legitimately be asked: if WHS

cannot provide an alternative to neorealism, why should IR scholars

turn away from the (neorealist) status quo? (Hobden 1998: 11). The next

section outlines a `second-wave' approach which not only produces a

non-realist theory of agential state power, but also retains the full

integrity of all six principles of the general Weberian approach.

Michael Mann's non-reductionist theory of state power: the
`polymorphous' state

I begin with a discussion of Mann's theory of the state found in his

second volume of The Sources of Social Power (Mann 1993), and supple-

ment it with the argument found in chapter 1 of States, War and
Capitalism (Mann 1988). None of the theories of the state examined in

this book thus far have sought to problematise the speci®c domestic

powers of the state. This is Mann's ®rst task.

In his 1988 work, he argued that standard statist theory envisages

state autonomy (which is equivalent to the notion of high domestic

agential state power or institutional state autonomy used throughout

this volume), as a `zero-sum contest' between state and society. This is

captured in his notion of `despotic power' which refers to `the range of

actions which the elite is empowered to undertake without routine,

institutionalized negotiation with civil society groups' (Mann 1988: 5).

But he argues that there is another form of state power that has been

ignored by standard statism ± what he calls `infrastructural power'. This

refers to `the capacity of the state to actually penetrate civil society, and

to implement logistically political decisions throughout the realm'

(Mann 1988: 5, 1993: 55). For Mann, infrastructural capacity is

`power-neutral' in that it does not imply a contest between state and

social actors in which one wins out at the other's expense. But one of

Mann's major points is that a state has high governing capacity to the

extent that it can realise its policies by being able to reach into society.

Conventional theory assumes that traditional states were strong because

they had relatively high despotic power. But Mann argues that such

states were in fact feeble: monarchs could indeed roar `off with his

head', but if the person wasn't in range, there was little that the

monarchs could do to enforce their arbitrary whims (Mann 1988: 5). In
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practice, traditional states were unable to rule directly, and had to rely

on the nobles (i.e. territorial federalism, or what Anderson, 1974, calls

parcellised sovereignty). By contrast, most modern states have insignif-

icant despotic power but enjoy high infrastructural reach into society,

enabling them to govern more directly and, therefore, far more effec-

tively than their `brash' predecessors.

In his 1993 volume, Mann develops this approach much further. He

begins by differentiating two types of statism: `true elitism' and `institu-

tional statism'. True elitism, characteristic of ®rst-wave WHS and

neorealism envisages, ®rst, a uni®ed and coherent state elite, which

implements an unproblematic and singular conception of the national

interest (i.e. military survival). Secondly, true elitism views the state as

autonomous to the extent that it confronts and con¯icts with social actors

within civil society, which is generally equivalent to what Mann calls

`despotic power'. Against this neorealist/elitist theory of the state he

offers an `institutional statist' approach, the essence of which is, ®rst,

that `the state' cannot be conceived of as a rational coherent entity that

acts according to a single rationality (e.g. capitalist, or militarist, or

democratic or patriarchal, etc.), but is a complex phenomenon that is

fractionated with multiple identities (as captured in Mann's theory of

the `polymorphous' state, see below). And, secondly, domestic agential

state power or autonomy is not something which is used against society
(as is conventionally assumed), but implies cooperation with social

actors. It is important to note, however, that Mann's notion is different

from the common understanding of institutional statism. For example,

it is generally thought that Skocpol is one of the chief proponents of

institutional statism (e.g. Pierson 1996: 89±91). But in Mann's usage of

the term, Skocpol's early (though not later) work would be located

within `true elitism', given her equation of state autonomy with despotic

power.

A revised theory of domestic agential state power or autonomy
The notion of state power as embodied in collective/cooperative rela-

tions with society is captured in Mann's later de®nition of infrastructural

power. In his 1988 book, `infrastructural power' was understood merely

as a technical or logistical capacity, or reach into civil society (Mann

1988: 5, 1986: 170, 477). But in his 1993 volume, it is rede®ned as

power through or with, as opposed to power against or over society. Now

`[i]nfrastructural power is a two-way street: [i]t also enables civil society

parties [i.e. interest groups] to control the state, as Marxists and

pluralists emphasize' (1993: 59). This contrasts with Giddens' notion of

the `surveillance' powers of the state, which implies a degree of despotic
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power in which a strong state is able to manipulate society; a power that

is present in democratic societies but is maximised under totalitarian

regimes (Giddens 1985: chapter 11). For Mann, despotic and infra-

structural power are mutually exclusive. The source of a state's domestic

autonomy rests in the ability of the state to link with, rather than against,

strong social power forces. Throughout the book, Britain and Prussia

are viewed as the strongest states owing to their embeddedness within

their respective dominant classes (Mann 1993: chapters 4, 6, 8, 13).

This is a critical move in the shift to a non-reductionist theory of

domestic agential state power or autonomy, because it links state power

with society, such that the state cannot be reduced to the system of

states, but also responds to and grounds itself in domestic socio±class

relations.

This is re¯ected in Mann's latest de®nition of the modern state. In his

earlier work he reproduced the classic Weberian de®nition of the modern

state which constitutes: (1) a differentiated set of institutions and per-

sonnel embodying (2) centrality in the sense that political relations radiate

outwards from the centre to cover (3) a territorially demarcated area over

which it exercises (4) a monopoly of authoritative binding rule-making,
backed up by a monopoly of the means of physical violence (Mann 1988:

5; cf. Weber 1978: 54±6). However, in Mann's 1993 discussion, this

de®nition has been subtly but dramatically reworked. Points (1) and (3)

remain the same but points (2) and (4) now read: `(2) centrality in the

sense that political relations radiate to and from a center'; and that the

state holds `(4) some degree of authoritative, binding rule-making, backed

up by some organized physical force' (Mann 1993: 55, emphases mine).

Thus political relations also radiate into the centre from civil society (as well
as outward from the state), and the state has been substantially down-

graded, having only `some degree', as opposed to a dual `monopoly' of

authoritative binding rule-making and violence. Mann does this because

he believes that states cannot be reduced to military power, and also

because he is seeking to bring the impact of social forces into the

de®nition of the modern state (1993: chapters 3, 11±14).

All this does not imply, however, that the state can be wholly reduced

to class or social interests. The key that unlocks this new theoretical

universe is Mann's emphasis on collective power as opposed to distribu-

tive/zero-sum power: that is, power is at its most effective when it is

developed in a collective or cooperative setting. In this formulation,

state power and social/class power advance together, collectively. Thus it

is not a non-sequitur to argue that states are autonomous even when they

cooperate with the dominant class. This notion of social embeddedness

is examined further in chapter 13, where Mann produces an account of
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bureaucratisation that adds a twist to the conventional Weberian

account. Following Weber, neo-Weberians have generally argued that

the modern state is institutionally differentiated from society, such that the

state follows a public or formal/instrumental rationality that is distinct

from the substantive or value rationality found in the private sphere of

civil society (Poggi 1978; Weber 1978: 978±90; Evans 1995). It is this

institutional separation from society which is thought by most Weber-

ians to be the source of autonomous state power. But Mann argues that

as late as 1914 (and even today), state administrations were not wholly

insulated, but had a strong element of social power. In 1914, noble class

power and aristocratic values seeped into administrations, especially

with respect to the making of foreign policy (Mann 1993: chapter 13,

and 49±51, 69±75, 419±26, 749±57), thus opening up the way for a

part-constructivist theory of the state, as Hobden also points out

(Hobden 1998: 135±41). In contrast to conventional Weberian theory,

Mann argues that the infusion of social power and values within the

bureaucracy was a source of strength not weakness: `[w]hether states

could act effectively and cohesively depended as much on of®cials being

embedded in and expressing the national cohesion of dominant classes

as on their own bureaucratic capacities' (1993: 474). This is all drawn

together in Mann's theory of the `polymorphous' state, which is a vital

aspect of his non-reductionist theory of domestic agential state power or

autonomy (1993: 75±88).

The state as `polymorphous'
According to Mann, traditional theory argues that the state `crystallises'

in one speci®c form ± as capitalist (Marxism), as democratic (pluralism),

as militarist (neorealism), as patriarchal (feminism), or as normative

(constructivism). But, for Mann, the state does not crystallise consis-

tently as one but as many forms. This emerges from the assumption that

the state is situated within a complex multi-power universe (which is

derived from Weberian principles (2) and (3) mentioned above). The

state crystallises at the centre of a number of these complex power

networks. It `crystallises' in a myriad of forms, the six most important

(for the period down to 1914), or what Mann calls `higher-level crystal-

lisations' comprising: capitalist, militarist, representative, national, ideo-

logical±moral and patriarchal forms of power. In line with realists,

Mann accepts that states responded to international military competi-

tion; in line with Marxists, that these states were also capitalist; in line

with feminists, that these states were also patriarchal; and implicitly in

line with constructivists, that social identities and norms also in¯uence

the state.
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Some non-Weberian critics would then ask their standard (reduc-

tionist) question: which of these power forms is the most important

(inherently assuming that one source of power must be more important

than all others)? In short, they would want Mann to choose one as the

most signi®cant. The major point that Mann seeks to make is that the

problem lies in the question. The answer is that none of these crystal-

lisations can be singled out as primary: the search for primacy, like the

quest for the holy grail, is futile. The rejection of an `ultimate crystal-

lisation' model of the state, or equally of domestic and international

relations, derives from the second general principle (multi-causality),

which posits that there is not one source of power that is ultimately

determining, but four, none of which can be reduced to the others (see

®gure 6.4). Secondly, power actors and power sources rarely clash in

`head-on confrontation' mainly because they mutually structure each

other. Accordingly, such `promiscuity' implies that states will rarely have

to make an ultimate choice between the different sources of power or

power actors. In this way, partially autonomous states are constituted

through a multiplicity of partially autonomous non-state power sources

± economic, ideological/normative and military ± just as partially auton-

omous non-state actors and structures are constituted through politics

(the state), economics, geopolitics and ideology/norms.

In the process, state and social theory become radically transformed.

No longer do we need to search for a single state identity, nor do we

need to reduce all politics to a single or primary essence. We can now

envisage multiple state identities. Thus `[t]oday, the American state

might crystallize as conservative±patriarchal±Christian one week when

restricting abortion rights, as capitalist the next when regulating the

savings and loans banking scandal, as a superpower the next when

sending troops abroad for other than national economic interests'

(Mann 1993: 736). The problem now is to analyse how the state shapes

the other power sources, as well as how they in turn shape the state. So,

for example, by 1914 states employed their power to coordinate social

and economic life, in the process territorialising or `caging' social actors,

thereby subtly transforming their interests and identities into national±

territorial conceptions (1993: chapter 8). Here the in¯uence of the state

upon capitalism was not to undermine it in head-on con¯ict, but to

subtly rede®ne notions of capitalist interest. Thus capitalism and `capi-

talist interests' are not self-constituting and de®ned in pure terms by the

MOP (as in Marxism). The developmental path of capitalism was subtly

`retracked' in new directions by the state and geopolitics. Moreover in

chapters 17±19 Mann argues that the actions and behaviour of the

working class and peasantry were also shaped in signi®cant ways by the
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particular form of state ± what he earlier called `ruling class strategies'

(1988: chapter 7). As he put it `[t]hese [class] interactions were not like

billiard ball collisions . . . [C]lasses . . . entwined `̀ non-dialectically''

with authoritative political crystallizations, thus helping to shape one

another. Actors' very identities and interests were changed behind their

backs by the unintended consequences of [state] action' (Mann 1993:

725). Again, class interests could not simply be `read off' from the mode

of production, because they were subtly retracked by all manner of non-

economic forces, especially the state.

But Mann does not fall back on a crude political reductionism, as

some of his critics have charged (e.g. Scholte 1993: 23, 96, 101±2; Fuat

Keyman 1997: 73). For the state cannot be conceptualised as a rational

autonomous entity imbued with a single essence, because capitalism

also retracked the development of the modern state. Moreover, aristo-

cratic normative values held by bureaucrats, and especially statesmen

and diplomats, helped channel and construct the state's foreign policy

choices (Mann 1993: 49±51, chapters 8, 21). In addition, the develop-

ment of the modern state was in¯uenced after 1700 not just by war and

capitalism but also by working-class movements and party democracy,

to emerge by 1914 as a more complex `diamorphous' entity': part

military and part civilian (1993: chapters 13±14). In sum, Mann

conceives of the state as having varying degrees of domestic agential

state power. Moreover, states and their varying relations with society

also autonomously impact upon and affect international relations

(1993: chapter 21, 1996). It is this point that provides the starting point

for Hobson's work.

John M. Hobson's `non-realist theory of international agential state
power': resolving the `agent±structure dichotomy'

Although Mann does analyse IR, he is primarily interested in developing

a non-reductionist theory of the state and applying this to understanding

domestic social change. The central objective of my book, The Wealth of
States (1997) is to speci®cally develop a `non-realist theory of (inter-

national agential) state power' and apply this to international relations.

Thus I set out to develop a neo-Weberian approach that, in contrast to

®rst-wave WHS, could not be likened to a `neorealist wolf dressed up in

sociological sheep's clothing'. I argue that the key problem with neore-

alism is not that it fails to develop a theory of the state, but rather that its

theory of the state is inadequate because it denies the state any agential

power in the international system. This is because for Waltz (1979) the

`second tier' of the international political structure (i.e. the state and
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state±society relations) is purposefully omitted, or `dropped' as an

independent variable, thereby stripping the state of international agen-

tial power. Accordingly, neorealism rei®es international structure at the

expense of state-agency. A corollary of this is that neorealism also utilises

what I see as the defunct `base±superstructure' model of power and

causality. What is needed is a complex approach that brings the state as

an agent into international relations: an approach that reintegrates the

partially autonomous state alongside partially autonomous non-state

actors/structures within a complex social universe.

Neorealism in all its variants separates the state from society, such that

the state acquires absolute levels of domestic agential power or autonomy

from social actors. It is true that Gilpin and Krasner talk about varying

state±society relations, unlike Waltz, but domestic class interests are

understood only as fetters that impede the state from adequately

conforming to anarchy. For them, a strong state must achieve autonomy

over, or insulation from, social interests in order to conform to inter-

national anarchy. The game is still dictated by anarchy. In the process,

neorealism operationalises a `separationist' problematic that exaggerates

the importance of boundaries. Not only are states strictly separated

from each other as well as international non-state actors by non-perme-

able external sovereign edges, but there is also an invisible boundary

between state and society. Perhaps the key to my approach is to depict

states as variously embedded or integrated within domestic social

relations as well as international relations, which in turn analytically

presupposes a `breaking down' of these arti®cial boundaries. Moreover,

state strength ± the capacity to govern effectively ± can be achieved only

through a deep embeddedness within society (also Weiss and Hobson

1995; Weiss 1998). In this formulation, strong social forces do not act

merely as a constraint on domestic state agential power but also enable

or enhance state governing capacity. The paradox of my argument is

that `to bring the state into IR' as an independent agent, it is essential to

`bring society (and international society) back in'. Thus in effect, inter
alia, I trace the `social sources of state power'. In contrast to the

traditional conception of state autonomy, found in neorealism and ®rst-

wave WHS, strong social actors do not undermine state power, but can

enhance it.

But it also helps to note that this approach is quite different from

Marxism, liberalism and crude interdependence theory. As in neore-

alism, these approaches set up a problematic `either/or' logic, in that

they assume a trade-off between state power and social forces: if

international social forces are strong, state capacity is assumed to be low

or declining. I replace the binary approach of traditional theory with an
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inclusive `both/and' logic, such that strong states and strong social

forces go hand-in-hand. A non-reductionist theory of the state rejects

asking the question, `state or non-state forces', as in traditional reduc-

tionism and as in the ®rst state debate, but calls for an analysis of `state

and non-state actors'. Thus in bringing non-state forces back in, I insist

that `the state should not be kicked back out' (Hobson 1997: chapter 7).

In producing a non-realist theory of international agential state

power, I seek to operationalise all six principles of WHS and achieve

genuine complexity. In my 1997 book I used a ®scal±sociological ap-
proach which emphasises multi-causal and multi-spatial variables: speci-

®cally, economic, military and political forms of power ± class,

geopolitics and state capacity ± as well as developments occurring at the

international, national and sub-national spatial dimensions. The case

study of international trade regime change ± speci®cally the transition

from free trade to protectionism in the late nineteenth century ± requires

a ®scal±sociological approach, because I argue that states resorted to tariff

protectionism mainly to enhance tax revenues. Such a link is made on

the grounds that tariffs are a form of taxation ± speci®cally `indirect'

taxation. This case study is useful insofar as it entails an `integrative'

approach, which produces what Jarvis calls a `®t' between the multiple

power and spatial variables (cf. Jarvis 1989: 291) ± as depicted in ®gure

6.5.

State `international agential' power and international trade regime
change

In contrast to liberalism and Marxism, which argue that states raised

tariffs after 1877 in order to promote the interests of various economic

interest groups, I argue that states shifted to protectionism as they

responded to governmental ®scal crisis. Fiscal crisis emerged through a

variety of developments operating in all three spatial dimensions. Begin-

ning on the top left-hand side of ®gure 6.5, developments in the

international states system ± the rising costs of war associated with the

second military revolution ± pushed states to increase expenditures. In

addition, developments in the international economy ± the Great De-

pression after 1873 ± reduced government revenues, exacerbating ®scal

crisis. Moreover, developments at sub-national levels variously im-

pacted. In Germany, for example, the central Reich government had

become extremely dependent upon revenues from the provincial state

governments (the LaÈnder), which served to reduce the autonomy of the

executive in policy-making. Accordingly, Reich Chancellor Bismarck

sought to ®nd a new and independent source of revenue so as to reduce

this political dependency ± indirect taxes and tariffs ®tted the bill.
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Figure 6.5 John M. Hobson's `second-wave' Weberian theory of the
state and international trade regime change
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Most importantly, in contrast to neorealism, I argue that while

international geo-®scal pressures were an important determinant of

®scal crisis, nevertheless they provided only a part of the overall

explanatory schema. In addition to the various `cost-push' forces that

prompted ®scal crisis, I also specify signi®cant `revenue-pull' objectives

on the part of states. It is a vital part of the argument that `incoming'

cost-push pressures emanating from the international system were

refracted in different policy directions by each state. This was due to the

different degrees of domestic agential state capacity and varying con®g-

urations of state±society relations found in each country.

For clari®cation purposes, I analytically differentiate three categories

of state power (even though they are all linked):

(1) Governing capacity or domestic agential state power: that is, the ability

of a state to effectively govern, which is enhanced when the state is

deeply embedded within a broad range of domestic social actors.

While this shares some things in common with Peter Evans' (1995)

concept of `embedded autonomy', it also departs from it in at least

two fundamental ways. First, I argue that states are most effective

when they are embedded across a broad range of social actors rather

than exclusively within the dominant class. And, second, contra
Evans' grave-digger thesis, state autonomy is not undermined in the

long run as social actors strengthen their power but is enhanced. In

the long run, Evans presupposes a zero-sum game contest of power

between social actors and the state ± a position which I argue

characterises only weak, despotic states rather than strong coopera-

tive states (cf. Weiss 1998: 34±7).

(2) More speci®cally, governing capacity is derived from the con®gura-

tion of a state's domestic institutional power, which comprises: concen-
tration, penetrative (infrastructural) power, state autonomy (state±

society relations) and despotic power.
(3) The international agential power of the state: states gain different

degrees of international agential power depending on the degree of

domestic agential power achieved. This is demonstrated in the

(1997) case study on trade regime change.

A state's trading policy is shaped by its level of domestic governing

capacity, which is in turn determined by the speci®c con®guration of its

various institutional powers. The ®rst institutional aspect of power

refers to a state's `concentration', which refers to the extent to which a

state is ®scally centralised. In federal systems the central government is

only weakly ®scally centralised. In the nineteenth century, there was a

strict ®scal division of labour between the central government and the

provincial state governments, such that the latter held a virtual mono-
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poly of direct taxation (mainly land taxes), while the former held a

virtual monopoly of indirect taxes. Accordingly, in federal systems,

central governments tended to rely on tariff protectionism for their

revenues. This helps explain why Germany, Austria, Canada, Australia,

Switzerland and the United States were protectionist. Conversely, the

central states in unitary systems (e.g. Britain and Russia) had a choice

between indirect and direct forms of revenue. Because Britain chose to

increase income taxes to provide the required revenues, it was able to

avoid indirect taxes and therefore maintain free trade. Nevertheless, the

high concentration of the state is a necessary though not suf®cient

variable, not least because `unitary' Russia (as well as Italy and France)

relied on indirect taxes and tariffs for much of its revenues. To explain

this, we need to examine the other forms of state institutional power.

Britain was able to shift to income taxation after 1842 because, ®rst, it

had high `penetrative' power (the ability to reach into society in order to

extract and collect taxation), which is a vital pre-requisite for an income

tax. Tsarist Russia lacked such power, which blocked the introduction

of an income tax. Secondly, the most important factor was a state's

autonomy: that is, the degree to which the state was broadly embedded

in society. Why was Britain able to maintain free trade from 1846 down

to the First World War? This was possible, ®rst, because ®scal crisis did

not emerge until the turn of the twentieth century (unlike for much of

continental Europe). But when the ®scal crunch ®nally arrived, the

British state responded by increasing the income tax. This was possible

only because the Liberal government, unlike the despotic Russian

government, was deeply embedded in both the dominant capitalist class and
the working classes. This enabled the state to play off the two classes in

order to enhance its various interests in the domestic and international

settings. By funding the new Dreadnought and old age pensions'

expenditures through higher income taxes levied upon the richest

groups in society, the government maintained working-class consent for

its policies. The key point, though, is that the state had the dominant

classes over a barrel because it could play off their contradictory `poly-

morphous' interests. Because the dominant classes wanted free trade for

their commercial ventures, but indirect taxation (i.e. tariffs) for personal

tax reasons, they could not have it both ways: either they would have to

accept higher income taxation if they wanted free trade (i.e. the `®scal

price' of the Liberal government's policy package), or accept tariff

protectionism if they wanted lower personal tax rates (i.e. the `trading

price' of the opposition Conservative party's policy package). In the end

the Liberal government won out, and went against the long-run ®scal

interests of the dominant classes, but retained their (grudging) consent
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by maintaining their trading interests through free trade. This contrasts

with the Russian state. In seeking to maximise its despotic power,

autocracy repressed both the dominant and subordinate classes through

indirect taxes, and therefore resorted to protectionism.

Finally, moving to the bottom part of ®gure 6.5, I note the impact of

societal forces in the making of taxation and trade policy. Class forces

were an important factor in Britain's desire to maintain free trade, which

was largely supported by both the dominant and subordinate classes.

The German state, being embedded in the dominant Junker class,

raised tariffs in 1885, 1887 and 1902±6 partly to meet the trading

requirements of the Junkers ± as Marxists and liberals argue. Never-

theless, it would be wrong to assume in the cases of Britain and

Germany that the state acted purely in the interests of their various class-

constituencies, as Marxists argue. Like the British dominant classes in

1909, the German Junker class was cross-pressurised in 1879, wanting

free trade for commercial purposes but indirect taxes and tariffs for

personal taxation reasons. The state was able to persuade the Junkers to

accept tariff protection because of the non-commercial bene®ts that this

entailed (i.e. lower personal taxation and the development of a more

right-wing government coalition), even if this class did not favour tariffs

for commercial purposes until 1885. The state went further in the

1890s, when it lowered grain tariffs at a time when the Junkers were

clamouring for higher rates of protection. In short, embeddedness does

not entail complete subordination of the state to the needs of classes.

Thus the relationship between states and dominant classes in Britain

and Germany was competitive-cooperative (as opposed to being purely

cooperative). Moreover, Tsarist autocracy was isolated and used tariffs

against all classes, such that the state's relations with the dominant and

subordinate classes were purely competitive.
A clear paradox emerges at this point: the deeper a state's embedded-

ness is, the greater its governing capacity becomes. That is, the British

state's deep embeddedness in social networks conferred upon it greater

ability to push through its desired reforms to enhance its governing

capacity. By contrast, the partial embeddedness of the German state and

the isolation of the Russian state undermined their governing capacity.

This was because Britain's high governing capacity enabled the income

tax, which was far more ®scally productive than the indirect tax base

that Russia and Germany relied upon. This became evident during the

First World War when, in contrast to Britain, the German and Russian

states were militarily undermined and subsequently overthrown through

domestic revolution. But the central conclusion of this analysis is that

the nature of the units were fundamental variables in shaping the
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international system. The deep embeddedness (and therefore high

governing capacity) of the British state was the key to its free trade

policy; by contrast, the various degrees of isolation (and therefore the

low governing capacity) of the German and Russian states was crucial to

their choice of tariff protectionism in the international political

economy.

A `non-realist theory of international agential state power' and
international relations: towards resolving the `agent±structure'
dichotomy

The central objective of my analysis is to provide a solution to the

`agent±structure dichotomy'. International-systemic theory is capable of

producing only a `passive-adaptive' theory of the state which denies the

state any agency to determine IR. But rather than correct the imbalance

by exaggerating a state-as-agent problematic, I seek to provide a struc-

turationist synthesis of agency and structure. This is achieved by

bringing the partially autonomous state back in alongside the structures

of the MOP, world economy and international state system, and empha-

sising both the co-constitution of state and society/international society.

Thus the state resides within an international/national vortex, in which

all three spatial realms are mutually embedded such that they shape and

determine one another ± thereby providing the `®t' that Jarvis (1989)

calls for. Is this manoeuvre equivalent to merely taking the various bits

of each theory ± class, international state system, capitalist world

economy ± and sticking them altogether in some sort of arbitrary grand

synthesis? This is not the case because bringing in more variables

requires a major ontological recon®guration of the nature of the agents and

power structures. Not only do the different power and spatial realms

mutually entwine and become partially autonomous rather than abso-

lutely autonomous, but `structures' are no longer simply conceived as

anthropomorphic and `all-constraining' in nature. Structures become

double-edged, such that they `enable' as well as `constrain' state capacity.

International and national `structures' are now (re)viewed as `realms of

opportunity' as well as `realms of constraint'. In this way, domestic and

international society become partial resource pools into which states-as-

agents dip so as to enhance their power or interests in both realms.

Above all, the state is a spatially Janus-faced entity, with one face looking

to the international and global realms and the other facing the domestic

arena. This enables the state to play off the different realms and power

sources in order to enhance its multiple interests, which in turn leads to

changes in the domestic and international `spheres'.
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In typical structurationist style, the argument operates in two phases.

In the ®rst phase I bracket the agential story and focus especially on the

international realm as a `realm of constraint'. Here I focus on increasing

military costs at the international level entwined with international

economic recession, which led on to ®scal crisis. This required states to

adapt if they were to remain competitive. The strong state ± Britain ±

was able to raise the income tax through social embeddedness and

hence maintain free trade. Conversely, the weak states of Germany and

Russia had isolated relations from society (especially the lower classes)

and chose indirect taxes and tariffs. However, if we ended the story here,

we would have developed only a modi®ed neorealist argument. The next

part of the story brackets structure and focuses on agency. The story

here is that each state had its own particular domestic objectives, none

of which had anything to do with international structural forces. Here,

the international economy provided a resource pool into which states-

as-agents dipped in order to push through particular domestic reforms.

The federal `partially embedded' German state taxed international trade

to enhance its `concentration' (i.e. its ®scal and political autonomy from

the LaÈnder after 1878), as well as to enhance its despotic power by

repressing the lower classes and to promote the dominant class's ®scal

and trading requirements through regressive tariffs. The unitary `iso-

lated' autocratic Russian state sought to enhance its despotic power

domestically vis-aÁ-vis the lower and dominant classes. By contrast, the

unitary `embedded' British state was primarily interested in enhancing

its overall governing capacity. By refraining from taxing trade and

maintaining free trade, the state ± or the Liberal government ± was able

to push through the income tax against the long-term ®scal interests of

the dominant classes, thereby enhancing its ®scal/governing capacity

(given that the ®scal yield of the income tax was far superior to that of

an indirect tax base). This enabled the government to attract the

working-class vote and ensure the government's re-election in 1910.

This was accepted because the dominant classes recognised that the

price of their desired free trade was the income tax. Thus when we

combine these two stories, we move to a structurationist theory of the

state and IR, which goes beyond neorealist structuralism.

A major part of the argument is that domestic politics in¯uenced

international trade such that `domestic embeddedness' (Britain) led to

free trade, while `partial embeddedness' (Germany) or `isolation'

(Russia) led to tariff protectionism. Accordingly, Waltz might counter

this by suggesting that I have produced a `theory of foreign policy' rather

than a theory of the international system. But in reply I suggest that the

reason why tariff protectionism emerged throughout the European
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continent after 1877 was because the general threshold of state governing
capacity across all states was moderately low. Low state capacity led to a

general reliance on indirect taxes, which in turn translated into a

continental-wide shift in trade regimes from free trade to tariff protec-

tionism. Here, I argue that it is the general level of state governing

capacity that is crucial: when the general level is low, protectionism

prevails (e.g. in late nineteenth-century Continental Europe and in the

post-1945 third world); when the level is high, free trade prevails (e.g. in

the post-1945 ®rst world). Moreover, the distribution (and general

threshold) of governing capacity is substantially related to the speci®c

state±society relations within each of the units (see chapter 7 for a fuller

discussion).

In sum, therefore, two concluding points are of note. First, I argue

that Waltz's second tier must stay in. The internal properties of states as

well as state±society relations constitute important variables for ex-

plaining IR. Indeed, a state's domestic relations impact upon its

international agential power. Thus the British state enjoyed high inter-

national agential power in the early twentieth century precisely because

it had high domestic agential capacity given that it was deeply em-

bedded in a broad range of social forces domestically. This enabled it to

shift to the income tax and thereby ignore increasing indirect taxes and

tariffs. In turn, this led it to pursue the international cooperative policy

of free trade. Conversely, the German and Russian states had only low

governing capacity and were relatively isolated from domestic social

forces. Accordingly they chose regressive indirect taxes and tariffs. In

turn they had only moderate international agential power, and in

choosing to defect from cooperative trade relations with other states

followed a protectionist trading policy. The second concluding point is

that states are not passive victims of exogenous structures (i.e. TraÈger),
but are agents which not only constitute other power actors and

domestic and international structures, but are simultaneously consti-

tuted by them (for a fuller discussion of this, see chapter 7, pp.

223±35). I therefore reject the state duality of `international anarchy'

and `sovereignty' in favour of a `dynamic duo' (Hobson 1997: 272±5).

Paradoxically, therefore, the logic of this position is that if we down-

grade the ontological importance of anarchy and state sovereignty we

can reintegrate the international and national dimensions as mutually

re¯exive and thereby `bring the state and state-society complex back in'

as partially autonomous forces.

Finally, Fuat Keyman (1997: 84±5) argues that, in general, WHS is

inadequate because it fails to adequately synthesise `agency' and `struc-

ture'. In particular, he claims that the state is rei®ed as an all-powerful
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agent to the detriment of `structure'. Thus, ®rst, he claims that the

state-as-agent is rei®ed or accorded primacy over domestic structures

(cf. Risse-Kappen 1995a: 18). But second-wave WHS is able to synthe-

sise agency and structure. For Mann as well as myself, state power is

embedded within social power: state±society relations are a crucial

aspect of state agential power in the international system (also Weiss

1998). The second source of WHS' `state rei®cation', according to Fuat

Keyman, exists in the alleged tendency to view international structures

as purely `enabling', with no notion that they can `constrain' states. In

point of fact, it is the other way round: ®rst-wave WHS rei®es structure

(anarchy) at the expense of agency (states). But in second-wave WHS,

international structures are both enabling and constraining. Thus states

in the late nineteenth century were partially constrained by the inter-

state system and accordingly sought new revenues in order to meet ®scal

crisis ± a crisis which was imposed upon states in part by the structural

requirements of the international military system. But at the same time,

states could use the international economy as a `resource pool' in order

not just to meet ®scal crisis but also to push through various domestic

reforms, which satis®ed both the state as well as some classes, though

not others. In the process, the `agential' state came to restructure the

international economy. In sum, the state not only responds to structural

`requirements' at the international and domestic `level', but also uses

these realms as resource pools to recon®gure these structures. The state

is not, therefore, rei®ed as an agent at the expense of structures, but is

conceived as embedded within such structures, which partially consti-

tute and are partially constituted by the state. All this suggests what I

call the theory of the `constitutive state', which is contrasted with the

neorealist theory of the `passive-adaptive state' and the neoliberal

institutionalist theory of the pure agential state (and is pursued further

in chapter 7 ).

Discussion questions

. Why have some IR theorists recently turned towards WHS?

. How did Skocpol help promote an expansion of the boundary of HS

to incorporate IR theory?

. On what basis is it claimed in this book that Skocpol and Tilly

succeeded only in `kicking the state back out'?

. Why is it argued that `®rst-wave' WHS fails to realise the key

theoretical ambitions (namely the `six principles') of neo-Weber-

ianism?
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. What is the `polymorphous' state, and does it enable Mann to

successfully produce a non-realist and non-reductionist theory of the

state in domestic politics?

. How, if at all, does Hobson's `second-wave' theory of the constitutive
state go beyond the reductionist neorealist theory of the `adaptive

state'?

Suggestions for further reading

The best place to start for a general introduction to WHS from an IR

perspective is Hobden (1998). It is vital to note that sociologists are in

danger of being out¯anked by IR theorists `within their own backyard'.

IR theorists are able to show some of the problems that historical

sociologists can run into when they invoke the international realm but

do not suf®ciently ground their concept of the international within IR

theory. Hobden's book reveals these pitfalls (as indeed does this present

chapter). Short summary statements of WHS from an IR perspective

can be found in Jarvis (1989), Hobson (1998a), Grif®ths (1999:

233±51) and, though from a critical perspective, Cammack (1989),

Jessop (1990: 275±88) and Fuat Keyman (1997: chapter 3). Readers

might also want to review the summary literature on the `international±

national connection' (see Almond 1989) and `second image-reversed'

theory (Gourevitch 1978). For detailed accounts of the application of

WHS to IR, see Mann (1993: chapters 8, 21), Halliday (1994: chapters

4±6); Hobson (1997) and Seabrooke (2000). From the sociological side

of the `boundary', readers would do well to look at the general formula-

tions of the Weberian and neo-Weberian approaches (which also contain

much on the state), see Hintze (1975), Elias (1978, 1994), Mann

(1986, 1988, 1993), Giddens (1984, 1985), Collins (1986) and Run-

ciman (1989). The best and most succinct discussion of the rise of the

modern state is still Poggi (1978). While Skocpol (1979) remains the

classic text of `®rst-wave' WHS within Sociology, for `second-wave' state

theory within Comparative Politics and Sociology, see Mann (1993),

Evans (1995), Weiss and Hobson (1995) and Weiss (1998).
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7 Summarising and resolving the `second

state debate'

Summarising the `second state debate'

What have we learned in this book so far? I will ®rst summarise the

second state debate and extract ®ve generic `theories' of the state that

can be discerned within IR theory. I argued in chapter 1 that IR has in

fact had two `state debates' running in parallel, even though the second

state debate has remained obscured. The structure of the ®rst state

debate presents us with the orthodox view of IR theory: that neorealism

is state-centric while liberalism, Marxism and constructivism are essen-

tially `society-centric'. But I suggested in chapter 1 that this received

picture emerges because IR theorists have ignored what I have called the

`international agential power' of the state. The central message of this

book is that the ®rst state debate presents an inadequate framework for

understanding IR theory and its various approaches to the state. The

irony of the ®rst state debate is that, arguably, it is not even about the

state, given that both sides reify international structure over the state-as-

agent (i.e. the economic structure for radical pluralists and the political

structure for neorealists). Indeed, for neorealists the state is no less

imprisoned within an international structure than it is for radical

pluralists. In the end, then, both sides deny the possibility that states can

shape the international realm, or even construct policy free of inter-

national structural constraints. The second state debate goes beyond the

®rst debate, because it locates IR theory within the agent±structure

problematic.

It has been the argument of this book that when we relocate theory

within the agent±structure debate, and introduce the concept of the

international agential powers of the state, we necessarily recon®gure the

received picture of IR's approach to the state. In chapter 1 I de®ned the

international agential power of the state as the ability of the state to make
foreign policy and shape the international realm free of international-structural
requirements or the interests of international non-state actors. And at the

extreme, high international agential power refers to the ability of the state
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to mitigate the logic of inter-state competition and thereby create a cooperative
or peaceful world. Applying this concept, we see that the received wisdom

of how IR theory understands the state becomes precisely inverted.

Figure 7.1 charts the conventional position of IR theory as it applies to

the issue of the centrality of the state in IR and the autonomy of the state.

This conventional position puts neorealism at the top so to speak, and

Marxism, liberalism and constructivism at the bottom. But the second

state debate inverts this picture and effectively `turns IR theory upside

down' (see ®gure 7.2). Now neorealism (as well as WST) is at the

bottom, while some variants of constructivism and liberalism are at the

top, and postmodernism (i.e. radical constructivism) and classical- and

orthodox-Marxism are in the middle. That is, liberalism, constructi-

vism, classical realism, orthodox Marxism and second-wave WHS all

succeed in giving some international agential power to the state, while

neorealism and ®rst-wave WHS as well as world-systems theory all reify

international structure and fundamentally deny the state any inter-

national agential power. This is the surprising or counter-intuitive

conclusion of this book. But it is counter-intuitive only because IR

theorists have confused a state's domestic agential power (or institu-

tional autonomy) with a state's international agential power.

Figure 7.1 Con®guring IR theory within the `®rst state debate'
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Figure 7.2 Recon®guring IR theory within the `second state debate'



Five generic forms of state theory in IR

I noted in chapter 1 how the ®rst state debate became divided between

two fundamentally opposing and intransigent opposites. One of the

features of the second state debate, however, is that there are no longer

two intransigent opposites that slug it out in a no-holds-barred contest.

While we should be sensitive to the fact that each approach has many

variants and sub-sets (as has been discussed in chapters 2±6), never-

theless it is possible to identify (through the lens of the second state

debate), ®ve clear generic forms of state theory within the IR discipline.

I shall take each in turn before going on to consider one possible

resolution to the second state debate (pp. 223±35). These approaches

can be extracted from ®gure 7.2.

The passive-adaptive state with no international agency
Beginning at the bottom level of ®gure 7.2, we encounter international-

systemic theory, which exaggerates the centrality of international struc-

ture and denies the state international agential power. These theories

include Waltzian neorealism, modi®ed neorealism (e.g. Gilpin Krasner),

®rst-wave WHS and WST. While they all vary as to the degree of

domestic agential power that they ascribe to the state, they all ultimately

argue that states are in effect, TraÈger ± that is, passive victims of

international structure. The main difference between them lies in the

particular structure that they privilege or single out. Neorealists and

®rst-wave Weberians focus on the international anarchic political struc-

ture whereas world systems theorists privilege the capitalist world

economy (CWE). The paradox here is that it is perfectly possible to

accord the state high domestic agential power while simultaneously

denying it any agential power in the international realm (as in neore-

alism).

The domestically-adaptive state with moderate international
agential power

Moving up one level of ®gure 7.2, we come across the second type of

theory. Here the state is granted moderate international agential powers

but has only low or moderate domestic agential powers. Thus within the

domestic realm, social structure takes precedence over the state-as-

agent. The key formula here is as follows: that states must adapt or

conform to the logic of domestic structures or non-state actors, but that

in doing so, states gain a moderate degree of international agential

power. Thus for Marxists, `in the last instance' the state conforms to the

domestic needs of the dominant economic class, but that in doing so, it
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gains moderate international agential power to create a con¯ictual inter-

state system. Radical constructivists argue that states have barely any

domestic agential power in that they must conform to the logic of

representation: that states are imagined. But, again, as states engage in

normative statecraft, so they come to separate themselves from other

states. In the process, states create a violent world.

Finally, there is the marginal case of liberal functionalism which lies

on the boundary of this and the third type of state theory. By and large

liberal functionalists argue that modern `comprehensive' states have

only low domestic agency and must conform to the economic and social

needs of individuals, but that they can create the foundations for the

construction of a peaceful global order. Nevertheless functionalists fall

short of granting the state high international agential power to create a

fully peaceful international system, because ultimately the state acts as a

fetter to global peace. Thus in the long run international functionalist

agencies will out¯ank the sovereign state, rendering it increasingly

obsolete until it eventually withers away.

The domestically-adaptive state with high international agential
power

Moving to the top left-hand side of ®gure 7.2, we encounter the third

generic type of state theory. This captures those approaches which argue

that states have only low or moderate domestic agential power but have

high international agential powers. Again, within the domestic realm,

social structure takes precedence over the state, and the state is thereby

denied high domestic agential power. Classical liberalism grants the

state only very low domestic agency or institutional autonomy. That is,

it must conform or adapt to the economic and social needs of individuals

within society. However, in the process the state gains considerable

international agential power such that it can shape or create a peaceful

international system. Only when the state fails to conform to the

domestic needs of individuals is a con¯ictual international system

created. Although new liberalism grants the state moderate amounts of

domestic agential power, nevertheless the state is still beholden to the

economic requirements of individuals. But in conforming to the needs

of individuals, states gain high amounts of international agential power

to shape the inter-state system. Not least, states create international

government which, in turn, enables the construction of a world of

peaceful states.

The ®nal example here is that of constructivism. International

society-centric constructivism does not in fact pay much attention to the

domestic agential power of the state, though it is clearly implicit that the
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state has only low amounts. But the key point is that it has an ambivalent

position with regard to the degree of international agential power that it

ascribes to the state. In the ®rst instance, the state is granted only very

low amounts given that the state must adapt or conform to the inter-

national social or normative structure. However, in conforming to the

international normative structure, states gain very high degrees of

international agential power because they can buck the logic of inter-

state competition and solve the collective action problem. In the

process, states can create a peaceful, cooperative and more equitable

international social realm. Finally, state-centric constructivism (as in

Katzenstein) grants the state a moderate degree of domestic agential

power, although this is also grounded in domestic normative structures.

Katzenstein's position is more ambiguous with respect to the inter-

national agential power of the state. States interpret the international

system according to their own domestic normative structures. To

borrow Wendt's (1987) phrase, `anarchy is what states make of it'. In

particular, the international realm does not constrain states, in turn

implying a relatively high degree of international agential power.

The pro-active state with high domestic and high international
agential powers

Finally, moving to the top right-hand side of ®gure 7.2, we encounter

those theories which ascribe the state with both high domestic and high

international agential power. In the process, state-agency is privileged

and international structure is wholly downgraded. State-centric liber-

alism (neoliberal institutionalism and English school rationalism) is the
outstanding example of this genre. We do, however, need to correct one

misunderstanding (which was discussed in detail at the end of chapter

3). In the conventional literature it is generally assumed that both

theories upgrade international institutions (regimes or norms) and

downgrade the state. Thus it is generally thought that international

regimes are ontologically central for neoliberal institutionalism, and that

these regimes constrain state behaviour (pushing them to cooperate

rather than con¯ict), in much the same way that international society is

said to constrain states in English school rationalism. But I argue that, in

both cases, it is the states themselves, imbued with high levels of

international agential power, that set up international regimes or inter-

national societal norms, precisely so as to realise certain state objectives

(namely `order' for rationalists or the maximisation of long-term utility

gains for neoliberals). In general, in this genre, states have their own

interests which are not reducible to (i.e. explained by the needs of )

domestic or international structures. Here, the state's international
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agential powers are rei®ed at the expense of either domestic or inter-

national structures (and the international realm becomes a `realm of

possibility' rather than one of constraint or necessity).

The `constitutive' state with varying domestic and international
agential powers

The ®fth generic brand of state theory can be found in both classical

realism, but above all in what I have called `second-wave' WHS.

Classical realism can be situated only on the border of the second, third

and fourth types because it argues that states have high domestic and

high international agential power in the early periods (1648±c.1900)

and then subsequently low domestic and moderate international agen-

tial power thereafter. But the most complex theory is that of second-

wave WHS, which rests on the borders of all the other approaches. The

next section is given over to developing this approach, not least as a

means of reconciling the second state debate.

Proposing a sociological resolution to the `second state

debate'

It seems to me that there are basically three bene®ts in recon®guring IR

theory within the framework of the second state debate. First, it provides

a more complete and nuanced picture of how the different theories of IR

explain and theorise the state. Second, it produces a radically different

picture of IR theory than that portrayed by the ®rst state debate. In

effect, it inverts the conventional picture, thereby standing IR theory on

its head. Third, and perhaps most importantly, in strict contrast to its

predecessor, the second state debate framework offers a way forward for

the development of IR theory in general, and theories of the state in

particular. I noted in chapter 1 that a principal limitation of the ®rst

state debate was that it led to two polar opposites such that it became

impossible to effect a synthesis or resolution. This was essentially

because the debate was founded on an exclusive or binary logic: either

the autonomous state or not-the-state. The notion that both strong

states and strong non-state actors could reside together within global or

domestic space was not considered. The second state debate, by

contrast, is interesting because it points to various possible resolutions.

In particular, it suggests that resolution can be achieved by applying an

inclusive or `collective' both/and logic (as opposed to traditional binary

logic). In what remains of this chapter I shall apply this inclusive

approach in order to sketch out a possible sociological resolution to the

second state debate. In applying a `both/and' logic I suggest that we
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need to begin by rejecting pure agent-centric and pure structuralist

theory and to effect a `structurationist' synthesis. Here I draw upon and

adapt the basic insights of a number of theorists most notably Anthony

Giddens (1984); an analysis which is very much reinforced by Clark

(1999) as well as Weiss (1999). Such an approach begins by noting two

`truisms' about social life: that

(1) human beings and their organizations [e.g. the state] are purposeful actors
whose actions help reproduce or transform the society in which they live; and
(2) society [international/domestic] is made up of social relationships, which
structure the interactions between these purposeful actors. Taken together these
truisms suggest that human agents and social structures are, in one way or
another, theoretically interdependent or mutually implicating entities. (Wendt
1987: 337±8)

In this book I have effectively sought to problematise the state as a

potential agent. Thus `international life' embodies two `truisms': that

states are purposeful agents that shape and determine the international

system within which they reside but that, conversely, the international

system comprises all manner of relationships which shape and deter-

mine states. The structurationist resolution to the second state debate

proposed here involves recognising these two fundamental aspects of

international life. However, in attempting to synthesise agent-centric

and structuralist theories we need to note that such a synthetic operation

is an extremely delicate task; for as in human transplant operations,

donor parts often do not take. The ®rst task must therefore be to

recon®gure the ontological nature of the agents (states) and structures

so as to make them compatible, thereby preventing any potential rejec-

tion of the `donor' by the `host'.

Sketching a structurationist model of the `constitutive' state and
global politics

I begin by setting out a basic model that can be applied to theorising

international and global relations. Here I take Waltz's theoretical model

(see ®gure 2.2), but adapt and relocate it within a structurationist

approach to the state and global politics. Applying the `both/and' logic

leads us to begin by noting that structures are `double-edged' ± that is,

structures are both constraining and enabling. Global and international

(and national) `structures' are now viewed as both `realms of opportu-

nity' and `realms of constraint'. International and transnational actors

are similarly double-edged, enabling and constraining states. This is

captured in the `®rst tier' on the left-hand side of ®gure 7.3.

To an extent, states `adapt' (i.e. conform) to these constraints, as
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Figure 7.3 A structurationist theory of the state and global politics



structuralists argue (which is why I have located second-wave WHS on

the border of the ®rst and second generic types of state theory in ®gure

7.2). But at the same time, these structures and actors are not wholly

`self-constituting', but are partially shaped by states. Accordingly, states

do not become `passive victims' of structures and non-state actors. The

international and global realms also become partial resource pools into

which `states-as-agents' dip so as to enhance their power or interests in

both realms, or to solve problems that daily confront them (see pp.

203±13 above, where I discuss an example of this drawn from my own

1997 work).

Moving down to the `second tier' (see ®gure 7.3), the principal

difference between my approach and that of Waltz is that the `units' ±

states and state±society complexes ± do not drop out but stay in. As

noted, international and global structures are not wholly separate from

national level variables and are not self-constituting, but are partially

shaped by the actions of states imbued with moderate±high levels of

international agential power. Moreover, states vary in their capabilities

and in their foreign policies depending on how well they are embedded

within domestic and international society. Taking the case of trade

policy in the 1879±1913 period, I argued that the strong domestic

governing capacity of the British state (derived principally from its

highly embedded relations with domestic social forces), enabled the

state to extract income taxation and cooperate with both the working

and dominant classes, which meant that it could avoid raising indirect

taxes and tariffs. It thus gained high levels of international agential

power and followed a cooperative free trade policy. Conversely, the low

domestic governing capacity of the German and Russian states meant

that they could not raise income taxation, but instead chose to repress

various social actors in society through increasing regressive indirect

taxes and tariffs (Hobson 1997, and pp. 203±13 in this volume). In the

process they gained only moderate levels of international agential power

and thereby defected from international cooperation, pursuing tariff

protectionism rather than free trade.

At this point in the operation, however, we need to take extreme care.

For one of the most problematic issues is how we theorise the state and

its relations with social actors in domestic society. Unfortunately on this

point, much (though not all) of IR theory remains silent, requiring us to

turn to other disciplines, most notably Sociology, as well as Comparative

Politics/Economics for insight. At the domestic level, there are a range

of theories that emphasise the centrality of social structures, and accord-

ingly tend to downgrade the domestic agential power of the state.

Liberals and pluralists ultimately emphasise individuals or particular
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interest groups over the state. Marxists tend to emphasise the impor-

tance of class forces (though they do note that states have some

autonomy in the short run), and postmodernists emphasise the impor-

tance of discourse and the `logic of representation'. Conversely, at the

other extreme are elitists, statists and ®rst-wave Weberian sociologists,

who tend to reify the state as an absolutely autonomous entity, such that

the state is viewed as autonomous only when it can undermine the

power of domestic classes (e.g. Krasner 1978; Skocpol 1979). Both

extremes are problematic because they employ a binary logic or zero-

sum conception of power: if states are strong, non-state actors must be

weak; conversely, if non-state actors are strong, states must be weak. In

short, for most theorists, there can only ever be a trade-off between state

power and social power. The structurationist approach employed here

employs an inclusive `both/and' logic, such that strong states go hand-

in-hand with strong societies. One way of conceptualising this is to

recognise that states have `embedded autonomy' (Evans 1995) or

`governed interdependence' (Weiss 1998), or what might be called in

the context of this volume `re¯exive domestic agential power.' The

difference between `embedded autonomy' and `re¯exive domestic agen-

tial power' is that for Evans (1995), `embedded autonomy' refers only to

the ability of the state to embed itself in the capitalist class. But `re¯exive

agential power' refers to the ability of the state to embed itself in a broad

array of social forces, not just the capitalist class, as well as the ability of

the state to embed itself within non-class structures (e.g. the normative

structure of society). Earlier, I gave the example of how being embedded

in both the working and dominant classes enabled the British Liberal

government to play off the different classes and thereby push its

preferred income tax policies through. Thus the more re¯exive of

society the state is, the greater its ability becomes to enhance its

governing capacity; conversely the less re¯exive or the more isolated the

state is from society, the weaker its governing capacity becomes. In

short, the state gains power when it collectively collaborates or makes

`synergistic linkages' with a broad array of social forces and non-state

structures. It is therefore not a non-sequitur to argue that states can have

autonomy or agency while at the same time being constrained by social

forces (cf. Nordlinger 1981: 23±34). This is the `paradox of state

re¯exivity' or the `paradox of state strength' (see also Hobson 1997:

234±5, 238±9, 251±2; Weiss 1998, especially chapter 2; cf. Ikenberry

1986). A further difference between my approach and that of Evans is

that I also emphasise the importance of the state's re¯exive international

agential power (see below).

In short, the state is rarely separated from society, but is more often
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than not variously embedded within, or `re¯exive' of, a broad array of

social forces and structures. But while cooperating with social forces

may enhance governing capacity, it also places limits upon or circum-

scribes parameters within which the state operates. For example, while

absolutist states enhanced their power by cooperating with the capitalist

class (which enhanced government revenues), nevertheless this required

rulers to make all sorts of political concessions (bourgeois property

rights, rule of law, etc.). I therefore de®ne states as `constitutive' in that

they both constitute, and are constituted by, domestic social forces. This

is why I have located the approach midway between those theories that

accord the state only low or moderate amounts of domestic agential

power and those that accord it absolute amounts (see ®gure 7.2).

Moving down to the `third tier' (see ®gure 7.3), I replace Waltz's

`distribution of power' with the distribution (and threshold) of states'

governing capacity. Governing capacity differs across states to greater or

lesser degrees (and is derived from the degree to which the state is

re¯exive of society). Returning to my (1997) case study of trade policy, I

argued that the uneven distribution of governing capacity led to varying

trade policies in Europe: between 1879 and 1913 Britain followed free

trade while much of continental Europe followed tariff protectionism.

But also because the general threshold of governing capacity was low on

the continent, states relied on indirect taxes and therefore chose tariff

protectionism. However, after 1945, these differentials in governing

capacity had broadly levelled out, and almost all ®rst world states had

attained high governing capacity, so their international agential power

increased. Only then could states collectively sign up to a genuinely

multilateral free trade regime. (Conversely, the low governing capacity of

most third world states led them to defect and pursue tariff protec-

tionism.) Of course neorealism emphasises the role of hegemony in the

shift to free trade, and neoliberal institutionalists simply assume that free

trade is a `rational egoistic state strategy'. But my argument emphasises

that states could move to free trade after 1945 only once their domestic

levels of governing capacity had risen suf®ciently to enable a shift to

income taxation, thereby overcoming their dependence on indirect taxes

and tariffs. And, moreover, the distribution of governing capacity had to

be relatively even, because if some states had only moderate or low

levels, they would have had to rely on indirect taxes and tariffs, and

would therefore have defected from following collective free trade. This

returns us to the point made above: that a state's degree of re¯exivity

within domestic society is fundamental to the degree of agential power

that it gains in the international realm (requiring us to maintain the

second tier as a vital aspect of our structurationist approach).
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Situating the `constitutive' state within a `neo-integrationist'
approach to global politics

In the structurationist model of the state and global politics sketched out

above, I began by bracketing the state's agential power and noted how

the ®rst tier (global and international structures) both enabled and

constrained states. I then bracketed the effects of international and

global structures and examined how the state can shape and affect the

international and global structures (as well as how it shapes and is

shaped by domestic structures). In this ®nal section I combine these

insights into one approach which I label `neo-integrationist'. A neo-

integrationist approach sets out to theorise the embedded relations or

multiple linkages between the local/sub-national realm, the national (the

state) and the international and global realms. It proceeds from two

fundamental premises: (1) that the international/global realms both

shape and are shaped by the national and sub-national realms and; (2)

that the international, global and domestic realms are not discrete and

self-constituting but are `impure', such that they have only `partial

autonomy' given that they functionally entwine in complex ways

(Hobson 1997: chapter 7, 1998a: 286±90). In short, my neo-integra-

tionist theory entails an `outside-in' and an `inside-out' approach.

Kenneth Waltz famously argued that `[s]omeone may one day fashion a

uni®ed theory of internal and external politics . . . [Nevertheless]

students of international politics will do well to concentrate on separate

theories of internal and external politics until someone ®gures out a way

to unite them' (Waltz 1986: 340). This section argues that the time has

now come to develop such a uni®ed theory, and that we must do so if we

are to produce a sructurationist theory of the state and IR (cf. Murphy

and Tooze 1991). Moreover, in recent years others have sought to

develop a `neo-integrationist' theory of world politics (e.g. Evans,

Jacobson and Putnam 1993; Risse-Kappen 1995; Keohane and Milner

1996), though it has been correctly noted that such theory is still only in

embryonic form (Hasenclever et al 1997: 204). It should also be noted

that neo-integrationist theory is not necessarily the same as globalisation

theory, in that many theorists of globalisation actually reify the power of

either global structures or the state and end up by effectively discounting

the linkages between the state, the domestic, the international and

global realms (Clark 1999; Hobson and Ramesh 1999; Weiss 1999).

Thus when we combine the two insights mentioned above nÄ that

states shape and are shaped by both the domestic and international/

global realms nÄ we can advance to a `neo-integrationist' theory which

can be applied not just to International Relations but also to Compara-
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tive Politics and CPE as well as Political Science, Sociology and Political

Geography. Here I reject the claim that these realms are separate (as

Waltz suggests), or that there is a one-way linkage between them (as, for

example, in orthodox Marxism and classical WST), and suggest that

there is a seamless web that envelops and binds each of these realms

together. My structurationist solution to neo-integration theory begins

by noting two points: ®rst, that the internal and external realms are not

self-constituting but are `co-constitutive' such that we can discern a

`dual re¯exivity' between them. Second, I note that the state resides

within the `vortex of the internal and external realms', which links up

with the notion that the state is `Janus-faced' (see also Ikenberry 1991:

161; Halliday 1994: 84±6; Hobson 1997: 246±69; Weiss 1998, 1999;

Clark 1999). Combining these two insights suggests that the state is

what I call `territorially promiscuous' such that it can `play off ' both

realms in order either to enhance its interests or to adapt or conform to

the requirements of structures, which in the process leads to both realms

becoming mutually embedded. This, in turn, presupposes recognising

one further point: that states gain considerable agential power in both

realms by virtue of their unique spatial location where, in contrast to

non-state actors, the state resides within the `vortex of the internal and

external realms'. Put differently, the state derives considerable agential

powers in the domestic and international/global realms through being

`territorially promiscuous'. In short, the state's unique territorial scope,

which ranges across both the domestic and international/global realms,

enables it to play the `exit' strategy (though in practice, states employ

three different types of exit strategy ± see below). Thus when confronted

with domestic problems (or challenges), the state can turn to the

international realm to overcome or mitigate such problems, in much the

same way that when it confronts international or global constraints (or

challenges) the state can turn to the domestic realm. This indeed is the

ultimate Bonapartist balancing act that states can achieve.

But if we focused only on the three `exit strategies' that states pursue,

we would produce a theory which exaggerated the agential power of the

state and ignored the structural constraints that states face. In order to

correct for such a potential imbalance and thereby retain an inclusive

`both/and' approach, we must also factor in the constraining in¯uences

that structures impart. This leads us to chart three `adaptive strategies'

that states employ so as to conform to the requirements of international/

global and domestic structures. By developing this argument we are able

to develop both a structurationist theory of the state and global politics

as well as to transcend what Ian Clark (1999) aptly refers to as the `great

divide' between the international and domestic realms, that has long
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dominated IR theory. Of what would such an approach comprise? The

argument proceeds in three stages. First, I examine how the `territorially

promiscuous' state uses the international and global realms as `resource

pools', either to enhance its interests in the domestic realm or to buck

the constraining logic of domestic structures (what I call the `®rst exit

strategy') or to adapt to the requirements of domestic structural impera-

tives (the `®rst adaptive strategy'). Second, I examine how the `territo-

rially promiscuous' state uses the domestic realm as a resource pool

either to enhance its interests in the international and global realms or

to buck the constraining logic of international/global structures (what I

call the `second exit strategy') or to adapt to the requirements of such

structures (the `second adaptive strategy'). Finally, I brie¯y examine

how the `territorially promiscuous' state uses the international and

global realms as `resource pools' in order to buck or mitigate the logic of

international or global structures (the `third exit strategy') or to adapt or

conform to the requirements of international or global structures (the

`third adaptive strategy').

States employ the `®rst exit strategy' by dipping into the international

or global `resource pools' so as enhance their ability to push through

domestic reforms and/or to buck domestic social structures. Thus, for

example, to draw on the analysis made earlier, I noted how the Russian

and German states dipped into the international economy and pursued

tariff protectionism so as to push through their preferred domestic

reforms (e.g. repressing the lower classes through regressive taxation/

tariffs). Conversely, the British state maintained free trade so that it

could push through the income tax against the ®scal interests of the

dominant economic classes (even if it maintained their `trading interests'

by retaining free trade). Similarly, states after 1945 came to cooperate

with other states through the GATT free trade regime which enhanced

their ability to resist the protectionist interest requirements of particular

industrial domestic groups. Thus as states came to make `synergistic

linkages' with other states, so they could buck their domestic structures.

Moreover, in the late twentieth century, many states have come to

embed themselves in globalisation, such that by forging synergistic

linkages with global capitalists, states have been able to enhance their

interests at home. In the 1980s Singapore sought to attract global

capital into the home economy, so that the state could lessen its

dependence upon domestic capital (see Hobson and Ramesh 1999).

More generally, states `invoke' external crisis or external pressures (what

the Japanese call gaiatsu) in order to shift the `domestic terms of rule' in

their favour, enabling them to push through reforms that otherwise

might have been hard to promote (see also Putnam 1993; Katzenstein
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1996a: chapter 6; Schoppa 1997). Such crises might be economic or

military. Thus `defeat in war' or meeting geopolitical requirements has

often shifted the `terms of rule' between the state and society towards

the former. Tsarist Russia's defeat in the Crimean War in 1855,

Prussia's defeat in 1807 and Japan's national humiliation at the hands of

Commodore Perry (1853) enhanced these states' ability to push

through various reforms in the ensuing period. In particular, in Japan

and Russia, `revolutions from above' were implemented in which the

states went against the long-term interests of the dominant classes and

transformed the domestic economy. Likewise, Japan, South Korea and

Taiwan after 1945 were able to reform the economy in new ways in part

because of the `enabling' effects that the Second World War had created

(Weiss and Hobson 1995). This suggests that the greater the `re¯exive

international agential power' of the state (i.e. the more it is embedded

within the dominant structures of international and global society), the

greater its ability becomes to push through domestic reforms, as well as

to maintain itself at the domestic level.

If we now bracket state agency, we can examine the `®rst adaptive

strategy' that states employ in which they dip into the international or

global realms so as to adapt or conform to the needs or requirements of

domestic structures or non-state actors. Thus the German state shifted

back to tariff protectionism in the late 1870s in part to shore up the

(®scal) interests of the dominant ( Junker) class, in much the same way

that the British state maintained free trade from 1846 to 1913 in part to

shore up the (trading) power of the dominant economic classes. Or, for

example, after 1945, the US government has often changed the rules of

international ®nance or international trade in part to shore up the

interests of Wall Street or American industrialists. A further example

concerns the relationship of states to international society. Those states

that have embedded themselves in the dominant norms of international

society (especially liberal democracy) have been better able to maintain

themselves in the face of domestic political or revolutionary resistance;

those that have bucked such norms have often been undermined

through domestic revolution.

The `second exit strategy' available to states involves them dipping

into the domestic realm so as to enhance their interests in relation to, or

buck the constraining logic of, international or global structures. As

noted, once states had acquired highly re¯exive domestic agential power

so they gained highly re¯exive amounts of international agential power

and therefore came to mitigate or buck the logic of inter-state economic

competition (associated with the structures of anarchy and global

capital) by setting up a collective international free trade regime (GATT)
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after 1945. That is, the GATT itself could be created only once states'

domestic agency had reached suf®ciently high levels. Similarly, states

have sometimes supported domestic capitalists in order to lessen their

dependence upon global capital. This is precisely the strategy that

Singapore followed after 1993 (Hobson and Ramesh 1999).

The `second adaptive strategy' involves states dipping into the do-

mestic realm so as to adapt or conform to the requirements of inter-

national or global structures. Thus for example, some (though not all)

states in the late twentieth century have become `internationalised' in

that they have in part adopted neoliberal economic policies so as to

conform to the imperatives of global capitalism ± though the ¯ip-side of

this `®rst-exit strategy' is that some states `invoke' globalisation as an

`unavoidable imperative', thereby enabling them to push through neo-

liberal economic reforms against the interests of various social groups

within society (see Ramesh 2000). Historically, absolutist states often

cooperated with domestic capitalists so that they could enhance their

government revenues, the better to conform to the structural impera-

tives of inter-state military competition. To a certain extent, Japan,

South Korea and Taiwan after 1945 enhanced their domestic economies

through pro-active state engagement and cooperation with the capitalist

class (especially by integrating with the world economy through export-

oriented industrialisation), not least to maintain their military power

bases in the face of the logic of inter-state military competition (Weiss

and Hobson 1995). And as Finnemore argues, in conforming to the

dominant norms of international society, states have come to adopt

science bureaucracies and have accepted that economic poverty should

be alleviated by undertaking domestic reform (Finnemore 1996).

A `third exit strategy' available to states involves the forging of

synergistic linkages with other states and international non-state actors

which enable states to either buck, or at least minimise, the constraining

logic of international or global structures. The forging of international

regimes or regional groupings such as the EU or the North American

Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA ) or the ASEAN Free Trade Area

(AFTA) are typical `collective strategies' that states employ so as to

mitigate or lessen their dependence upon global structural constraints

(Weiss 1998: 209±11; Hobson and Ramesh 1999). Moreover, after

1993 the Singaporean state encouraged domestic capital to `go global'

so as to buck or at least minimise the constraining effects of globalisation

(Hobson and Ramesh 1999; cf. Weiss 1998: 204±11). Finally, the `third

adaptive strategy' involves forging synergistic linkages with other states,

non-state actors or international organisations so as to conform to

international or global structures. In the military arena, NATO and
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ANZUS are good examples. And while the post-1945 free trade regimes

(GATT and WTO) enable states to resist rent-seeking by their own

industrial interest groups, these institutions also discipline states to

commit to free trade and avoid the short-term option of defection and

protectionism.

One of the most signi®cant consequences of examining these three

exit and adaptive strategies is to note how they enable the closer

integration of the global architecture (see the middle and right-hand

side of ®gure 7.3). Particularly important here is the notion that states

`functionally crystallise' ± to adapt Mann's (1993) phrase ± between

global, international and domestic actors and structures, either to

enhance their interests or to conform to the requirements of various

structures. In the process, states have promoted (intentionally or unin-

tentionally) through `territorial promiscuity', the development of an

increasingly integrated global spatial architecture. Ever since the seven-

teenth century states have sought to promote links between domestic

and international capital, which has also signi®cantly informed the

development of global capitalism. Similarly, states have reformed their

domestic realms so as to conform to inter-state military competition,

thereby promoting a link between the international political structure

and domestic society, just as most states have reformed their domestic

societies so as to conform to the dominant norms of international

society, thereby enhancing the linkages between the international nor-

mative structure and domestic society. In short, by playing the three

`exit' and `adaptive' strategies, states have promoted (intentionally and

unintentionally) the development of an increasingly integrated global

spatial architecture.

Thus in developing a neo-integrationist approach, we need to advance

to a position which gives relatively equal ontological weighting to

international and global social, normative, economic and political struc-

tures on the one hand, but also the state and state±society relations on

the other. As one theorist explains: `one does not have to do away with

the `̀ state'' to establish the in¯uence of transnational relations in world

politics' (Risse-Kappen 1995b: 15). Nor does one have to do away with

global (or domestic) social structures to demonstrate the importance of

the state. Thus the notion of the `powerless state' is as much a `myth'

(Weiss 1998), as is the notion that states can make of structures

whatever they choose. Globalisation makes of states what states make of

it. Or put differently, global/international (and domestic) structures

make of states what states make of them. Indeed the collective `both/

and' approach outlined here suggests that strong international agential

state power goes hand-in-hand with both the strengthening and integra-
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tion of states with the domestic, international and global structures. It is

this that enables us to move beyond the traditional polarities between

`society-centrism' and `international/global society-centrism' on the one

hand and neoliberal `agent-centrism' on the other. And in this way we

can effect a synthesis between agent-centrism and structuralism, thereby

enabling us to move beyond the sterility of the `®rst state debate' and

simultaneously to solve the `second state debate'.

Discussion questions

. What, if any, are the limits of the `®rst state debate' within IR, and

what, if any, are the advantages of the `second state debate'?

. What are the ®ve generic theories of the state as revealed within IR's

`second state debate', and how does this debate turn IR theory upside

down?

. How does the ®fth generic form of state theory outlined in chapter 7

(pp. 223±35) resolve the second state debate? Does it succeed in this

respect, and does it succeed in producing a viable alternative to the

major theories of the state found in IR as well as Comparative

Politics, CPE, Sociology and Political Science?

Suggestions for further reading

The main introductory readings on the `agent±structure debate' are

discussed at the end of chapter 1. Here, I shall point readers to works

that are discussed in the second part of this chapter. On `neo-integra-

tionist' theory three different version can be found in: Evans et al.
(1993), Keohane and Milner (1996) and Risse-Kappen (1995a). The

introductions to each of these volumes are especially helpful. Excellent

introductions to globalisation theory can be found in Barry Jones (1995)

and Baylis and Smith (1997). The most comprehensive discussion of

the various theories of the state and globalisation can be found in Clark

(1999) ± an analysis along with Weiss (1999) which reinforces the

general argument outlined in this chapter. And see Halliday (1987,

1994: chapters 4, 6, 8, 9) which also echoes some of the arguments laid

out here.
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neorealist theory of state-formation,
185±91

neorealist theory of the state (military-
adaptive): as reductionist, 182±3,
183±4, 185, 188, 189, 191, 192;
bringing the state back in, 175±6, 184;
high domestic agential state power,
177, 179, 180, 182, 186±8, 191;
kicking the state back out, 176, 184,
185, 191, 192±3; low international
agential state power, 8, 9, 176, 177,
184±6, 191; overcoming domestic
fetters, 177±80, 182, 187, 191; state
as Janus-faced, 182; varying
(potential) domestic agential state
power, 5, 175±6, 177, 183, 219

neorealist theory of the state
(maladaptive), 176±84, 220: failure to
overcome domestic fetters, 177±80,
182, 188, 191; low domestic agential
state power, 177±80, 186, 188, 191;
low international agential state power,
177, 178, 184±6, 191, 219, 220

see also second-wave WHS, Weberian
historical sociology

Frank, AndreÂ Gunder, 136, 137, 142, 144
Fuat Keyman, E., 175, 212±3, 214
Functionalism
and global society, 87, 88
and international society, 85
differentiated fromMarxism, 88
differentiated from new liberalism, 88,

89
functionalist international organisation,

85, 88
historical±sociological approach, 82±7:

changes in citizenship rights, 82, 83,
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86; dialectical evolutionism, 82±3, 88;
economic interdependence, 82, 85,
87; impact of global technologies, 87;
mode of inclusion/exclusion, 82±5

in the second state debate, 6, 219, 221
political/normative project, 81, 88
theory of the state (maladaptive): as

exclusionary, 83, 84, 85±6, 87; high
domestic agential state power, 84;
moderate international agential state
power, 65, 82, 84, 85, 86, 88

theory of the state (socially-adaptive): as
inclusionary, 84, 86; decline of
sovereign state, 88; low domestic
agential state power, 84, 86, 88, 219,
221; moderate domestic agential state
power, 6, 84; moderate/high
international agential state power,
84±6, 219, 221

Gill, Stephen, 128, 130, 144
Gills, Barry K., 142, 144
Gilpin, Robert, 3, 5, 12, 13, 17, 30±7, 38,

39, 40±3, 44, 63, 100, 184, 204, 220
Gramsci, Antonio, 126±7, 128±9
Gramscian Marxism
differentiated from constructivism, 147
modi®ed parsimony, 132±3
theory of domestic hegemony, 126±7,

128±9: the historic bloc, 129, 130,
132

theory of international hegemony,
130±2: contrasted with classical
Marxism, 133; contrasted with
modi®ed neorealism, 130±1;
contrasted with world-systems theory,
137±8, 139±41; critical theory
approach, 128; critique of neorealism,
128; critique of problem-solving
theory, 128; the rise and decline of
hegemony, 130±2

theory of the state (class-adaptive),
132±3

moderate domestic agential state power
(relative autonomy), 126±7, 129, 133

moderate international agential state
power, 133

weak second-image theory, 133
see also orthodox neo-Marxism, World

systems theory
Grieco, Joseph, 17, 100, 104
Grif®ths, Martin, 45, 53±4, 63, 214
Guzzini, Stefano, 30, 63

Halliday, Fred, 4, 174, 175, 180, 214, 230,
235

hegemonic stability theory seemodi®ed
neorealism

Hobden, Stephen, 30, 144, 174, 180±1,
182, 190, 198, 201, 214

Hobson, John A., 74±81, 105
Hollis, Martin, 14, 28, 29, 63

international society
as realm of obligation, 148, 150
as realm of possibility, 89±90
of states, 89±93

international society-centric constructivism
critique of rationalism (neo-

utilitarianism), 145±149, 151±6
critique of realism, 149, 153, 160
differentiated from radical

constructivism (postmodernism), 157,
158, 164

differentiated from English School
rationalism, 148

differentiated from neoliberal
institutionalism, 147, 155, 156

differentiated from state-centric
constructivism, 165±6, 172

in the second state debate, 218, 219,
221±2

international normative structure: and
`civilised' norms of behaviour,
149±50, 152±5; as realm of
obligation, 148, 150; constitutive
norms, 155, 156; international
organisations as `teachers', 150±1,
152±4; the deep structure of (®rst
tier), 149±50, 154; the surface
structure of (second tier of ), 150±1,
154

theory of the state (normative-adaptive),
154±5, 156; high international
agential state power, 7, 9±10, 154±6,
218±19, 221±2; low domestic agential
state power, 7, 9±10, 154, 219,
221±2; the ability of states to buck the
logic of anarchy, 155±6

see also constructivism
international system
as realm of necessity, 20±30, 134±7
as realm of opportunity, 206, 211, 213,

225, 226, 231
as realm of opportunity/constraint, 206,

210, 213, 224, 225, 231
as realm of possibility, 101, 102

Jessop, Bob, 3, 13, 109, 122, 127, 144,
175, 214

Johnson, Chalmers, 3, 13
Jones, Charles, A., 28, 30, 44, 56, 63
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Kant, Immanuel, 69, 70±1, 105
Katzenstein, Peter J., 147, 165±72, 173,

231
Keohane, Robert O., 2, 95±104, 147, 229,

235
Krasner, Stephen D., 3, 4, 5, 12, 13, 38,

43, 44, 94±5, 100, 127, 147, 204,
220, 227

Laclau, Ernesto, 137
Lenin, Vladimir I., 117±21, 143
levels of analysis problem, 11±12, 14
liberal institutionalism see new liberalism

and functionalism
liberalism
as a `practical' mode of discourse, 64
compared with constructivism, 147, 148,

155, 156
compared with Marxism, 88, 110±1,

118±9
compared with neorealism, 64, 65
in the ®rst state debate, 5, 65, 102, 219,

222
in the second state debate, 5, 6, 7, 65,

102±4, 219, 221
theory of state agential power: domestic,

6, 7, 9±10, 64±7, 73, 75, 78±81, 84,
86, 88, 97, 101±2, 222; international,
7, 9±10, 38±9, 64±5, 73, 75, 78±81,
97, 101±4, 219, 222

see also classical liberalism, English
school rationalism, functionalism,
neoliberal institutionalism, new
liberalism

liberalism (individual-centric), 64, 65±89
liberalism (interdependence theory)
in the ®rst state debate, 2, 4, 38

Liberalism (state-centric), 89±104
Linklater, Andrew, 56, 63
Little, Richard, 28, 30, 44, 63
Long, David, 74, 79, 80, 105

Mann, Michael, 3, 13, 125, 127, 147, 193,
194±5, 196, 197, 198±203, 214

Mansbach, Richard W., 2, 4, 13
Marx, Karl, 109±17, 120, 122±3, 125,

126, 127, 143
Marxism
differentiated from constructivism, 147
differentiated from liberalism, 110±1
differentiated from neorealism, 117,

119±21, 134±7
differentiated fromWeberian historical

sociology, 127, 175±6, 192, 195±6,
198, 202±5

in the ®rst state debate, 5, 38, 217, 218

in the second state debate, 5, 218, 219,
220±1

political economy approach: class
struggle, 111±15; dialectical
materialism, 110±16; mode of
production, 111±15, 117±19

theory of international relations:
capitalist world economy, 134±41;
critical theory approach, 128; critique
of problem-solving theory, 128;
hegemony, 130±2, 135, 137, 139±41;
imperialism, 116±21

theory of the state (class-adaptive): base-
superstructure model, 111, 112,
115±6

domestic agential state power, 5, 10,
110, 115±6, 118, 119±21, 125, 127,
219, 220

international agential state power, 7±10,
116, 118, 121, 133, 135, 136±7,
140±1, 218±21

relative autonomy (moderate agential
state power), 5, 9, 10, 33, 112, 122±3,
125, 127, 135, 141, 219

see also classical Marxism, Gramscian
Marxism, orthodox neo-Marxism,
World systems theory

McLellan, David, 143
Miliband, Ralph, 127
Mitrany, David, 81±89, 106
modes of causality problem, 10±11
complexity, 10, 11
modi®ed parsimony, 10±11
parsimony, 10

modi®ed neorealism (and hegemonic
stability theory)

as structuralist, 30±1, 37±8, 44
compared with Waltz, 30±2, 36, 37, 39,

43, 44
compared with neoliberal

institutionalism, 38±9, 94±6, 96±9,
100, 102±4

general theory of the state: low
international agential state power, 7, 9,
33, 37, 38, 39, 217±20; relative gains,
38, 40; social fetters, 31±3, 34, 42±4;
the positional assumption, 41

varying domestic agential state power, 5,
7, 31±3, 43, 44, 218±20

in the ®rst state debate, 31, 38, 217, 218
in the second state debate, 217±20
international political structure:

conception of change, 31, 35±6, 37,
44, 174, 175; continuity assumption,
18, 31, 38, 44; distribution of power,
35±6; minimal differentiation of the
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units, 37; ordering principle (anarchy),
31; shift from heteronomy to
sovereignty, 36, 184±91

modi®ed parsimony, 10, 30
theory of hegemony, 38±44: altruistic

(benign) hegemony, 40, 41; coercive
(predatory) hegemony, 40; de®ned,
39±40; free-rider problem, 33, 41, 43;
hegemonic regimes, 38±40, 94±5;
hegemonic war, 35, 36; hegemony as
self-liquidating, 41; interdependence,
38; limits of, 94±5; regimes, 38±9, 40,
41±3, 94±5; relative autonomy of
regimes, 95; rise and decline of great
powers, 31, 32±6; rise and decline of
hegemonic regimes, 41±3; rise and
decline of hegemony (cycle), 33±6,
38, 41±3

theory of the state (maladaptive), 31±6,
41±3: failure to emulate, 31, 32±5,
36; free-riding, 33; high military costs,
33; low domestic agential state power,
31±4, 42, 43, 44; strong domestic
fetters, 32±5, 37, 42, 44

theory of the state (military-adaptive),
31±5, 36, 44; adaptation through
emulation, 31±3, 35, 36, 42; high
domestic agential state power, 32±4,
42; weak domestic fetters, 33, 34

weak third-image theory, 11, 30, 43±4
see also neorealism

Morgenthau, Hans J., 17, 45±55, 147
Murphy, Craig N., 128, 130, 132

Neoclassical realism, 44
neoliberal institutionalism
as a `practical' mode of discourse, 102
as a non-systemic approach, 100±4
compared with neorealism, 38±9, 94±6,

96±104
conception of anarchy as malleable, 99,

101, 102
differentiated from constructivism, 147,

155, 156
in the ®rst state debate, 102, 219, 222
in the second state debate, 6, 102±4
incommensurability with neorealism,

104
the debate with neorealism, 99±104
the international as the realm of

possibility, 101, 102
theory of regimes: as relatively

autonomous from states, 96±8,
102±3; as absolutely autonomous
from anarchy, 96±8, 103; compliance
mechanisms, 98±9, 101; cooperation

between states, 97±101; defection
from cooperation, 98, 99;
enhancement of domestic agential
state power, 99, 101, 102±3;
mitigating anarchy, 97, 101, 103, 104;
norms as regulatory, 147; overcoming
the collective action problem, 96±8,
101; prisoner's dilemma, 98±9;
robustness (resilience) of, 97, 98

theory of the state (agential): de®ned,
104; high domestic agential state
power, 6, 97, 101, 102, 222; high
international agential state power, 7, 9,
38±9, 64, 65, 97, 101, 102, 103±4,
219, 222; maximisation of long-run
(absolute) gains, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101,
102±4; states' insensitivity to unequal
gains, 100; the rational egoistic
assumption, 95, 97, 98, 101

neorealism
compared with classical realism, 17±19,

27, 45
compared with constructivism, 146±7,

148±9, 153, 158, 160, 163±4, 165±6,
170±2

compared with English School
rationalism, 27, 89±90, 91, 93±4

compared with liberalism, 64, 65
compared with Marxism, 117, 119±21,

134±7
compared with modi®ed neorealism,

30±2, 36, 37, 39, 43, 44
compared with neoliberal

institutionalism, 38±9, 94±6, 96±104
compared with postmodernism, 149,

153, 160
compared with Weberian historical

sociology, 30, 174, 175, 175±91,
192±3, 197±8, 199, 203±4

in the ®rst state debate, 2±3, 217, 218
in the second state debate, 1, 5, 217,

218, 219, 220
incommensurability with neoliberal

institutionalism, 104
general theory of the state: as

sociologically reductionist, 23;
billiard-ball analogy, 2±3, 18, 23;
de®ned, 30, 104; high domestic
agential state power, 5, 17, 18, 24±5,
28, 219, 220; low international
agential state power, 7, 9, 17, 18, 19,
26, 28, 217, 219, 220; positional
assumption, 18, 24, 41,100, 104;
relative gains, 18, 38, 97, 100;
sensitivity to unequal gains, 100

international political structure, 19,
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neorealism (cont.)
20±4; as self-constituting, 24;
distribution of capabilities, 23±4, 26;
Hobbesian domestic analogy, 21;
international as the realm of necessity/
violence, 18, 21, 25; minimal
differentiation of the units, 22±3;
ordering principle (anarchy), 20±2,
26; the reproduction of, 22, 27±8, 29,
30

parsimony, 10, 17, 19±20
six principles of, 17±19
structuralism, 23, 220
theory of the state (military-adaptive),

24±8: adaptation through balancing,
27±8; adaptation through emulation,
26±7; integration into the system, 26

theory of the state (maladaptive), 22, 25,
26±7

two interpretations of Waltz: agent-
centric reading, 28±30; systemic
reading, 29±30

Waltzian reductionism, 19±20, 45: as a
technical mode of discourse, 17;
continuity assumption, 18, 19, 20;
microeconomic analogy, 21±2, 27, 28;
reproductive logic, 28, 184;
sociological reductionism; strong
third-image theory, 20;
transformationist logic, 28, 184±91

see alsomodi®ed neorealism
new liberalism
as a weak ®rst-image theory, 10, 74
as precursor to neoliberal

institutionalism, 80
as via media between classical and

state-centric liberalism, 64, 74, 80,
99

constructive internationalism, 79±81
conventional reading, 74
critique of classical liberalism, 74, 76,

78, 80
differentiated from neorealism, 81
in the second state debate, 6, 219, 221
international government, 75, 79±81:

enhancement of states' domestic
agential power, 75, 79, 81; global
under-consumption, 80; universal free
trade, 79; universal peace, 79, 80±1

modi®ed parsimony, 10
rejection of `spontaneity thesis', 74, 78,

80
theory of the state (socially-adaptive),

75, 77±81: compared with Marxism,
78±9, 118±9; high international
agential state power, 7, 9, 64, 65, 75,

78, 79±81, 219, 221; moderate
domestic agential state power, 6, 65,
75, 78, 219, 221; national economic
development, 77±9; positive domestic
interventionism, 77±9; positive
international interventionism, 79±81;
progressive taxation, 75, 77±8;
redistribution, 77±8

theory of the state (maladaptive), 75±7;
crisis of under-consumption, 75, 76;
economic decline, 75, 76; forced gains
(of elites), 75, 76, 78; imperialism, 75,
76±7, 80; lack of aggregate demand,
75, 76; low domestic agential state
power, 75; maldistribution of income,
75, 76; moderate international agential
state power, 75; regressive taxation,
75, 77; unearned income, 75, 76;
unproductive surplus, 75, 76; war, 75,
76±7, 80

orthodox neo-Marxism
differentiated from constructivism, 147
in the ®rst state debate, 5, 38, 217, 218
in the second state debate, 5, 218, 219,

220±1
modi®ed parsimony, 10, 132±3
pursuit of a non-reductionist general

theory, 121, 123±5, 129
pursuit of a non-reductionist theory of

the state, 121±2, 129
rejection of the base-superstructure

model, 124±5
theory of domestic hegemony, 126±7,

128±9; historic bloc, 129, 130, 132
theory of international hegemony,

130±2; contrasted with modi®ed
neorealism, 130±1; the rise and
decline of hegemony, 130±2; critical
theory approach, 128; critique of
problem-solving theory, 128; critique
of neorealism, 128; contrasted with
classical Marxism, 133; contrasted
with world-systems theory, 137±8,
139±41

theory of the state (class-adaptive):
differentiated from neo-Weberianism,
127; moderate domestic agential state
power (relative autonomy), 5, 10, 103,
125, 126±7, 129, 133; moderate
international agential state power, 7,
9, 10, 133, 218, 219, 220±1; state as
an `ideal collective capitalist', 103,
126

weak second-image theory, 133
see alsoGramscian Marxism
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postmodernism
approach to the state: collective action

problem as imagined, 165;
construction of public/private
distinction, 162±3; low domestic
agential state power, 5±6, 164, 219,
221; moderate international agential
state power, 8, 9, 158, 164, 218, 219,
221; normative statecraft, 157, 158,
159±60, 164; repression and
punishment of `other' states, 160±1,
164±5; repression and punishment of
domestic `others', 162±3; the state as
imagined, 160

differentiated from international society-
centric constructivism, 157, 158, 164

differentiated from neorealism, 158, 160,
163±4

in the ®rst state debate, 5, 218, 219, 221
in the second state debate, 218, 219,

221
logocentrism, 162
the international realm as imagined, 159,

160, 164±5
the international as the realm of violence,

158, 159, 160, 164±5
see also postmodern feminism, radical

constructivism
postmodern feminism
approach to international relations:

critique of neorealism, 163±4;
differentiated from international
society-centric constructivism, 157,
158, 164; the international as the
realm of violence, 163; the
international realm as constructed and
imagined, 163; the rejection of
empathy and cooperation, 165

approach to the state: citizenship as
constructed through masculine norms,
163; construction of language through
`colonising dualisms' (logocentrism),
162; construction of state identity as
imagined, 162; construction of the
public/private distinction, 162±3;
decline of the sovereign state under
globalisation, 164; heterosexual `self',
162, 165; low domestic agential state
power, 164; moderate international
agential state power, 164; nation or
domestic political community as
imagined, 162±3; normative
statecraft, 163; policy of malign
neglect, 163; public realm as valorised
in masculine norms, 162±3;
repression/punishment of gays and

women as `others', 162±3; writing the
state, 163

see also postmodernism, radical
constructivism

Poulantzas, Nicos, 125, 126, 127, 144
Price, Richard, 148, 149, 153, 172
public goods, 41

Radical constructivism
approach to international relations: crisis

of representation, 161; critique of
neorealism, 160; differentiated from
international society-centric
constructivism, 157, 158, 164; norms
as exclusionary, 157; sovereignty/
intervention as mutually inclusive,
161; the international as the realm of
violence, 158, 159, 160, 164±5; the
international realm as constructed and
imagined, 159, 160, 164±5; the
repression/punishment of `deviant'
states, 160±1, 164±5; the social
construction of the collective action
problem, 165

approach to the state: as a disciplinary
community, 161; differentiated from
international society-centric
constructivism, 158; differentiated
from neorealism, 158, 163±4; low
domestic agential state power, 164,
219, 221; moderate international
agential state power, 158, 164, 218,
219, 221; normative statecraft, 157,
158, 159±60, 164; sovereignty as a
social construct, 157±8; sovereignty as
highly malleable, 160±1; the
construction of state identity as
imagined, 160; the logic of
representation, 158, 159; the nation or
domestic political community as
imagined, 159, 161, 164; the notion
that the state as un®nished
(incomplete), 157±8, 160; the
repression/punishment of domestic
`deviant' others, 159, 162±3; writing
the state, 159, 160, 161

in the second state debate, 218, 219, 221
see also constructivism, postmodernism,

postmodern feminism

realism
differentiated from constructivism,

146±7, 148, 149, 153, 158, 160,
163±4, 165, 166, 170±2

differentiated from English School
rationalism, 27, 89±90, 91, 93±4
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realism (cont.)
differentiated fromMarxism, 117,

119±21, 134±7
differentiated from neoliberal

institutionalism, 38±9, 94±6, 96±9,
99±104

differentiated from postmodernism
(radical constructivism), 149, 153,
160

differentiated from second-wave
Weberian historical sociology, 30,
174±5, 192±3, 197±8, 199, 203±4

in the ®rst state debate, 2±4, 31, 38,
217, 218

in the second state debate, 5, 217±20,
223

linkages with ®rst-wave Weberian
historical sociology, 175±91

links with critical/constructivist theory,
17, 18, 19, 45, 50±2, 55±6, 59±61

theory of international relations: balance
of power, 49, 50; compensatory
diplomacy, 53±4; hegemonic regimes,
38±9, 41±3; international hegemony,
38±44; international political
structure, 19, 20±4, 27±30; rise and
decline of the great powers, 31, 32±6

theory of the state (adaptive): emulation,
26±7, 31±5, 36, 42, 44, 48±52;
balancing, 27±8; theory of the state
(agential), 46, 49, 50±5, 55±61

see also classical realism, modi®ed
neorealism and neorealism

Reus-Smit, Christian, 146, 148, 172
Ricardo, David, 68, 69, 70, 105
Ruggie, John G., 28, 30, 36, 63, 146, 148,

172, 184

Schumpeter, Joseph, 69
second-wave Weberian historical sociology

(WHS)
bringing state and society back in, 204,

205
constructivist insight, 197, 201, 203
critique of (reductionist) base-

superstructure model, 195, 196, 198,
202, 204

critique of elitism, 198, 199, 227
critique of ®rst-wave WHS, 197±8, 199,

227
critique of neorealism, 30, 192±3,

197±8, 199, 203±4
differentiated fromMarxism, 192, 196,

202, 203, 205
differentiated from neoliberal

institutionalism, 228

fourth-image theory, 12
in the second state debate, 3, 5, 223±35
institutional statism, 199
non-realist theory of state power, 203±13
non-realist theory of the state, 197±8:

competitive-cooperative state-society
relations, 209; de®nition, 200;
diamorphous state, 203; domestic
agential state power, 5, 199, 206, 207,
212, 226, 228; infrastructural
(penetrative) state power, 198±9, 200,
207, 208; international agential state
power, 7±8, 9, 206, 207, 212, 226,
228, 232; linkage between domestic
and international agential state power,
207, 212, 213, 228, 232; polymorphous
state, 199, 201±3

six principles of (complexity), 193±8:
class power as polymorphous, 208, 209;
compared with critical theory, 194;
dual re¯exivity, 195, 230; historicism,
194, 197; malleability of identities,
195, 202±3; multi-causality, 194±5,
201, 202, 205±7; multi-spatiality, 194,
195, 205±7, 229±35; promiscuity of
power and power actors, 195, 199,
202; rejection of an ultimate
crystallisation model, 202

states as constitutive, 224, 225, 226, 228:
ability to constitute structures, 213;
ability to play off different domestic
classes, 208±9, 227; ability to play off
the different realms (territorial
promiscuity), 210, 225, 230±5;
adaptation to structures, 211, 224,
225, 226, 230, 231, 232, 233±4;
creation of synergistic linkages with
non-state actors, 225, 227, 231, 233;
integration of the domestic and global
realms, 225, 234; three `adaptive'
strategies, 225, 230, 231, 232, 233±4;
three `exit' strategies, 225, 230, 231,
232, 233

state governing capacity, 198, 207
state governing capacity (high); caging of

social forces, 202; embeddedness/
re¯exivity of the state (creation of
synergistic linkages with non-state
actors), 199, 200, 204, 206, 207, 208,
209, 213, 225, 227, 231, 233; high
infrastructural power, 198±200, 207,
208; state capacity through domestic
values/norms, 201, 203

state governing capacity (low): isolation
from social forces, 198, 199, 200, 206,
207, 209
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structurationist (non-realist) theory of
international and global relations, 197,
203±13, 224±35; co-constitution of
state/international realms, 210, 230;
co-constitution of state/society, 210,
230; collective `both/and' logic, 204±5,
223±4, 227, 230±4; differentiation of
the units (state±society complexes),
225; domestic as the realm of
opportunity and constraint, 210, 225;
domestic realm as constraining, 206,
225; domestic realm as enabling (as a
resource pool), 206, 225; doubled-
edged nature of structures, 206, 210,
224; global architecture, 225±9;
international distribution of state
agential power, 211±12, 225, 228;
international/global as realms of
opportunity/constraint, 206, 210, 213,
224, 225, 231; international/global
realms as enabling (as a resource
pool), 206, 211, 213, 225, 226, 231;
neo-integrationist approach, 205,
229±34; partial autonomy of the state,
202, 204, 210; states in the global/
national vortex, 230±4; states in the
international/national vortex, 210,
230±4; state±society complexes, 207,
208, 209±10, 212

structurationist theory of trade regime
change: free trade and high domestic
agential state power, 206, 208, 211,
212, 226, 228, 233; free trade and
high international agential state power,
206, 212, 226, 233; tariff
protectionism and low/moderate
domestic agential state power, 206,
207±8, 211, 212, 226; tariff
protectionism and moderate
international agential state power,
206, 226

see also ®rst-wave WHS and Weberian
historical sociology

Skocpol, Theda, 3, 5, 13, 137, 144,
175±84, 227

Smith, Adam, 22, 66, 68, 69, 70, 71±2, 105
Smith, Steve, 14, 28, 29, 63, 235
state agential power
domestic (de®ned), 5
international (de®ned), 7, 8
see also constructivism, liberalism,

Marxism, realism, Weberian historical
sociology

state debate (®rst)
in International Relations, 1±3, 4, 9±10,

13, 217, 218, 223

in Comparative Political Economy, 3,
13

in Sociology, 3, 13
state debate (second)
in International Relations, 2, 3±10,

13±14, 217±35: resolution of,
223±35; the ®ve generic theories,
220±3

see also second-wave Weberian historical
sociology

in Comparative Political Economy, 3, 13
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